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BPA is considering whether to transfer (wheel) .electrical power 
from a proposed -privately-owned, combined�cycle combustion . . ' 

· turbine cogeneration plant in Oregon. The plant would be fired by 
natural gas and would use combined-cycle technblogy to.generate up 
to474 average megawatts of energy. The. plant 'would also supply an 
adjacent potat� processing plant with steam at an average annual · 
rate of22,680 kilograms-(50,000 pounds) per hour. The plant would 
be developed, owned, and-operated by the Hermiston Generating 
Company, L.P.� a Delaware limited partnership. T�e project would 
be built in eastern Oregon, southwest of the City -of Hermiston in . 
Umatilla County. The proposed plant would be built on a site thaf is 
zoned Light Industrial_. It would be permitted as a conditional use, 
under the Umatilla Comity Comprehensive Plan. The transmission 
line needed to connect the power plant to BP A's transmission system 
would be constructed primarily within an existing Umatilla. Electric. 
Cooperative Association transmission line right.:.of2way, and would 
b� either a permitted or a conditional use under Jhe Umatilla County · 

Comprehensive Plan and the City of Umatilla Comprehensive Plan. 
The gas pipeline rieeded to connect the power plant to its naturat gas 



/'� 

supply would be either a pertnitted or a conditional use under the 
Umatilla County Comprehensive Plan. 

·. Key environmental concerns identified in the scoping process and in 
comments on the draft environmental impact statement (draft EIS) 
include these potential impacts: ( 1) air quality impacts, such as 
pollutant emissions and their contributions to the "greenhouse" 
effect; (2) health and safety impacts, such as effects of electric and 
magnetic fields; (3) effects of water withdrawals on other beneficial 

. . 
. � . 

uses of the Columbia River, such as hydropower production and fish 
habitat; ( 4) noise impacts; ( 5) water vapor impacts on transportation; 
(6) empl9yment impacts and effects on the demand for housing; (7) 
visual impacts; (8) consistency with local comprehensive plans; (9) 
traffic impacts during construction, and ( 1) impacts to wildlife. 
These and other issues· are discussed in the EIS. 

The proposed project includes {eatures designed to reduce 
-environmental impacts: Based on studies completed for the EIS, 
adverse environmental impacts asso.ciated with the proposed project 
were identified, and .no evidence em�rged to suggest that the 
proposed project is controversial. 

BPA is mailing the EIS to. many agencies, groups, �d individuals·. 
(see Section6). There will be a 30-day no-action period before any 
decisions are made and the Record of Decision is signed. 

To request copies of the EIS, please contact: 

BP A's toll free document request line 1-800-622-4520, or 

Public Involvement Manager 
Bonneville Power Administration 
P.O. Box 12999 
Portland, Oregon 97208 
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Summary/AbStract 
Background 
The llenniston Generating Company L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, 
proposes to construct a gas-fired cogeneration power plant near Hermiston, Oregon. 
The power plant woulclsupply steam 'to the Lamb-Weston'potato processing facility, 
on an adjacent site, and electricity generated at the plant would be sold to 
PacifiCorp, a utility, basoo iii Portland, Oregon. The powerplant would add 474 

. average megawatts (aMW) of capacity to the Northwest power grid, annu3ny 
generating approximately 3. 86 million megawatt hours of electricity. 

FacifiCorp has requested a transmission (wheeling) agreement from Bonneville 
'Power Administration to cover mmsmission of the power from McNary Substation 
at Hermiston, ·Oregon, to Alvey Substation near EUgene, Oregon. Before 
Bonneville Power Administration can exeeute a wheeling agreement with 
PacifiCorp, Bonneville Power Administration must conduct a systems analysis to 
ensure that the existing equipment is capable of accommodating the additional 
loads. The Federal action of executing the wheeling agreement triggers the 
req�ment for the Bonneville Power Administration to conduct an environmental 
analysis· under the National Environmental Poli�y Act. Bonneville Power 
Administration has,prepared this environmental impact statement to fulfill that 
requirement. 

. .' 

Hermiston Generating· Company's proposal includes a plan· to upgrade an existing 
transmission line connecting the proposed power plant to the Bonneville Power 
Administration grid at McNary Substation. The·existing lme is owned and operated 

. by the Umatilla· Electric Cooperative Association, which requires the approval of · 

the Rural Electrification Administration, another Fedenil agency, to proceed with 
' ' 

the upgrade. The Rural Electrification Administration has therefore been named as 
a cOoperating agency in the preparation and review of this environmental impact 
statement. 

Iii 
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Related State Actions 
On February 28, 1992, the Hermiston· Generating Company submitted a Notice of 
Intent to construct an energy facility to the Oregon Department of Energy. Oregon 
law requires that\ before an energy facility can be constructed, the Energy facility 
Siting Council must fmd that the proposed facility meets certain standards and must 
issue a Site Certificate specifying certain terms under which the facility will be 
consm.cted and operated. The act of filing the Notice of Intent initiated the state's 
environmental review process, conducted under the auspices of the Oregon 
Department of Energy and the Energy Facility Siting Council. Local and state 
agencies, Tribes, and the public were afforded an opportunity to participate in the 
state's environmental review process, just as they are currently invited to participate 
in the Federal environmental review process.· The Oregon Department of Energy 
issued a ·Proposed Order on October 19, 1993, :reg>mmending approval of the 
project and issuance of a Site Certificate. The Energy Facility Siting Council 
issued an Order on March 11, 1994, approving Hermiston Generating Company's 
request. for a site certificate. A Site Certification ;\greement was executed on 
March 16, 1994, 

A 'party to the ·Energy Facility Siting Council's proceeding �s appealed the 
decision to the Oregon Supreme Court. There is one issue.on appeal-the validity. of 
the Energy Facility Siting Council's rule exempting the Hermiston Generatin� 
Project from provirig need for power. An accelerated briefmg schedule was agreed 
to, and the appeal was set for oral argument before the Supreme Court on June 14, 
1994. The determination of the Court is forthcoming. 

Scope of the Environmental Impact Statement 
\ : / 

This environ:inental impact statement evaluates the environmentil impacts of two . 
alte.rnatives: the No Action Alternative arid the Proposed Action. Under the No 
Action Alternative, l3onneville Power Administration would decide not to. execute a 
wheeling agreement with Pacifi.Cotp. Without access to the Federal transmission 
system, ·the project would not be economically viable and·would not� built� 
Environmental impacts associated with constructing and operating the power plant 
and related facilities would not occur. 
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The Proposed. �ction would encompass the following elements: 

• - Changes at McNary Substation required to accommodate a new 230-kV line; 

• ConstruCtion and operation of a 474-average megawatt gas-fired cogeneration 
plant on a site approximately 4. 8 kilometers (3 miles) southwest of Henniston, 
Oregon; 

• Construction and operation, primarily within an �xisting right-of-way, of an 
approximately 19-kilometer-long (12-mile-long), 230-kV transmission line 
conncpeting the power plant with McNary Substation; 

• Constructiol! and operation of an underground gas pipeline, approximately .8 
kilometers long (5 miles), connecting the power plant to an existing.gas supply 
line; 

• Construction and operation of water and steam lines connecting the power plant 
to the adjac-ent Lamb-Weston potato processing facility, and minor alterations to 
that facility; and 

• A transmission agreement between the Bonneville Power Administration and · 

. PaciftCorp. 

Environmental Consequences and Mitigation 
The Hermiston Generating Piuject, as proposed by Hermiston Generating Company 
and with the addition. of mitigation. measures outlined'� this environmental.impact 
statement,· would have no significant impacts on the environm�nt. The following 
p�graphs briefly summarize the factors leading to this conclusion. 

Geology and Soils 
Project impacts· on geological resources would be negligible. There are no unique 
geologic feahlres at the plant site or along the rights-of-way. Soil compaction 
would be limited to a very small area and only a ·minor amount of erosion would . 

' . . 

occur during project construction. Mitigation measures, including development and 
implementation of an erosion ·and sediment control plan, would prevent large scale 
erosion and sedimentation. 

Project design would take into account the maximum credible earthquake in.the 
area .. This _would minimize damage to the project during an earthquake of Ri�hter 

. magnitude 5.5 or less. 

v 
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Hydrology and Water Quality 
Surface water resources in the project area include tbe Columbia River, the 
Umatilla River, and Butter Creek .. The power plant's water needs would be 
supplied by the Port of Umatilla's proposed water supply system, which would 
withdraw water from the Columbia River under an existing water right. .Project 
operations would consume approximately 377 hectare-meters (3,065 acre-feet) of 
water per year, the equivalent of withdrawiilg an average 0.1 cubic meter 
(4.2 cubic feet) .of water per second from the Columbia River. The power plant 
incorporates a zero discharge design, so there would be no liquid. waste to dispose 
of offsite. The plant's water use would add slightly to cumulative withdrawals of 
water from the Columbia River, potentially causing a very slight decrease in other 
beneficial uses of the river. 

As 'mitigation for potential imP,acts, Hermiston Generating Company has agreed to 
fund effort� to augment instream flows in the Columbia .River or its tributaries. 

Vegetation, Wildlife, and Fish 
Vegetation in the vicinity of the proposed Hermiston Generating Project has been 
extensively altered by human activities, including grazing, agriculture, and rural · · 
residential development. The most signifiCCl!lt area of native vegetation remaining 
in northeastern Oregon occurs just to the west of the project,.on the U.S. Army's 
Umatilla Ordnance Depot. This area would not be affected by project construction 
or operation. Impacts of the Hermiston Generating Project would be limited to 

, temporary disturbance along the transmission and gas pipeline rights.:.of-way and 
permaQent loss of vegetation at the power plant site. None of these impacts would 
be. significant. 

Wildlife in the vicinity of the Hermiston Generating Project consists primarily of 
species that use re�tively disturbed habitat and tolerate human activity. The area 
contains no critical habitat for Federally llsted or proposed threatened and . 
endangered species� and none were observed during site surveys,. Four state-listed 
sensitive bird species were recorded during field surveys in 1992 and 1993. The 
projeet would have no significant direct or_indirect impact on wildlife species or 
habitat in the project area. · 

. The Columbia River supports steelhead trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) and 3 species 
of salmon and represents a.fishery resource of global importance. The project's use 
of 377 hectare-meters {3,065 acre-feet) of water per year (an average of 0.1 cubic 
meter [4.2 cubic feet] per second), to be withdrawn from the Columbia River by 

' ' 

the Port of Umatilla under its exis!ing water right, would add very slightly to the 
cumulative effects of competing water u_ses on tbe Columbia River fishery resource. 
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Air Quality 
The Henniston Generating Project plant site is located in an area currently 
designated as unclassified or in attainment of all state· and national Ambient. Air 
Quality Standards. The Henniston Generating Project would produce sufficient 
emissions to qualify as a major emission source, and therefore falls under the . 
Environmental Protection Agency 1 s Prevention of Significant Deterioration rules. 
The Prevention of Significant Deterioration roles·are designed to prevent new 
emission SOUrceS from having a significant adverse effect OJl a region IS air quality • 

Modeling of the project's emissions indicates all would be within acceptable limits 
compared to state and Federal emission standalds, and the project would not have a 
significant effect on ambient air quality. 

The combustion of natural gas at the power plant would add slightly to the 
worldwide production of-carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas believed to �ntribute to · 
global warming. Hermiston Generating Company has agreed to fund other 

/ prograrils and activities designed to· achieve real reductions in· atmospheric gases 
believed to contribute to global warming. 

Noise 
. The Henniston Generating Project would be located in a rural·area that has several 
existing n�ise sources, including interstate highway traffic, a railrOad line, and food 

·processing facilities. The proposed project would generate noise above existing 
ambient ievels during the 26-month construction period and during operation. the 
primary source of noise would be the power plant, w�ch would generate fairly 
constant noise levels 24 -hours a day, 7 days a week. :Mitigation would include the 
use of equipment meeting specific noise standards, which would keep noise levels 
below the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality's allowable levels at all but 
two locations-a single family home and a mobile home �k. Hermiston 
Genera.ting Company has options to acquire p�rties where expected noise levels· 
would exceed allowable limits.· 

Traffic and CircUlation 
The power plant site is accessed via a lightly traveled road (Westland Road) in an 
industrial/agricultural area of unincorporated Umatilla County. Traffic generated 
during the power plimt' s 26-month construction period would increase traffic on 
Westland Road at certain ·times of the day. Mitigation efforts during the . 
cohstruction period would reduce traffic impacts dufi?g peak tiaffic periods. There 
would be no noticeable effects on traffic once normal plant. operations begin. 

vii 
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Visual Quality and Aesthetics 
The p<>wer plant site is located next to an existing industrial facility in an area that 
is zoned industrial, although most of the surrounding area is devoted to agriculture. 
The power plant would add to the density of industrial develOJ>ment in the 
immediate area. Vegetative screening would, in time, reduce the visual impact of 
the power plant. Although the 57- to 65-meter-IUgh (188- to 213-foot-high) exhaust 
stacks would be visible from several highways and rural n;>ads, the overall.visual 
impact of the powerplant on the surrounding area would not. be significant. Other · 

large industrial and agricultural facilities, such as grain elevators. and wa�r tanks_, 
are also. visible in the general vicinity.· 

. The transmission line would be located along, or adjacent to, existing transmission 
line corridors. ·Although the new transmission line p<>les would be taller than the 
existing poles, the visual impact of the new transmission line would not be 
significant: 

Cultural Resources 
· Several histone properties exist in the project vicinity, and construction of the 

propOsed project could affect two properties potentially eligible for nomination to 
the National Register of Historic Places: the High Line and West Ex�nsion 
irrigation • canals. In addition, any digging during construction could uncover 
archabological resources that are currently unknown. �easures proposed to 
mitigate these effects include tunneling the natural gas pipeline under the· canals, 
avoiding the placement of transmission supports in the canals, consultation with the 
Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation, and conducting 
archaeological surveys. If previously unknown resources are discovered during 
construction, the construction will halt while the-significance of the fmd and proper 
mitigation �s determined. Given these procedures, the project would not have any 
significant effect on cultural resources. 

Land Use Plans ·and Policies 
The propOsed p<>wer plant, gas pipeline, and transmission line would all comply 
with the County of Umatilla and the City of Hermiston. comprehensive plans as 
either permitted or conditional uses. 
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Socioeconomics 
the project would add a�ut $200 to $2�0 million to the local tax base, and . 
construction of the project would have a positive impact on employment m the . 
Hermiston-Umatilla area. Incoming construction workers would have a 'potentially 
negative effect on housmg. Approximately 385 local wo�ers .and 130 worker� 
from outside of the project area would be needed during .the peak construction 
period. Hermiston Generating Company would work with local community . 
officials.to alleviate potential housing problems associated with introducing 130 
workers into a local rental housing market that has a low vacancy rate. 

Public Services �nd Facilities 
; 

There would be no significant adverse effects on public services during construction 
. or operation of the project. Local workers would be used to the maximum extent 

possible to construct and ope� the project, limiting any increased demand for 
public services. 

Public Health and Safety 
The Hermiston Generating Project has been designed. with careful attention to the 
reduction of hazards associated with its operation and meets· or ex,ceeds state and 
Federal standards for safety in all its components. Safety and emergency systems 
are included in th¥design and would be included dunng construction of the project 
to ensure safe· and reliable operation of the facilities. Continuous monitoring of 
process variables .and a thorough maintenanCe pro� would promote safety and . 
reliability. 

Power lines, like all eleetrical devices and equipment, produce electrical fields and 
magnetic fields. It is Bonneville Power Administration's policy to conduct a 
magnetic field exposure assessment anywhere that homes and commercial buildings 
could experience magnetic fields from a new transmission line. For this project, 
the maximum magneticrfield'at the.nearest home, which is 67 meters (220 feet) ' 
from the center of the proposed transmission line right-;<>f-way, is predicted to be 

3 milligauss. There is an optiolial right-of-way that could be used to replace one 
segment of the propoSed transmission line right-of-way. The maximum magnetic 
field at the nearest home, which is 38 meters (125 feet) from the center of the 
optional transmission line route, is predicted to be 14.2 milligauss .. Because 
scientific literatpre relating to electromagnetic fields has not yet established a ·cause
and-:effect relationship between electric or magnetic fields and �verse human health 
effects; no adverse h�th effects are reasonably foreSeeable. 

. ix  
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Summary of Public Comment on the Draft EIS 
BPA published ,a draft ElS on the proposed Hermiston Generating Project in April 
1994. The public comment period began on April1, 1994, the date the EPA 
published the Notice of Availability in the Federal Register. The comment period 
ended on May 23, 1994. 

Six comment letters were received. Four letters were from agencies, one was from 
the developer of the proposed project, and one letter was received from an 
individual. 

The agencies that commented on the draft EIS are the Environmental Protection 
Agency, Rural Electrification Administration, .Oregon Department of Fish and 

· Wildlife, and the National Marine Fisheries Servi�. Agency concerns relate. 
primarily to (1) effects of water withdrawals on. other beneficial uses of the 

, Columbia River, such as hydropower production and fisb habitat; (2) impacts to 
· wildlife; and (3) air quality issues. 

One individual commented on the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)/state 
process, air quality issues, and the transmission line route. HGC comments 
included proposed design changes and minor editorial changes. All of these 
colnments are addressed in this final EIS. The comment letters along with BPA's. 
J:eSPcOnses are in Technical Appendix I. 

' 
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1 .  0 Introduction 
The Henniston Generating Company L.P. (HGC), a Delaware limited partnership, 
proposes to construct a natural gas-fired cogeneration plant near Hermiston, 
Oregon. The power plant would supply steam to a nearby potato processing facility 
and would sell power to PacifiCorp, a utility based in Portland, Oregon. 

To determine whether the Henniston Generating Project. may 'be built and operated 
as proposed, two Federal agencies must make decisions re1ated to the project. 
First, the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) must decide .wliether it will 
transmit the project's power across the Federal,transmission system from BPA's 
McNary Substation iii Umatilla, Oregon to BPA' s Alvey Substation near Eugene, 

. Oregon . .. 

Additionally, the ·Rural Electrification Administration (REA) must decide whether it 
will pennit installation of a new transmission line ponnecting BPA' s McNary 
Substation to the power plaitt. This new line would be installed in an existing right
of-way .of the Umatilla Electric Cooperative AssocUI,tion (UBCA), which is 
regulated by the REA. 

Th� Bureau of Reclamation and the United States Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) · 1 

will ' also participate in the environmental review of the proposed project, and may 
neoo to grant easements for portions of the facilities. 

1. 1 Purpose and Need for Action 
1.1.1 Bonneville Power AdJDinistration 
Public Law 93-45� (Trans�ssion Sys� Act) requires BPA to· make excess 
transmission capacity available to utilities �esting transmission (wheeling) .. 
service. The Energy :Policy Act of 1992 also requires utilities, including BPA, to . ' ' 

make arrangements to provide wheeling, subject to certain constraints. PacifiCorp, 
an investor-owned utility, bas submitted to BPA a 11 good' faith request, 11 pursuant to . 
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the implementing regulations of the Energy Policy Act of 1992, to wheel power 
generate_d 'by the Henniston Generating Project from BPA's McNary Substation



near Umatilla, Oregan, . to BPA' s Alvey Substation near Eugene, Oregon. 

Need: 
BPA must respond to the .need for translnission access as represented by 
PacifiCorp's JWUest for wheeling setvices. 

Purpose: 
In making a .decision to provide wheeling services to PacifiCorp for the power 
produced at the Hermiston Generating Project, BPA intends to consider the 
following purposes: 

• Assure consistency with BPA' s statutory responsibilities, including the 
· Northwest Power Act, th� Transmission System Act, and the Energy Policy Act 
of 1992; 

• Balance environmental impacts with economic costs;. 

• Protect. BPA' s ability to serve its··existing contractual obligations· and to remain 
able to meet the needs of its customers; 

• Provide electrical system reliability that meets BPA' s reliability criteria; and. 

• Presetve transmission capability for future BPA resources. 

1.1.2 Rural Electrificatiop Administration · 
The REA, another Federal agency, would have to approve any actions affecting 

· UECA facilities associated with this project. UECA would own and operate �e 
transmission line connecting the proposed power plant to the.BPA 'grid at McNary, 
Substation. · 

1 .2 National Environmental Policy Act Review · 
�. 1-.2.1 Bonneville Power Administration 

/ 

1-2 

The National Environmen� Policy Act (NBPA), signed into law in 1970, requires 
that the environmental consequences of any proposed action by a Federal agency be 
evaluated before a ftruil decision on the action can be- made. In cases where the 
action could potentially have a significant adverse impact on the environment, an 
environmental impact statement (EIS) must be prepared. The Federal action of 
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executing the wheeling agreement triggers the requirements for BPA to conduct an
environmental analysis under NEP A. The Hermiston Generating Project meets � 

these criteria, so BPA must, prepare an ms for the pt:Qject before deciding whether 
to sign a wheeling agreement with PacifiCorp .. 

On November 8, 1993, BPA published in the Federal Register a Notice of Intent to 
prepare an ms for the project (Appendix A). On November 22, 1993, BPA held a 
public scoping meeting in Hermiston to discuss the project· and identify issues that 
should be addfessed in the IDS (Appendix B). OnApril 26, 1994, BPA held a 
meeting in Hermiston to give peOple an opportunity to comment on the draft ms. 

' ' 

1.2.2 Rural Electrif1cation Administratio� 
REA must also satisfy the requirements of NEP A in its action to approve UECA' s 
partieipation. REA is a COOperating agency in the preparation and review of this 
ms. 

1.2.3 NEPA Review Process 
There was a review period following publication of the draft ms during which a 
public meeting on the document was held. The public ,was invited to comment, 
either at the public �eeting ot in writing, concerning the project and the ms. 
Responses to the colilments have been incorporated into this final ms. Comment 
letters and BPA's· response to those comments are included as Appendix I. Notice 
of the final ms publication will appear in the ·Federal Register, starting .a 30-day no 
action period. The Record of Decision, describing BPA's decision on the request 
for the wheeling agreement, will be prepared during this period. At the same iiffie, · 

a Mitigation Action Plan would be prepared if the wheeling were approved. The 
Mitigation · Action Plan would describe the mitigation monitoring and enforcement 
program for .any mitigation measures identified in the Record of Decision. After 
the 30-day no action period ends, the Record of Decision and the Mitigation Action 
Plan, ifprepared, will be signed by BPA. That action will complete the NEPA 
process. 

f. 3 State of Oregon Envirorimental Review 
·BPA' s  Federal action, consid�ring a wheelfug agreement with PacifiCorp, triggers 
the ·requ�ment for BPA to conduct an environmental analysis under NEP A. The 
state of Oregon has a similar environmental review process that has been 
cowpleted. 
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On February 28, 1992, Henniston Generatmg Company submitted a Notice of 
Intent to oonstruct an energy facility to the Oregon Department of Energy (ODOE). 

' Oregon law requires that before an energy facility can be constructed, the Energy 
Facility Siting Council (EFSC) must fmd thatthe proposed facility meets certain 
standards and must issue a Site Certificate, ensuring compliance with Oregon 
Administrative Rule (OAR) Chapter 345, Division 21, Section 045. The act of 
filing the Notice of In�nt initiated the state's  environmental review process 
conducted under the auspices of ODOE ·and EFSC. ODOE also included local 
agencies and the public in the · envirolimental review process. 

The f�llowing steps in the EFSC process have been completed: 

• A public hearing on the Notice of Intent was held in Henniston on June 25, 
1992 to receive public comment on the proposed project (Appendix B). 

• A Project Order was issued on August 26, 1992 and amended by several 
subsequent addenda. 

• HGC submitted an Application for Site Certification (ASC) to ODOE on 
December 29, 1992. this document contained the infonnation needed by EFSC 
to decide whether to issue a Si� Certificate. The ASC was submitted to the 
City of Umatilla, Umatilla County, the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla 

Indian Reservation (CTUIR), and all potentially involved state agencies. All of 
these·groups evaluated the ASC to see if it contained sufficient infonnation to 
complete their detailed reviews. 

• In response to comments of the reviewing agencies made in writing and during 
several meetings, HGC submitted addenda to the ASC. 

• On June 11, 1993, .ODOE declared the ASC complete. 

• A public' hearing on the ASC was held in Hermiston on August 25, 1993 to 
receive public comment on the project (Appendix B). 

• ODOE issued the Proposed Order on October 19, 1993 recommending approval 
of the project and issuance of a Site Certificate. This triggered a 30-day peri� 
during which any per&Qn could req11,.est a contested-case bearing on the project. 
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< , ,  
• Several individuals and organizations (intervenors) requested a contested-case 

hearing or asked to be parties. tp a contested-case hearing, and submitted 
. testimony outlining their positions. 

• A-contested case hearing was held on January 3 1 , 1994. · Prior to the contested 
case hearing; minor amendments to .the ASC were made, and the issues in the 
contested case were narrowed to the intervenor' s  contention that ·EFSC' s rules 
pe�g to need for power are invalid. 

EFSC i�sued an Ordt?r on March 1 1 ,  1994, approving.JIGC's request for a site 
certificate. A Site' Certification Agreement was executed on March 16, 1994. 

A partY to BFSC's proceeding has apPealed the decision to the Oregon Supreme · 
Court. There is one issue on appeal-the validity of EFSC's rule exempting the 
Hermiston Generating Project from proving need for power. An accelerated 

, briefmg schedule was agreed to, and the appeal .wa'S! set for oral argument before the 
Supreme Court on June 14, 1994. The determination of the Court is forthcoming . 

. 1· .4  Scope of the EIS 
This EIS is based on several sotirces, including· the following: 

• HGC's  ASC, as .amended and submitted to EFSC'throughJanuary 3 1 ,  1994; 
• HOC' s  Environmental Report submitted to BPA in November 1993; 
• ' HGC's  responses t� requests for additional information from BPA and its 

consultants; and 
• evaluation and analysis prepared by BPA and its consultants. 

The environmental issues raised in the EI:"SC scoping process and contested-case 
heaiing are addressed in this EIS along' with· issues identified by BPA during its 
scoping process (Appendix B). · · / 
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2 .  0 Proposed Action and 
Alternatives 

This section contains a· description of the two alternatives being considered in this 
EIS: the No Action Alternative and the Proposed Action. In the No Action 
Alternative, BPA would decid� not to transmit power from the project over the 
Federal transmission system. In the Proposed Action, BPA would make a decision · 

to wheel the new. power from 'McNary Substation to Alvey Substation. The 
· description of the Proposed Action Includes aU activities that would QCCur if BPA. 
makes that decision, including changes to be made by BPA at¥cNary Substation; 
constructionillld operation of the power.plant itself, the transmission line from the 
power plant to McNary Substation, and the gas pipeline connecting the. plant with a 
Pacific Gas Transmission (PG'I) gas pipeline; and project-related changes to be 
made at the .Lamb-Weston potato processing facility' . 

. Info�ation in tills section includes a description of the propoSed project elements, 
as well as operational and perfonnance characteristics relevant to the environmental 
aDalysis. Some details of de�ign and operational characteristics may change slightly 
as the project moves through its fmal engineering design phase. · 

2. 1 No Action 

"/ 

In the No Acti<:>n Alternative, BPA would decide not to transmit the power output 
from the project over the Federal transmission . system. Without access to the 
Federal fumsmission system, the power seller, HGC, ci>uld not get power from the 
plant to the power buyer, PacifiCorp, unless a new transmission line were built. 
The new line would' need to be·approximately 200 miles long. The cost of builditig 
a new 200-mile-long line would be $60 million to $80 million - and wQuld make the . 

. project fmancially unfeasible. Thus, the No Action Alternative means that the 
power plant and associated facilities would not be ,buih, . and none of the 
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environmental impacts associated with building apd operating the project would 
occur. 

The No Action Alternative would not solve PacifiCorp's stated need for power, 
which is to provide electrical energy to PacifiCorp' s load centers in southern 
Oregon and northern California. PacifiCorp would need to use some combination 
of conservation, power purchases from other power generators, or construction and ' ' 

operation of its own new . generation facilities to satisfy its need for power. 

2.2 Proposed Action 

2-2 

If BPA decides to si� a wheefulg agreement with PacifiCorp, thus providing the 
means for transmitting power from the proposed Hermiston Generating Project to · 

PacifiCorp, the following related actions would result: 

• BPA would make changes at McNary Substation, providing an interconnection 
for a new 230-kilovolt · (kV) tninsmission line. 

• A new combustion turbineicombined-cycle power plant with an output of 
approximately 474 aMW would be built at an industrial site near an existing 
Lamb-Weston potato p�ssing facility approximately 4.8 kilometers (3 miles) 
southwest of the city of Hermiston, Oregon. 

• A new 230-kV trimsmission line would be constructed to connect the power 
plant with McNary Sybstation. Mo�t of the new 19.3-kilometer (12-mile) line 
would consist of rebuilding an existing 1 15-kV �smission line to a double 
circuit 230-kV and 1 15-kV line within an existing UECA tninsmission Jine 
right..;of-way. New right-of-way would be needed for the last 0.4-kilometer 
_(0.25-mile) approach to MeN� Substation, and an optional new right-of-way 
segment is being considered where the existing right-of-way crosses the 
Umatilla River. 

• A new underground gas pipeline would be added to connect the power plant to 
an existing PGT gas pipeline approximate! y 8 kilometers (5 miles) south of the 
plant site. 

• Underground and aboveground steam, water, and domestic wastewater lines 
would be added to connect the power plant to the existing Lamb-Weston 
facility, and minor changes would be made to the Lamb-WestOn facility to 
accept steam . and d�mestic wastewater from the power plant. 



2. 0 Proposed Action and Alternatives· 

2.2.1 Site Location and Characteristics 
The proposed Hermistop. Generating Project would be located in an.unincorporated 
area of Umatilla County, Oregon; The project area encompasses five sites . and their 
environs (Figure 2-1): McNary Substation, the power plant site, the natural gas 
pipeline right-of-way, the proposed and optional transmission line righ�s-of-way, 
and the existing Lamb-Weston potato processing facility adjacent to the power plant · 

site. Each component ·of the proposed project is described �low. 

2.2.1.1 McNary Substotion 
BPA and Pacificorp jointly condu�ed systems studies to determine how to integrate 

· the Herm1ston Generating Project with the existing transmission system 
(BPA/Paci:ficorp 1994). The systems studies were designed to consider BPA' s 
requirements for supporting-a decision to provide wheeling seiVices to PacifiCorp, 
including the need to protect BPA' s ability to serve its customers, provide adequate 
system reliability, and preserve transmissi9n capability for future BP.?\ resources. 

\ 
To accommodate J?ower from the Hermiston Generating Project, BPA would 
provide for a new f30-kV bay within the existing McNary Substation boundary 
(Figure 2-2) . New 230-kV facilities would include one power circuit breaker, three 
disconnect switches, metering, and power system control facilities. BPA would also 
rePlace eight existing 230-kV power circuit b�ers in the McNary Substation to 
mairitain the required fault duty protection. 

Changes at McNary Substation would take place within the existing fenced 
enclosure, and would not include any idehtiftable environmental imPacts. Changes 
at McNary Substation are therefore not discussed further in this ms. 

· 2.2.1.2 Power Plllnt Site 
The power plant would be constructed on a 5.2-hectare (12.9-acre) site, 
approximately 4. 8 kilometers (3 miles) southwest of the city of Hermiston. The 
site is in the northwest quarter of Section 30, Township 4 North, Range 28 East, 
Willamette Meridian. It is about 1 .2 kilQmeters (0.75 mile) north of Interstate 84 
and 0.8 ldlometer (0.5 mile} east of Interstate 82. The site is bounded on the north 
by the access f()ad to the Lamb-Weston pOtato processing facility, on the west by 
Westland· Road, .and on the south by the Union Pacific Railroad. Access to the site 
would be from the Lamb-Weston Aecess Road via Westland Road. Figure 2-3 

· 

shows the site plan of the ·power plat1t. The site is essentially flat; vacant 13nd, 
vegetated mostly with non-native grasses. 
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2. 0 Proposed f'ktion and Alternatives · · · 

ProCess water for the project would t>e obtained from the Port of Umatilla' s . 
proPosed water supply project, which will include a pipeline supplying water to 
municij>al and.industrial developments tiear the power plant. The Port is 
proceeding with design for t}le water supPly system, which should be Operational in .. 
mid-1995. The system would deliver water to the power plant at the site boundary. 
'fhe power plant would purchase water from the Port; the Port would continue to 
hold the water right. 

2.2.�.3 Gas Pipeline Right-of-Way 
The gas pipeline right-of-way would be about 8 kilometers (5 miles) long, 
extending north from the intertie with the PGT pipeline to the power plant site. · 

The construction right-of-way would be approximately 15.2 meters (50 feet) wide, 
· with a total land area of appro�tely 12.3 hectares {30.3 acres). Figure 2-4 

shows the location of the pipeline right-of-way. 

The ·interconnecting line would tap·the 'PGT line �t a point on property owned by 
Mawson Farms and used by PGT unper an existing easement.' Approximately half 
of th� interconnecting pipeline right-of-way would alsO be on property owned by 
Madison Farms� 

Between the PGT intf!rtie point and the power plant site, the gas pipefuie would 
cross several parcels of private property. Easement agreements would be executed 

. with the owners of real property. 

The pipeline right-of-way wou�d also cross beneath Interstate 84, the Union Pacific 
Railroad, and two irrigation canals. The pipeline would be oonstructed, owned, 
and· operated by Cascade Natural Gas Company (CNG). CNG would receive 
permission from the Oregon Department of Transportation to cross beneath 
Interstate 84, and would require an occupancy permit from the·Union Pacific 
RailrOad prior to installation of the gas pipeline beneath the rnilroad qght-of-way . 
. CNG would also execute easement agreements with the Westland Irrigation District 
and with the owners of real prpperty on which the irrigation canals are located. 

2.2.1.4 Transmission Line Right-of-Way 
Most of the proposed transmission line · route would use the .existing UECA 
right-of-way that extends from the power plant site to McNary Substation. The 
property easements would be aJl)ended as necessary by UECA to perform.the.line 
upgrade. The current right-:of-way generally runs due north from the power plant 

, ·  - . ! 

site, roughly following the eastern boundary of the Umatilla Ordnance Dep9t to the 
City of Umatilla, then east and north to near McNary Substation (Figure 2-4). The 
new transmission line would diverge from the existing route for approximately 0.4 
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kilometer (0.25 mile) at t�e north end of the route to connect with McNary 
Substation. 

The p-ansmission right-of-way lies primarily within Umatilla County, with a portion 
within the City of Umatilla. UECA would execute easement agreements with 
landowners to permit extension of the right-of-way to McNary Substation. The . 
right ... of-way is approXimately 19.3 kilometers (12 miles) long and apProximately 
24.4 meters (85 feet) wide. It occupies a total land area of approxiptately 44.5 
hectares (11 0 acres). 

An optional route for one segment of the transmission line has also been 
investigated. The optional segment would involve approximately 2.4 kilometers 
(1 .5 miles) of new right-of-way in the vicinity of the existing transmi�sion line 
.crossing of the Umatilla River. (Figure 2-4, inset). This optional route is. located 
just to the south of and parallel to an existing BPA transmission corridor. A lis� of 
property owners along the optional ro�te has been. obtained� ;and new easements , 
would be required to construct the line on the new right-of-way. 

Use of the optional.tfclllsmission line right-of-way would .slightly redu� the overall 
length of the route, and would eliminate two crossings of the adjacent BPA 
transmission lines. Crossing adjacent lines creates a potential for one adverse event 
to affect two or three lines. By eliminating two crossings, the optional route would 
reduce this risk. 

If the optional right-of-way segment were used; the UECA lines on the existing � . .  

right-of-way could be moved to ihe new right-of-way, as well, although that would 
be UECA' s decision. 

/ 
2.2.1.5 Lamb-Weston Facility 
In addition to generating electric power, the power plant would supply process 
steam to· the Lamb-Weston, Inc. potato processing facility located on property 
adjacentto the energy facility (Figure 2-3). iamb-Weston, a subsidiary of 
ConAgra Inc. , produces frozen french fries and other value-added potato products. 

Due to the efficiencies of cogeneration, . the power plant can generate st� at a 
lower cost than Lamb-Weston's  conventionally frred boilers. The process steain 
supplied by the power plant would'be used for running the processing equipment, 
heating, and cooking. The steam load demand is expected to remain at a eonstant 
annual average level of about 22,680 kilograms (�0,000 pounds) per hour through 
the life of the project. 
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2. 0 P.roposed Action and Alternatives 

The lamb-Weston faci.lity would supply the power plant with water for domestic 
use. The water fmm lamb-Weston ' s  existing supply system would be provided 
through a new pipeline between the two .f�cilities. Domestic wastewater from the 
power plant site would be conveyed through a new pipeline to the lamb-Weston , 
facility for treatment in .lamb-Weston' s  existing treatment system . 

. Modifications to the lamb-Weston facility necessary for operation of the propoSed 
pdwer plant are as follows: 

• An .abovegrpund utility ,pipe rack supporting the 20- ·to 25-centimeter-diameter 
(8- to 1 0-inch�diameter) process stecuh line 'would be constructed from the 
power plant, across Lanib-Weston' s  parking lot, to the lamb-Weston plant. 
. ( . . 

• Underground pipes would be installed to carry sanitary wastewater, ·potable 
�ater, and process steam makeup water� 

•. The pipelines would be tied into the existing systems at the lamb-Weston 
facility. 

2.2.2 Facility Description 

The power plant would consist of two e�sentially identical side,..by-side combustion 
turbine generators, two heat recovery steam generators, and two steam turbines . .  
The project site plan (Figure 2-3) shows the general arrangement of the buildings 
and structures. Figure 2-5 is a flow diagram of the combined-cycle cogeneration 
process. Major facility features are described below. 

2.2.2.1 Power Plant Site Layout 
The two individual process trains, each including a gas combustion turbine, heat 

. recovery steam generator, steam turbine, and cooling tower, would be laid out in a 
west-to-east configuration . .  Water treatment equipment and other support 
equipment would generally be located to the east of the power train equipment. 

A common .control room and maintenance facility would be located on the south 
side of the facility. Connection to the electric power transmission lines would 'be at 

· the west .side of the south switchyard. Process steam, domestic water supply, and 
waste lines connecting. to the lamb-Wesu:>n facility would be on the east e�d of the 
site. A stormwater detention basin is located atthe. eastern property line. 
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2. 0 Proposed Action and Alternatives 

The gas turbines and . steam turbines would be housed in enclosures designed to 

protect equipment from the weather. Portions of the water treatment equipment 

would be housed . in small buildings. The control room and maintenance/ 
. . 

warehouse would be in a common building. The balance of the equipment and 

storage tanks would be designed to be free standing . . 

The site would be served by access roads to all major equipment blocks. Main 
. 

. 
' 

roadways would be paved, while those less used would be paved or graveled. 

Access to the site is· at two locations from the Lamb-Weston access . road to the 

north. • 

The following buildings and structures would be located at the power plant site: 

• . Two combustion turbine. enclosures, with an· air inlet structure for each turbine. 

· The equipment would be enclosed to the extent necessary for weather protection 

1 and sound attenuation; 

• Two steam ttirbine enclosures; including foundations, support ,structures, and 

condensers; 

• Control/office/warehouse buildings, housing control equipment, workshops, 

maintenance areas, and offices. This building would be apProximately 725 
square meters J7,800 square feet); 

• Two beat recovery steam, generators that would be approximately 650 square 
meters (7 ,000 square feet). These units are free standing and will not be 
enclosed within a structure; 

• Two rectangular coo�g water structures, .  each consisting of four cells. Each 

cell would have a large fan to move air over water circulated by large pumps to 

cool the boiler water; 

• Possibly, a smaller secondary cooling tower consisting of two cells; 

• Filtered water storage tank with 7. 6-million-liter (2-million-gallon) capacity, if . 

necessary; 

• Water. treatment equipment and structures consisting of a clarifier, filter press, 

evaporator, crystallizer, and chemical building; 
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• One aqueous ammonia storage tank with 75,70&-liter (20,()0(}.gallon) capacity; 

• Two outdoor electrical switch yards, including main and auxiliary transformers; ,  

• Electrical switch gear, motor.control centers, and .other electrical equipment;-

• Permanent paved and gravel roads and paved parking areas, and a temporary i 

unpaved. access road during construction; and 

• Various utility interconnections (natural gas pipeline,. electrical transmission 
line, steam and process water pipelines, and domestic water and sewage 
pipelines). 

The facility ,structures :would be designed to visually integrate with the surrounding 
\ 

area . Neutral colors would be used for the exhaust stacks and site buildings, and · 

landscape designs and �hitectural treatment would be incoipOrated into the s�te · 
plan. The design objective of the proposed landscape plan would be to allow easy 
access to equipment, while partially screening and providing visual buffering to the 
facility. 

Permanent on-site parking would be provided in accordance with Umatilla County 
requirements to accommodate all employees in addition to maintenanCe crews, 
visitors, and deliveries. Han.dicapped parking would be provided. 

2.2.2.� Primary Components of the Proposed Combustion Turbine/Combined-
Cycle System 

There are five major systems associated with power generation at the power plant: 
the pOWer generation system, the cooling cycle system, the water treatment system, 
the control system, and the electric power system� 

· 

Pow�r Generation System: Pout components comprise the power system: the 
combustion turbine generator, the heat recovery steam generator, the steam turbine 
generator, and the stack . .  

Combustion Tprbine/ Generator: The project would employ two advanced gas
fired combustion turbines. Fuel for the turbines would be natural gas. Some gas
fired power plants include a backup distillate fuel oil system to provide fuel in the · 
event that natural gas delivery is intellllpted. HGC has no plans at this time tO use 
a backup fuel oil system. If liGC later decides to use oil as ,a backup fuel, HGC 
will have to apply for amendments to their Site Certificate and Air Contaminant 



2; 0 Proposed Action and Alternatives . 

Discharge P�nnit. The envrronmental impacts of that action would be evaluated at 
that time. 

The basic elements of the combustion turbine generator units include· an inlet air 
filter, a compressor, a dry low-NOx combustor, a turbine, and an electric power 
generator; Within the combustor, ,injected fuel is mixed with compressed air from 
the compressor and ignited (Figure 2-5). The resulting hot exhaust gases drive the 
turbine blades to rotate a shaft driving both the inlet air compressor and the electric · ,  

generator. Some of the rotational energy of the �haft is used to compress the 
incoming cOmbustion air. The greater portion of the 1ihaft's rotational energy, 
.however, drives the generator to produce a portion of the facility's  electriCal output. ,: 
At full load, each combustion turbine �burns approximately 1 , 800 gigajoules per 
hour (1 , 700 million

. 
Btus per hour [MMBtu/hr]) of fuel and produces a nominal 

electrical output of 158 MW for each unit. To increase the output of the 
combustion turbine generator during the summer, an irilet air evaporative cooli:Dg 

• 1  system would be provided. 

The combustion turbine generator would be housed, in an enclosure that would 
provide thermal i!tsulation, acoustical attenuation, and a fire extinguishing system. 
The enclosure would allow· access for routine inspections and maintenance. The 
inlet air filter and eyaporative cooler would be mounted above the generator. The 
maximum height would be approximately the same as that(ofthe heat recovery 
steam generator. 

' . 
Heat Recotiery Steam Generator: A combined:-cycle plant uses hot exhaust gas 
from the combl!stion turbin� to produce steam that is, in tum, expanded in a steam 
turbine to drive an electric power gen�rator and produce electricity (Figure 2.,5). 
The heat recovery · steam generator reclaims waste heat from the combustion gas 
turbine exhaust, heating the f�water and �nverting it into steam. In this process, 
the turbine exhaust temperature is reduced from 593°C (l, HX)0F) to as low as 96°C 
(205 °F) and the feedwatef temperature iS raised frOID about 38°C (1 00°F) tO as high 
as approximately 538°C (1�000°F). 

To achieve a high, level of efficiency of electrical generation in the stealn turbine, 
the heat recovery steam generator accomplishes its heat transfer process in . three 
stages or pressure levels with a reheat section; it is commonly referred to as a triple . . 
pressure reheat system. l:ligh pressure· steam is generated at approximately 9.7 
million pascals (1 ,400 pounds per square inch [psi]) pressure and 538°C (1,000°F) 

. temperature for admission into the high pressure section of the steam turbine. 
Followmg the high pressure turbine section the steam is reheated in the heat . 
recovery steam generator and readmitted into the steam turbine. at a lower pressure. 
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Tl!e low pressure sections produee steam for feedwater heating and admission into 
. the low pressure stage of the turbine. 

A selective catalytic reduction (SCR) system would .be installed in the heat recovery 
. steam generator (Figure 2-5) to reduce NOx to less than .4. 5  parts per million 

' ' 

(ppm). The SCR section would be installed in the heat recovery steam generator at 
a point where the temperature of the exhaust gases is ideal for NOx reduction to 
take place. 

Steam Turbine Generator: Each steam turbine generator is .designed to produce· 
approximately 80 MW of electricity without consuming additional fuel. The steam 
turbine generator is a triple admission, reheat, condensing turbine .and is designed 
for sliding pressure operation. This means that the steam turbine inlet pressure · 

follows the pressure set by the output of the .heat recov�ry steam ge!J.erator which is, 
in tum, a function of combustion turbine output. Each of the steam turbine 
generators would be equipped with extraction nozzles for providing process steam 
to Lamb-Weston (Figure 2-5). Steam, at an average rate of i2,680 kilograms per 
hour (50,000 pounds per hour), would be extracted for process use �t 
approximately 2.6  million pascals (380 psi) pressure. 

Stack: After going through the heat .recovery steam generator, the exhaust flow 
would vent to an emission stack designed to Good Engineering Practice standards. 
This would be in accordance with the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) and Oregon Department of Environmental QualitY (ODEQ) 
guidelines._ The Good Engineering Practice height eliminates the potential for 
aerodynamic downwash of stack emissions� �ollowing Good Engineering Practice, 
the stacks would be approximately 57 to 65 meters (188 to 213 feet) tall. 

Cooling Cycle System: 

Steam Turbine/Condenser: After steam passes through the steam turbine. it is 
condensed in a shell-and-tube heat exchanger (suifa� condenser) with cooling . 

· water from the cooling tower (Figure 2-5) . Each condenser ·inciudes a shell, tubes, 
a water box, and hot well. The steam that expands through the turbine, less that 

. extracted for process use, exhausts into the condenser. · The condenser pressure is at 
:a vacuum below atmospheric pressure, allowing more power to be generated than if 
steam were exhausted at ambient pressure. The condenser pressure is a function of 
the cooling water temperature and flow rate. Condensed water in the hot well is 
pumped back to the low pressure section of the heat recovery steam generator to 
begin .the· �ermal cycle again. 

-
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Cooling Tower: Cooling fo! the condenser would be evaporative (wet) cooling -

using two four-cell mechanical induced-draft cooling towers. The facility may also . 
include. one smaller two-cell cooling tower as Part of the zero discharge system . 
Fans at the top Of each cooling tower cell maintain a draft within the cooling tower. 
Th� water is cooled _by evaporation as it falls through baffles _ff()pl the top· of the 
cooling tower to a basin at the bottom of the tower, where it is again pumped back 
tlrrough the condenser. Cooling tower components iriclude the basin 1 fans; fan 
deck, drift eliminators, fill material (baffles) , and other necessary components . . The 
cooling towers also include a frre protection system (sprinklers) �d frre supPression 

• ' ' I  

equipment. · 

· Each of t�e four-cell cooling towers would be approximately 70. 1 meters (230 feet) 
long by 16.'8 meters (55 feet) wide by 15.2 meters (50 feet) high, and would 
incl�de a basin holding approximately 1 .9 111illion to 2.3 million liters{500,000 to 
600,000 gallons) of �ater that is circulated through tile condenser for cooling. 
Circulating water pumps move water from the cooling tower basin through the 

_ 

· circulating water piping system to the tube side of the condenSer and back to the top 
of the cooling tower. · If a secondary coollilg tower is ilicluded in the water 
treatment system , a h�t exchanger would be included to transfer a portion of the , 
wast� beat in the circulating water to the secondary cooling tower. The cooling 
water system is completely �arate from the steam cycle in the heat .recovery steam 
generator with. the excej>tion of the ·transfer of heat. 

Water Treatment·'System: 
The water treatment system is made up of several subsystems that iliclude the 

I . , 

reactor/clarifier, evaporator/crys�r, . tilter press, demineralizer, and filters. 
· ·The syste� may also include a secondary cooling tower (Figum 2-6) . 

Incoming .makeup water from the Port of Umatilla' s  water supply line would either 
be used directly . in ihe cooling tower or a portion would be filtered for further 
treatment and use in the steam system. The solids slurry collected in the filter 
would mo:ve to the filter press where it would be dewatered and formed into a ·  
nonhazardous filter. cake, which would be disposed of in a - landfill. , . 

The filtered· water would be treated in the demineralizer system ·for steam cycle use . 

. The de�ineralizer system would be a .portable, leased system. Demineralized water 
. would be stored in a 1 .,9 m!llion-bter (500,()()()-gallon) tank. 
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2. 0 Proposed Action and Alternatives 

Treated water would be· supplied to the power plant �y Lamb--Weston at a rate of 
378.5 liters (100 gallons} per niinute to replace stea.nl used at Lamb-Weston. The 
makeup water wo.uld be further treated in the power plant' s demmeraliier for use in ' ' 

the steam cycle. 

Water is continu�y lost through evaporation in the cooling. towers and must be 
made up with fresh or recycled water. Because of the evaporation process, 
dissolved solids � other scaling constituents build up in the cooling water. To 
maintain the solids within acceptable limits, a SJ?all 'portion 0{ the cooling water is 
bled off � the reactor/ clarifier. Through the addition of lime ·and other chemicals, 
the dissolved solids settle or precipitate out of the water. The sludge, consisting 
primarily of silica and calcium, is thickened in the clarifier and further �ewatered in 
a filter press. The resulting filter cake, containing approximately 50 percent water, 

. . 

is a nonhazardous material suitable for off-site landfill . .  

Similar to the cooling tower system,- a porti�>n of the steam cycle water must be 

blown down from the heat recovery. steam generators to limit the build up of solids 
and scale on the heat transfer surfaces. This blown down water would be piped to 
the reactor/ clarifier . 

. Primary cooling tower and steam cycle water, along with other liquid waste treated 
in the reactor/ clarifier, generates a concentrated brine waste. The brine would be · 

· further evaporated and concentrated in the secondary cooling tower and 
evaporator/crystallizer, forming nonhazardous salts that would be added to the other 
solids for off-site disposal. 

The secondary two cell cooling tower would be approximately 14.6 m�rs (48 feet) 
\ ·  

long .by 7.3 meters: (24 feet) wide by 10.4 meters (34 feet) high. Brine from t;he 
reactor/clarifier would be circulated from the tower basin through a heat exc�ger 
to be heated by waste heat from the primary cooling water system, to the tower and 
back to the sump . .  Due to evaporation in the tower, the brine would be further 
concentrated. · .The · secondary cooling . tower would operate with. significantly higher 
solids concentrations than the primary cooling tower. The secondary cooliD.g tower 
would be blown down to the evaporator/crystallizer. 

The evaporator/crystallizer would be design� to' evaporate the waste water brine to 
damp salts. The brine would be heated above the boiling point and recirculated 
within t)le evaporator/crystallizer to evl;lpOrate the liquid. The unit would be heated 
with steam in a heat. exchanger. The damp salts would be disposed of off site. 
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Control System: 

Each unit would have a state-of-the-art, integrated microprocessor-based control 
system for plant control, data acquisition, and data analysis. The plant control 

. system would provide for startup; shutdown, and control of plant operation within 
limits, and for protection of equipment. 

Electric Power System and .Interconnection: 

Electric power would be generated by the combustion .turbine generators at 18  kV 
and the steam turbine generators at 13 .8  kV. The power from each generntor · 

would pass through a step-up trnnsformer to raise the voltag� to 230 kV and then be 
bused (joined) together: The internal power usage at the power plant would be 
satisfied by a 4.16-kV system. 

The project would deliver electric power to the BPA main trnnsmission grid at 
'McNary Substation in Umatilla, Oregon. The project would require upgrading the 
facilities along an existing 1 15-kV trnnsmission line� operated by UECA, to 
accommodate the new 230-kV transmission line between the power plant and 
McNary Substation. 

Approximately 19.3 kilometers (12 miles) of this transmission line would be 
upgrn&d between the power plant site and ,the interconnection with the McNary 
Substation. This upgrade would consist of replacing existing poles with single:...shaft 
steel poles and adding the new 230-kV circuit to the steel poles, which would then 
carry both the existing l l5-kV and the. new 230-kV circuits, as well as a fiber optic 
overhead groundwire. Figure 2· 7 is a diagram showing the existing and proposed 
poles. The proposed poles would be an average of 33.5 meters (110 feet) high, 
rnnging from about 15.2 meters (50 feet) in some areas, such as where the line 
crosses under an existing line, to about 45.5 meters (150 feet) to give adequate 
clearnnce in other areas, such as where the trnnsmission line crosses 1-82 at the 
Umatilla River. Where changes in direction create large angles, the new . . ' ; 

construction would typically require two guyed, steel poles, one for the 230-kV 
circuit and one forthe 1 15-kV circuit. An exis�g 12.47-kV underbuild would be .  
retained, possibly with· continued use of some of the existing wooden poles. 

The upgrade would occur largely within the existing trnnsmission line right-of-way 
(see Figure 2-4). Spacing between the new steel poles would vary from 152 to 305 
meters (500 to 1 ,000 feet), depending on terrain and nearby structures. Average 
spacing would be 1 83 meters (600 feet). During installation of the poles, ·an area 

no larger than 30.5 meters by 30.5 meters (100 feet by 100 feet) would be disturbed 
at each pole. 
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Approximat�ly 0.4 kilometer (0.25 mile) of new 230-kV transmission line would be 
constructed north of Highway 730, where the lirie enters the McNaly Substation. 
The design of this new section of transmission line would be similar 
o that of the upgraded portion of the line, except that only the 230-kV circuit would 

· be carried on the new.poles. 

· I An optional route · for a portion of the transmission line near the Uma� River is 
' . 

also under consideration. This route would reduce the length of the project 
transmission line by approximately 762 meters (2,500 feet). 

The new and existing lines would be configured to minimize electric and magnetic 
fields (EMFs) along the right-of-way. The electric tiansmission line would be · 
_designed to minimize ground-level EMF strength by constructing like phases of the 
1 15-kV and 230-kV lines adjacentt o  ea<;:h other (A.;phase of 1 1 5  kV adjacent to 
A-phase of 230 kV). Because the current in the 1 15-kV · line and 230-kV line would 
be flowing in opposite directions, this design would introduce a partial canceling 
effect between the two lines, thereby minimizing the ground.; level EMF strength. 

2.2.2.3 Pipeline Facilities 
Pipeline facilities for the project include a naturai ·gas pipe}ine that would bring 
natural gas from the PGT pipeline to the power plant site. /The natural gas pipeline 
would be between 30.5 and 40.6  centimeters (12 and 16 inches) in diameter and 
approximately 8 kilometers (5 miles) long (see Figure 2-4). The natural gas 
pipeline would tenninate at the south' side of the power plant at a gas metering 
station. 

2.2.3 Air Emissions 
The exhaust gases from the gas turbine engines (the by-products of natural gas 
combustion) include NOx (nitroge11 oxides), CO (carbon monoxide), specific ·. 

hydrocarbons, c� (carbon dioxide), and small quantities ofparticulates and toxic 
air contaminants. These gases and particles are known as the project•s air pollutant 
emissions. Other byproducts of the process would include ammonia gas and S� 
(sulfur dioxide) . The following is a brief description of the technologies proppsed 
to control and reduce these air pollutant emissions. 

2�2.3.1 NO:t Emission. Contiol 
· The project would use an advanced dry low-NOx combustor des� in combination 

. . 

with an SCR system. These 'technologies represent the state-of-the-art in NOx 
emissions control and are considered the Best Available Control Technology 
(BACT) by EPA (199l). This control system would reduce the amount of NOx in 
the exhaust gases to 4.5 parts per million by volume dry (ppmvd) . 
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The SCR system uses aqueous ammonia as a: reagent for control of NOx emissions. 
The ammonia would be stored in an on-site storage tank and would be injected into 
the exhaust gas stream in the SCR systell1. 

SCR also uses a catalyst that requires periodic replacement. The spent catalyst 
would be removed l>y the supplier for off-site recovery and/or disposal. 

2.2.3.2 CO ana Hydrocarb__on EmiSsilms Control 
CO and-hydrocarbon emissions are controlled through complete combustion of the 
natural gas in highly efficient combustion turbines. The advanced combustor design 
bums the carbon-based fuel gases to form C{h and leaves only a tiny fraction of the 
gases in the partially burned form of CO or other hydrocarbons. -These combustors · 

. reduCe the quantity of CO in the exhaust gases to 15 ppmvd and hydrocarbons to 
between 3.0 and 3 .8  ppmvd. These emission levels .  are controlled through proper 
maintenance and efficiert operation of the power plant. The CO control technology . · 

is considered BACT for this .project. 

2.2.3.3 C02 Emissions Control 
Combustion of carbon-,based fuels . such 'as natural gas produces C(h. C{h is one of 

· the greenhouse gases that may contribute to global warming. Under current 
regulations, C(h is not considered an air pollutant and the project does not contain 

· technologies s}:>ecifically designed to control C{h emissions. However, the high 
efficiency of combined-cycle gas combustion turbines generates lower emissions of 
C02 per kilowatt of power or pound of steam generated than conventional power 
plants using fossil fue�s.. Additionally, HGC would fund a program to reduce . 
greenhouse gas emission� elsewhere. 

2.2.3.4 Particulates, Toxic Air Contaminants, and S02 
' \ 

Burning natural gas m combustion turbines produces small amounts of particulate 
matter and toxi_c air contunin3nts. As with the formation of CO, particulates and 
toxic air contaminat;Its are form.ed from incomplete combustion of natural.gas. The 
high efficiency of the combustion turbines limits the production of these emissions 
to very low levels . .  The proper maintenance and efficient operation of the 
combustion turbines are considered BACT for· this project . .  

The SCR NOx control system uses ammonia as ,the reducing agent. The reaction of 
ammonia with the nitrogen oxides in the control unit is not 1,00 percent, and some 
ammonia gas, a toxic air contahtinant, would be emitted. 
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Natural gas contains only trace amounts of sulfur; resuhing in very low emissions 
pf S02• The project has a natural gas supply source with a guaranteed average 
sulfur content of 0.00023 percent by weight. 

2.2.3.5 Continuous EmisSions Monitoring System 
Each heat recovery stea.m generator exhaust system would be equipped with a . ' 
separate monitoring system for airbOrne pollutants. The systems moriitor NOX and 
co concentrations and provide alarins when concentrations approach permitted 
values. The continuous emissions monitoring (C�S) systems would Provide 
information to the microprocessor-based control system and would meet all the 
requirements, of the ODEQ monitoring and reporting procedures. 

2.2.4 Facility Water Usage 

The average total water dem(,Mld for the power plant would be apProximately 7, 192 
liters (1 ,900 gallons) per minute (377 hectare-meters/year [3,0�5 acre-feet/year]). 
Water for the project would be obtained from the Port of Umatilla water supply 
system, a municipal water system being 'developed to serve the City of Hermiston 
and several industrial users, including the Hermiston Gen�rating Project. 

Additional water for the facility would be replacemen� water from the Lamb
Weston facility and stonnwater runoff. Stormwater would be used to make up 
some of the water lost to evaporation in the cooling towers. Treated water would. 
be supplied by Lamb-Weston to the power plant· t6 replace steam used in Lamb
Weston' s  heating process. 

The major consumption of water for the facility would be through evaporative 
losses from the cooling towers and from the combustion turbine generator inlet air 
cooling system (process water). As part of the cooling cycle, make-up water would 
be added at the cooling tower basin to replace water lost through evapo�tion. As 
the cooling water is concentrated through evaporation in the cooling towers, either 
cooling water must be discharged from the system or scaling constituents. (dissolved· 
solids) must be removed from the cooling water, maintaining water quality levels to 
protect the cooling tower and condenser. The Hermiston Generating Project would 
use a treatment system to reduce dissolved solids in the cooling water and allow for 
recycling of blow down water. 

2.2.5 Wastewater Generation and Disposal 

Up to three separate streams of wastewater, each requiring different handling, 
would be produced at the power plant: sanitary wastes, water from floor drains, and 
water from equipment drains. Stormwater and hazardous material spill control are 

addressed in later sections. · 
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2.2.5.1 Sanitary Wastes 
Wastewater woul<i be produced from sani� wastes and other domestic wastes. 
These wastes would be directed to the existing domestic wastewater treatment 

, . I ' 

system at the Lamb-'Y eston plant. The volumes of sanit:acy waste would be 
sufficiently low that expansion of the Lamb-Weston system would not be required. 

2.2.5.2 Floor Drain System 
An independent floor drain system would be provided for the combustion turbine, 
heat rec<>very steam generator, steam turbine, and water treatment areas. Each 
drain would collect water generated by floor washdown, and would also collect any 
rainwater falling on the pad; The water would be directed to an oil/water separator 
and then would be reused in the cooling water system. Collected oils would be 
disposed of off-site . .  

2.2.5.3 Equipment Drains 
· When the power generation equipment requires draining for maintenance, the steam 

cycle water would be drained to the conden.sate/demineralized water storage tank. 
· Prior to scheduled maintenance, water in the tank would be used and the water level 

would be allowed to drop to provide storage space. In the event of unscheduled 
maintenance, . the steam cycle water would be drained into the CQOling tower basin. 

2.2.�Stonnwater Management System 

Impervious surfaces would be added to the power plant site as a result of the 
proposed project. Rainwater would no longer soak into the ground. A stormwater 
management system has been designed to control resulting increases in peak runoff . 
flows. 

The ti.>Of drain system would include curbing, allowing the areas to drain into catch 
basins located at ground level. Catch basins and manhole.s would be connected by 
underground piping into a gravity system. The gravity system would discharge to a 
detention basin designed to hold runoff from at least a 100-year, 24-hour storm 
event. Its capacity would be approximately 2.5 million liters (650,000 gallons). 

. ( 

Water from the detention basin. would be discharged to the cooling tower basin to 
be used as process cooling water. Runoff from roadways and parking areas would 
also drain to the detention basin for use in the cooling tower system. As previously 
noted, runoff from process equipment areas would drain to an oil/water separator 
prior to use in the cooling tower. 
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2.2.7 Solid Waste Generation and Disposal 
. Construction of the project is expected to generate waste steel, other waste metals, 

and normal miscellaneous construction debris (consisting of wood, concrete, paper, 
· and other refuse). Approximately 36.3 metric tons (40 tons) per year' of normal 

. . . 

domestic . waste would be generated by the project. The proposed process water 
sidestream softener would generate approximately 2.4 metric tons· (2. 7 tons) per 
day of filter cake, or about 72. 6  metric tons (80 tons) per month. This waste would 
be disposed of in local landfills. 

2.2.7.1 Waste Minimization 
Hermiston. Generating proposes a waste minimization program tl:lat would focus on · 
the reduction of non-reusable and hazardous materials during construction and 
operation. To accomplish this, HGC would consider viable methods of eliminating 
waste at the source and a salvage program for reuse of excess or discarded 
materials. New product purchases would be evaluated to determine if alternate 

· recyclable or nonhazardous products could be substituted to reduce waste' 
generation. Examples of waste minimization and reuse measures that would be 
considered inchide: 

• Use of nonhazardous solvents to reduce generation of hazardous used 'solvent 
and waste rags; 

• Restricted use of pressure treated lumber; 

• Inventory control of pamts to avoid waste due to over-purchase and expired 
shelf lif�; and 

• Implementation of recycling measures described in Section 2. 7 .2.  

Major contractors would. be required to develop and submit waste minimization 
programs to HGC for approval prior to beginning work on the project. 

2.2. 7.2 Recycling 
HGC would develop a recycling program that is compatible with local programs for 
such materials as aluminum, scrap metal, 8lass, paper products, wood, batteries, 
and used·tires. Recycling stations would be established at the power plant for the 
collection and storage ·of recyclable materials. HGC would also investigate the 
potential for recycling measures such as: 

• Deposit and return programs with local suppliers for 208.2-liter (55-gallon) 
drums of lubricants, coolants, and degreasers; 
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• Off-site reuse of paints that have exceeded technical shelf life requirements; 

· • Recycling of antifreeze and solvents; 

• Reuse of scrap or waste lumber; 

• Use of reusable tote bins for chemical storage; 

• Implementation of reuse program for soiled rags; . and 

• Recovery of the SCR catalyst py the supplier. 

2.2. 7.3 Employee Troining and Audits · . 

/ 

An employee education, training, and incentive program would be developed to 
optimize the effectiveness of waste minimization and recycling. The program 
would be designed to educate employees on the need for and benefits of waste 
minimization and recycling and to p..Ovide. training for effective implementation· of 
the program. An incentive prograttl would be established to encourage 
development of new or alternative methods of waste minimization and recycling. · 

HGC would conduct periodic audjts to ensure compliance with and evaluate the 
' ' . 

effectiveness of the waste minimization and recycling program. The results of these 
audits would be used to revise or expand the program as necessary to meet the 
needs of the project. The program would also be evaluated and revised on a regular 
basis to reflect changes in waste minimization and recycling technology. 

2.2.8 Storage and .Handling of Hazardous Materials 
' 

2.2.8.1 Natural Gas Management . .  
The propo�·power phmt would be fueled by natural gas, supplied in a pipeline 
from the PGT pipeline, located approximately 8 kilometers (5 miles) from the plant 
site. The pipeline would be 3 i  to 41 centimeters (12

._
to 16 inches) in diameter and 

has been designed to' carry 1 ,699 cubic meters (60,000 �ubic feet) per minute at 
pressures ranging from 2.6  tb 4. 1 million pascals (380 to 600 psi) gauge. 

To ensure safe handling of the natural gas, the entire system would be installed and 
operated in accordance with Department of Tra:nsportation regulations as contained 

. in Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Title 49 Part 192 and with OAR 345-24-060. 
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Fuel control systems on the gas turbines would include separate fuel shut-off valves 
to stop all fuel flow to the units under shutdown conditions. .Fuel flow would be 
restarted only when all permissive firing conditions had been satisfied. Each fuel 
shutoff valve would have a' mechanical device for·local manual tripping and a 
meansJor remote tripping. A vent valve would be provided ·on fuel gas systems to 
automatically vent the piping downstream of the shutoff valve when the fuel shutoff 
valve closes. Gas shutoff valves would be installed at the PGT pipeline conn�tion ( . . 
point as well as at the power plant. Gas handling facilities would be operated· 
according to acceptable, proven industry standards and procedures. 

2.2.8.2 Aqueous Ammonia · 
A 75,708-liter (20,000-gallon) capacity aqueous ammonia (29 percent 
concentration) storage tank would be located near one of the heat.recovery steam 
generators. Aqueous ammonia deliveries are not expected to exCeed one delivery , 
every 7 to 10  days. The tank would be located in a fully contained and diked 
concrete storage area. The holding capacity of the containment area would be 110 
percent of the maximum tank capacity, plus the 50-year, 24-hour storm event. The 
diked area would bave a normally closed drain valve. Any liquids collected in the 
containment .area would be transferred to the .cooling· water system, or if 
contaminated, disposed of as required by regulations . 

. Vapors escaping through the tank vent would be bubbled through water in a sealed 
pit to absorb the vapors and prevent the release of ammonia to the atmosphere. 
Water in the sealed pit would be maintained at about an inch below the overflow · 

line, to ensure a proper vapor seal. Flow. from the
, sealed pit would be released into 

the. demin((ralizer sump. 

In the unlikely event of a significant release of ammonia solution· from the tank, 
spilled liquid would be retained within the concrete containment area. A Spill 
Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) plan would be in .Place prior to the 
delivery of ammonia. Included in the plan would be procedures for prompt 
reporting to bDEQ (within 24 hours) of any spill greater than 378.5 liters (100 
gallons), in accordance with Oregon regulations implementing Title m of the 
Superfund Act and Reauthorization Amendments (SARA). Also included would be 
a list of measures to mitigate such a release. 

2.2.8.3 Other Htizardous Non-Fuel Substances 
All other chemicals would .be delivered in closed bulk CQntainers and stored in the 
warehouse or water treatment building or stored outdoors with secondary 
containment dikes. 
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One 1 8,927-liter (5,000�gallon) sulfuric add tank would be supported on saddle� · 
and surrounded by a secondary containment dike. The containment area would be 
sized to contain 1 10 percent of the maximum chemical eapacity of the tank, plus the 
50-year, 24-hour storm event. The containment area would be equipped with either 
a �vity drain with a normally closed drain valve or a transfer pump and piping to . 
allow uncontamiriated rainwater to be added to the cooling water system. The area 
enclosed by the dike would be partially filled with coarse limestone to passively 
neutralize any potential ,teange from the tanks. 

Boiler feedwater treatment chemicals would be stored in bulk storage tanks. T� 

would be provided for phosp})ate/polymers (5,678 liters [1 ,500 gallons]), oxygen 
scavengers (1 , 893 liters [500 gallons]) ,  and neutralizing amines (1 , 893 liters [500 
gallons]) . 

. Sodium hypochlorite for chlorination and biological control would be required in 
the raw water pretreatment system. Purchased sodium hypochlorite solution would 
be stored in a 18,927-liter (5,000-gallon) bulk tank and pumped� via metering . 
pumps . . 

Chemicals used in raw water filtration and cooling tower biocides would be stored 
in 1 ,514-liter (400-gallon) totes. Bulk storage tanks would be provided fo:r · 
corrosion inhibitors (7 ,571 liters [2,000 gallons]) and, as noted above, for sulfuric 
acid (18,927 liters [5 ,000 gallons]) .  The sludge dewatering system would require a 
1 ,514-liter (400-gallon). tote for polymers and the brine concentratOr would require · 
two 1 ,514-liter (400-gallon) totes, one each for the scale inhibitor and the, antifoam . 
agent. 

The totes would provide considerable protection to the leak-proof plastic liners 
encasing each solution, permitting a solution to be stored in normal warehouse 
spaces. Injection pumps would take solution directly from these containers, so that 
personnel would not be exposed to the solution .. 

I 

Lime, soda ash, and magnesium oxide solids would be stoJ,"ed in bulk for use in the 
sidestream softener system. 

Curbs would be installed at all chemical treatment areas; the curbed ·� would 
·either be designed to contain 1 10 percent of the maximum chemical capacity of the 
tank, plus the 50-year, 2.4-hour storm event, or alternatively, drains would rou� 
spills along underground gravity drain lines to a chemical sump. The sump would 

· be  sized to contain the largest single container plus the runoff volume for a 50-year; · 
24-hour storm event from all c�rbed areas served. by the sump. Any liquids 
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captured within the contairuttent areas or sump wpuld be pum.ped out and either 
added to the cooling water system, or ,if contaminated, disposed of as required by 
regulations. All transport piping would be constructed of compatible material to 

prevent corrosion or deterioration by the liquid being carried. 

A number of miscellaneous chemicals and equipment lubricants, 1n addition to spare 
parts and equipment, would also be stored within either the warehouse building or 
the powerhouse. 

Compressed gases used at the facility would be stored outdoors in returnable 
cylinders. -' The gas cylinders would be stored in vertical racks with iridividual bottle 
restraints. Less than ten cylinders of each type of gas required for operation of the 
plant would be stored on site. The compressed gases stored on site would include 
nitrogen, carbon dioxide, oxyge�, and acetylene. These gases would be stored 
outside to minimize the safety hazards associated with accidental releases. Such 
releases outdoors would dissipate quickly into the air. However, releases of these 
gases ind�rs coul� increase the risk of suffocation -and fires.· 

2.2.9 Facility Safety Features 
The facility design would incorporate many features to ensure that the HGC facility 
would operate safely. The design and equipment to be used at the power plant 
would be in accordance with good engineering practice and local regulations, and 
would comply with the latest editions of the regulations of all applicable 
governmental agencies and engineering associations. Thest< organizations include, 

· b�t are not limited to, the National Elecirical Manufacturing Association, United 
States Department of Transportation, National Fire Protection Association, 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, and the American National Standards 
Institute. In addition, HGC has established specific maintenance guidelines and 
policies to provide for safe and efficient operation of the facility. 

2.2.9.1 Fire Protection System 
A complete on-site fire protection system would be installed to control and 
extinguish ftres that might occur within the buildings and yard areas. The system 
would be designed to conform with the Uniform Fire Code and all applicable 

· National Fire Protection Association standards. It would include a capability to 
control fires by means of a fire water system, a CO:z extinguishing system, and 
portable frre extinguishers. 

The fire water system would include a frre water .supply loop, frre ·hydrants, 
sprinkler systems, and hoses placed at key locations. An underground fire main 
pij)eline would be constructed, and hydrants with associated hose stations at 
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appropriate intervals would be strategically located throughout the heat recovery 
· steam generator, turbine, and natural gas handllilg areas. 

The combustion turbine housings, along with their associated lube oil and distillate 
fuel oil pump� would be protected by C� ftre protection systems. A sprinkler 
system would protect the steam turbine lube oil and hydraulic systems. The 
warehouse, maintenance, administration, and control room areas would be 
protected by a wet-pipe sprinkler system. Deluge fire-suppression systems would · 
be provided for each cooling tower, and ftre walls would be provided· around ·the 
main step-up transfonners. . 

2.2.9.2 Medical Facilities · 1 

First aid kits, eyewash stations, and drench showers would be provided throughout 
the facility. This would facilitate rapid medical response in an emergency situation. 

2.2.10 Construction and Operational Characteristics 

The project development timetable envisions Tmancial closing . �y about the third. 
quarter of 1994 and commercial operation by about mid-1996. The total 
constniCtion penod is estimated io be app�ximately 26- mop.ths. The construction 
work force is expected to average approximately 270 personnel -over ·the 26-month 
construction period, with a peak work force of 515 .  The work force is expected to 
start at 50 construction workers during initial mobilization for clearing and rough 
grading. 

Construction activities would include the following: 

• Site preparation; 

• Installation of temporary utilities (electricity, water, phone,' sanitary facilities); 

• Set-up and assembly of temporary offiee atid warehouse space; 

• Construction of a temporary unpaved access road at the plaDt site; 

• Preparation of eonstruction parking and equipment staging areas; 

• Installatiol} of erosion and sewmentation control measures; 

• Disposal of wastes during construction; 
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• Excavation and construction of foundatio�s; and 

• Erection of pennanent facility components. 

2.2.10.1 Site Preparation 
, Site prepan�.tion would begin with initial clearing and grading. Such activities and· 
excavation required for the Construction of foundations would result in the 
disturbance and removal of surface soils and vegetative cover. Excavated soils on 
the power plant · site w�uld be used'on the site to the extent feasible for necessary . 
fill or grading. 

2.2.10�2 In811llloJion of Temporary Utilities 
Temporary electrical power would be obtained through UECA. Temporary 
telephone service would be provided by the local phone company to the on�site 
construction office. Construction water would be trucked to the construction site. 
Bottled water would be available to the construction work force. Sanitary facilities 
would consist of "Porta-Johns'.: and/or toilet trailers with holding tanks. 

2.2.10.3 Set-:up of Temporary Office and Warehouse · 
The..-non-manual personnel office, craft change house, and warehouse would be 
temporary buildings located near the power block. TheS<?· would probably be 
installed after initial grading and clearing. 

2.2.10.4 Preparation of Staging Areas and Construction Parking 
Staging and laydown areas would be established on the site or on adjacent property. 
These· areas would be used for storage. of bulk material such as structural- steel, 
piping, mechanical equipment, electrical equipment, cable reels, heat recovery 
steam generators, · and turbine components. In addition, some -materials may be 

. stored and transported to the site as needed by truck. Upon completion of initial 
grading, a fence. would be installed along the power pbint site perimeter. A 
personnel gate would be used to log craft workers into and from the work .. site. 
During the peak construction period, total. traffic to and from the power plant site 
could be as high as 1 ,226 daily trips. 

2.2.11 FacilitY Operation · 

The project would be designed to operate continually (24 hours per day, 7 days per 
week) to provide .baseload power� The operational �bor force would consist of 
approximately 25 pennanent full-time employees, with the majority working the 
nonnal day shift. The remaining employees would perfonn shift work to maintaiD 
24-hour operation of the power plant. 
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2. 0 Proposed Action and Alternatives 

2. 3 Alternatives Considered But Dismissed ·Without Study 
In addition to the Proposed Action and the No Action Alternative, an alternative to 
integrate the project over a new right-of-way using 500 kV facijities was also 
considered. It was rejected as not satisfying the Need and PurpoSe stated in 
Section L 1 . 1 .  

. 
, 

. 

The propOsed action� which includes a 230 kV transmission line connecting the 
power p13nt to BPAi s McNary Substation .• would transmit pt>wer over·primarily 
non-Fed6ral facilities using primarily existing right-of-way at a cost that would' 
make the project f,easible to the develo�r. -

The'500 kV alternative would involve additional costs, which could cause the 
develo�r to abandon the project as economically unfeasible. The developer would 
derive no additional benefit froin the 500 kV alternative other than a reduction in 
transmission line losseS, which would not be sufficient to offset the increased cost. 

· ' No' other utility has identified a defuiite need for. the faciliti� in the 500 kV ' 

alternative,. therefore no other utility would fmd it prudent at this .time to agree to 
cost sharing. BPA might have a future need for the facilities, but that need is 
speculative and does not provide a basis for BP A to share in the costs at this time. 

Since the 500 kV alternative would be more costly, would require new right-of
way, and eould jeopardize ihe cost effectiveness of this project, it has been rejected 
as a viable alternative. 
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3 . 0 Affected Environment . and 
Environmental Consequences 

In this chapter, the affected environment for each resource is described, followed 
by a diS<1ussion of impacts and mitigation measures for that re8ource. 

' I 
� .-

Throughout this chapter, mitigation measures (actions taken or recommended to 
avoid, minimize, reduce, eliminate; or compensate for impacts associated with 
constructing and operating the plant and associated facilities) are designated in two _ 

ways. Actions listed as Measures Included as Part of the Project·have been 
proposed by HGC in its Application' for Site Certification (HGC 1993, 1994) or 
have been imposed as 'conditions in the fmal Site Certificate (EFSC 1994a). The 
evaluation described in this EIS is based on the assumption ,that all of these actions . 
would Pe implemented if the project were built. 

Actions listed as Potential Additional. Mitigation Measures are recommendations for 
added measures that would provide a greater' degree of resource. protection or 
compensation fot adverse impacts. .  If the Proposed Action is approved, these 
measures will be considered for inclusion in the Record of Decision and'Mitigation 
Action Plan (see Section 1.2.3) .  

· 

3. 1 Geology, Soils, and Seismicity 
Issues associated witb geologic resources include 1) unique geologic sites, 2) soils 
intpacts, and 3) impacts to the project from geologic hazards� 

Overall, the prc;>ject impacts on. geological resources would be negligible. First, 
there are no unique geologic features in the project site or along the rights-of-way. 
Second, soils impacts ·would be negligible since no prime farmland would be . 

· permanently ta}cen out of production, soil compaction would be limited to a very 
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small area, and only ,a minor amount of erosion would occur during project 
. construction. Mitigation measures, including development and· implementation of 

an erosion and sediment control plan, would prevent large scale erosion and 
sedimentation. 

Finally, there are no active faults at the project siJe and seismicity in the area is of 
moderate intensity. The project features would be designed taking· into account the 
maximum credible earthquake in the area. This would minimize damage to the 
project during an earthquake of magnitude 5.5 or less. , 

· 

3.1.1 Affected Environment 
This section describes the geology, soils, and seismicity in the vicinity of the power 
plant site, the gas pipeline, and the electricity transmission line between the power 
plant and McNary Substation. The information in this section is based primarily on 
a technical report prepared by Riverside Technology, Inc. (1993) and the Soil 
Survey for, Umatilla County (Soil Conservation Service · 1988). 

3.1.1.1 Geology 
The project site is in the central portion. of the Columbia Plateau physiographic 
province that extends across northeastern Oregon, southwestern Washington, and 
western Idaho. The geology of the Hermiston area is shown in Figure 3-1 . The 
Columbia Plateau is composed of a thick sequence of flood basalts, named the 
Columbia River Basalt Group (CRBG), that erupted from 17 to 6 million years 
before present (m.y.b.p.). These flood basalts cover an area of approximately 
163 ,170 square kilometers (63,000 square miles) and are up to 3,658 meters 
{12,000 feet) thick in the central portion of the plateau. The CRBG consists of 
hundreds of individual basalt flows that have ooen segregated, based on chemical 
composition, age, a,nd aerial extent, into three major groups: the Saddle. Mountains 
Basalt, the W anapum Basalt, and the Grcmde Ronde Basalt (Galster arid Coombs 
1989). In the project area, the Saddle Mountains �t is exposed in neamy hills 

\ ' 

and buttes. Further subdivisions within the Saddle Mountains Basalt include, from 
youngest to oldest, the Umatilla Member, the Pomona Member;. and the Elephant 
Mountain Member, all of which appear in the vicinity of the power.plant site 
(Figure 3-1).  The basalts erupted from feeder dikes itijected into north-northwest 

· oriented linear fracture zones. 

The Columbia Plateau contains a complex system of folds, faults, and basins 
(Figure 3-2). Based on the predominant structural fabric, the Columbia Plateau has 
been subdivided into ·three informal structural subprovinces: Palouse Slope, Blue 
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Mountains, and· Yakima Fold Belt. The project is situated within the Yakima Fold 
' . 

Belt of the Columbia Plateau, characterized by narrow, asymmetrical anticlines 
spaced between 4.8 to 48.3 kilometers (3 to 30 miles) aPart� separated by broad, 
low valleys. The �ticlines include the Service anticline, 6.4 kilometers (4 miles) 

. , I 
east of the pmyer plant site; The .Dalles-Umatilla syncline, 1 1.2 kilometers (7 miles) 
north of the power plant site; and the ColtJmbia Hills anticline, 17.7 kilometers (1 1 
miles) north of the power plant site. The Rattlesnake-Wallula alignment', located 
48.3 kilometers (30 miles) northeast of the power plant site, is a b(Oadly defmed 
zone of faulting and tectonic deformation. It is a segment of the larger Olympi�
Wallowa Lineament (OWL) that extends from northwestern Washington to 
southwestern Idaho. 

The Columbia Plateau includes a number of identified tectonic basins, one of which 
is the Umatilla Basin, where the project is loeated. These basins are subsidence 
features that developed during emplacement of the CRBG. They are associated 
with. dralnatic thickening of the basalt'�d overlying sedimentary deposits. 
Although the Umatilla .Basin .has not b,een thoroughly studied, it is similar to other 
basins in the region. · Th�se basins appear to have continued to subside since 
basaltic volcanism stopped about 6 m. y.b�p. (Reidel et al. 1989). 

Local Geology and Structure: The nearly horiZontal basalt flows in this area are 
blanketed by up to 45.7 meters (150 feet) of unconsolidated to poorly consolidated, 
Pleistocene (0.01 to 2 m.y.b.p.), glacial outwash, and catastrophic flood deposits 
(Figure 3-1 ,  map symbol Qs; Hogenson 1964, Swanson et al. 1981): These 
deposits accumulated during ,glaciation, when major tributaries of the Columbia 

' , ·  ' ' ' 

River were dammed by ice, forming large lakes. These ice dams eventually broke, 
sending catastrophic floods across the C9lumbia Plateau through the gorge to the 
Pacific Ocean. Geologic mapping . of these deposits indicate that lake levels and 

, flood crest rose to a maximum elevation of approximately 351 meters (1 , 150 feet) 
msl in the Umatilla lowlands area. The floods completely stripped any existing 
overburden material and scoured·the surface of the CRBG, forming a scabland 

· topography (elevated, flat-lying basalt flows, with a thin ,soil cover, sparse 
vegetation, and deep� dry channels). The flood and outwash deposits accumulated 
on the CRBG are crudely stratified clean sand and gravel with occasional boulders 
and silt lenses. The flood deposits are covefed by wind-deposited silt (loess) . The 
silt is loose and typically several feet thick. 

. ' 

The nearly horizontal basalt. flows in this area are blanketed by up to �5.7 meters 
( 150 feet) of unconsolidated to :pOOrly consolidated, Pleistocene (0.01 to 2 
m. y.b.p.) , glacial outwash, and catastrophic flood deposits (Figure 3-1 ,  map 

. symbol Qs; Hogenson 1964, Swanson et al. 1981). These deposits accumulated 
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during glaciation, when major tributaries of the Columbia River were dammed by 
ice, forming large lakes. These ice rutms eventually broke, sending catastrophic 
floOds across the (::olumbia Plateau through th� gorge to the Pacific Oceim. 
Geologic, mapping of these deposits indicate that lake levels and floOd crest rose to a . 
maximum elevation of approximately 351 meters (1 , 150 feet) msl in the Umatilla 
lowlands area. The floods completely stripped any existing overburden material 
and scoured the surface of the CRBG, fonning a �cabland topography (elevated, 
flat-lying basalt flows, with a thin soil cover, sparse vegetation, and deep, dry 
channels) .  The flood and outwash deposits accumulated on the CRBG are crudely 
stratified dean sand anq gravel with occasional boulders and silt len�s. The flood 
deposits are covered by wind-deposited silt (loess). The silt is loose and typically 
several feet thick. 

Subsurface Conditions: Published information about subsurface geologic 
conditions suggest tha� the gen�ral geologic conditions are similar throughout the 
area (Hogenson 1964, Swanson et al. 1981). The log for a well drilled on the 
Lamb-.Weston property, approximately 457 meters (1 ,500 feet) east of and at a . 
surface elevation several feet lower' than the power plant site, is the closest available 

. subsurface information for the power plant. site. This well, Lamb Well #3 , 
encountered "black broken rock" . at 28.4 meters (93 feet) that presumably is basalt 
of the CRBG. The basalt is overlain by interbedded gravel, and sand and gravel 
with clay lenses. This material is intetpreted as Pleistocene glacial outwash and 
catastrophic flood deposits. The upper couple of feet were.logged ·as "brown 
surface sand" that is int�tpreted as Holocene loess. Two other wells drilled on the 
same property (Lamb Wells #1 and #2) but about 0.8 meter (0.25 mile farther from 
the power plant site encountered bedrock (basalt) at depths between 36.6 to 40 
meters· (120 to 130. feet). 

3.1.1.2 Soils 
Four soil types occur in the project area (Soil Conservation Service 1988) .  The 
acreage of each soil type at project features is listed in Table 3-1 . If the optional 
transmission line route were used, the acreages and type of soils would be slightly 
different; as shown in Table 3-2. 

Generally, these soils ha�e low clay content, are subject to excessive wind erosion, 
and have high permeability and low shrink-swell pOtential. Each soil type is 
described below except for gravel pits, classified as rock outcrops; Xerofluvents, 
which are recent stream deposits; and Xerolic Durolthlds, which are too -steep for 
cultivation. Most soils in the project area are developed on wind- and/or �ater
bome deposits. 
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Table 3-1 .  .Soils and Surface Disturbance in the- Project Area (Proposed TransmissiOn Line Route) 
}.�ilepost Soil Di11turbance Prime Erosive Soil T:.p� 

Farmland Soil 
Start End .Tempohuy Permanent 

P11�·er !"!�t Sjte ' . - p.9 X qt.�incy loamy fme �d 

Subtotal (acre$) --{).0 12.9 0.0 12.9 
Natural Gas Pipeline1 0.00 0.74 4.48 X QUincy loamy fme sand 

0.74 2. 12 . 8.36 X X Adkins fme sandy loam (<S% grade) 

i l 2 2 .23 0.67 X Quincy fme sand 

2.23 3.0 1 4.73 X X Adkins fme sandy loam (<S% grade) 

3 .01 3.62 3.70 X Quincy loam)· fme sand 

3 .62 3 .75 0.79 Gravel pits 

3.75 4.99. 7.52 X Quincv loamv fme sand 

Subtotal (acres 30.3 0.0 13.1 2_9.5 
Electric Transmissio;; 0.00 2.j l 4.67 0.005 X Quincy loamy fme sand 
Line2· 

2.3 1 3. 12 1 .64 0.002 X Burbank loamy fme sand 

3.12 3.21 0. 1 8  0.000 X Quincy fme .sand 
3.2 1 4.47 2.55 '-0.003 X Burbank loamy fme sand 

4.47 · 4.59 0.24 0.000 X QuinC\' fme sand 

4.59 4.68 0. 1 8 0.000 X Burbank loamy fuie sand 

. 4.68 • 4.80 0.24 0.000 x .  Quincv tine sand 

4.80 5.03 0.46 0.000 X Quincv Joamv fine sand 

5.03 s:o8 0. 1 0 0.000 !X Quincv fme sand 

5.08 5.30 0.44 0.000 X Burbank. loamy fme. sand 

5.30 5.46 0.32 0.000 X Quincy 1� fme sand 

�.46 . 6.44 1 .98 ' 0.002 X Burbank loamy fme sand 

' 6.44 6.48 0.08 0.000 X QuincY loamy fme sand 

6.48 6.52 0.08 0.000 Terrace scoops 
6.52 8.89 4.79 0.005 X Quincv Joamv fme sand 

8.89 9.51 1 .25 0.001 X Burbank loamy fine sand 

9.5 1 1 0.00 0.99 0.00 1 X Adkins fme sandy loam (5-25% grade) 

. 1 0.00 1 0.25 0.52 0.00 1 X Quincy fine sand 
1 0.25 1 0.28 0.00 0.000 Water 

1 0.28 10.32 0.08 0.000 Xerofluvents 
1 0.32 10.92 1 .21 . 0.001 X Adkins fine sandy loam{5-2S�o grade) 
1 0.92 10.97 0. 1 0 0.000 . X � loamy fine sand 

1 0.97 1 1 . 1 3  0.32 0.000 Grav�J pits 

1 1 .13 - I I .41  . 0.57 0.001 X Burbank loamy fine sand 

1 1 .41 1 1 .55 0.28 0.000 Gravel pits 

1 LS5 1 \ .66 0.22 0.000 X . QUincy loamy fine sand 

11 .66 1 1 .89 0.46 0.000 x X Adkins fme sandy1oam ( <5% grade) 
SubtOtal (acres) 24.0 0.02 . o.ooo· 23.2 
TOTAL (acres) 54.3 11.9 13.1 _65.6 

Notes: 
I I  15.2-meter (SO-foot) construction right-of-way. 2i 1 83-meter (600-ft) average spacing QD poles; 30.5-meter by 30.5-meter (1 00-foot by 1 00-foot) ciisrurbance for J)ole installation: 0.9 square meter 

(10 square feet) per pole permanent disturbance. 
Source: Soil Conservatipn Service 1988. 
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Adkins Fine Sandy Loam: Adkins fine. sandy loam is typically greater than 1 �5 · 
· meters (5 feet) in depth, bas very high to extreme wind erosion susceptibility, and 

is not subject to flooding. The water table is greater than 1 . 8  meters (6 feet) below. 
the surface. These soils are generally used for irrigated crops, or to a lesser extent, 
as rangeland. They ·have low shrink-swell potential and low clay content (0 t9 5 
percent). Adkins fme sandy loam on O to 5 percent slopes is considered prime 
farmland, a designation that indicates its suitability for growing crops. It qoes not 
necessarily mean that the area is currently producing agricultural products 

, .:.. - . 

Burbank Loamy Fine Sand: · BQrbank loamy fme sand is deep and well drained. 
Permeability is rapid with low water capacity, and runoff is slow: Potential for 
water erosion is slight, but the soil has very high potential for wind erosion. These . 
soils have a low shrink-swell potential. These soils are mostly used for irrigated 
crops, · but are sometimes used �s rangeland or pasture. This soil caves in easily in 
shallow excavations. 

\ 

Quincy Fine Sand: · Quincy fme sand is typically greater than 1 .5  meters (5 feet) in . 
· depth, has very high to extreme wind erosion Susceptibility, and is not subject to 
flooding. The water table is greater than 1.8 meters (6 feet) below the surface. 
These soils are generally used for irrigated crops, or to a lesser extent as rangeland . .  
They' have low shrink:..:swell potential and low clay content (0 to 5 percent) . This 
soil caves in easily in shallow excavations 

Quincy Loamy Fine Sand: The power plant site and the Lamb-yYeston facility are 
underlain by this type of soil. · Quincy loamy ·fme sand soils are typically used for. 
irrigated crops, have· a low clay content (0 to 5 percent) , have low shrink:-swell · 

• I 

potential, and are highly susceptible to wind erosion, particularly when excavated. 
The soils are generally greater than 1.5 meters (5 feet) in depth �d groundwater is 
usually more than 1.8 .meters (6 feet) below the surface. :Data from nearby Lamb
Weston wells indicate that soil depths at the power plant site are about 2. 1 meterS (7 

, feet). This soil caves in easily in .shallow excavations 

3.1.1.3 Geologic hazards 
Potential goologic hazards in the project area ·include landslides, · volcanic activity, 
soil expansion-contracti

.
on, and seismicity. 

· Landslides: Landslides or other forms of mass wasting are not typical of the project 
site or along the rights-of-way. The power plant site is on gentle topography with 
slopes less than 5 percent. In addition, the water table is at least 15'.2 ,neters (50 · 

feet) below the surface. Under these circumstanC(1s the initiation of landslides is 
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extremely unlikely. The gas pipeline route is also very gentle and poses no threat 
of limdslide initiation; the gas pipeline itself would not be affec� by landslides.' 

' 

No landslides or other evidence of instability were observed along the transmission 
line route 'except in the vicinity of active rock quarries. Although no major 
landslides or. failures 'were obseiVed in these quarry areas, surface mining has 
resulted in potentially unstable cut slopes adjacent to s<>me existing transmission 

_ poles and towers. 

Volcanic Activity: There are no active volcanoes in the project vicinity. The last 
of the flood basalts that comprise the CRBG erupted 6 million years ago. · There are 
no Quaternary lava flows or cinqer cones within the project area. The High 
Cascade Range, located approximately 161 kilometers (100 miles) west of the 

_ 

project, consists of a north-south alignment of stratovolcanoes that have been active 
in the Q\latemary. Cascade volcanoes in the region that have been active during the 
last few hundred years include: Mount Hood, Mount St. Helens, Mount Rainier, 

' / . ' 

and Mount Baker. Numerous flows and cinder cones are present that formed .within 
the last 10,000 years. 

Soil Expansion-Contraction: AlLS<>ils at the power plant site, as well as along the 
. ' ' 

gas pipeline route ·and transmission line route, have low potential for expansion-
contractiOn (Soil ConseiVation Service 1988). Soil expansion-contraction occurs 
when certain clay minerals are present that change in volume as they absorb or 
release water. 

' . . . 

Seismicity: The faultfug and seismicity ofthe region has_ been studied in detail for 
updating the design of dams on the Columbia River (Cotps 1983) and for: nuclear 
power plant and nuclear waste siting studies at the Hanford Site near Richland, 
Washington (U.S. Department of Energy 1988) . More recent studies have 
concentrated on trenching the Wallula fault zone, a segment of the OWL, to 
determine the age and rate of movement along this structure {Matm and Meyer, in 
preparation). ·  The project site lies within the seismically active Columbia Plateau. 
As illustrated on the earthquake epicenter map, Figure 3-3, numerous earthquakes 
have occurred within the region. 

The strongest historical earthquake known to have occurred within the Columbia 
Plateau occurred on July 16, 1936 in the Milton-Freewater area. The estimated 
Richter magnitude for the Milton-Freewater event has',ranged from 5 .8  (Jacobson 
1986) to 6.2 (perSonal communication, Zollweg 1992)� The event had a Modified . 
Mercalli Intensity of Vll-VIIT (see Table 3-3) , with Intensity V in the Hermiston 
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Table 3-3. Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale 

I. Not' felt -except by a very few under especially favorable circumstances. 
n. . Felt only by a few persons at rest, especially on upper floors of buildings. . . 

) 

n. . Felt quite noticeably indoors, especially on ripper floors of buildings. 
IV. During the day, felt indoors by many; outdoors by few. At night some 

awakened. 
V" Felt by nearly everyone; many awakened. Some dishes , windows broken: 

. a few instances of cracked plaster; unstable objects ovenurned. 
· 

VI. Felt by all; many frightened and run outdoors. Some heavy furniture 
moved; a few instanCes of fallen. plaster or damaged chimneys. Damage 
slight. 

. ' 

vn. Damage negligible in buildings of good design and construction; ·  slight to 
moderate in well-bui)t ordinary structures; considerable in poorly built ·or 
badly designed· structures. Some chimneys broken. 

VITI. Damage slight in specially designed structures; considerable in ordinary 
substantial buildings, with partial collapse, great in poorly built 
structures. Fall of chimney�, factory stacks, columns, monuments, walls. 

IX. Damage considerable in specially designed structures; well-designed . 
frame structures thrown out of plumb; great in substantial, buildings. 

X. Some well-built wooden structures destroyed; most-masonry and frame 
·structures destroyed with foundations; ground badly cracked. Rails bent. 

XI. Few masonry structures remain standing.' Bridges destroyed. 
Xll. Damage total. Lines of sight and level distorted. Objects thrown upward 

into the air. . 

· 

Note: The Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale is used to describe the relative 
strength of ground shaking exj:}erienced at a particular site during an earthquake. 
Unlike logarithmic magnitude scales, which are'-related to the energy release at 
the earthqqake source, the 12-:increment intensity scale refers to the observed 
effects of ground shaking at individual localities. Seismologists assign intensity 
to specific sites on the basis of the· effectS of the shaking on people, damage to 
buildings, and changes in the landscape. The factors which determine the 
intensity level experienced at a given site include distanee from the causative 
fault, direction of rupture propagation, and soil conditions beneath the site. The 
intensity scale outline below is a very abbreviated version of the Modified 
Mercalli Intensity Scale of 1931 by Harry Wood and Frank Neumann. 

Source: Brewer 1993. 
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3. 0 Affected Env{ronment an4 Environmental Consequences 

area. In.the vicinity of the Wallula faultzone,. the earthquake was associated with .. ,, 
ground b�e and possible localized· liquefaction features. The location of these 

· features strongly suggest the earthquake was generated by movement in the Wallula 
- • 1 . \ • 

· fault zone. · 

An earthquake centered near Umatilla on March 3 ,  1893 had a MOdified Mercalli 
' Intensity' of vn. Based on the IntensitY vn, this earthquake is estimated to have a 
Richter magpitude of 5. 7 (Jacobson 1986).  · However, Zollweg (personal · 

communication, 1992) suggested that the Umatillil �hquake was a. rela�vely sman 
earthquake on the order of Richter magnitude 4.5 that occurred at a yery shallow 
depth (less than 3 .  2 kilometers [2 ffi.iles ]) . · This is supPorted by the fact that the 
Umatilla earthquake was felt over a very localized area. The source structure for 
the .Umatilla earthquake has not been identified. · During the summer of 1992, a 3 .7 
magnitude earthq,uake was recorded in the Hermiston-Umatilla area and a 4.2 
magnitude earthquake occurred in the Milton-F�water area (personal 
communication, Mann 1992r 

Pertinent faults within a !�kilometer (160-mile) radius of the project site, and 
their estimated maximum credible earthquakes (MCE) and correspOnding peak 
ground accelerations {PGA), are summarized in Table 3-4 . .  

Table 3-4. Estimated Maximum Credible Earthquakes (MCE) and Peak Ground 
Accelerations {PGA) for Significant Faults and Structures in the 
Region 

Fault or 
Structure 
Serviee �ticline · 
Toppenish Ridge 
Fault 

Wallula
Rattl�e 
Aligiunent 

Gable Mountain , 

Umatilla Basin 

Distance from 
Power Plant 

(miles) .; 
4 

60 

30 

60 

0 

Source: Riverside Techno�osY, Inc. 1993 

Maximum 
Credible 

Earthquake 
5.5 
7.'3 

6.4 
6.5 

5.9 
5.0 
.5.5 

Estimated Peak 
Ground 

· Acceleration 
(gravity) 

Corresponding Recurrence. 
to MCE · Intervals 

0.22 . NIA 

0.08 1 ,000s to 
0.09 10,000s of years 

0.06 . 200 to 1 ,000 
0.09 years 

<0.05 10,000 years 
< o;o5 
0�25 N/A 

' ' 
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PGA is a measure of intensity of gropnd shaking (i�ring an earthquake. The greater 
the PGA, the more a given type �f geologic material, such as bedrock, would 
move. The PGA does not account for the different -responses of differentgoologic 
materials to seismicity. -For example, for a given PGA, bedrock would have a 
smaller response (would move less) than unconsolidated sands. 

Th,e values in Table 3.,.4 represent the most recent quantitative estimates of seismic 
risk for the region. As shown- in Tablec 3-4, the MCE for the site corresponds to a ·  
5 . 5  Richter magnitude event occurring in the Umatilla Basin, conservatively 
estimated to occur· at the project site. The estimated PGA for the site is 0.25 times 
gravity (g). A 5 .5-Richter magnitude event at or near the site, or centered on �he 

· Service anticline 6.4 kilometers (4 miles) east of the site, would produce an 
estimated PGA of 0.22 g. / 

Groundwater levels are important iD evaluating potential seismic hazards �use 
shallow groundwater in unconsolidated, sandy material can contribute to · 
liquefaction potential. Static water levels recorded during 1969 and 1973 for the 
three Lamb-Weston wells indicate that water levels - fluCtuate· throughout the year, 
.with th� highest levels typically occurring in the winter and spring and lowest levels 
at the end of summer. The lowest water level recorded for the wells was 26 meters 
(85 feet) for Well #1 , and the highest water level recorded wa.S 9.4 meters (31 feet) 
in Well #3 (Riverside Technology, Inc� 1993). · Similar depths to groundwater are . 

anticipated at the power plant site. 

3.1.2 Environmental Consequences and Mitigation Measures . 
Impacts associated with soils include the follQwing: 1) soil compaction, 2) wind 
erQSion, and 3) loss of soil fertility. Impacts associated with. geologic hazards 
include: 1) slope failure, 2) ground shaking, 3) differential settlement,A) 
liquefaction, 5) surface rupture, and 6) volcanic e�ptions . .  The potential for these 
impac�, as well as �he mitigation efforts to address them, ate discussed below. 

3.1.2.1 Soils · 

Impact--soil Compaction: Soils in the project area are poorly consolidated and 
consist mostly of loose sandy material. ·The soils are up to 2.1  meters {7 feet) thick 
and could be subject to_com�ction from the use of heavy equipment during 
construction at the power plant site and along the transmission line and gas pipeline 
routes. Compacted soil is not as fertile due to decreased aeration, infiltration, and 
water holding capacity. It is more difficult for native or ornamental plants to re
establish in a compacted area. 



3. 0 A.ffecred Environment and Environmimtal Consequences 

Approximately 22-hectares (54.3 acres) of soil COJJld be affeeted by construction , 
alOn:g the gas pipeline and transmission line routes (Table 3-1).  About 0.2 hectare 
(0.6  acre) less would be-disturbed if the optional transmission line route were used 
(Table 3-2). 

MeasUJY!S Included as Part of the Project: 
• - Prior to start of construction, the HGC would conduct a detaile;d survey of the 

power plant .site �- The survey would include core drilling sufficient to 
learn: (1) the overburden soil types and thicknesses under power plant 
snvctures; (2) the depth and characterization of the be4rock under the site; (3) if 

_ evidence of_ seismic faulting not considered in the · ASC is present or if there are 
indications that the seismic classification of the portion of the site containing the-- ,, 
power-plant site is not correct in the ASC.- The survey would also characterize 
ground response to potential seismic events. The survey would be peer 
reviewed by the Oregon Department of Geology -and Mineral Industries or a 

· · private qualified re�stered geologist �t is independent from HGC and its 
contractors and subcontractOrs. - If a private geologist is used, the choice of peer 
reviewer shall be approve<I by EFSC in consultation with the Oregon 
Department of Geology and Mineral Industries. 

• If the detailed survey reveals -evidenee that is not as described in the ASC, then 
· HGC would revise the facility design parameters to comply with corresponding 
Uniform Building Code requirements. If pre-construction seismic analysis 
reveals features unique to 'the power plant site that justify- enhailced seismic 
design, the HGC would design structures critica! to pJ,�blic health or safety in , 
consultation with the Buildmg Codes Agency subject to appr_oval by EFSC., 
Critical structures inClude hazardous material storage area,s_and control rooms. . - I 

• To offset potential impacts from soil compaction, project structures would be 
founded in dense .materials beneath unconsolidated surface materials. -

Potential AdditioiUJI Mitigation Measure: -
• To offset potential impacts from soil compaction, compacted areas should be 

scarified and aerated after construction is complete. 

lmPact.:..-Soil Erosion: Soils _in the project area are,;subject to wind erosion,' which 
: . \ . 

wou)d be a temporary impact during Construction. The structure development in , 
soil horizons helps soil particles stick together during high winds; ·  When disturbed, 
this fragile structure is lost, particularly during the dry season. Since much of the . . . . 

· s<>il parent. material is _wind-blown silt, there is a high likelihood of mobilization 
wh� vegetation �d soil structure are removed •. Disturbed soils at construction 
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sites at the power plant, along the pipeline cpnstruction right-of-way, and at the 
sites of transmission line poles would be subject to wind erosion. The total area of 
disturbed soils !VUlnerable. to high wind·. erosion on the proposed gas pipelfue and 
transmission line route is 38.5 hectares (95 . 1  acres) (Table 3-1).  If the optional 
transmission line route were used (Table 3-2), the total area of disturbed erosive 
soils would be virtually the same---'-38. 1 hectares (94.2 acres). 

Measures Included tis Pan of the Project: 
• Because of susceptibility of soils .. in the project area to wind erosion, precautions 

would be taken during construction to mi11imize erosion. This would include 
.watering the power plant site and pipeline a.cCess road and/or use of dust 
palliatives. · 

-

• Areas disturbed by construction of the power plant, gas pipeline, and . 
transmission line would be revegetated · upon completion of construction . 

. Revegetation would emphasize the use of native species. 
· 

The measures included in the project as proposed would be adequate to mitigate the 
potential impacts of Wind erosion. 

Impact-Loss of Soil Fertility: Disturbance of soils along the pipeline could 
inipair soil fertility. This occurs when 'a fertile topsoil layer is mixed with the 
relatively undeveloped subsoil. Prime farmland soil is a special concern, due to the 
high productivity of the topsoil in these areas. Soil .mixing can occur during 
excavation for pipelines; soil mixing does npt: occur during installation of above
ground transmission lines. · The total area of the natural gas pipeline right-of-way 
that is in prime farmland is 5.3 hectares (13 . 1  acres) (Table 3-1). 

. ' I . 

Measure Included as Pan oft� Project: 
• Topsoils and subsoils resultmg from excavation for construction of the gas . I 

pipeline would be segregated and the topsoil restored to minimize impacts on 
soil fertility. 

This measure would be adequate to protect soil fertility. 

3.1.2.2 Geologic Bti:zards 
Impact-Slope Failure: Placing transmission line poles near the· cut slopes at the 
quarry east of the Umatilla River could pro�not� slope failure or poles could b(( · 

dam�ged if the slopes fail. 
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Measure Included as Part of the Project: 
• Placement of electrical transmission towers would include setbacks from cut 

slopes associated with the quarry east of the Umatilla River along the 
transmission line route. ' ' 

The recommended setbacks of 15.2 meters (50 feet) would-' result in a longer 
spacing between tlre poles, especially for the optional transmission line route, which 
crosses 0.64 �ometer (0.4 mile) of gravel pit. This action would be adequa� to 
prevent slope failure. 

Impact� Earthquake Damage: Differential settlem�nt caused by. groundsfuildng 
during an earthquake could damage project facilities. Also, dependipg on the depth 
to groundwater and the nature of the geologic materials, there could be a threat of 
liquefaction in the project area dl!ring an earthquake. 

Groundshllldng: The project atea is subject to periOdic groundShaking from 
earthquakes . .  The intensity of the shaking at a particular site depends mostly on 
three factors: the distance between the epicenter· and the site, the magnitude of the · 
earthquake, and the site response characteristics of the soils, and bedrock beneath the 
site. For a major earthquake on a nearby fault, the intensity of shaking and 
subsequent damage for a given site are strongly dependent on the type of soils and 
rock beneath the site. In g�eral, sites underlain by loose· artificial fill on 
unconsOlidated sediments tend to suffer the greatest damage, while sites underlain at 
shallow depth by .. bedrock suffer considerably less damage. For characterization of 
the power plant site, the MCB-is estimated to be a 5;5 magnitude earthquake within 
the Umatilla Basin. 

Differentiid Settlement: The several feet of loose silt to fme-graihed Sand that 
' '·, 

blanket the power plant site and .portions of the gas pipeline and transmission line 
rights-of-way may be subject to differential settlement caused by earthquake
induced soil compaction: (The soil compaction from loading discussed earlier in 
Section 3 . 1 .  2. 1 could also cauSe differential settlement.) 

liquefaction: Liquefaction occurs most commonly in loose, clity-free, granular 
sediments that have a uniform grain-sized distribution, and are saturated with 

· groundwater. Liquefaction caJi result in loss of bearing strength of foundation soil, 
. lateral spreading, and landsliding . .  

The;groundwater conditions 1x1neath the site are not precisely known since no . 
· subsurface exploration has been conducted. However, . data from the Lamb-W.eston 
wells adjacent to the site suggest that groundwater is at least. 9. 1 meters (30 feet) 
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beneath the surface and probably ave�ges 15.2 to 24.4 meters (50 to 80 Ieet) 
beneath the surface. cln addition, the Pleistocene outwash and catastrophi,t floOd 

. . . 

. deposits, obseiVed in exposed gravel qlW'ries in the area, are relatively dense and 
therefore aie not highly susceptible to liquefaction; 

For static water depths of 9 . 1  to 15 .2  meters (30 to 50 feet), it is likely that 
liquefaction potential is low (Tinsley etJ al. 1985) .  For water levels below 15.2  
meters (50 feet) , liquefaction potential is very low . Based on the estimated depth to 
groundwater discussed above, this infotmaiion s�ggests thanhe risk of liquefaction 
at the power plant site is low. 

Late Holocene alluvium occurs where the transmission line crosses the Umatilla 
River. This alluvium is1restricted to a narrow ribbon that follows the river channel 
and adjacent flood plain. These young ,river deposiis are saturated and are probably 
susceptible to liquefaction. 

· 

Surface Rupture: There are no known'· active or potentially active faults that 
traverse the power plant site. Although extremely remote, there is always the 
possibility that future faulting (surface rupture) may occur in any seismically active 
area, even where rio known potentially active faults previously- existed. 
Historically, surface displacement geneljcllly closely follows the trace of geologically 
young faults. Since there are no known' active or potentially active faults on the site 
or in the site vi�inity, the risk of surface faulting is very low. 

; 

�ear its northern terminus, the transmission fine crosses the axis of the SeiVice 
anticline� 1Evidence of Pleistocene faulting bas been reported on the north side of 
the Columbia River on the northern continuation of this anticline; theref()re, there is 
some poorly defmed risk of surface rupture in this area . . However, the return 
period for surface rupture along this structure is very likely on the order of 10,000 
years or greater (Cotps 1983) ; therefore·; the risk of surf3:ce rupture in this area 
during the life of the proposed transmission line is corisid�red low. 

. ' ' - " 

Measures lnclutkd as Pait of the Project: . 
• Prior to start of construction, the HGC would co�duct a detaned suiVey of the 

power plant site area. The suiVey would include core drilling .sufficient tO 
· learn: (1) the overburden soil types and thicknesses under power plant 
structures; (2) _the depth and chara�rization. of the bedrock under the site; (3) if 
evidence of seismic faulting _not considered in the ASC is present or if there are 
indications that the seismic classification of the site is not correct in the ASC. . . . 

The suiVey would alsb characterize ground response to potential seismic events. 
The suiVey would be peer reviewed by the Oregon Department of Geology and 
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Mineral Industries or a private qualified registered geologist that is independent 
froin HGC and its contractors and subcontractors. If a private geologist is used,. 

· the choice of peer reviewer shall be approved by EFSC in consultation with the . 
Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries. 

• If the detailed survey reveals evidence that i� not as pescribed in theASC, then . 
HGC would revise the facility design parameters to comply·with corresponding 
Uniform Building Code require�ents. If pre�nstruction seismic analysis 

. reveals features unique to the power plant site that justify enhanced seismic 
.design, HGC would design structures critical to public health or safety in 
consultation with the Building Codes Agency. ·Critical structures include 
hazardous material storage areas and control rooms: 

• Excq>t as noted above, HGC . would design and construct the proposed power 
plant to be consistent with. seismic zone 2B requirements, . in compliance with 
laws and regulations ·administered by the Building Codes Agency .. · 

• HGC would place transmis$ion poles to avoid� . to the greatest extent possible 
given the existing UEC'A corridor, the narrow strip of alluvium along the 
Umatilla River that may be subject to liquefaction. If this strip could·not be 
avoided, the transmission poles would be constructed so as to otherwise mitigate 
for the risk of liquefaction. 

The measures included in the project as proposed would be ·adequate to mitigate the 
potential impacts of differential settlement and liquefaction:. No mitigation is 
necessary with regard to the very low risk of surface rupture. 

ImpaCt-Volcanic Eruptions: Eruptions from the Cascades volcanoes may 
produce ash, lava flows, mudflows, and pyroclastic flows. ·However, the sources 
of these eruptions are sufficiently distant from the site that tbey p(>se no threat to 

( project facilities, with the exception of a niajor ashfall. Should Mount Hood_, 
Mount St. Helens, or Mount Adams erupt, the project area �uld be. covered in ash 
to a thickness dependent on .the prevailing wind direction ·at the.time of the eruption 
and the size of the eruption itself. During a moderate eruption, the total ashfall at 
the project site would be less than 5 centimeters (2 inches) (Waldron 1988). The 
effect of an ashfall at this distance from the sOurce would·be mostly a·nuisance, and 
would not cause any structural damage to the project. Filters for industrial and car 
engines .or other devices could get clogged. 

Ash fall· would'not constitute a potentially significant impact, and no mitigation is 
,_ necessary. 
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3.1.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts 

Some wind and/or water erosion of soils at the construction sites y;ould occur, 
although proper ero,sion control measures would minimize thiS impact . . The 
5 .2-hectare (12.9-a:cre) plant site would no longer be available for other uses. 
Since the site is zoned for industrial use, is currently unused, and is not prime 
farmland, this loss does not constitute a significant impact. 

3.1.4 Cumulative Impacts 

Cumulative impacts on geology generally result from over-development on unstable 
groun�. The project, however, is not expected to contribute significantly to 
cumulative impacts on geologic resources. The power plant would be located on. a 
nearly flat site; the gas pipeline and electrical transmission line would be located on 
gentle slopes, with the exception of a short segment of the ·transmission line near 

. . . . . . . 
the City of Umatilla. This segment would be located in an area of unstable cut 

. slopes, but the area is within an active quarry and additional development in this 
area is not expected. ·  

Cumulative impacts on soils can result from over-development of agricultural lands 
or loss of soils due. to erosion. The power plant site would be located on land 
zoned for industrial use that would �ot likely be used for agriculture. The pipeline 
and transmission line would be located primarily in agricultural areas, but these 
project features would not result in permanent loss of land for agricultural use: 
Erosion control QJ.easures would be implemented duririg project construction and· 
disturbed areas would be revegetated following construction. For these reasons, the 
project would not contribute to significant cumulative impacts. 

3 .2 Hydrology and Water Quality 

3-22 

Surface water resources in the project area include the Columbia River, the 
Umatilla River, and Butter Creek. The power plant''s water needs would be 
supplied by the Port of Um.atilla's  proposed water supply system,, w�ch would 
withdraw water from'the Columbia River under an existing water right. Project 
operations would consume approximately_ 377 hectare-meters (3�065 acre-feet) of 
water per year, the equivalent of withdrawing � average 0. 1 cubic meter 
(4.2 cubic feet) of water per second from the Columbia River. The power plant 
incorporates a zero discharge design, so there would be no liquid waste to dispose 
of offsite. Withdrawal of water would add .slightly to cumulative withdrawals. of 
water.ftom the Columbia }ljver, causing a very slight decrease. in other beneficial 
uses of the river. 
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Most of the infonnation in this section is summarized from a· hydrology technical 
report prepared by Grassetti Environmental Cansulting (199�). 

· 

3.2.1 Affected Environment 
The project is within the Umatilla· Plateau, an area characterized by gentle 
topography that slopes gradually to the north from the Blue Mountains to the 
Columbia River. Slopes are, generally less than 5 percent and elevations range from 
about 91  metersl(300 feet) at the McNary Substation, about 14.5 kilometers (9 
miles) north and 4.8 kilometers (3 miles) east of the power plant site, to about · 
213 meters (700 feet) at the PGT intertie, about 8 kilometers (5 miles) south of the 
power plant site: The project area is in the rain shadow of the Cascade Mountains 
and t�erefore is arid, with slightly less than 23 centimeters (9 inches) of 
precipitation annually. Most precipitation in the region falls .between October and 
April. 

3.2.1.1 Suiface Water 
Regiomd Hydrology: ·The project drainage (Figure 3-4) is part of the Columbia- · 
Umat�a Plateau hydrologic sub-basin of �he Umatilla River,. a perennial river 
draining 7,3 1 3  square kilometers (4,545 square miles) of northeastern Oregon, 
south of the Columbia River. The Umatilla River meets the .Columbia River at the 
City of Umatilla, about 12. 1 kilometers (7.5  miles) north o� the power plant site. 
Tbe proposed power plant site is .in the lower reaches of the Umatilla River 
drainage basin, and lies about 0.4 kilometer (0.25 mile) west of the River. The 
other significant ·natural drainage feature in the region is Butter Creek, a tributary 
of the lower U�tilla River. Btitt�r Creek joins the Umatilla River about 
3.2 kilometers (2 miles) upstream of the power plan' site. It is an intennittent 
stream. with greatest flows during the winter and spring. Flqws diminish in the 
summer and can cease during the fall of dry years. A portion of Butter Creek flow 
is diverted into an irrigation canal that flows through the extreme southwest corner 
of the power plant site. 

The Columbia River is the region's  dominant surface water fea�re. The Columbia 
River �s an -average regulated flow of approximately 5,663 m3/s (200,000 cfs) at 
McNary Dam. This varies from about 6, 796 to 7,929 m3 /s (240,000 to 280,000 
cfs) in the high flow period (April through June) to about.3 ,030 to 3,228 m3/s 
(107,o00 to 1 14,000 cfs) during the low flow months (August through November). · 

Annual variations also occur, depending. on precipitation in the drainage basin. 
Extreme flows on the Columbia River are moderated by the numerous dams and 
reservoirs on the river. 
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· Local Hydrology: The-,power plant site is currently undeveloped and runoff drains . 
' via overland flow toward the Um�tilla River at Cottonwood Bend, -about 
0.4 kilometer (0.25 mile) to the east. Because of the site's relatively permeable · 
soils, �entle slope, and undeveloped condition, runoff from the ;site is likely to be 

minimal except in major storms. In the project vicinity, the Um.atilla River channel 
is incised about 12.2 meters (40 feet) at its western bank. The 100-year flood plain · 
of the river is within this incised channel on the west side of the river. 

Numerous canals and ditches supply water to local agricultural users. As noted 
above, one such ditch traverses the southwest comer of the site. ·  

Surface Water Supply: Flows ip. all major rivers and creeks in the region are 
highly controlled and ·altered by dams and ·diversions. Surface water in the 
Umatilla Basin is highly appropriated and in mariy areas of the basin is insufficient 
to satisfy existing agricultural water rights, as well as new demands. · Cumulative 
water rights on many streams in, the Umatilla Basin exceed available flows in 
summer months. 

The Umatilla River Basin Plan (State of Oregon 1988), which regulates and guides 
future w_,ater development in this basin, prohibits further withdrawal of water from 

. the Umatilla River and its tributaries in the Umatilla Plateau -sub-basin from June 1 
through October 3 1  of each year (OAR Chapter 690, Division 507). Under the 
Umatilla River Basin Plan, the Umatilla River in th� project region is designated for 
numerous uses excluding large-scale irrigation and power production. Butter Creek 
also· is designated for numerous water uses excluding large-scale irrigation,· 
municipal, industrial, and miiling uses. -

The Solumbia River provides water for many competing uses, and withdrawal for . .  
one use is frequently at the expense of all other uses. Beneficial uses of the 
Columbia RiVer include irrigation, navigation, hydropower, flood control, 
recreation, municipal and industrial water supply, and fish and wildlife use. Three 
Federal agencies, including BPA, the Cotps, and the Bureau of Reclamation, are 
currently undertaking a major r'eview of the river and its management in an attempt 
to reconcile all of the competiri.g u&es. Additionally,. although existing water rights 
aie being honored, Oregon and Washington each has a current moratorium on 
granting new water rights on the Columbia River except under certain limited 
conditions (OAR Chapter 690, Division 519; Washington Administrative Code 
[WAC] 173-563�015(2)). . 

Surface· Water Quality: Except for the Columbia River, water quality in the 
lower Umatilla River Basin often does not meet standards for contact recreation and 
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aquatic life. Non-point source pollution appears to be the major contributor to 
elevated levels of fecal coliform bacteria and suspended solids adversely affecting 
beneficial water uses in the Umatilla River. No -water quality data are available for 

' Butter Creek. Neither Butter C�k nor the Umatilla River would be used as a 
' ' 

source of water for the power plant. 

Water for the power Plant would be purchased from .the Port of Umatilla, which 
would draw water from the Columbia River under an existing water right. Water 
quality . in this reach of the Columbia River is generally considered good. · The State 
of Washington classifies this reach of the Columbia River as "Class A" (Excellent), 
which is the second highest rating for surface water (WAC 173-201A). · 

Although most of the available data support. a conclusion that the quality of 
Columbia River water is good, some area residents have expressed �ncem that 
contaminants in the water, such a8 dioxins and radioactive agents, could be 
incorporated into the project's cooling water steam plume and be dispersed into the 
atmosphere (see Appendix B). Available data �rom various monitoring stations, 
however, indicate that this effect is very unlikely. Some of the relevant water 
quality data are summarized here, and are presented in more detail in Appendix C .  

The Washington ·state Department of Ecology maintains. an_ ambient monitoring 
station at the Umatilla Brj.dge, where they have monitored several water quality 
characteristics such as temperature, pH, and total dissolved solids (commonly 
referred to as conven�onal cc)nstituents) since 1975. They have monitored metals· at . · 
the same station since 1990 . .  The monitored values (see Appendix C) generally 
support the view that water quality conditions are good. 

_The Cotps recently funded a study of sediment qu;ility at the Walla Walla Grain_ · 
Growers Terminal near the confluence of the Walla Walla arid Columbia Rivers 
(Pinza et al. 1992) . Sediment sample concentrations (see Appendix C) indicate a 

\ . ' . 
high value of 4,4' -DDB (a pestiCide) and a detectable level of 2,3 ,7, 8-TCDF (a 
furan). Neither furans nor dioXins have been detected in the Columbia River water 
column ·near the proposed supply intake. These contaminants are termed 
hydrophobic, because they adhere to the sediments and are not dissolved in the 

· water column. 

The best available data on radioactive agent (radionuclide) concentrations in the 
Columbia River downstream from Hanford come from samples taken at the 
Richland pumphouse where the city of Richland withdraws its drinking water 
supply (AppendiX C). The more recent tritium concentrations measured at the . 

Richland pumphouse are approximately 200 times lower than the BP A's screening . · 
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level for tritiym (20,000 pico Curies per liter) , which defllies a margin between safe 
and potentially unsafe drinking water. Similar�y, the level of iodine in Columbia 
River water at tp.e Richland pumphouse is approximately 10,000 times lower than 
the EPA' s  screening level for .iodine-lf9 (1 pico Curie per liter), �d concentrations 
of all other radionuclides measured �t the Richland pumphouse are also below the 
a> A's drinking water screening levels (Woodruff and Hanf· l991 ,  ·Jaquish and 
Bryce 1989). 

3.2.1.2 Gtoundwatet 
The power plant site is located in the Butter Creek Ground Water Control Area as 
designated by the Umatilla Basin Plan. Local and regional groundwater aquifers in 
this area are frequently used to supplement surfa�e water supplies for irrigation. 
Thi$. has led to overdrafting of groundwater aquifers. Irrigators have begun 
attempting to recharge shallow aquifers and increase . soil moisture· with surface · 
water diverted during the winter. · 

The overall project area is ·underlain by two groundwater aquifers, a deep aquifer 
and a shallow aquifer. In general, groundwater elevations indicate that 
groundwater flow is from st>uth to north, toward the· Columbi'a River. Local 
variations in flow directions may occur in the shallow aquifer and are influenced by 
topography and intervening drainages. Each aquifer is described below. 

· Sh�llllw Aquifer Characteristi«;s: The shallo� aquifer in the project vicinity is 
located in the unconsolidated and unconfmed sand and gravel deposits that overlie 
the basalt bedrock in· the region. In the project area, permeable gravel interbeds 

. supply water to several high-yielding wells. The aquifer is 30.5 to 38. 1 meters 
(100 to 125 feet) thick, with a saturated zone averaging 7.6 meters (25 feet) and . .  
ranging from 4.6 to 38. 1 meters (15 to 1�5 feet) thick. Water Jevels in this aquifer 
were generally around 16.8 meters (55 feet) below the ground surface in 1975. 
Water levels have been �pping by �bout 0.5 meters ( 1 . 6 feet) per year since the 
mid 19�' s. Recharge is provided by less than 25 percent of precipitation as well 

·� normal i.Qigation and leaching in the area. 

Based on the topography· of the area, the shallow groundwater flow direction 
appears to be north/northwest, .toward the Colu�bia River. Local variations may 

. , exist in response to topogrnphic highs and local 'Creeks such as Butter Creek. In 
some bottomland areas (i.e. , along Butter Creek) clay and clayey gravel layers can 
confm,e the downward movement of water and resuh in·perched aquifers within 
abo�t 6. 1 meters· (20 feet) of the surface; This shallow aquifer js hydrologically 
conn� with the creek and its level drops as creek flows diminish in the summer 
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and fall Groundwater resou�s of the shallow aquifer in the Ordnance Critical 
Groundwater Area, just west of the site, are closed to further appropriation. ' ' 

Deep Aquifer Characteristics: Water-bearing zones of significant tttOrage capacity 
are found within the interbeds of the basalt flows that lie beneath the sedimentary 
depOsits in the region� ThouglJ_ poorly connected, these zones are viewed as one 
system because of the substantial vertical movement of water through joints in the 
basalt and through uncased wells drilled into the basalt. Basalt depths in the region 
are about 213.4 to 335.3 meters (700 to 1100 feet) below the ground surface. 
Static water leveJs in the primary water producing zones range from 61 .0 to 
91 .4 meters (200 to 300 feet) below the surface and have declined significantly for 
'many· years because of over-pumping and slow recharge. Groundwater recharge of 
.this aquifer occurs in the Blue Mountains to tl,te south, while natural groundwater 
discharge is to the Columbia River and its tributaries. Recharge in the project area 
is limited by the Willow Creek monocline, a geologic feature, south of the Madison 
Ranches, which acts as a barrier to groundwater flow from, the south . .  Groundwater 
resources in the basalt aquifer in both the Butter Creek Critical Ground Water Area. 
and the Ordnance Critical Ground Water Area are closed tO further appropriation . 

. Groundwater Quality: Groundwater data are available from several wells on the 
Madison Ranches south of the power plant site and on the Lamb-Weston potato 
processing facility site. Groundwater levels and quality for the Madison Ranches 
wells are listed in Table 3�5. Wells 1-5 are located on the south, central, 
west-central, north, and east-central areas of the ranches, respectively (Figure 3-4). 

Table 3-5. Groundwater Quality Data Bxpres� in Milligrams per Liter 

· Total 
Depth 

Well # (feet) 
1 .17 

2 172 
3 38.5 
4 61 
5 17 

Water Total 
Level Dissolved· 

Elevation Solids 
(msl) (mg/1) 

no water in 347 
bore hole 

609.7 224 
586. 1 522 
578.1 366 
628.6 449 
' 

Source: Grassetti Environmental Consulting 1993 
msl - mean sea level mg/1 - milligrams �r liter 

Hardness 
Chloride Nitrate (mg/1 of 
(mg/1) · (mg/1) CaCOJ) · 

7.54 3.75 ' 194 

6.07 0.26 87.2 
99.2 2.74 573 
12.2 0.74 344 
17.7 4.33 525 

ODEQ Wis established maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) for drinking water 
quality. Those levels are 250, 500, and 10 mg/1, respectively, for chloride, total 
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. dissolved. solids (TDS), .. and nitrate. ' ·TDS levels in .the groundwater on the Madison 
Ranches site approach or exceed the state' s  drinking water MCLs- (Table 3-5) . ·an 
the basis of well data available from the Lamb-Weston plant site, the Umatilla 
River Basin Plan noted that high nitrate levels have been measured at that site. 

3.2.2 Environmental .Consequences and;Mitigation Measures 
.Potential impacts of the project relat� to surface water quantity and drainage 

· include: (1) withdrawal of an average 0. 1 cubic meter per second (m3 /s) (4.2 cubic 
feet per second [cfs]) from the Columbia River for the life of the project, (2) 
increased runoff from the power plant site, (3) temp<>prry minor increases in runoff' 
during gas pipeline and transmission line construction and ( 4) susceptibility or 
contribution to flooding. Potential impacts to surface. water quality include: 
(1) erosion of disturbed soils, leading to increased seqiment reaching surface · 

waters, and (2) gpillirig of chenllcals or other hazardous materials thai could 
contaminate surface waters. ·No impacts to groundwater quantity or quality are 
expected. 

3.2.2.1 Water Supply 
Project water would be supplied by the Port of Umatilla I s  water project and would 
come from the Columbia· River. )be Port bas a water right to withdraw up to 

.. 4.4 m3/s (155 cfs) from th� Columbia River, and is currently permitted to withdraw 
1 .7 m3/s (60 cfs) at their proposed new pump station. The Port's  water supply line 
from the McNary pool would pass the edge of the Lamb-Weston facility site. The 
water supply intertie would be ahnost entirely on the site property. 

Impact-Water Consumption: The project would consume approximately 377 
hectare-meters (3 ,065 acre-feet) of water per year. This includes recycling of about . 
28 hectare-meters (225 acre-feet) of blowdown water per year and use of a number 
of water conservation measures. The Port of Umatilla has indicated thatit has 
more than ample capacity to supply the project through the regional water system it 
is developing. The water demand from the project (about 0.1 m3/s [4.2 cfs], with a 
maximum daily average demand of 0.2 m3 /s [5.5  cfs] represents about 2� 7 percent 

. of the Port of Umatilla' s  total allocation of 4.4 m3 /s (1'55. cfs} and 7 percent of the 
Port's currently permitted withdrawal ofJ .7 m3/s (60 cfs) from the proposed new 
pump station; 

Measures Included as PaTt of The Project: 
• The project would incorporate a numlJer of water conservation measures 

mcluding dry NOX control, reuse of reverse osmosis reject water; reduced 
. cooling water drift, and recycling of cooling tower blowdown .water . . · 
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• HGC would have a contract or other binding arrangement with the Port of 
Umatilla for a quantity of water sufficient to supp1y the facility prior to 
commencement of construction. 

• HGC has - agreed to provide up to $500,000 to fund efforts to augment in-stream 
flow� in the Columbia River or its tributaries. A minimum of $200,000 is 
expeCted to be. used to acquire water rights by purchase or lease, and convert 
them into in-stream water rights. Funds should be expended before HGC 
begins wi�drawing water from the Columbia �ver for operation of the project. · 

• HGC would consult with ODOE and ODFW on any water withdrawal 
' . ' 

· mitigation provided according to the tenns of the settlement agreement with the· 
Columbia Basin Institute. 

The mitigation measures included in the project are adequate to ensure that the 
project water use would not, by itself, significantly affect surface water sources. 
The cumulative effect of this and other current and foreseeable future water 
withdrawals is discussed below in Section 3.2.4. 

3.2.2.2 ��e 
Impact-Increased Impervious Surfaces: The project would increase impervious 
surfaces on the proposed power plant site. · If not properly mitigated, this could 
increase runoff from the site. 

Measures Included as Pan of This Project: 
• To control resulting increases in peak runoff flows anticipated from the project, . 

a stonnwater management system has bee,n designed. The system would include 
individual drain systems {or the tul,'bine, heat recovery steam generator, water 
treatment,· and service areas. Each roof system would include CIJrbing directing 
runoff to catch basins on the ground. The catch basi.Q.s would be co'nnected by 

. underground pipes to a gravity system which would discharge into a detention 
basin designed to handle the 100-year, 24-hour stonn event� Water from ·the 
detention basin would theri be discharged to the cooling tower basin for use as 
process cooling water. 

The mitigation measures iricluded in the project are adequate to ensure that the 
power plant would not increase off-site flows. 

Impact-Increased Runoff: Construction of the gas pipeline and the electrical 
transmission line would result in minor increases in runoff immediately adjacent to 
those facilities. 
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A National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) General Permit (No. 
1200-C) was issued by ODEQ on January 1 1 ,  1993 , for all project-related 
construction' activities, including the _gas pipeline and electrical transmission line. 
No additional mitigation is required. 

· 

3.2.2.3 FI!Joding 
Impact-Flood Hazards: The power plant site is not within any mapped flood 
plain. As noted in the Affected Environment section, the Umatilla River does not 
overtop 'its western bank itt the project area in the 100-year flood event. The upper 
portions of the project gas pipeline would parallel the west side of Butter C�k, 
and depending on the exact routing of the pipeline, may be subject to flood-hazards 
on the creek. Project transmission lines would be able to span any small drainages 
along the route and the Umatilla River near Hermiston. Therefore these features 
are not likely w·be subject to flood ·hazards. 

Measures Incl�d as Par1 of The Project: · 

• Project runoff would be detained on site and would not contribute to 
downstream flooding. 

Potential Additiotf,ll/ Mitigation Measures: 
• All electrical transmission lines should be designed to span any water body (i.e. , 

creek, canal, ditch, river, or pond) encountered along the transmission line 
route and all poles and access roads should _be set back at least 15.2 meters (50 
feet) from any such water features. 

• The proposed gas pipeline alignment adjacent to Butter Creek should be buried . 
at a sufficient depth to protect it from flood hazards associated �ith that· creek. 
The ·minimum burial depth for natural ga8 pipelines is defmed in 49 CPR Part 
192 subpart 327(a). Enforcement of this Federal regulation is delegated to the 

. . . . 

Oregon Public Utilities Commission. 

3.2.2.4 Surface Water Quality 
Two potep.tial ll:npacts to surface water quality are discussed in this section. They 
include: (1) erosion of disturbed soils that could inc�se sediments in surface 
waters, and (2) chemicals or other materials that eould spill and contaminate surfa,ce 
water. 

Impact-Erosion and Sedimentation: Surface water quality at the power plant 
site and pt:Op<)� ·gas and electrical transmission line construction areas could be 
adversely affected by erosion and sedimentation resulting from soil disturbance 
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. associated with project construction activities. Up to 5 .2 hectares (12.9 acres) at 
the power plant site, 12.3 hectares (30.3 acres) of gas pipeline right-of-way,. and 
8.2 hectares (20.� acres) of power line right-of-way could be affected by project 
construction. HGC was issued a permit to construct and operate stormwater _and 
erosion control facilities and discharge treated stormwater. An NPDES General 
Permit No. 1200-C for activities related to construction .on over 5 acres was issued 
by ODEQ on J� 11 , 1993. 

Measures Included as Piut of The Project: 
• A requirement of the NPDES General Permit is the development and 

implementation of a stormwater control plan, which must be apProved by 
ODEQ. 

• HGC would take all reasonable steps t6 avoid disturbance of the West Extension 
Irrigation Canal during construction and operation of the transmission line by 
ensuring that the transmission -towers/poles are placed from the canal banks, and 

I • 

by avoiding any disturbance at the canal crossing when electrical lines are 
·strung. 

Pote,_tial Additional Mitigation Measures: To ensure mitigation of erosion 
impacts, the following detailed miti�ation measures. are recommended: 

• The .storm water control ·plan should indicate the drainage routes of additional 
· runoff from the project, and include appropriate improvements and protection 
measures to ensure that no noticeable increase in erosion or sedimentation 
results from the project' s  stormwater runoff. The plan should include measures 
to control stormwater runoff and reduce erosio,n potential both. during 
construction and over .the long term at the plant site as well as the transmission 
line and gas pipeline rights-of-way. It should include the use of silt _ fencing, 
bay bale dikes, and/or vegetation buffers downslope of all construction sites and 
soil stockpiles; graveling or paving of all permanent access roads; application of · 

straw mulch or other cover on exposed surfaces and soil stockpiles; and 
. . 

construction of sediment traps or ponds where appropriate. The plan should· 
include provisions for preserving existing vegetation as much as ·p<)ssible, and 
should identify any areas where vegetation is proposed for removal. It also , 
should include a comprehensive program for revegetatiilg distu'rbed areas as 
soon as possible following construction. · Revegetation should emphasize the use 
of native species. 
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• HGC should avoid impacts to High Line canal by tlinrteling the natural gas 
pipeline under the Highline canal. HGC should avoid .damaging the canal with 
heavy' equipment, during construction. 

• All electrical tran.smission lines should be designe4 to span any water body (i.e. , 
creek; canal,. ditch, river, or pond) encountered along the transmission line 
route and all poles and access roads should � set back at least 15.2 meters (50 
feet) from any such water features. 

· Impact-Surface Water Contamination: The project would store and use a 
number of chemicals that, if spilled or otherwise accidentally released, could 
contaminate local and regional surface waters. Up to 75 ,708 _liters (20,000 gallons) 
ofaqueous ammonia; 18,927-_liters {5 ,000 gallons) of sulfuric acid and sodium 
hypochlorite; and 1 ,514-liter (400-gallon) to 18 ,927-liter (5 ,000-gallon) containers · 
of various other treatment chemicals could be stored on the J)ower plant site at any 
one time. 

Measures Included as Parl of The Project: 
• The ammQnia and sulfuric acid tanks would be surrounded by dikes. These 

dikes would be designed to contain 1 10 percent of the maximum cl;lemical 
capacity of the tank, plus the 5Q-year, 24-hour storm event. The diked ·area: 
around the ammonia tank; will contain a normally closed drain valve. The 
sulfuric acid tank may or may' not have a normally closed drain valve. Upon 
testing, uncontaminated rainwater in the diked areas would be.transferred to the 
cooling water system, or .if contaminated, disposed of as required by, 
regulations. The sulfuric acid storage area enclosed by the dike would be 
partially filled with coarse limestOne to passively neutralize any leakage from 
the tank. · 

• Other chemicals stored outside in tanks would have secondary containment to 
control any spills. 

These measures would be sufficient . to prevent surface water contamination. 

3.2.2.5 Groundwater Quantity 
The project would not uSe any. groundwater resources or release wastewater to 
groundwater. The project would increase the impervious area, and would _capture 
stormwater for use in the cooling :water system . .  This would result in a very small 
d_ecrease in groundwater recharge, but would not .significantly affect groundwater. 
q�tity. 
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3.2.2.6 Groundwater· Quality 
:in the closed cooling system, the primary potential wa�r quality contaminants in - ' I • . 

the blowdown water would be removed by use of a sidestream softener. The 
residuals removed by the softener would be foniled into a nonhazardous filter cake 
·and disposed of in a local landfill. Several local .landfills have adequate capacity to 
accept the waste for the life of the project (see Section 3 . 14. 1 .5). 

As noted under Surface Water Quality above, the project would use and store a 
number of chemicals which, if spilled, could potentially contaminate the underlying 
. aquifers. Mitigation measures included as part of the project and recommended in 

. this EIS for surface water protection also would serve to protect groundwater 
supplies from this potential impact. Because stonnwater .would � retained on site, 
there would be no impacts to groundwater quality. 

3.2.3 Unavoidable Adverse Effects 
. . . 

An average water withdrawal ofO. l m3/s (4.2 cfs) from the Columbia River would 
very slightly reduce the quantity of water remaining in the river to support other 
beneficial uses. This effect is not considered significant. 

3.2.4 Cumulative Impacts 
Water resoiJrceS are being used at an ever..:increasing rate in the basin. Potential 
resources include water from the shallow aquifers, deep aquifers, and the Columbia 
River itself. Other rivers arid streams in the area have restrictions on use, and 
additional water rights for Columbia River withdrawals are being granted by 
Oregon and Washington only in limited circumstances. Water resources in the 
Columbia River are strictly regulated to ensure sufficient quantity for the various 
interests along the river •. including. fish and wildlife populations . .  

. -

Shallow aquifers in the area have been designated as critical groundwater areas due 
to . the rapid draw down in the Columbia Basin and due to the potential impacts on 
Columbia River flows since the two are hydraulically connected. Drawdown has 
also been observed in the deep aquifers, where use of deep groundwater has 
lowered levels as much as 30 meteiE (50 feet) in' some portions of the aquifer. 

The project water use would contribute incrementally to local and regional 
cumulative impacts associated with water withdrawals from the Columbia River. 
The Hermiston Generating Project would use 0. 1 m3/s (4.2 cfs) on average, or 
about 7, 192 liters per minute (lpm) (1 ,900 gallons per minute (gpm]). The 
maximum daily-average withdrawal would be 0.2 m3/s (5.5 cfs). Locally, two 
other power generation facilities are proposed. The Coyote Springs Cogeneration 
Project is proposed in.Morrow County near the town of Boardman.· The Hermiston 
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Power Project (referre<ho hereafter a:s Ida-West tc;> clearly differentiate it from the 
Hermiston Generating Project, the subject of this EIS) is proposed for an area 3.2 
kilometers (2 mil�s) south of Hermiston (4. 8  kilometers [3 miles] east of the HGC 
power.plant site) . 

. ' 

The proposed Coyote. Springs project would consume approximateiy 9,445 lpm 
(2,495 gpm) . This equates to about 495 hectare-meters (4,024 acre-:-feet) per year, . 

3 
•' · . 

. 
or about 0.2 m Is (5 .6  cfs) . This water would be supplied by Port of Morrow 
groundwater wells, which the Oregon Department of Water Resources has . 
determined are hydrologically connected to Columbia River flows (EFSC 1994b). 
The Coyote Springs project might use. water from the Columbia River through 
water rights· secured by. the Port of Morrow and the City of Boardman. The Port of 

. ' 

Morrow is currently petitioning for additional groundwater rights. 

The proposed Ida.:.West project w9-uld consume approximately 9,464 lpm (2,500 
gpm) , which would be supplied from the Port of Umatilla' s Columbia River _ 
allocation: This is about 496 hectare-meters ( 4,030 acre-:-feet) per year, or about 

/ 0.2 m3/s (5 .5 cfs). 

While the supporting documents for all these projects state that no additional water 
rights will be required, :the permitted water rights are not: currently being used to· 
the maximum extent. A.ctmil water usage will increase if the plants come on line. 
Also, i.t is clear that some permitted water rights have been awarded without careful 
consideration of cumulative impacts from all water rights in the area. If a number 
of water rights are only partially used at this time, but in the future will be fully 

. used by providing water resources to additio�al facilities such as the three new 
generation plants, then, impacts to w�ter resources beyond current conditions may 
result. · 

. ,Impacts on Local Water Supplies: The Port of Umatilla already holds a water 
right for 4.4 m3/s (155 cfs) from the Columbia River, of which 1 .? m3/s (60 cfs) is 
currently permitted for withdrawal at the proposed new pump station. The project 
would increase the rate at which the Port's water right becomes more fully used. 
The· cumulative impacts to th� Port of Umatilla's  supply from the project's use of 
0:1 m3/s (4.2 cfs) and Ida-West' s use of 0�2 m3/s (5 .5 cfs) would oo about 

. . . 3 ' . . 6 percent of the Port's 4.4 m /s (155 cfs) total alloCation and 16 percent of the 
Port's currently permitted 1.7 m3/s (60 cf&) withdrawal. This would not be a 
significant cumulative impact on the Port' s  water supply. 

Impacts on Columbia River Flows: Currently, approximately· 90 percent of the . ·· 
total water withdrawn from the Columbia River system is for irrigation 
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(BPA 1993). Public water supply and domestic withdrawals acc0upt for about 4 
percent, commereial'use about 2 percent, and industrial use about 2 percent. The 
remaining amount is shared by livestock, mining projects, and thermal power 
plants. The net depletions (withdrawals minus returns) accounted for by ift:igation 
equal approximately 1 .  7 million hectare-meters ( 13 .7 million acre-feet) per year 
(BPA 1993). Total net depletions from all� withdrawals. equalapproxinlately 1 .9 
million hectare�meters (15.3  million acre-feet). Together, the Hermiston, Ida
West, and Coyote Springs cogeneration projects would withdraw approximately 

· 1 ,368 hectare-meters (1 1 ,119  acre-feet) per year, a small amount (less than 0. 1 
percent) . re�tive to net system depletions . 

. On a more localized level, ·withdrawals for the. three proposed .cogeneration projects 
can be compared to current withdrawals from the McNary _and John Day �Is and 
with low flows in the Columbia River. Current withdrawals from the two pools are 
about 1 13 m3 Is (4,000 cfs) annu'any (personal communication,· Ziari 1994). 

. 

The minimum recorded daily-average release from McNary Dam was 1 � 1 1 8 m31s 
(39,500 cfs) on July 10, 1977, which was a period 'of drought and low river flows: 
This minimum observation is substantially less than the average low flow of 3,030 ' 3 ' ' : ' · . 

. to 3 ,228 m Is (107,000 to J 14,000 cfs). Increasing cumulative withdrawals since 
1977 have not resulted in a lower recorded flow. Therefore, the cumulative 
withdrawal from the John Day and McNary pools is 'tess than the existing 
variability between low-flow seasons on the river. Because existing withdrawals of 
1 13 m31s (4,000 cfs) are small compared to natural river �ariability, it is unlikely 
that an increased withdrawal of 4.6 m3 Is (161 cfs) for the Port of Umatilla water 
supply project and the three cogeneration projects , (0. 4. percent of the river' s lowest 
recorded flow), or the Hermiston Cogeneration project' s  maximutn daily supply of ' 3 . . 

0.2 m Is (5 .5 cfs) (0,.01 percent of the river' s lowest recorded flow) would. 
significantly increase impacts to the sys!em .. 

Any withdrawal, even the �mall amounts diScussed, does add to cumulative impact. 
However; it is not significant in terms of measurJble impacts on flows and water 
quality. 

Though the impacts to water quality and quantity would not be significant, HGC 
has agreed to provide up to $500,000 to fun� efforts to augment instream flows in 
the Columbia River or its tribut:aJ?es. A minimum of $200,000 is expected to be 
used to acquire water rights .by purchase or lease, and convert them into in-stream 

· water rights. Funds should be expended before HGC begins withdrawing water 
from the Columbia River for operation of the project. 
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Impacts to Power Generation: The Hermis�on Generating Project would add 474 
megawatts of capacity to th� Pacific �orthwest' s total generating capacity. ·  Each 
megawatt of capacity equals 8,760 megawatt hours per year·if a plant operates 100 
perce�t of the time. · Operating at a planned capacity of 93 percent, the Hermiston 
Generating Project would produce appro�ately 3. 86 million megawatt hours of 

· electricity each year. 

. . - 3 At the same time, the withdrawal of an average 0. 1 m Is (4.2 cfs) for the 
Hermiston Generating. Project would result in the loss of electrical energy 
generation at four downstream Columbia ·River Fedetal power projects--McNary, · 

John Day, The Dalles, and Bonneville-particularly in the low flow mon'tlis of · 

August through January when all flow would normally be routed through the 
turbil}es at one or more of the projects. On average, the withdrclwal would reduce 
generation by about 756 .megawatt hours (MWh) annually, equaling about 0.()023 
percent of the annual-32. 8 million, Mwh output of the four hydro projects and about 
0.02 percent of the power that would be- generated by the Hermiston Generating 
Project. 

The hydro generation foregone due to the withdrawal could be offset-by 
conservation or decreases in �he--demand for BPA' s power, or .could, be replaced by 
BPA through increased generation at other projects or increased power purchases. 
The replacement cost of the foregone generation would be about $5 1 ,000 annually 
at an avoided cost of power of 6.7 cents per kilowatt hour (kWh). The effects on 

.. BPA rates in abSorbing this cost increase would be real, but imperceptible tO the 
consumer. Similar effects would be attributable to the Ida-West and Coyote . 
Springs projects, and other water withdrawals. Each would very slightly �uce the 
qUantity of water remaining in· the river to support other beneficial uses. _ 

3 .3' Vegetation 
Vegetation in the vicinity of the proposed Hermiston Generating Project has been 
extensively altered by human activities, including _grazing, agriculture, and rutal 
residential developm�nt. The most significant area of native vegetation remaining 
in northeastern Oregon occurs just to tbe west of the project, on the U.S .  Army' s  
Umatilla Ordnance Depot. This area would not be affected by project constniction . 
or operation. Impacts of the Hermiston Generating Project would be limited to ; 
tem�rary disturbance along the transmission and gas pipeline rights-of -way and 

· pernianent loss of vegetation at the power plant site. None of these impacts would 
be significant. 
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3.3.1 Affected Environment 
This section describes the botanical resources associated with the project area, 
fuclUding vegetatign types and sensitive plant species. The project area is defmed 
to include tbe following: 

• Power plant site - 5.2 hectares (12.9 acres) ; 

' ' 

• Proposed transmission line right-of�way - 57.9 hectues (143 acres), based on a 
length of about 19.3 kilometers (12 miles) and a width of 30.5 meters (100 
feet); 

• Optional transmission line right-of-way .- 55.9  hectares (138 acres) , based on a 
length of about J 8.3 kilometers (1 1. 4  miles) and a width of 30.5 meters (100 
feet); and 

• Gas pipeline right-of-way - 12.3 hectares (30.3 acres) , based on a lC?ngth of 
about 8 kilometers (5 miles) and a width of 15.2 meters· (50 feet) . 

I 

In ad9ition, the land within ,152 meters (500 feet) on either side of the rights-of-way 
was inCluded in smveys for sensitive plants.· 

3.3.1.1 Vegetation Types 
The project area is within the shrub-steppe region of the Columbia Basin Province 
(Frcmklin and Dymess 1973) . Prior to the introductiop. of grazmg and agriculture, 
this part of the Columbia Basin was dominated by bunchgrnsses, including 
bluebunch wheatgrass (Agropyron spicatum) and Idaho fescue (Festuca idahoensis), · 
and shrubs, such as big sagebrush (Anemisia tridentata) and bitter-brush (Purshia 
trideritata). One of the few large remaining remnants of native shrub-steppe in . 
eastern Oregon exists inside the boundaries of the nearby'Umatilla OrdnanCe Depot, 
where it has been protected from J,ivestock grazing ' (Woodward-Clyde Consultants 
1993) . 

Cultivation and urbanirural development has eliniinated most of the native shrub
steppe Communities from the project· area. Undeveloped sites typically have .a 
history. of disturbance from.: grazing or cultivation and are generally-dominated by 
cheatgrnss (Brqmus tectorum) and other weedy herbs and shrubs (Woodward-Clyde 

. ,  

Consultants 1993}. Heavy grazing te�ds to eliminate larger bunchgrasses, such as 
_ bluebunch wheatgrnss, and results in the' establishment of cheatgrass antl other 

annual grasses (Frankfui and Dymess 1973): Abandoned fields are also usually . 
dominated by cheatgrass (Franklin and Dymess 1973) . A stand of cheatgrass 
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apparently ·has the ability to IDaint:ain itself indefinitely, even if the disturl>ance is . 
removed (Daubenmire 1975) . 

A total of ftve different vegetation types occur in the project area, including 
wetiMds and the following four upland types: (1) grassland, (2) shrub-grass, (3) 
cropland, and-(4) pasture (Table 3-6): Each of these vegetation types is described 
below. 

Grasslands 
Grasslands are the primary vegdation type in the project area and cover the. entire 
s·.2.,.hectare (12.9-acre) power.plant site, about 53 percent of the gas pipeline right
of-way, and 45 percent and 48 percent of the proposed and optional transmission 
rights-of-'way, respectively (Table 3-6) . Most of these areas have been disturbed 
and the gras�}ands are dominated by cheatgrass and tarweed (Amsinclda spp.). 
Other frequently. occurring forbs. include tumblemustard . (Sisymbrium altissimum), 

. . I . . 

hairy golden aster (Aster pilosus); Russian thistle (Salsola kalz), and lance-leaf 
scurf--pea. (Psoralea lanceolata). Native grasses, primarily Sandberg' s  bluegrass 
(Poa sandbe.rgiz) and needle-and-thread grass (Stipa comata), occur in a few 
isolated.patches along the transmission line right-of-way (Woodward-Clyde 
Consultants 1993). 

/ 

Table 3-6. Vegetation Cover Types in the Project Area for the Hermiston· 
Generating Project ' 

Optional Proposed 
Transmission Transmission · Gas Pipeline 

Power Plant Site . Rigbt�f-Wa.}: 
GOver Type Acre8 Percent 

Ri�t�f-Wa.}: 
· Acre81 Percent 

Rift�:f.-Wa.}: 
Acres1 Percent Acres Perce� ·. 

Cropland ' 28.6 21 28.6 ' 20 · ' 8 .0 . 26 
Grassland 12.9 100 ' 65.8 48 64.2 45 16.2 53 
Pasmre21 1 .2 1 3.,9 3 4.4 15 
S}lrub/ 33.3 24 35.9 25 1 .5 5 
Grassland 
Wetland31 4.7 3 3 .7 3 
Non- 4. 1 3 6.5 4 0.2 1 
vegetated41 
Total 12.9 100 137.7 100 142.8 100 30.3 100 

Source: Woodward-Clyde Co� 1993; Enserch EJ!vironmental, unpublished data. 
11 Ca:lculated using 30.5-meters-wide (100-foot-wide) right�f-way. Actual right�f-way width is generally 

26 meters (S5 feet), but' area of disturbance at pole sites may be a8 much � 30.5 by 30'.5 meters (1 00 by . . 
100 feet). 

. 

2/ Includes residences. , 
3/ Includes 0.3. acres of riparian habitat jl}ong the.Umatilla River; individual wetlands extend beyond the 

righr�f-way boundaries. 
4/ Includes highwal, river, and gravel pit �-
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Shmb-Grasslands 
Shrub-grasslands cover about 25.percent and 24 percent of proposed and optional 
transmission line rights-of-way, respectively, and only 5 percent of the gas pipeline 
right-of-way (Tabl� 3-6). · Th� primary grass/forb species in these areas are ·  

cheatgrass and tarweed, and the .dominant shnlb is typically gray rabbitbrush 
(Ch_rysothamnus nauseosus), another indicator of past grazing distu�e. There 
are, however, a few bitter-:-brosh and big sagebrush. The least disturbed part of the 
entire project area is a shrub.:. grassland community traversed by both the proposed 
and· optional transmis�ion line rights-of-way in the northeast romer of the northwest 
quarter of Section 20, south and west of the Umatilla River. Along this gently _ 

, sloping area, the cover of tarweed and Russian thistle is much reduced; common 
forbs include arrowleaf balsamroot (Balsamorhiza sagittata), silky lupine (Lupinus 
sericeus), long,.leaf phlox (Phlox longifolia); and turpentine cymopterus 
(Cymopterus terebinthinus) (Woodward-Clyde Consultants 1993). The most 
·extensive area of sagebrush lies along Butter Creek at the southern end of the gas 
pipeline (Woodward-Cly;de Consultants 1993). 

Cropland and Pasture 
Croplands represent between 20 and 26 percent Qf the tninsmission line and gas 
pipeline rights-of-way (Table 3-6). Most croplands consist of potatoes and com 
irrigated by center-pivot systems (Woodward-Clyde Consultants 1993). Irrigated 
pastures occur in only a few locations along the rights-of-way and are generally 
associated with · residences. This ,  type represents 15 percent of the gas pipeline 

.

. 
right-of-way, but only 3 and 1 percent of the proposed and optional transmission 
line rights-of-way, respectively (Table 3-6). 

Wetlands ' 
\ ' 

. Three wetlands, including two that are apparently artificially-made, occur along 
both transmission line rights-of-way (Figure 3-5) (Woodward-Clyde ConsUltants 
1993). These wetlands represent about 3 percent of each transmission line right-of
way (Table 3-6). . Only a portion of each wetland 9CCUTS within the rights-of-way. 

• Wetland 1 represents the riparian corridor along the Umatilla River that is 
.crossed by the transmission line rights-of-way. This corridor covers about 0.1 
hectare (0.3  acre) and fs best characterized as a scrub-shrub wetland, although it 
supports a mix of emergents and small trees as well as shrubs. Trees along the 
bantcs include box elder (Acer negundo), black locust (Robinia pseudo�acia), 
and Russian olive (Elaeagnus angustifolia). Co�mon shrubs are willow (Salix 
sp.), poison oak (Rhus ·radicans), and Himalayan blackberry (Ruqus discolor). 
Reed canarygrass (Phalaris arundinacea), bulrush (Sciryus sp.), and cattail 
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(Typha sp.) occur along the waterline and in shallow backwater areas 
(Woodward-Clyde Consultants 1 993) . 

• Wetland 2 is located along the transmission line rights-of-way, at the foot of the 
slope between the West Extension irrigation canal and the Umatilla River. This 
9 .3-hectare (2 .3-acre) palustrine emergent wetland appears to be artificially-

' ' 

made and is maintained by irrigation' water. It is dominated by cattail, water 
speedwell (Veronica anagallis-aquatica), watercress (Rorippa nasiurtium
aquaticum), and rabbitfoot polypogon (Polypogon monspeliensis). Willow and 
cottonwood (Populus sp.) saplings also occur (Woodward�Clyde Consultants 
1993). 

• Wetland 3 is approximately 10 hectares. (25 acres) in size and is located at about · 

the midpoint of the transmission line route. This artificial wetland has 
developed in an area used for years for land application of potato processing 
wastewater. Wastewater is retained in depressions and supports a dense algal 
community and a variety of weedy introduced species (Woodward-Clyde 
Consultants 1 993). Because. it is maintained for agriculture-related use, . 
Wetland 3 is not considered a jurisdictional wetland [Clean Water Act, Section 
404 (t)(1)(A)] . 

Three other wetlands were also identified in the vicinity of the transmission line and 
gas pipeline routes, but are outside the rights-of-way (Woodward-Clyde Consultants 

. 1993). · One of these, .a 0.57�hectare (1 .4-acre) palustrine emergent wetland, is 
located just south of Wetland 2 and the ,optional transmission line right-of:·way. 

3.3�1.2 Sensitive Plant Species 
The tenn sensitive plants is used to refer to all plant species that are protected by 
. state and/or Federal regulations administered by the U.S.  Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS) , Bureau of Land Management (Bl.M), Oregon Department of Agriculture 
(ODA) , and Oregon Natural Heritage Program (ONHP). A search of the ONHP 
database indicated that 10 sensitive plant specie.s potentially occur within an SO
kilometer (50-mile) radius. of the project area. In addition, one ·sensitive species not 
included on the ONHP list was discovered during surveys of the project area · 
(Woodward-Clyde Consultant� 1993) . Currently, none of the 1 1  sensitive plants 
potentially occurring in the project area are Federally listed or proposed as 
threatened or endangered. However, four species are candidates for Federal listing 
as threatened or endangered, five are.candidates for listing by the ODA as 
threatened or endangered, and eight are listed by the ONHP (Table 3-7). 
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Table 3-7. Sensitive Plant Sp�ies Potentially Occurring Within 80 Kilometers (50 Miles) of the Project Area 
Found in 

Sdmti.fic Name Status Potential Hahitat in' Pr1�ject - Project 
Common Name · FWS ODA11 ONHP Hahitat Area Area 
Astragalus collinu.� var. laurentii c2 ' CS I Basaltic gra�sland Yes No 

Lawrence's milkyetch SagehruRh desert 
'Astragalus succumben.� 4 SagehruRh desert to lower Yes Yes 

Columbia milkvetch foothills, eRpc;cially dunes 
A"naria franklinii var. thmnp.wnii 38 cs l -ex Sand duneR, 11Cablamd, Yes No 

Thompson'-s llllndwort sagebru11h 8lopes along . ' 

Columbia River 
Rorippa columbial' C2 cs I Wet site� (lake, stream or No No 

Columbia crell!\ ditch edgeR) in clay soils 
Allium . robin.n�nii 2•ex Sand and gravel depoRits No No 

Robinson's onion along the Columbia Rivt-r 
Allium pleiantlrum . 3 - Low7r elevation!!, hilll;ides No No 

Many-flowered onion and flatli with clay soils 
and sparse vegetation 

Cryptantha ltiucoplraea 2-ex Dry; .Randy places 'or· No No 
Gray cryptantha baRalt taluR 

Lomatium wat.�onii 2 Open hills. ilften rn No No 
Watson's desert parsley sagebrush 

Myo.�uru.� .minimu.� ssp apu.� var • .  �e.�silfloru., C2 I Alkali tlatR No No 
Sessile mousetail 

Silene spaldingii C2 C'S I U ndisturhed prairie on No No 
Spalding'11 campion hillsides with deep loe!ls 

Roil !I 

Mimulu.' jungermonnujide.� cs 1 Mo!ls mats and/or seeps No No 
Hepatic monkeyflower on clifTR in river canyons 

Balsamorhir,a ro.�ea 2-ex -Rocky ridge!! at lower to No Nn. 
Rosy balsamroot mid-elevation!! 

Notes: 
1 /  Status abbreviations: U.S. Fish and- Wildlife Service (USFWS) ranks are: C2_ == Category 2 candidate list, taxa that need additional 

information in prder to be proposed as threatened or endangered, 38 == taxa that do not meet the USFWS definition of species; Oregon 
Department of Agriculture (ODA) ranks are: CS == candidate species list (August 1993); Oregon Natural H,eritage Program (ONHP) 
ranks are: 1 :: taxa threa�ened with extinction throughout their entire range, 2 · :::: taxa threatened with extinction from Oregon, 3 = 

species for which more information is needed before status can be determined, 4 = species of concern that are rare, but secure and taxa 
that are declining in numbers or habitat, but are still too common to, be proposed for listing, ex = species is known or thought to be 
extinct in Oregon� 

-

Sources: ONHP 1993, Woodward-Clyde Consultants 1 993 .  
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Surveys conducted in 1 992 and 1993 identified oruy one sensitive plant species. 
Columbia milkvetch (Astragalus columbianus) , in the project area. This species 
occurs on · a �est-facing slope· immediately east of the Umatilla River that is bisected 
by both the proposed and optional transmission line rights-of-way (Woodwarj:)
Clyde Consultants 1993) . Columbia milkvetch is a forbin the pea family and is 
found only in Umatilla and\ Gilliam counties iil Oregon and two counties in 

' . ' 

· Washington (ONHP 1993). Hal,>itats for this species include sagebrush desert., 
sandy barrens, and low foothills (ONHP 1993) . Columbia milkvetch is on the 
ONHPls List 4, whlch includes taxa of concern that are either rare but secure, or · 
declining in numbers or habitat but still too common to be proposed as threatened 

' t  . \ 

or endangered. Potential habitat for two other sensitive plants, Lawrence's  
milkvetch (Astragalus collinus var. laurentiz) and-Thompson's  sandwort (.�.renaria 
franklinii var. thompsonii) , was also· identified in the project area, but no 
individuals or populations of either of these sPecies were found-(Table 3-7) 

· (Woodward-Clyde C6nsultants 1993) . 

3.3.2 Environmental Conseg.uences and Mitigation Measures· 
Potential impacts of construction. and operation of the Hermi�ton Generating Plant 

· on vegetation include the following: (1) 'permanent loss of vegetation at the power 
plant site; (2) temporary removal of vegetation during construction of the power 
plant, pipeline, and tl'allsmission line upgrade; and (3) damage to vegetation from 
cooling tower drift. These potential impacts and any corresponding mitigation 
measures are discussed below. 

3.3.2.1 Impact-Pennanent Vegetation Loss 
Construction of the power plant site would result in. the permanent removal of about 

/5 .2 hectares (12.9 acres) of disturbed grasslands dominated by cheatgrass and 
tarweed. No sensitive plant. species were obseiVed at the power plant site and given 
the level of disturbance m this area, it is unlikely that any ocCUr. No mitigation is 
recommended. 

3.3.2.2 lmpact-Temp�r:ary Loss of Vegetlllil!n 
Upgrading the existing UECA transmission line to carry power from the Hermiston . 
Generating Project to the. McNary Substation would result in temporary vegetation 

. removal d1,1ring pole replacement. Vegetation would also be affected by 
construction of 0.4 kilometer (0.25 mile) o� new �smission �e from Highway 
730 to the McNary Substation. Based on a proposed transmission liile length of 
19.3 kilometers (12 miles) , an average distance of 1 83 meters (600 feet) between 
poles, and an average disturbance area of 30.5 meterS �y 30.5 meters ( 100 feet by 
100 feet) during pole installation, about 9.7 hectares (24 acres) of vegetation would 
be temporarily removed. Affected vegetation types include. shrub-grassland, 
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croplands·, and gl-asslands . .  No transmission �e pole� would be placed in ·any of 
the three wetland areas �ong the. proposed right-of-way. Thus, �o Section 404 
pennit would be required from the Cotps. 

Construction activities along the portion of the proposed right-of-w�y just east of 
the Umatilla River may disturb or destroy habitat for Columbia milkvetch, a 
sensitive plant species. 

Construction along the optional transmission line alignment would temporarily 
re�ove fewer acres of vegetatioq than the proposed alignment because it is slightly 
shorter and would involve placement of about four fewer poles, based on an 
average spacing of 183 meters (600 feet). No·poles would be placed in wetlands 
and impacts on . Columbia milkvetch would be similar to those of the proposed 
route. 

About 12.3 heetares (30.3 acres) of vegetation, including grasslands, . croplands, _and 
pasture, would be temporarily removed by , constiuction of the gas pipeline. Nearly 
all of the grasslands that · would be affected are dominated by cheatgrass and 
tarweed although a few patches of native grasSes, mostly indian ricegrass and 
needle-and-thread, exist at the �uth end of the gas pipeline· right-of-way. 

Measures Included as Part of the Project: 
• AreaS disturbed by construction of th� power plant, gas pipeline,

· 
and 

transmission line would be revegetated upon completion of construction. 
Revegetation wo1;1ld emphasize the use of native species. 

• Topsoils and subsoils resulting from,excavation for the gas pipeline would be 
segregated and the topsoil restored to. minimize impacts on soil fertility. 

• The transmission line would either span ·or otherwise .avoid wetland areas. · 
Poles would be set back from the Umatilla River, as much as possible. . \ 

I . . 

• If construction of the transmission line occurs during the spring growing season 
· for Columbia milkvetch, any population of the .Plant within 15.2 meters (50 

feet) of the proposed transmission line poles would be flagged and avoided by 
. constni�tion activities . 

. 3.3.2.3 lmpaet-:-CooUng Tower Drift 
This section on cooling tower drift is a summary of the analysis presented in ·. 

AJ>Pt(ndix D. The components in the circulating cooling. water for the He11Illston 
Generating Plant, in �reasing order of concentration, would be: sulfate, sodium, 
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· calcium, chloride, carbonate, silica, potassium, magnesium, and strontium. 
Modeling of drift deposition indicates that the highest tate of salt deposition, using 
a droplet size distribution supplied by the manufacturer and a drift rate of 0.001 
percent for the primary tower and 0.0005 percent for the secondary tower, would 
be 20 to 23 kilograms per hectare-month (kg/ba-mo) (18 to 21 pounds per acre
month [lb/ac-mo]) at points 100 to 200 meters (358 to 656 feet) due east of the 
power plant site. Projected depositions drop off sharply away from the area of 
highest deposition. Adjacent points 1()() meters (358 feet) or'less distantare 
proj�ted to receive 2 to 10 kg/ha-mo (1 .8  to 9 lb/ac-mo). If only the primary 
towers are considered, maximum depositions are 15 to 20 kg/ha-mo (13.5 to 1 8  . 
lb/ac-mo) at the two stations 100 and 200 meters (358 to 656 feet) east of the power 
plant, and depositions at adjacent points are projected at l . 6  to 5.4 kg/ha-mo (1 .4 
to 4.9 lb/ac-mo). 

' ' 

Short-tenn impacts of cooling tower drift to vegetation are caused by the interaction 
of drift droplets with vegetation, where dissolved solids contained in the drift are 
taken up by plant leaves and intetllct physiologically with the plant. Unless the 
dissolved solids are particularly toxic (e.g. , boion),the overall quantity of 
dissolved solids rather than the composition detennines the degree of impact from 
foliar deposition. Studies of effects of deposition rates of sodium chloride on crop 
yields of com, a relatively sensitive crop, showed a 10 percent reduction of yield 
when deposition rates were 16.8 kg/ha-mo (18 lb/ac-mo) . In other experiments, 
injury to soybeans, tomatoes, and peppers occurred at a similar level of application . .  

The area of m�um salt.deposition would be.a fallow area bounded and criss-:
crossed by railroad tracks. Vegetation in this area would be likely to experience 
damage from cooling tower drift;· however, it is weedy vegetation of no ecological 
or agricultural significance. The adjacent agricultural lands immediate!}' to the 
south of the project site are projected to receive less than 10 kg/ha-nio (9 lb/ac-mo). 
However, due to the proximity of the cooling towers,. sensitive crop plants growing 
in those portions of the field nearest .the cooling towers could n-peive salt deposition 
near the threshold·for plant damage under unfavorable weather conditions. Small 
areas along the edge of the field may experience minor damage or loss of yield. 
This effect is expected to be less than significant. 

· 

' 

Long-tenn impacts result from the accumulation of dissolved solids in soils. Here 
the composition of salts is important because of their differences in plant nutrition 
and health. Of the nine components listed above, four (sulfate, calcium, 
magnesium, and potassium) are essential nutrients to plants and would be beneficial 
at the projected deposition rates. The others are ubiquitous in soils and irrigation 
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- waters. At the projected deposition rates, the accuniu.lation of these salts from drift 
would be insignificant. · 

Measures Included as Part of the Project: 
• HGC would design the cooling towers to limit drift to one-thousandth .of 1 · 

percent of the circulating water. 

• HGC wo�ld operate the cooling tower circulating water system, the cooling 
towers, and the circulating water clectnup systems to mai,ntain the total dissolved 
solids in the circulatfug water at less than 5 ,200 pp�. -

• If a secondary cooling tower is included as part of the project, the total 
dissolved solids in the circulatfug water for the secondary cooling tower would 
be maintained at 100,000 ppm or less on an am,ual average basis. The drift rate 
of the primary cooling towers would be 0.001 percent or less of the circulating . · 

.water volume and the drift rate of the secondary cooling tower will be 0.0005 
'percent of less of the circulating water volume. 

• HGC would perform' tests during the initial operational period to ·ensure that the _ . 

actual drift rate does not exceed the manufacturer's  guaranteed drift rate. 

• HGC would conduct periodic sampling to ensure that the total dissolved solids . .  
- 1 ' • 

in the circulating water. are within the design p�eters. 
: 

The measures included in the project would be adequate to address .this impact. 
. . ' 

3.�.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts 
With the m,itigation measures included as part of the pro)� and potential additional 

' measures, the, only 1Jnavoidab�e impact of the Hermiston Generatfug Project on 
vegetation is the permanent loss of 5 .2  hectares (12.9 acres) of grasslands. This 
impact is not significant. 

. ' 

3.3.4 Culnulath:e Impacts 
. In the project area,r the major impact to· native vegetation is the, conversion of Shrub

grasslands and grasslands to irrigated cropland. Because �e power plant site is 
· already disturbed and other components as proposed would result in only �mporary 

distuiDa,lce, th� direct contribution of the HermistOn Generating Project to regional 
cumulative impacts on vegetation would be negligible. 

This project, and the two other cogeneration projects currently prQPOsed, would 
contribute 'marginally to th� continued growth .and development in the 
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Hermiston/Umatilla area and subsequent loss of additional native plant 
communities. 

3 .4 Wildlife 

3-48 

Wildlife in the vicinity of the Hermiston Generating Project consists primarily of 
SpeCies that use relatively disturbed habitat and tolerate human activity. The area 
· contains no critical habitat for Federally listed or proposed threatened and 
endangered species, and none were observed during site surveys. Four state-listed 
sensitive bird species were recorded during field surveys in 1992 and 1993. The 
project would have no significant direct or indirect impact on wildlife species or 
habitat in the project area. 

3.4.1' Affected EnviromD.ent 
Most of the wildlife species found in the project vicinity are ubiquitous throughout • 
the Columbia Basm in Oregon and Washington. Elimination of the native shrub
steppe community throughout much of the area has resulted in a decline or loss of 
the wildlife species that depend on this habitat. In addition, habitat fragmentation 
and proximity to development tends to favor generalist species tliat can use a variety 
of relatively disturbed habitats and· are tolerant of human· activity. 

3.4.1.1 Wzldlife Habitflt 
Five vegetation types were identified within the project area, including gra8slands, 
shrub-grasslands, croplands, pastures, and wetlands. Each of these types provide 
habitat for a variety of species, although some may be used on only a seasonal basis 
or provide -the-habitat needed for only one life requisite, for example, forage-but 
not cover. Field surveys indicate that wide-ranging wildlife species such as the 
coyote (Canis latrans), badger (Toxidea taxus); blacktail jackrabbit (Lepus 
califomicus), red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis) , northern harrier (Circus 

I 

cyaneus). American kestrel (Falco sparverius), and black-billed magpie (Pica) 
occur in all or nearly all of the five _ vegetation types in the project area. Wildlife 
species associated with each of these types is described below. 

·Grasslands: Grasslands are the predominant cover type in the project area. In 
general, the grasslands on the power plant site are mcire distUrbed than those found· 
along the rights-of-way and probably provide relatively -low-quality habitat for 
wildlife. Species observed in the grasslands in the project area include the western 
meadowlatk (Stumella neglecta), long-billed curlew (Numenius americanus), ring
necked pheasane(Phasianus colchicus), and homed lark (Ere'mophila alpestris) 
(WOOdward-Clyde Consultants 1993). All of these �ies breed on the ground in 
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grasslands (�ody · 1985 , Schroeder and Sousa 1982, Allen 1980} and it is likely that 
these habitatS in the project arei are used for nesting as well as foraging. 'Field · 
�urveys also located a short -eared ow 1 nest in grassland habitat along the northern 

· portion of the gas pipeline line right-of-way (Woodward7Clyde Consultants 1993) . 
. ' 

Shrub--Grasslands: Shrub-grasslands iri the project area :occur in four locations 
along the transmission line right-of-way and two along the gas pipeline right-of
way. Species most commonly observed in this habitat w�re ground.:.nesting,birds, 
including the western meadowlark, long-billed curlew, ring-necked pheasant, and 
homed lark (Woodward-Clyde Consultants 1993). Shrub-gniSslands typically 
support hi�her densities of small mammals than do grasslands .do�ated by 
cheatgrass (Gano and Rickard 19S2). Consequently, the shrub-grasslands in the 

' . ' 

project area are likely used for foraging by raptors �d other carnivores. 

Croplands �nd Pasture: Croplands do not provide year round habitat for Wildlife, 
but several species use them during the spring, notably long.:.billed curlews and 
mig-necked pheasants (Woodward-Clyde Consultants 1993). Irrigated croplands 
provide important foraging habitat for curlews and possibly their young (Pampush 
and Anthony 1993 , Allen 1980). Pheasants typically use com fields in the fall for 
forage and cover. Croplands and pastures both support small ·mammals that are 
prey for raptors but tall, dense crops such as com make capture difficult (Postovit 
and Postovit 1987). 

; 

Irrigated pastures often contain standing water. and are frequently used by 
shorebirds, song birds, and waterfowl. Species observed in pastures in the project 
area include long-?illed curlews, American ayocets (Recurvirostra americana), 
mallards (Anas platyrhynchos) , · green-winged teal (Anas crecca), red-winged 
blackbirds . (Agelaius phoeniceus), .  Brewer's  blackbirds (Euphagus cyanocephalus), 
and killdeer (Charadrius vociferus) (Woodward-Clyde Consultants 1993). 

· Wetlands: Wildlife species observed in the riparian wetland area along the , 
Umatilla River included Canada geese (Branta canadensis), Forster' s terns (Sterna · 

forsten), and mallards (Woodward-Clyde Consultants 1993). lt is possible that the 
scrub-shrub component of tlris habitat also provides nesting habitat for several 
species' of song birds ·such as yellow warblers. (Dendroica petechia) and song 

· sparrows<(Melospiza melodia). 

Species observed in the emergent wetlands in the project area include long-billed 
curlews, American avocets, mallards, green-winged t�, red-wmged blackbirds, 
Brewer' s black!>ifds, and killdeer. California quail (Callipepla caUfomica) and 
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brown-headed cowbirds (Molothrus ater) were observed in the_ vicinity of emergent 
wetlands. 

3.4.1.2 Sensitive Wildlife Species 
The tenn sensitive.wildlife is used to refer to all wildlife species that are protected 
by state and/or Federal regulations administered by the USFWS, BLM, ODFW, 
and ONHP. A search of the ONHP and USFWS databases' indicated that 12 
sensitive wildlife species potentially occur in the project vicinity or within a 24-
kilometer (15-mile) radius of the project' area (Table 3-8). Three additional 
sensitive species, the giasshopper sparrow, Swainsoi\'S hawk (Buteo swainsoniz), 
and bank swallow (Riparia riparia), were not in state or Federal records for the 
project vicinity but were discovered during fteld surveys (Table 3-8) (Woodward
Clyde Consultants 1993). Currently, ·orily one of the 15 sensitive wildlife species 
known. to occur. or potentially occurring in the project area is Federally listed as 
threatened; six are candidates for Federal· listing. In addition, 13 species are 
designated by the ODFW as threatened, critical, vulnerable, or sensitive, and 14 are 
listed by the ONHP (Table 3-8) . 

FedeFcllly Listed or Proposed Wildlife Species: No Federally listed or proposed 
threatened or endangered wildlife species were observed during fteld surveys and 
there is · no critical habitat for these species' in the project area <W, oodward-Clyde 
Consultants 1993) . The bald eagle (Haliaeetus le�ocephalus) is the only Federally 

\ . 

listed wildlife species documented in the project vicinity {personal communication, . 
Peterson 1994). The bald eagle, ·which is listed'as threatened by the USFWS and 
ODFW, is known to winter along: the Columbia ·River near its confluence with the 
Umatilla River. There are no records of bald eagles along the Umatilla River necir 
the project area. Winter use of this area by bald eagles is most likely limited by the 
lack of cottonwoods or other large trees as perch sites.' Additional infonnation on 
bald eagle use of the project vicinity is provided in the Biological Assessment in 
Appendix E. 

' Federal· Candidate Wildlife Species:· No Federal candidate 'species were observed 
· during fteld surveys. Habitat for most of these species in .the project· area is limited 

or non-existent. Infonnation on the six Federitl candidate species potentially . 
occurring 4t the project- area, their .habitat requirements, and distribution is provided 
below. 

• · Fenuginous hawk (Buteo regalis) - The fenuginous hawk has been 
documented in Umatilla .and Morrow counties (ONHP 1993) and is known 
to occur near ,Boardman (Janes 1985). This Species typically nests on the 
ground on the Sides or summits of low .hills, in juniper tree� (Weston 1969), . 
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Table 3-8. · Sensitive Wildlife Species Potentially Occurring in the Project Area 
Observed in 

Common Name Scientific Name Status11 Project Area 
Painted turtle Chrysemys piCta SC, ONHP 3 No 

American white pelican Pelecanus erythrorhynchos sv No 

Long-billed curlew Numenius americanus FC3, ONHP 4 Yes 

Northern bald eagle Haliaeetus leuco(:e/lht4US ST, Fl\ ONHP 1 No 

Swainson's hawk Buteo swainsonii · SV, 3C, ONHP 3 Yes 

Ferruginous hawk Buteo regalis - FC2, SC, ONHP 3 No 

Mountain quail f!reortyX pictus FC2, ONHP 4 No 

Yellow.:.billed cuckoo Coccyzus americanus F3B, SC, ONHP 2 No 

Bank swallow Riparia riparia SU, ONHP 3 Ye8 

Loggerhead shrike Lanius ludovicianus FC2, SU, ONHP 3 No 

Grasshopper sparrow Ammodramus.savannarum SU, ONHP 3 . Yes 

Tri�lored blackbird Agelaius tricolor FC2, SP, ONHP 2 No 

Pacific western, big-eared bat Plecotus townsendii townsendii FC2, SC, ONHP 2 No 

Washington ground squirrel . Spermophilus washingtonii SC, ONHP 2 No 

Pygmy f8:bbit Brai:hylagus idahoensis FC2, SV; ONHP 2 No 

11 Status: Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW): SE = designated as an endangered species by 
ODFW. ST = designated as a threatened species by the ODFW. SC = State Critiqal, listing for 

\ threatened or endangered status is pending, or listing may be appropriate if conservation actions are not 
taken, �r species that are peripheral but at risk throughout their range, or disjunct populations. SV · = 
State Vulnerable, listing as threatened Or endangered is not believed imminent; listing could or is being 
avoided through continued or expanded use of protective measures and monitoring. SU = State Sensitive 
Undetermined, species status is unelear; they may be susceptible to population decline ohufficient 
magnitude that they could qualify for endangered, threatened, critical or vulnerable status, but scientific 
stUdy will be rec(uired before a jUdgment can be made. SP =:= State. Peripheral, �ies that are naturally 
rare in Oregon or peripheral species whose Oregon populations are on the edge of their range. 

. '\ : 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS): FE = designated as an endangered species by the Federal 
government. FT = designated as a threatened species by the Federal government. FC2 = Category 2 
candidate list, taxa that need additional information to be proposed. or listed as threatened or endaDg�. 
F3B = No longer listed as a Candidate species by the USFWS; the name on the basis of current 
taxonomic understanding does not �resent taxa meeting the Endangered Species Act's definition of 
"species." FC3 = No longer listed as a �didate species; proven t0 be more abundant or widespread 
than previously believed and/or not subject to any identifiable threats. 
Oregon Natural Heritage Program (ONHP): ONHP 1 == List 1, threatened with extinction throughout its 

. range, neewng active protection measu.res. ONHP 2 = List 2, �tened with extirpation or presumed 
extirpated frOm the state, often peripheral or disjunct. ONHP 3 = List 3, additional information is needed 
for a determination of status in Oregon. ONHP 4 = List 4, of concern bui not c)Jrrendy threatened or 
endangered;;includes taxa rare but currently secure, as well as taxa declining in abundance or habitat, but 
still too common to be proposed as threatened or endangered. 

Sources; Woodward-Clyde Consultants 1993; ONHP 1993; personal communication, PetersOn 1994. 
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or on rock pinnacles (Ramakka and Woyewodzic 1993) . Fenuginous hawks 
prefer shrublands and native grasslands and avoid croplands and areas with 
high densities of perch_es (Janes 1985) . �use oft he high proportion of 
cropland and disturbed grassland, the project area· does not provide suitable 
habitat for this species. 

• Mountain quail ( Oreortyx pictus) - There are no records of mountain quail in, 
Umatilla or Morrow counties, although it is known to occur in the nearby 
Blue Mountains (ONHP 1993). This species is typically associated with 
brushy sites, such as ol� clearcuts or burned areas that are surrounded by 
forests or woodlands (Ehrlich et al. 1988). The project area does not 
contain habitats suitable for mountain quail; . 

• Loggerhead shrike (Lanis ludovicianus) - The loggerhead shrike has been 
documented in -Umatilla and Morrow counties {ONHP 1993). This species 
is typically observed in open fields with scattered trees, and open woodlands 
and shrublands (Ehrlich et al .. 1988). The project area contains suitable 

; . habitat for this species. It is likely that the species occurs in the project 
area,. but it was not observed during field studies. 

• Tri-colored blackbird (Agelqius tricolor) - Tri-colored blackbirds are found 
primarily in California (National Geographic Society 1987), !Jut there. are a 
few records · in Oregon, including one about 1 .  8 kilometers (3 miles) east of 
the.project area (personal communication, Peterson 1994). This species 
typically occurs in large marshes and feeds in adjacent agricultural areas 
(Ehrlich et al. 1988) . Wetlands in the project area would be too small to 
support tri-colored blackbirds and this species is considered peripheral or 
natuially rare in Oregon (ONHP 1993)� 

� . 

• Pacific western-big-eared bat (Plecotus townsendii tOwnsendiz) - The Pacific 
western big-eared bat has been doc11men� in Umatilla County (ONHP 
1993) and forages in a wide variety of habitats, including grasslands and 

, shrublands (Thomas 1979). This species, however, requires caves for 
breeding and generally roosts in caves, burrows, and crevasses·in cliffs 
(Thomas 1979), and the undersides of bridges. The project area 'oontains 
forage and roosting habitat for the big-eared bat. Itis possible that the 
species occurs in the project area,. but it was not observed during field 
surveys. -
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• Pygmy rabbit (Brachylagus idahoensis) - The current distribution of the 
pygmy rabbit is concentrated .in southeastern Oregon rylashington · 
Department of Wildlife 1993) , and none have been documented in Umatilla 
orMorrow counties (ONHP 1 993) . .  This. species is unlquely dependent on 
sagebrush, which composes.99 percent of its diet rylashington Department 
of Wildlife 1993) . .  The project area lacks sagebrush, and does not provide 
suitable habitat for the p-ygmy rabbit. 

Stat&;listed Wildlife Species: Four state-listed sensitive species, the long-billed 
curlew , Swainson' s  hawk, .grasshopper spa.rrOw (Ammodramus savannarwn), and 
bank swallow , , were recorded in the project area during field surveys in 1992 and 
1993 ryloodward-Clyde Consultants 1993) . 

• · Long-billed curlew - Field surveys indicate that' the long-billed curlew is · 

fairly common in the project area. Approximately 10 to 1 5  pairs were seen 
along the proposed transmission line right-of-way in 1992; 6 of these pairs 
appeared to have. young ryloodward-Clyde Consultants 1993). Four pairs 
were �n along. the gas pipeline route in 1993 ryloodward.:Clyde 
Consultants 1993). In eastern Oregon, curlews typically nest in grasslands, 
particularly those _dominated by cheatgrass, and forage on invertebrates in 
nearby irrigated croplands (Pampush and Anthony .1993). 

The long-billed curlew is ,on the ONHP' s List 4, which includes taxi of 
concern that .  are either rare but ·secure, or declining in numbers · or habitat 
but still too common to be proposed as threatened or endangered. This . · 

species was formerly · a candidate for Federal listing, b�t has proven to be 
more abundantthan previously believed and/or not subject to any 
identifiable threats. 

• Grasshopper sparrow·� During field surveys of the project area, grasshopper 
sparrows were· o�served _in ·Section 20 (TSN, R28E) alqng the proposed . 
transmission ·line right -of..,way and near the southern end �of the gas pipeline 

· right-of-way ryloodward-Clyde Consultants 1993). ' Surveys in 1993 
indicate that this species appeared to be nesting along the gas pipeline right
of-way ryloodward-Clyde Consultants 1993). Habitats for the grasshopper 
sparrow include grasslands, pastures, and cultivated .fields (Ehrlich et al. · · 
1988)� 

Grasshopper sparrows are listed by the ODFW as state sensitive, 
undetermined status, indicating that the species may be susceptible to 

. · population declines that would result in designation as endangered, 
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· threatened, critical or vulnerable, but additional study is required. This 
species is also in the ONHP1s List 3, which includes species that require 
additional infonnation for detennination of status in Oregon. 

• . Swainson 1 s hawk - Swainson 1 s hawks were observed just south of the power 
plant site during field surveys in 1992 and 1993. The 1993 obsetvations 
indicated that this species may have nested in trees growing in the riparian 
conidor along the Umatilla River, east pf the power plant site (Woodward
Clyde Consultants 1993). Swainson1s  ha�ks nest almost exclusively in trees 
(Janes 1985), which, in eastern Washington and Ofegon are· generally 

. limited to riparian areas and abandoned farms. SwainSon1 S  hawks prefer 
' areas of low topographic relief with .widespread perches (Janes 1985). 
Forage habitats include grasslands, shrub-grasslands, and croplands. 

· The Swainson I s  hawk is designated by the ODFW as state vulnerable, 
indicating that listing as threatened or endangered is not imminent .and could · 
be avoided ·through continued or expanded use of protective measures or 
monitoring. It is also on ONHP1 S  List 3.  

• Bank swallow - Field surveys located a bank swallow colony along the 
northern portion of the route for both the proposed and optional transmission 
line rights-of-way. This colony ·was in a sandy.bank c�ted by past quany 

. operations (W.oodward-Clyde Consultants ·1993). The bank swallow 
typically nests in burrows near water and forages on insects (Ehrlich et al. 
1988). This species is designated by ODFW as state sensitive, 
undetennined status and is on the ONHP1 s List 3. 

The Washington ground squirrel (Spennophilus washingtoniJ), listed by the ODFW 

as critical, had· been recoroed near the gas pipeline rlgbt-of-wa'y in 1990 {&tts 
· 1990). This site is now· inigated cropland and no Washington ground squirrels 

were observed during field surveys in 1992 or 1993 (Woodward-Clyde Consultants 
1993). A nearby colony, also reeorded by Betts (1990) and located just to the south 
of the PGT pipeline, appeared to have been abandoned by late ' 1992, according to 

. 1993 spring surveys. 

Habitat for the other three sensitive-species potentially occurring in the project area, 
the American white pelican (Pelecanus erythrorhynchos), yellow-bellied cuckoo 
(Coccyzus americanus), .and painted turtle (Chrysemys picta), is limited to non-· 
existent at the power plant site or along the rights-of-way (Woodward-Clyde 

' .. 

Consultants 1993) . .  No burrowing owls (Athene cunicularia), a sensitive species 
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known to occur on the nearby Umatilla Ordnance Depot, were observed in the 
project area (Woodward-Clyde Consultants 1993). 

3.4.2 -Environmental Consequences and Mitigation Measures 
Potential impacts of construction and operation of the Henniston Generating Project 
on wildlife, include the following: (1) pennanent loss of habitat at the power plant 
site; (2) temporary .loss of habitat during construction of the power plant, · pipeline, 

. . ' 

and transmission line upgrade; and (3) disturbance from increased traffic and noise. 
In addition, pow_er lines pose collision and electrocution hazards to birds. The 
project would not affect bald eagles or any other Federally listed species (see 
Appendix E for the bald eagle Biologicai Assessment). Potential impacts to wildlife . · 

species and· any corresponding mitigation measures are discilssed. below. 

3.4.2.1 lmpact-Pe�anent Habitllt Loss 
Construction of the power plant would result in the pennanent loss of about 5.2 
hectu:es (12.9 acres) of grasslands that provide habitat for western meadowlarks, 
ring-necked pheasants, and homed larks. Although breeding by any of these 
species was not observed during field surveys, construction .during the spring may 
result in nest destruction. Because of the degraded nature of this habitat, and its 
proxhnity to industrial development and major roads, it is unlikely that the project 
will result in population decreases for grassland birds. No long-bil)ed curlews, a 
sensitive species, were observed at the power plant site and, given the level of 
disturbance in this area, jt is unlikely that any occur. 

In general, the grasslands at the power plant site represent habitat of low value to 

wildlife. The ODFW' s mitigation goal for this type. of habitat is to minimize loss , 
of habitat value, or to conserve or enhance habitat (OAR 635-415-030 (1)). 

Because peimanent impacts to wildlife habitat would be minor, no mitigation is 
recommended. 

3.4.2.2 Impact-Temporary Habitat Loss 
Construction of the gas pipeline and either the proposed or the optional transmission 
line upgrade would temporarily eliminate about 21.9 �ectares (54 acres) of habitat, 
including grasslands, shrub-grasslands,_ and croplands. Cons�ction in grasslands 

·and/or shrub-grassland during the spring and summer may result in loss of breeding 
habitat and possible nest destruction for the grasshopper sparrow and long-bilJed · 
curlew , both sensitive gpecies, as well !iS the western meadowlark, ring-necked 
pheasant, and horned lark. Grasslands would also be unav�ble as forage habitat 
for these species for at least one year; restoration of shrub-grasslands would take 
longer, probably at least five to seven years. In addition, construction in croplands 
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would temporarily preclude !he use of these areas. for foraging by curlews and 
Swainson1 s  hawks, both sensitive species. However, given the amount• of adjacent 
habitat, the de� of existing disturbance to habitats in· the project area, and the 
short timeframe of construction, no · decreases in the populations of any wildlife 

· species dependent on grasslands or croplands are expected from tempotary habitat 
losses associated with the. gas pipeline or the transmission line. 

Construction activities are not expected to · affect )labitat for either the bank swallow 
or the Swainson 1 s hawk. The bank swallow colony is on the opposite side of an 
access road to the gravel quarry, outside of the area that would be affected by 

. transmission line construction (Woodward-Clyde Consultants 1993). Trees used by 
the- Swainson I s  hawk for nesting would not be affected by construction. 

Measure Included as Part of the Project: 
• If feasible, HGC would schedule the construction of the gas pi�line and 

transmission line to occur outside the nespng season for the state sensitive . 
species identified in this· report (mid-April to August 1). If HGC cannot 
schedule construction activities outside the nesting season, pre-construction 

. biological sutveys would be conducted at the power plant site and along the 
affected portion of the transmission line or pipeline rights-of-way to ide9tify 

\ . . 
location of nest sites. If the sUiveys do not locate any nest sites of the state-
listed sensitive species · identified above, construction cot.�ld proceed. If the 

. sutveys were to locate nest sites, HGC would submit to EFSC mitigation plans 
acceptable to EFSC in consultation with ODFW. HGC would not commence 
construction in the area of pte identified nest sites until EFSC ,  in consultation 
with ODFW, had approved the mitigation plan. EFSC would make every 
reasonable effort to review the plans, · consult with ODFW, and revise or · 

approve the plans as quickly as possible. 

This measure would provide, adequate protection to wildlife during construction. 

3.4.2.3 lmpact-DistuTbancejrom Noise and Hul(Uln Activity 
Noise and human activity associated with construction ·and operation of the 
Hermiston Generating Project would result in increased di�rbance to wildlife in · 

the project vicinity. General disturbance would be greatest during the construction 
period due to the use of heavy equipment, traffic, and increased human activity. 
Noise-related 'disturbances would be greatest during power plant operation. 

Wide-ranging species would be expected to, avoid areas disturbed by construction 
activities. Consequently, wildlife use of habitats adjacent to the power plant site, · 
transmission line right-of-way, and gas pipeline right-of-way is likely to 
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· temporarily decline during co�struction. Construction . during the summer would 
result in greater-disturbance because habitats in the project vicinity are used more 
during this time of year . .  Increased traffic related to construction _may also result in 
wildlife mortality due to collisions. 

A3ecause the power plant site is currently located near a freeway, railroad tracks, 
and industrial development, wildlife use of this general vicinity is low. Most of the 
area" nearby· consists of croplands and disturbed grasslands, which also receive . 
relatively low use. Although impulse noise, such as blasting and sonic booms� has 
been shown to disturb some wildlife species (Institute for Raptor Studie� 1981), the 
typical response to constant noise is either habituation or avoidance. Overall, noise 
from operations . is unlikely to 'have a significant effect on populations of the few 
wildlife �ies in the vicinity' and no mitigation is necessary . .  

3.4.2.4 Impact-Power Line Hazards 
Electrocution is the primary hazard power lines pose to birds c;>f prey, commonly 
referred to as raptors (Postovit and Postovit 1987). Electrocution occurs when a 
bird �imultaneously touches two power lines or a line and a grounded objeCt. . 
Raptors are particularly susceptible to electrocution because of their size and wing 
spread (Olendorff et al. 1981) . In general, a 1.5-meter (5-foot) minimum 
separation of lines will prevent raptor electrocution (Olendorff et al. 1981). 
Consequently, most raptor electrocutions involve distribution. lines, particularly 
those cariying less than 69. kV (Olendorff et al; 1981). The spacing of transmission 
line conductors is usually wide enough to preclude simultaneous contact of 2 
conductors. by even the largest raptors (Olendorff et al. 1981). As proposed, 
conductors for the new 230 kV transmission line for the Hermiston _Generating 
Project would be separated by 4.3 meters (14 feet) vertically and at least 3 meters 
(10 feet) horizontally, Consequently, the new up�ded power lines for the project 
are not expected. to increase raptor mortality. 

Rapt6rs do not appear to be susceptible to collisions with transmission lines, most 
likely because <?f their kcin eyesight, nonflocking behavior, and flight 
maneuverability (Williams and Colsoil l988): However, transniission lines do 

· Rresent a collision hazard to other birds, primarily waterfowl (Anderson 1978). 
BPA studies indicate that most collisions are with overhead groo,nd wires 
(Beaulaurier 1981) .  Collision potential can be reduced by a variety of techniques, 
incll!ding;, (1) locating transmission lines away from major flyways and water; (2) 
orientirig lines parallel tQ predominant flight paths; and (3) improving visibility by 
clustering lines or marking then1 with colored objects (Williams and Colson 1988) .  
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The average height of the new steel transmission poles would be approXimately 
33.5 meters (110 feet), nearly twice the size ofthe existing wood poles. Jn 
addition, the new 230 kV line would have two' overhead groundwires and would be 
clustered with other lines for only 2.5 kilometers (1.5 nriles) over a distance of 
nearly 20 kilometers (12' miles). Consequently, the project transmission lines 
present a greater collision � to birds than the existing lines. How�ver, the 
actual number of bird collisions is expected to be small because: (1) two 
groundwires should be easier for birds to see than a single wire; and (2) the right
of-way does ·not bisect a flyway. Most waterfowl in the area are flying to or from . . 
the Columbia River and therefore travel parallel to the right-of-way, except for the 
2.5 kilometers· (1 .5 miles) where the right-of-:way runs east-west and crosses the 
Umatilla River Q>ersonal communication� Hal1 1994) The new lines in this area, 
however, would be clustered with an existing 500 kV line and two 230 kV lines, 
resulting in greater visibility. 

· Measure Included as Part of the Project: 
• Td' avoid the potential electrocution hazard to bald eagles and other raptors, a 

mptor-proof design for the new transmission line would be developed. Raptor 
protection measures would be employed following the methods. described by 
Olendo:rff et al. (1981). A detailed design would be submitted to ODFW for 
review during the design phase of the project. 

The measures proposed in the project description are adequate to protect raptors 
from electrocution hazards . 

3.4.3 Unavoi.ble Adverse Impacts 
. With mitigation measures included as part of the project and po�ntial additional 

measures, there should be no major unavoidable adverse impacts on wildlife or 
their habitats from _the Hermiston Generating Project. 

3.4.4 Cumulative Impacts 
In the project area, the major impact to wildlife 'is the conversion of shrub� grassland 
. habitat to irrigated cropland. The am()unt of habitat available to wildlife decreases . 
and is fragmented, resulting in smaller populations and isolated gene ypools. 
Because the power plant site is already disturbed and other components as proposed 
would result in only temporary disturbance, the direct contribution of the Hermiston 
Generating Project to regiorial cumulative impacts on wildlife habitat would be 
negligible. 



3 . 5  Fish 

· 3. 0 Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences 

This project, � two other cogeneration projects currently proposed, would 
contribute marginally to the continued growth and development in the 
Hermiston/Umatilla area and subsequent loss of additional wildlife 1habitat. 

The Columbia River supports steelhead trout (Oncorhynchus myldss) and three 
species of salmon and represents a fishery resource of global importance. The 
project' s  use of 377 hectare'-meters (3,065 acre-feet) ofwater per year (an average 
of 0. 1 m3/s [4.2 cfs]) , to be withdrawn from the Columbia River by the 'Porl of 
Umatilla under its existing water .right, would add very ·slightly to the cumulative 
effects of competing water uses on the Columbia River fishery resource; 

3.5.1 Affected Environment 
Anadromous fish species in the Umatilla River include several species of salmon 
and steelhead trout. Of these, steelhead are the only surviving native wild fishery 

' \ . 

(Woodward-Clyde Consultants 1993). Hatchery-derived runs of both chinook 
salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytcha) and coho salmon (Oncorhynchus ldsutch) are 
being enoouraged to naturally re-populate the ba�in. Millions of smolt are placed in 
the Umatilla River, but low flows from irrigation withdrawals often prevent smolt 
from reaching the Columbia River in the spring, and, adults are sometimes 
prevented from moving up river to spawn when flows are low. A project known as 
the Umatilla River Basin Plan has been developed to improve low flows so that fish 

· can move upstream and downstrea'm more readily (Woodward-Clyde Consultants 
1 993). 

Anadromous fish that pass through the Columbia River by McNary Dam at 
Umatilla include steelhead and three species of salpton: chinook� coho, and 
sockeye�( Oncorhynchus nerka). Spring, summer, and fall runs of c;hinook and . 
summer and winter steelhead are present during appropriate times of the year when 
adults and smolt migrate to and frOm spawning areas (Woodward-Clyde Consultants 
1993). 

. . 

The National �e Fisheries Service in 1991 and 1992 listed springfsumme! and 
fall chinook runs in the Snake River as threatened and the Snake River sockeye .as . 
endangered� Both species were noted by the USFWS as occurring in the project 
vicinity (personal communication, Peterson 1994)� 
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3 .5.2 �nvkonlnental Consequences and Mitigation Measurm 
Construction and bperation of the Henniston Generating Project would not involve 
water withdrawals from the Umatilla River and, consequently, would not affect fish 

· in the river. Construction of the transmission line upgrade wOuld include a cTQssing 
at the Umatilla River but wquld not affect fish. 

The 0. 1 m3 Is (4.2 cfs) of water needed to operate the Henniston Generating Project . 
would be obtained from the Port of Umatilla' s- regional water project, under an 
existing water right to the Columbia River. No additional water right is ·needed for 
this project, although the project would increase the rate at which the P�rt's water 
right is exercised. 

Impact_; Water Withdrawal: A withdrawal of 0. 1 m3 Is ( 4.2· cfs) JWresents 0. 002 . 3 . . 

percent of the average annual flow of 5,664 m Is (200,000 cfs) at McNary Dam 
and 0. 004 percent of the average low flow of 3,  030 m3 Is ( 107,000 _cfs ). While it is 

· 

generally accepted that higher flows in the· Columbia River system increase salmon 
and steelhead smolt survival, the range of benefit estimates vary· considerably and 
some data even indicate that higher flows reduce smolt survivai (Cada et al. 1993) . 
Some studies have derived regression equations to estimate the effects of flow 
changes on fish survival, including migrating steelhead and spring chinook (for 
example, see McConnaha 1990, cited by Cada et al. 1993) . All of the studies in 
the lower Columbia have examined the effects, of flow over a range of at least 2 ,832 
m31s (100,000 cfs); estimates of the benefits of even a 283 to 566 m31s--(10,000 to 

. 

20,000 cfs) change in flow are very small. The impact orl fish of withdrawing 0. 1 · 

m31s, (4.2 cfs) in this region of the river would � so small as to be unmeasurable. 
It would not constitute a significant impact on the important salmon and steelhead 
resources. Consequently, a biological assessment was not prepared for chinook 
salmon or Snake River sockeye salmon. 

3.5.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts 
The withdrawal of 0. 1 m3 Is ( 4.2 cfs) of water from the Columbia River would 
slightly reduce the quantity of water in the river, but would not have a significant 
impact �n fish. 

' 

3.5.4 Cumulative Impacts 
The .Hermiston Generating Project is one of three cogeneration projects currently 
proposed for development in the area. 'Jhe proposed Ida-West project would also 
purchase water from the Port of Umatilla's water supply system, at the rate of 
approximately 0.2 m3 Is (5.5 cfs). The third proposed project, the Coyote Springs . 

' project: in Morrow County, would require approximately 0.2 m3/s (5.6  cfs)� 



3. 0 Affect�d Environment and Environmental Consequences 

The Port of Umatilla w�r right, if fully developed, would constitute � withdrawal 
of 4.4 m3/s (155 cfs), which could supply the Hermiston Genen,.tffig Project, Ida
West project, and 4. 1 m3 /s (145.  3 cfs) of other uses. The Coy�te Springs project 
would withdraw an additional 0.2 m3/s (5.6 cfs). This cumulative withdrawal 
wou\d add slightly to the existing competition for water on the Columbia River. 

3 .  6 Air Quality 
The Hermiston Generating Project plant site is . located in an area currently 
designated as unclassified or in attainment of all state and national Ambient Air 
Quality Standards (AAQS). The Hermiston Generating Project would produce 
sufficient emissions to qualify as a major emission source, and therefore falls under 
EPA' s  Prevention of Significant Deterioration {PSD) rules. The PSD rules are 
designed to p�vent new emission sources from having a significant adverse effect 
on a region' s  air quality. Modeling of the project's emissions indicates all would be 
within acceptable limits compared to state and F�eral emission standards, and the 
project would not have a significant effect on ambient air quality. The combustion 
of natural gas at the power plant would add s�ghtly to the wgrldwide production of 
carbon dioxide, ·a greenhouse gas believed to contribute to global warming. 

/ _I • • 

3.6.1 Affected Environment 

3. 6.1.1 Regulatory Procedure for EvaluaJing Air Quality Impacts from a 
Proposed Project 

The goal of the air quality analysis is to demonstrate that1a proposed project will not 
significantly deteriorate air quality and that the new emissions, when added to 
existing sources, will not cause ambient pollution levels to exceed established 
standards for health and safety. To establish t�t a new project will-comply with 
the state and Federal regulations, a project developer must follow a series of steps 
designed to screen out in�ignificant sources in order to identify and study those 
emissions with the potential to cause a significant impact. This process is known as 
ODEQ's New Source Review (NSR) Program . A flow chart of the NSR process is 
presented in Figure 3-6. The process consists of: (1) detennining if the project 
qualifies as a major source and if the quantity of emissions is significant; (2) 
performing a screening analysis to determine if the impacts of emissions are 
significant; and, if necessary, (3) performing detailed modeling of background 
sources and the significant proposed impacts and comparing them to the standards. 
This process is followed for each regulated .pollutant. After· the process · has been 

. . 

completed and the project has demonstrated that it meets ODEQ standards and that 
the best available· control technology (BACT) has been included in the design, an 
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Air Quality Analysis Ffow Chart 
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Figure 3-6 New Source Review Process 
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Air Contaminant Discharge Permit can be issued, .allowih.g the project to be 

constructed. 

Air quality impacts of a new source of emissions are detennined by four 
interrelated factors: 1) climate and meteorology; 2) existing air' pollution sources 
and current air quality in the area; 3) the site configuration and surrounding terrain; 
and 4) the source . .  ODEQ has developed a set of procedures that' determines a 

· project' s air quality impacts,\ demonstrates compliance with all regulations, and is 
protective of human health and the environment. 

The Hermiston Generating Project, as a major new source' of air em_issions; would 
be subject to NSR and must develop and submit a PSD application to ODEQ. The 
PSD'application must demonstrate that emissions from the facility would result in 
ambient concentrations of air pollutants that are less than state and Federal AAQS 
for criteria and toxic air pollutants. Furthermore, the facility would not be allowed 
to contribute to ambient air quality concentrations that result in total concentrations 
greater than the AAQS. Concentrations resulting from project emissions must not 
exceed the · allowable PSD increments. The PSD application for the project is 

· currently under development. 

3.6.1.2 Air Qru;zlity Factors in the Existing Environment 
CHmate and Meteorology: Eastern Oregon has a dry continental climate (low . . . 

humidity) , with large variations in temperature from winter to summer. Daily 
temperatures in January average a little over 0°C (32°F) , and a typical winter 
includes only a few days with minimum temperatures below -18°C (0°F). July 
temperatures average around 21  °C (70°F) , . and a typical summer has only a few 

. days with maxiinum temperatures in excess of 38°C (100°F). Very little 
precipitation falls in the area. Annwll precipitation in the project area is slightly 
less than 23 c�ntimeters (9 inches). Most of this precipitation is due to winter 
stonns crossing the region. Consequently, the peak precipitation months are 

November; December, and January. Average annual snowfall · is .about 25 . 
centimeters (10 inches), with over 75 percent of this amount occurring from 
December through March. There is v�ry little rain during the summer months. 
Summer rain is usually associated with a thunderstorm and can be heavy for short 
periods. 

There are two predom�t wind directions in the immediate vicinity of the project . .  
The most rommon wind direction tends to be aligned along the Columbia River . 
Valley, which has a channeling effect on the flow ofair near the river. This river 
valley effect combines with prevailing westerly flow in the region to prOduce 
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prevailing winds from the west-southwest. Wind� are also frequent from the west 
and southwest directions. The second · most common wind direction is caused by 
cold air flowing down the river valley during the night and early morning hours, 
producing winds from the east-northeast. 

Existing Air Pollution Sources and Current Air Quality: Air quality 'in an area 
is defmed as the ambient ground-level concentrations of specific pollutants. 
Acceptable air quality exists when the pollutant concentrations are below the 
Federal and state standards. The air quality in an .area can be determined either by 
direct measurement or by modeling. Since current monitoring data are often 
unavailitble, modeling is commoilly used as an acceptable and accurate method for 

. ' ' 

estimating air quality. 

Ambient Air Quality Standards: The Clean Air Act of 1970 mandated that the 
EPA establish ambient ceilings for certain pollutants based on the identifiable 
effects that pollutants may have on the public health and welfare. Subsequently, 
EPA promulgated regulations that establish national AAQS -for a number of 
pollutants. These pollutants, called criteria pollutants, include sulfur .dioxide (S�, 
particulate matter less than 10 microns in diameter .(PM10), nitrogen dioxide (N�, 
carbon monoxide (CO) , photochemical oxidants �uch as ozone (03}, and lead (Pb). 
The Federal PM1� standard replaces an earlier staQdard for total suspended 
particulates (TSP) ; however, ODEQ has retained the TSP standard. The national 
and Oregon AAQS are shown in Table 3-9. 

Attainment Status: Section 107 of the 1977 Clean Air Ac� Anlendments required · 
both the EPA and individual states to evaluate the attainment of the national AAQS. 
Areas not meeting the national AAQS are designated as nonattainment areas . Areas 

I , . • <; � 

that lack sufficient data to ·t>e used in the determination of attainment status are 
unclassified, but are treated as attainment areas until designated otherwise. The 
classification of an area is made on a pollutant;..specific basis. The Hermiston 

. ' ' 

Generating Project plant site is located in Umatilla· County; air quality t�ughout 
the nearoy area is currently designated as unclassifiable or in attainment of each 
state and national AAQS . Portions of Yakima County, Wa.Shington, approximately 
60 kilometers (37 miles) northwest of Hermiston, and the Wallula area, 

· approximately 40 kilometers (25 miles) northeast of Hermiston, are designated as · 
PM10 nonattainment areas. These represent the closest rionattainment areas to the 
project site. · 

' 

Toxic Air PoUutants: In addition to criteria pollutants, ODEQ also regulates 
emissions of toxic air contaminants. · No data exist on the ambient concentrations of 
air toxj.cs in the project area; 
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Table 3-9. National and State Ambient Air Quality Standards and Prevention of 

Pollu�t 

Sulfur 
Dioxide 

Total 
Suspended 
Particulates 

PM to 

Carbon 
Monoxide 

Ozone 

Nitrogen 
Dioxide 

Lead 

Significant Deterioration (PSD} Increments . 
National AAQS'i7 

·Averaging ' Primary  · Secoiulary Oregon 
Period21 AAQS11 

Annual 80 53 
Average 

24:-hour 365 3/ 260 
Average 

3-bour ' 3/ 1,300 1 ,300 
Average 

Annual 3/ 3/ 6() 
Geometric 
Mean 

24-hour 3/ 3/ 150 
Average 

Annual 50 50 50 
Geometric 
Mean 

24-hour 150 150 150 
Average 

8-hour 10,000 10,000 10,000 
Average 

- 1-hour 40,000 40,000 40,000 
Average 

1-hour 235 235 235 
Average 

Annual 100. 100 100 
Average 

Quarterly 1 .5 1 .5 1 .5 
Average 

' . 

PSD Incremene7 
Cla8s I tlass-n 

2 20 

5 91 

25 512 

3/ 3/ 

3/ 3/ 

4 17 

8 30 

3/ 3/ 

3/ 3/ 

3/ 3/ 

2.5 25 

3/ 3/ 

11 All standards in this table are expressed in micrograms per cubic meter {Jlg!m). 
2/ Short-term ambient standards may be exceeded on� per year, annual standards may never be 

exceeded. Ozone standard is attained wheri the expected ·number of days of an exceedance is 
equal to or less than one. 

'3/ No ambient standard for this pollutant and/or averaging period. 
Soured: OAR 340 
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Site Configumtion and Surrounding Terrain: The configuration of nearby 
builclings and facilities and the topography of the land within about a 16.1-kilometer 
(10-mile) radius of an emission source can influe� the diSpersion of exhaust 
plumes and affect ground-level pollutant concentratiops. The terrain immediately 
surrounding the plant -site is generally level. Foothills rise above the site elevation 
in all directions after 3.2 to 14.5 kilometers (2 to 9 miles). Hills or mountains 
higher than the stacks• are important iii the air quality aruuysis because the exhaust 
plume can affect the elevated terrain before the plume has had a chance to disperse. 
Therefore, the topography is explicitly accounted for in air quality modeling. 

Buildings near a stack can create wind turbulenCe. If power plant exhaust gases are 
emitted into this turbulence, the plume can become mjxed with ground-level air 
within a very ,short distance of the stack, resulting · in high pollutant concentrations. · 

This condition is <;ailed "downwash" and occurs only when the stack height is too 
short for the plant configuration (Schulman and Hanna 1986, Schulman et al. 
1985). The Hemiiston Generating Project has taken the size of the nearby buildings 
into account in the desikfi of the stacks by following Good Engineering Practice in 
calculating the height of the stack (EPA 1985). For the Henniston Generating ' 
Project, this gives a stack height of 65 meters (213 feet). Extensive engineering 
experience and observation have shown that a stack built to Good Engineering 
Practice guidelines will not · cause downwash. 

3.6.2 Environmental Consequences and Mitigation Measures · 
Potential impacts on air quality associated with construction and operation of the 
project include: (1) emissions of pollutants into the atmosphere as a byproduct of 
natural gas combustion; (2) emissions of very low levels of pollutants in .steam 
resulting from pollutants in cooling water; (3) production of a visible stealn plume 
from the cooling towers; (4) fog and ice on local roadways and railroads caused by 
steam from the cooling towers; (5) contributions to the world' s  production of 
greenhouse gases that may cause global warming; and . (6) production of 
construction machinery exhaust .emissions and .fugitive particulate matter during 
construction. 

3.6.2.J. The Source: Emissions from the Power Pltmt 
Each �mbustion turbine in the power plant would produce extremely hot exhaust . · 
gases from the· combustion of natural gas. Much of the heat in these gases would 
be used to produce steam in the heat recQvery steam generator for additional power 
generation and for the Lamb-Weston facility. 'Ole heat reeovery steam .generators 

· reduce the exhaust gas temperature to about 96°C (205°F). The exhaust gas from 
each combustion turbine and heat recQvery steam generator then flows to_ a separate 
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stack. The chemical composition .and physical paranieters (i.e� ,  temperature and 
volumetric :flow) of the eXhaust gas vary with the ambient temperature and load 
conditions. This is because the.)i)nbien� temperature affects the fuel usage, power 
output, and combustion conditions. 

In order to determine the maximum potential emissions, the power plant has been 
analyzed for a number of operating modes and ambient temperatures: Base-load 

. . l . 

. (100 percent) and part-load (75 percent) , and -18, 10, and 27°C (0, 50? and 80°F). 
The important physical emission parameters are given in_Table 3-10. The physical 
charactet:istics of.the exhaust gases influence how .the exhaust plume rises and 
disperses in the atmosphere. 

Table 3-10. Combustion Turbine Stack Parameters for Determining Worst-Case 
I 

Modeling· Scenarios, Hermiston Generating Project 
' Stack Heitht Stack ,Exit Temperature 

Scenario 

Base load @ 0°J: 

Base load @ 50°f 

Base load ® 80°F 

75 Percent load @ 0°F 

75 Percent load @ 50�F 

75 Percent load @ 80°F 

Source: Appendix F2. 

(ft) Diameter (ft) ('F) 
213.0 18.0 

' '  

213.0 ' 

213.0 . 

213.0 

213.0 

213.0 

18.0 

18.0 

18.0 

18.0 

18.0 

203'.0 

206.0 

210.0 

200.0 

201.0 

·205.0. 

11 Based on one combustion turnine firing 'natural gas. 

Exit Velocity (ft/sec)ll 
70.2 

6:4.5 

60.9 

53:9 

51 .6 

49.5 

The regula� pollutants that would·be emitted fronthe combustion turbines _are 
listed in Table 3-1 � .  The emission rates of two of these pollutants (NOx and CO) 

vary with ambient temperature. The emission rates for the other pollutants may 
also vary with ambient temperature; however, temperature-specific data are not 
available for the other pollutants. Therefore, the maximum expected emission rate . 
'for each. pOllutant is used for all temperatures. Two emission rates for S(h are 
given; ·  the maximum short-term emission rate and the annual average emission rate. 
These emission rates were derivec\ from measured variations of hydrogen sulfide 
concentrations in the natural gas fueL 

Emission controls included in the Henniston Generating Project design are 
· described in Section 2.2.3. All emission rates presented in Table 3-1 1  represent 
emissions after controls. As described previously, the project ihcl\ldes a CEMS for 
each unit. CEMS will be provided; for NOx and CO. The CHMS allows operators 
to ensure that pollutant emission futes ;do not exceed th_e permitted rates. ' 

Additionally, each CEMS is equipped with alarms to alert the operators and 
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Table 3-11. Hermiston Generating-Project Emission Rates 'and Significant 
Emission Rates 11 . 

. . · 

Hermiston Generating Project 
Significant Emissions 

100% Ou�ut Emission Rate Significant? (YIN) 
Pollutant Qbfhrl'• Tons E!! 'l..ear41 (Tons I!!:! Year� 
Criteria Pollutants 

Nitrogen Oxides 31  272 40 y ,  

Carbon Monoxide 51 447 100 y 

TSP/PM10 14.6 64 25 y 

Sulfur Dioxide 0.32451 2.8 40 N 

0.95361 

VOC (Total) 3.8 34 40 N 

Air' Toxics71'11 Oregon Significant 
Emission Rate 

().bs/yr)9/ 
().bs/yr) 

Ammonia 21 336101 31 101 y 

Benzene 0�0028 49 3,100 N 

Formaldehyde111 3.7 64,824 2,000 y 

Pentane 0.0032 0.050101 3,300l01 N 

N-Pentane 0.0032 0.050101 
3,300l01 N 

N-Butane 0.032 0.51 101 3,500101 N 

Merouryl21 0.00012 0.0019 0.09101 N 

11 Source: Appendix F2. 
21 Based on firing one combustion turbi.J,le, except for TSPIPM10 which is based on firing two CTs. 
31 All emissio9 rate scenarios were included in· the air dispersion modeling. However, only maximum 

emission rates are listed here. 
4/ Based on 1()()-% load for 2 combustion tut:bines for 8,760 brs/yr. 
51 Annual emission rate based on annual average hydrogen sulfide content in natural gas of 0.00023 percent. 
6/ Maximum short-term emission rate. Based on maximum daily hydrogen sulfide content in natural gas of 

0.00023 percent. 
7/ Source: CARD 1991. 
8/ Based on VOC emission rate of3.5Jblhr/comf,usti.on turbine firing natural gas only. Ammonia is a vendor-

guaranteed emission rate. 
· 

91 Source: ODEQ 1991. 
1 0/ lbs/8-hr. 
11/  Expected foimaldehyde emission per General Electric (1/94). 
12/ M�uzy emissions were estimated from the mercury content of natural es (2 X 10'12 lb/ft3 gas). 
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regulato� when e111ission rates approach the pennitted limits. ' Most importantly, 
the CEMS provides the operator with valuable information on the performance of · 

the power plant so that the plant efficiency is optimized. and the pollutant emissions 
are minimired. 

The air quality analysis that has been performed follows. 

New Source Performance Standards: The EPA bas promulgated a set of national 
emission standards that apply to specific ca�gories of new sources. The New 
Source Performance Standards (NSPS) for gas turbines with heat input greater than 
10.7 gigajoUles/br (10 MMBtu/hr) (40 CFR 60, Subpart GG) 'set forth maximum 
allowable emissions for NOx and S(h. . ' 

• The NOx emission standard applicable to each of the proposed turbines is 90 
!'arts per million by volume (ppmv) corrected to 15 percent oxygen on a dry 
basis. The Hermiston Generating Project' s estimated NOx emissions of 4.5 
ppmv are well below the NSPS of 90 ppmv. · 

• For S(h, the NSPS limits the sulfur content of the fuel to 0.8 percent (weight 
basis). The natural gas proposed for the Hermiston Generating ProJect has a 
sulfur content of 0.00023 pe�nt by weight on an annual average, with a 
maximum daily concentration of 0.00062 percent. Both of these concentrations 
are far below the NSPS · of 0. 8 percent. 

Applicability Determination: There are three basic criteria· in determining 
whether PSD rules apply to · a  project.- The first and primary criterion is whether 
the proposed source's  emissions would be great enough to be a "major" source. 
The second criterion is whether � new source would be located in an area that has ; 
been classified attainment ot nonattainment. The third criterion is whether the 
pollutants would be emitted in "signifieant" amountS. 

A source can also be subject to PSD review if it is located within 10 kilometers (6.2 
miles) of a Class I area and' if emissions of any regulated pollutant result in a 24-
hour ayerage ground-level concentration of 1 .0 micrograms per cubic meters 
(�g/m3) or greater [OAR 34Q-20-25c] . Specific areas such as National Parks and . . 
Wilderness Areas have been designated as PSD Class I by the EPA. Increases in 
pollutant concentrations in Class I areas are severely limi�ed to prevent deterioration 
of air quality and visibility. The proposed plant site would not be_ located within 10 

1dlometers (6.2 miles) of any Clas� I areas . ' Tile closest PSD Class I area would be 
the Eagle Cap Wilderness Area, located about 140 kilometers (87 miles). east of . 
Hermiston. 
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Major Source: A new source is major if it has the potential to emit any regulated 
pollutant .in amounts equal to or exceeding specified major source thresholds (91 
metric tons TlOO tons]per year for gas turbine generators over 268 gigajoules [250 
MMBtu]). The Hermiston Generating Project meets this criterion for NOx and CO. 

Attainment Status of Air Quality Control Region: New prpjectslocated in 
nonattainment areas must apply for a Nonattainment Area �rmit. ThoSe in 
attainment areas complete a PSD review. Since the Henniston area is considered 
attainment for criteria pollutants, the project meets the second. �riterion for PSD 
review. 

Significant E"-issions: Significant emissions are defmed as �hose that equal or 
exceed the Oregon Significant Emission Rates. To detennine if the·Henniston 
Generatiilg Project has significant emissions, the hourly emission rates in Table 
3.;.11 are conve� to ton� per year assuming base-load conditions for 8,760 hours 
per year and are compared to· the significant emission rates for each pollutant (Table 
3-1 1) .  The Hermiston Generating Project exceeds significant emission rates for two 
toxic air pollutants, fonnaldehyde and ammonia, and for three criteria pollutants:· 
NOx, CO, and TSP/P�10• 

Significant Impact Level Modeling Analysis: · The Hermiston Generating Project 
meets the criteria for PSD review. Therefore, air quality modeling is required to 
determine maximum ground-level concentrations and compare emissions 

. concentrations to standards. The air quality modeling calculates ground-level 
concentrations of project emissions. The modeling simulates the behavior of the 
exhaust plumes ftom the stacks. The plume would initially rise before leveling .off 
and drifting downwind, because it is hotter than the atmosphere (Briggs 1971). 

ODEQ requires the use of EPA-approved ISCST2 and COMPLEX -1 atmo�heric 
dispersion models to evaluate the impacts of proposed projects on air quality. The 
ISCST2 is used to evaluate impacts at receptors below stack height (simple terrain) 
and the COMPLEX-I model is used to evaluate impacts at receptors above stack 
height (complex or elevated terrain). The models can use ·hourly meteorological 
data frOm the site; however, these data were not available. Therefore, highly 
conservative screening meteorology was used to represent worst-case conditions 
(EPA 1987) . 

. The ODEQ modeling methodology stipulates that the screening meteorology be 
used to calculate the maximum 1 -hour average conCentrations for each of the 
various ambient. temperatures and operating conditions. Therefore, a total_ of six 

/ 
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3. 0 Affected Environment m:zd EnvzrofllTlental Conseriwrnces 

different comp�ter simulations (modeling scenarios) were performed; The 
co.mbination of pollutant emission rate and modeling scenario resulting in the 
highest concentration of all the receptors is designated as tb.e maximum 1-hotir 
concentra�on. Annual average and 24-hour concentrations are derived from the J
hour maximum by multiplying by OA for a 24-hour average and by 0. 8 for an 
annual average. The resulting maximum concentrations of appropriate averaging -
times and 

"
the associated· Significant Impact Level (Sll..) 11 are given in Table 3-12. 

The maximum. concentrations resulting from the Hermiston· Generating Project are 
below the SILs or Acceptable Ambient Levels (AALs)21 for all regulated pollutants. 

Table 3-U. Significant Impact Level Modeling Analysis 

( Averaging 
Pollutant Period 

Criteria Pollutants 

TSP 24-hour21 

Annual31 ' 

NOX �ual31 

co 1-hour21 

8-hour21 

Air Toxics 

Ammonia Annual 
Formaldehyde Annual 

Source: Appendix F2 

Maximum Predicted Impacts 

(JJ.g/m)ll 

Combustion Turbines 
Base Load Part Load 

(100%) (75 %) 

0.77 . 0.96 

0.13 0. 16 

0.50 0.51 

1 1 .38 1 1 :58 

7.96 8.06 . 

0.008 

0.6 

SILIAAL 

1 

0.2 

1 

2,000 

500 

0.77 

360 

11 All impacts are based on two combustion turbines operating for 8, 760 hours per year. 
2/ Maximum impacts for short-term av�raging periods occurred in the 27°C (SO"F) te�ture 

scenario . .  
3/ Annual average concentrations weie calculated using the 10°C (50°F) emissions scenario. The 

annual average temperature in Hermiston, Oregon is l0°C (50°F). 

Although emissions at 100 percent load would be about 1 8  percent higher than the 
75 percent load case, Table 3-i2 indicates that the cOncentrations resulting. from-the 
75 percent load case would be higher than the concentrations for the 100 percent 
load case. That is because,· at reduced load, the temperature and velocity of the 

1/ SII.s are .increases in ambient pollutant concentrations due to a proposed source that represent 
significant impacts. An increase in a pollutant concentration greater thlm the SIL requires a 
cwnulative imp119t analysis to ensure that national AAQS will not be violated 

21 No Sll.s have been promulgated for pollutants classified as air toxics, such as formaldehyde and 
ammonia. Predicted concentrations of air toxics are compared to AALS instead of Sll.s. 
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flow leaving the stack would be reduced, res�ting in poOrer dispersion conditions 
and, therefore, larger ground-level concentrations. 

Impact-Emission of Criteri�t Pollutants: Emissions to the atmosphere of criteria 
pollutants would occur from the combustion of natural gas in the combustion 
turbines at the proposed· power plant. Because the maximum concentrations are 

below significant levels for � criteria pollutants ap.d air toxic emissions, the project 
is not expected to have a significant impact on air quality in the project area. 

Although some areas as near as about 40 kilometers (25 miles) from the project site 
· ate designated nonattainment for PM10, the project will not have a significant 
impact on this area because particulate impacts from the project are below SILs. 

Measure� Included as Pan of the Project: 
BACT has been incorporated into the design of the power plant to redu� emissions 

. . . 

of criteria pollutants. Table 3-13 explains the BACT evaluation process, as it 
applies to the proposed project. The_ BACT assessment performed for the 
Henniston Generating Project is included as Appendix Fl . 

! ' '.. 

Air quality modeling indicates that the measures included in the project as proposed 
would be adequate to mitigate the potential impacts of emissions. 

Backup Fuel Oil: · HGC may decide to investigate the use of low sulfur fuel oil as 
_ a  backup tQ the natural gas fuel, although there are no plans to use oil' as a backup 
at this time. . If oil is later determined to be a viable backup fuel . source, HGC will 

· have to apply for an amended Site Certificate and Air Contaminant Discharge 
Permit. A full investigation of the ail: quality impacts would be conducted at that 
time . .  The analysis procedure for fuel oil would be similar to the procedure 
described here for natural gas. The project must demonstrate that any other fuel 
meets aU the state and Federal standards and that the project does not cause or 
contribute to any exceedances of thb air quality standards. 

3. 6.2.2 Impact-Emissions in Steam from the Cooling Towers 
As noted in Section 3.2. 1 . 1 ,  water used in the power plant's operation would have 
small quantities of impurities that would enter the system. . Some of these 
·impurities--including radionuclides such as isotopes Qf carbon� phosphorus, iron, . 

, cobalt, cesium, strontium, and uranium-would be distilled out and. left behind as 
· the water turned to steam . The steam would carry away only those 

radionuclides-including tritium and iodine-12�t are not separated from the · 

cooling water when it is vaporized. However, given the extremely low levels of 
r 
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Table 3-13. Best Available Control Technology Eval�tion Process 

ODEQ requires that a BACT evaluation be performed for pollutants emitted in significant amounts 
for new major sources in attainment areas . . A comprehensive BACT evaluation bas been conducted 
for the Hermiston Generating Project and submitted to ODEQ as part of the Air Contaminant 
Discharge permit application. 

The p111pQse of the BACT evaluation ·is to ensure that new projects use the best ftavailable ft control 
technology to limit emissions, in addition to complying with the state and Federal air quality 
standards, Therefore, it is not sufficient to' merely demonstrate that the project has no significant 
impa.Cts. The project must also show that it has incorpqrated the best available control technology in. 
its design. 

Project design uses a top-down app�h that involves determining the most stringent control 
technology available (Lowest Achievable Emission Rate - LAER) for a similar or identical emission 
. source . .  If it can be shown that the LAER level of control is technically, environmentally, or 
economically infeasible for a particular souree, the technology is not "available" and-the next most 
stringent level of control is determined and similarly evaluated. The process continues until a 
control level is determined that cannot be eliminated by any technical, environmental, .ot: ecom;>mic 
abjections. 

Results of BACT Evaluation for the Hermiston.Generating PrOject 

NO" Emission Control 

· The project will use the most advanced dcy, low-NOx combustor .design in combination with a SCR 
system. These technologies represent the 'state-of-the-art in NOX emissionS control for combustion 
turbines. This control system will reduce the amount of N01 emissions in the exhaust gases to 4.5 
ppmvd. 

· 

CO and Hydrocarbon Emissions Control 

CO and hydrocarbon emissions are controlled through complete combustion of the natural gas in 
highly efficient combustion turbines. The advanced combustor design burns the carbon-based fuel 
gases to form C02 and leaves only a tiny fraction of the gases in the partially burned form of CO or 
other hydrocarbons. These combustors reduce the quantity of CO in the exhaust gases to 15 ppmvd 
and hydrocarbons to between 3.0 and 3.8 ppmvd. These emission levels are controlled through 
proper maintenance and economical operation of the power plant. The CO control technology is 
considered BACT for this project. 

Particulate, Toxic �-Contaminants, and S02 

· The burning of naturaJ gas in combustion turbines produces small amounts of particulate matter and 
toxic air contaminants. As with the emission· of CO, particulates, and toxic contaminants are formed 
fr:om incomplete combustion of the natunil gas. The high efficiency of the combustion turbines 
limits the production of these emissions to·vecy low levels. The proper maintenance and efficient 
operation of the .combustion turbines are considered BACT for this project. 

Natural gas containS only trace amounts of sulfur, resulting in negligible emissions of S02• The 
project has a natural gas S}lpply SOlJl'Ce with a guaranteed average sulfur content'of 0.00023 percent 
by weight. Low sulfur natural gas is considered BACT for gas-fired combustion turbines. 

SOurce: EPA 1990. · 
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these constituents in the water, doses · of tritium and iodine-129 that could appear in 
the steam are likewise extremel� small, and would not pose a health risk to hu�_ans. 

Water for the cooling system would also contain trace amounts of dioxins, furans, · 

and other contaminants. These compounds tend to adhere to solid particles in the . 
water-they do not like to dissolve. When the water evaporates, most of these 
compounds would be left behind with other solids. · However, some dioxins and 
fura.ns would evaporate with the water into the air. The amount that would be in 
the steam would be very small, and would pose no risk to human health. 

3. 6�2.3 Impact--Fogging and Icing 
. Cooling towers remove unusable excess heat from the powerplant by evaporating 
water in cooling towers. The moist air emitted from the cooling towers often 
condenses to form a visible white plume of steam. Generapy, the steam plumes 

, disappear by evaporating � a short distance. However, .the steam plume ·can 
· 

remain visible for long dist:al\�s under certairi meteorological conditions. 

Occasionally, the steam plume will settle down � the ground near the plant site. 
This is known as cooling tower-induced fogging . .  When cdnditions are right for 
fogging and the temperature is below freezing, . icing can occur. Potential 
occurrences•of cooling tower-induced fogging and icing were mOdeled using a 
standard model and 5 years of surface meteorological data from Pendleton, Oregon. 
Based on the initial'. modelfug results, the orientation of the cooling towers .was 
adjusted to minimize fogging and icing. 

Icing Impact: Based on the modeling, there are no predicted occurrences of 
cooling tower-induced icing on riearby roadways. If the project design includes ·· 
only the two main cooling towers, icing on the railroad tracks to the south-southeast 
of the site is predicted to occur in only 1 year out of 5 years modeled, ·at a 
maximum frequency· of i.5 hours ·per year. _ If  the secondary cooling tower is 
included in the design, icing is predicted to occur up to 3 .8  hours each year. These 
predicted- occurrences of induced icing are.not expected to;present a si�cant 
hazard to rail traffic. 

Fogging Impact: If the project design includes only the two main cooling towers, 
fogging is predicted to occur along the local access road that nins approximately · 

' east-west along the northern property line at a maximum frequency of 1 8.5 hours 
· per year. Fogging is also predicted on Westland Road for 6 minutes per year and 
on Walker Road for one 6-minute period in 5 years. 
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. If the secondary cooling tower is included in the project desigri, fogging is 
predicted to occur along Westland Road during two of five years for a maximum of 
1 .0 hour per year, along Walker Road during one of five years for a maximum of 
0. 4 hours per year, along. the Lamb-Weston access -road during five of five years 
for a maximum of 1 . 1  hours pet year, and along the railroad during five of five 
)ears for a maximum of 3.8 hours per year. 

' .• 

Measures Included as Part of the Project: · 
• . The orientation of the cooling towers was adjusted during, the design process to 

· . minimize the impacts of fogrng and icing .
. 

The potential impacts of fogging �d icing are not significant and no .additional 
mitigation measures are needed. 

3. 6.2.4 1m:pact�Effects of Emissions on Viribility 
The visibility impacts of the project' s  emissions on PSD Class I areas must be 
assessed to ensure that the pristine vistas in wilderness areas and national parks are 
not deteriorated by pollutants in the air. The EPA-approved VISCREEN' model 
was used to perform the plume visual impact. analysis. The three Class l areas that 
were analyzed are: 

• The Eagle Cap Wilderness Area, located 140 kilometers (87 miles) east of the 
. project site,. 

• The Strawberry Mountain Wilderness Area, located approximately 170 
kilometers (106 miles) southeast of Hermiston, and 

• - The Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area,, located approximately 180 
kilometers (1 12 miles) west of Hermiston. 

The· model provides very conservative· estimates of the Visual impacts by assuming · · 
meteorological conditions that allow for minimal dispersion (very stable and calm 
conditions lasting for 12 hours). Additionally, the observer in the Class I area is 
assumed to look through the center of the plume where the concentlations of 
pollutants are highest. The analysis indicates that the· project would not cause 
visibility impacts to any Class I areas (see Appendix F2). 

3.6.2.5 lmpact-Global Wanning 
The proposed project would emit C� during both the construction and operation 
pha�. . If increased atmospheric c� is leading· to a global wanning effect, then 
the project w�uld contribute to C� emissions and to global warming." 
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Although C(h emissions are not currently regulated by any ambient concentration 
· or emission s�dard, HGC is developing a voluntary greenhouse gas emission 

reduction and offset program. The first element of the program includes optimizing 
energy efficiency in project design to minimize greenhouse gas emissions. The. 
-co�bined-cycle design of the power plant is tbe most efficient available today and 
produces less C02 per megawatt hour than other types of thermal generating 
resources. The second element of the program is to work toward offsetting project
related greenhouse gas emissions by reducing greenhouse gas emissions elsewhere. 

Measure Inclwkd as Part of the Project: 
• · HGC has agreed to provide $1.5 million, to be administered under a trust 

agreement, to fund programs and activities intended to achieve real reductions 
in atmospheric ·gases believed to contribute to globc4 warming. Types of 
programs contemplated include retirement of old refrigerators and wood stoves, 
encouraging altetnatives to single-occupancy automobile transport.ation, and . 
creation of a revolving fund to encourage conservation and use of renewable 
resources. HGC would monitor proposed eXpenditures. 

No additional mitigation measures are needed. 

3. 6.2. 6 Impact-Combustion and Particulole PoUutant Increase During 
Construction 

The two biggest sources of air pollution during the construction phase of the project 
are equipment exhaust emissions, such as from construction vehicles, and fugitive 
particulate matter emissions. Construction-related exhaust emissions would result 
from operation of heavy equipment and from,construction worker's vehicles used to 
travel to and from the construction· site. Fugitive .emission� are generated by 
actions such as grading, vehicle travel on disturbed ground, and wind erosion. Site 
excavation and ·grading activities would disturb on-site spils and would result in 
loose dirt and silt which could become airborne when subject to a moderate or · 
strong wind and/or when moved duriDg construction-related activities. Some of 
these airborne particles (typically less than 40 Jlm in diameter)·might be carried off 

· the project site. 

Since vehicular exhaust �d fugitive emiSsions are emitted at or close to ground
level, maximum impacts due to these emissions typically occur within or very close 
to the property line, with rapidly decreasing impacts beyond this point. 
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Measures Included as Pari of the Project: 
• To reduce fugitive dust emissions caused by constniction activities, HGC would 

take all reasonable precautions to minimize dust. 

• To redu�. combustion pollutants, idling constnlction equipment wpuld be sQut 
down, where feasible, and low NOx emission tune-ups on equipment operating 
on site for more than 60 days would be perfoimed. 

Potential Additionol Mitigation. Measures: 
• pnpaved construction areas should be watered a minimum of twice daily during ' 

construction in dry weather. Trucks hauling dirt should be covered or wet 
down. Frequency of watering expoSed soil surfaces should be increased when 

' . 

blowing· dust is vis�ble. 

• · Stored construction materials- that could be a source of dust should be covered. 

• Vehicle speeds on unpaved project areas should be limited to 32 kilometers (20 
miles) per hour. 

3.6.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts 
Application of BACT would reduce, but not eliminate, emissions of pollutants, · 

. including the criteria pollutants .arid greenhol,Jse gases: Cooling _tower-induced 
. fogging and icing would also occur. Impacts remaining. after mitigation would not 
-be significant. 

3.6.4 Cumulative Impacts 
' I  

A cumulative impacts analysis addresses wh'ether the effects of all the existing and 
. . 

planned sources combined with the contribution from the proposed project result in 
unacceptable overall impacts. Specifically, the CUJD\llative impact analysis for ait 
quality estimates the maximum pollutant concentrations resulting from , all 
sources--past, present, and reaSonably foreseeable futUre actions--and compares · 
them to-the regulatory standards, In· addition to satisfying specific local regulatory 
standards (AAQS and PSD �crements) , the cumulative analysis addresses. global 
impacts. In the case of C(h emissions, local concentrations are never considered 
significant as far as public health_ is concerned . .  However, C(h is a .. greenhouse" 

· gas and may contribute to global climate effects such as global warming. 

Oregon regulations require project developers to mathematically model and evaluate 
cumulative impacts only �hen a pollutant is modeled to have a significant impact. 
Since all pollutant concentrations from the Hermiston Generating Projeet are -below 
the SILS and AALs, ODEQ does not require this analysis. In fact, the SILs were 
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selected specifically to ensure that pollutant contributions below the SILs would not 
cause a region with acceptable air quality (in attainment) to become unacceptable . 
(nonattainment). However, as part of a thorough review of the environmental 
consequences of the Hermiston Generating Project, the cumulative impact analysis 
for one pollutan�NOx--is included here. 

3.6.4.1 Cumulotive lmJHJC,ts/or NOx 
The procedure for determining cumulative impacts is presented in Figure 3-6. The 
data and modeling for the NOx cumulative analysis were originally prepared as part 
of the Coyote Springs power develOpment project located near Boardman, 
Washington. The Coyote Springs analysis (BPA 1994) included the Hermiston 
Generating Project along with 36 other sources of NOx that might impact the same 
area. 

ODBQ provided background monitoring data for NOx to be used in li� of 
additional monitormg at the site. These data give an annual average background 
concentration of 30 JJ.g/m3 (Appendix Fl) . , nrls background concentration · 

represents .the impacts of tbe· NOx emitting sources existing in the earl� 1980s. 
Since this is a measured ambient concentration, it includes the effects of cars and 
trucks on the interstates and local roads as well as the stationary industrial and 
residential sources. Sources constructed and planned since the early 1980s are 
accounted for in the dispersion modeling. 

Cumulative impacts are calculated within an area where the proposed Pf?ject is 
predicted to have significant impacts. ,The Coyote Springs project had modeled 
significant impacts of NOx (greater than 1 JJ.g/m3 annual average) extending out 21 
kilometers (12.6-miles) from the site. Therefore, the cumulative impacts were 
calculated for sourtes with a potenllal to impact the air q�ty in the circle of 
radius 21  kilometers (12.6 miles) around the Coyote·Springs facility. The 
Hermiston Generating Facility lies at the edge of this · area. · 

The Coyote Springs project identified 37 �urces of NOx with the potential to 

impact the area described �hove. These sources and their associated emissions data 
are presented in Table 3-14� Sinee all combinations of temperature and load 
conditions could not be modeled for 37 soufc:es, the most consetvative estimates of - . ' ' . . 
expected operating conditions were chosen for each source. This list includes one 
source, the auxiliary boiler for the Hermiston ,Generating Projec�, which is no .· 
longer �nder consideration for construction. Those sources that consume PSD 
increment are marked with an asterisk. 
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Table 3-14. BCl,Ckground NOx Emissions Data in the Vicinity of the Proposed Coyote 
Springs Project 

Base Stack Stack Stack, Exit · Stack NO, .. 
Elevation Hei�hi Temperature Velocil)· Diameter EJlllssion 

(m) (IJl) (Kl (rnlsec) (ml Rate1 l_giSJ Source 

Unocal Chemical No .. 2 305 26.20 433 1 9.70 0:91  3 .46 
Misc.' Unocal sources-comb. 305 ' 22.0 460 1 3 .60 1 .00 ·  6 . 6 1  
DqE boilt�q�c� 61 ' 

6.10 . 350 5.60 0.91 '0.9: 
Misc. DOE sources-comb. 61 45.70 591 8 .00 2.77 6.68 
Boise Cascade wqod boiler 732 9.14 422 3.60 0.60 . 0.75 
Boise Cascade lime kilns . 

152 22.90 347 9.10 1 .37 4.73 
BOise Cascade # 2 furnace* 152 53.5 448 10.30 2.74 1 . 1 6  
Boise Cascade #3 boiler 152 53 .50 443 1 3 .90 I 3 .96 I 7.67 
Misc. Boise Cascade boilers 152 33.80 438 18.80 1 .87 4.61 
Boise �ascade hog fuel• 152 25.90 338 10.90 2.38 7.55 
Pacific Gas Trans. (Walla Walla)- 305 10.00 668 40.50 2.30 23 ..<  
comb." 
Bleyhl Fann Service . 1 83 1 3 .70 289 20. 10 0.46 0.03 
Translate Asphalt piant 1 17 9.10 , 324 3.40 2.20 0 .03 
Kinzua Corp. 596 24.40 442 15.00 1 .80 3 .67 

PGE Boardman-coal fired 220 200 441 30.30 6.90 510.9 
Pacific Gas Trans. (ione)-Comb . 4 1 8  9.75 761 ... . 21 .50 2.60 1 7 . 14 
Oregon Potato boilers· (gas) 83.8 9.75 433 14 .bo 0.60 0:9:: 
Oregon Potato boiler& (oil) 83.8 9.75 433 13.80 0.60 0.024 
Lamb-Weston/Boardman#! 83 .. 8 1 1 .00 521 . 1 1.00 1.10 0.81  
Lamb-Weston/Boardman #2 83.8 23.50 03 1 3 .00 1 .50 .., ..,.., 
Lamb-Weston/Boardman dryers 83 .8 13 .50 422 8.20 0.80 0.005 
Celprll Industrial Inc. 152 5.20 300 1 7.80 0.60 0.003 
Lamb-Weston/Hermiston 1 66 12.50 577 1 1 .00 1.20 2.56 
J .R. Simplot 1 88 12.50 422 10.50' 1 .50 '  8.3 1 
Louisiana Pacific Co. 499 40.00 529 6.20 1 .00 1 .29 
Blue Mt. Forest Produ�s 326 15.20 380 7.30 0.80 0.78 
Blue'Mountain Asphalt 1 70 15.00 322 4.00 i .oo 0.02 
Pioneer Asphalt Inc. 335 9.10 312 4. 10 2. 10 0 .003 
Proposed Henn. Cogen stk#1• 171 57.30 370.9 18.90 5.49 3 .28 
Proposed Henri. Cogen stk#2* 1 7 1  57.30 370.9 1 8 .90 5.49 3.28 
Proposed Henn. Cogen aux blr* 1 7 1  57.30 438.7 23.40 1 .04 0.44 
Northwest Pipeline/Roosevelt* 335 1�.20 77� 37 .80' 1 .22 2.04 
Northwest Pipeline/Goldendale • 732 12.20 775 30.80 1 .22 1 .53 
Columbia Power stack #l (gas)• 152 28.90 474 1 7.90 4.90 2.62 
Columbia Power stack #1 (oil)* 152 28.90 474 1 8.50 4.90 0.095 

· Columbia Po�er stack #2 (gas) • 152 28.90 474 17.90 4.90 2.62 
Columbia Power stack #2 (oil) • 152 28.90 474 1 8.50 4.90 0 .095 
Coyote Springs Turbine l 7 .48 
Coyote Springs Turbine 2 7.48 
Coyote Spri�s Auxiliary boiler 4.46 

Source; BPA 1994 
Based on convt;rsiori of aMual allowable emission rates to g/s (i.e. [X tons/yrl " [2,000 lb/ton] X [454 g/lb] X [3 .1536xHY 1/ 
&e<:lyrr1). . · . , · · 

.· 

• Consumes PSD increment. · 
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PSD increments are the maximum allowabfe increases in pollutant concentrations 
that are pennitted to Occur abOve a baseline·  concentration for each.criteria 

, pollutant. Each pollutant has a unique ba�line concentration. . Generally, the 
· baseline concen�ration is defmed as the ambient pollutant concentration that existed 

at the time the frrst completed PSD pennit aPPlication affecting the area was 
submitted to the regulatory agency. Significant deterioration is believed to occur 
when the amount of new pollution (from the construction of new facilities) exceeds 
the applicable PSD increment: 

, 

The 37 soprces were modeled simultaneously using the ISCST2 and COMPLEX 1 
. compu.ter mOdels with conservative screening meteorology..  The model calculated , .  
�e annual average ground-level NOx concentrations for an array of receptors within · 
the 'designated impact area. The maximum predicted NOx concentration was 3 1 . 9  
mg/m3• Of this total , apProximately 0.63 mg/m3 , or 1. 9 percent, i s  attributable to 
the Henniston Generating Project. The cumulative impact o� the area is the sum of 
the modeled concentration (31 .  9 J.Lg/m3) and the background concentration (30 

· J..Lg/m3) . The cumulative impact of 61 .9  J..Lg/m3 represents a conservatively high 
'estimate of the maximum annual NO� concentrations resulting from all industrial 
and vehicular activity in the area . Air other locations in the area have a lower 
concentration. 

· The cumulative annual average NOll: concentration of 61 .9 J..Lg/m3 is well below �e 
national AAQS for NOx of 100 J..Lg/m3• This -allows a large margin for future 

. �vel<>pment in the area without endangering public health. or the environm�nt. · 
. Measured against the background of .existing ·and other planned sources in the area, 
the Henniston Generating Project would not be a significant contributor (1 .0 
percent) to the area' s  pollution levels. 

PSD increments are established for Class I ·and Class ll areas (Table 3-9). The 
. Eastern Oregon Intrastate Air Quality Control Region is a Class ll area. Each 

project undergoing cumulative imalysis for NOx must demonstrate that the 
maximum · annual NO� concentration� from the project and other new sources 
proposed or built after a given baseline date do not exceed the PSD increment. The 
sources meeting this criterion are marke4 with an aslerisk in Table · 3-14. Tile 
cumulative impact due to these 16  sources is 3.41 J..Lg/m3• · This concentration 
consumes only 13.6 percent of the PSD·Class ll increment (25 J..Lg/m3). Therefore, 
the projects do not contribute to a cumulative impact which apProaches either the 
national AAQS or PSD increment for NOr 
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3. 6.4.2 Global Wanning 
· The Henniston Generating Proj�t along with the other proposed and existing 
power plants in the area (e.g.,  the existing Portland General Bl�tric Boardman 
Plant and proposed Coyote Springs and Ida-West cogeneration plants) would 
cumulatively emit the greenhouse gases e� and ·methane. The burning of natural 
gas produces c� as the primary combustion product. 'The new cogeneration plants 
would also emit some1methane11 as unburned fuel. . 

Combined-cycle power plants burning natural gas, like the one proposed for the 
. Hermiston Generating Project, . emit less C�. per kilowatt of power generated than 

any other power generation method using fossil fuel. There are four main reasons 
for this. First, combustion turbines are the most efficient means of producing 

. power from fossil fuels. · For each Btu of fuel input, a combustion turbine. can 
produce more kilowatts of power output than · any other type of fossil fuel-fired 
power plant. Second, the carbon content of natural gas is 40 percentlower than . 
·coal and 25 percent lower than oil per Btu. This means that burning . natUral gas 
produces less C� than bun$g an equivalent amount of either coal or oil. Third, 
' the heat recovery steam generator produces power from the eXhaust steam of th� 
combustion turbine without the need to bum additional fuel. This greatly increases 
the amount of power generation per unit of fuel burned compared to a: simple-cycle 
power plant. Fourth, the steam generated for companion facilities _such as Lamb-· . Weston can reduce the need of these facilities · to produce their own steam in boilers 
that are less efficient than the prQposed project. Fro� a global wanning 

' 

perspective, cogeneration plants like the Henniston Generating Project.are the best 
method of power generation using .fossil fuels. 

Nonetheless, .any fossil· fuel use emits more C� than non-fossi! �el alternatives 
such as hydroelectric power, wind eriergy, or conservation. The� alternatives have 
other economic 'and environmental consequences that are generally weighed against · 

the effects of burning fossil fuels to develop the best overall strategy . for reducing 
the ch?mand for energy and satisfying remaining demand. 

HGC has agreed. to provide $1 .5 million, 'to be administered under a trust 
agreement, to fu,nd programs and activities intended to achieve real reductions in 
atmospheric gases believed to contribute to global wanning. Types of programs 

- contemplated include retirement of old refrigerators and wood stoves, encouraging 
alternatives tO single-occupancy automobile transportation, ·and creation of a 
revolving fund to encourage conServation and use of renewable resources� HGC 
would monitor proposed expenditures. 

11 Methane makes up the lar�est fraction .of oompounds in natural gas. 
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I 

The Hermiston Generating Project would be located in a ruraf area that has several 
existing noi� sources, including interstate highway traffic, a railroad line, and food 
proCessing facilities. The proposed project would generate noise above existing 
ambient levels during the '26-month construction period and during operation. The 
primary source of noise would be the power plant, which would generate fairly 
constant noise levels 24 hours a day, ,1 days a week. Mitigation for some of the 
noise effec�s on the surrounding project area would include the use of noise 
shielding or noise dampening techniques, which would keep noise levels below 
ODEQ allowable levels for all but two sensitive receptors. HGC has options to 
acquire properties where expected noise levels would exceed ODEQ limits. 

3. 7.1 Affec;ted Environment 

3. 7.1.1 Noise Measurement and Tenninology 

Noise is commonly defmed as unwanted sound that disrupts nonnal buman 
activities or diminishes the quality of the human environment.· Ambient noise 
consists of all noise generated in the vicinity of a chosen location by typical noise 
sources, such as local traffic, wind blowing in trees, neighboring industries, and 
aircraft. The total noise level as measured with a sound level �eter is comprised of 
a typical mix of all sources, both distant and nearby, which constitutes the ambient 
noise environment at the measurement location. ! . 

Noise i� measured as a sound pressure level ex�rted on the microphone of a sound 
meter. The magnitude of audible sound levels, decibels (dB), has a very wide 
range. Decibel measurement scales are based upon the logarithm, which is not 
linear, and consequently sound pressure levels from different noise sources cannot 
be added arithmeticany. fur example, a 70 dB sound added to another of equal 
magnitude will equal a sound of 73 dB. 

The apparent loudness of. sound is not directly related only to the decibel level as 
detected by the microphone since the human ear is more sensitive to high�r 
frequency (or higher pitched) sound. Sound levels are adjusted (or weighted) by 
the sound meter for the variation in ear sensitivity and are reported as A-weighted . 
decibels (dBA). 

Noise levels also change with time. The following methods. of averaging noise are 
commonly used to describe the noise environment and time-varying noise levels: 
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• Maximum sound pressure level <LmaJ- the highest sound pressure level 
observed during a measurement, either from the ambient noise or from a 
particular noise source. 

• St�stical noise level (L10, lso, etc.)- for time-varying noise sources, the · 
statistical sound levels describe how often a given sound level is exceeded 
during �� period of the. measurement. For example, L10 is the noise. level 
exceeded 10 percent of the time. The I.go · noise level would be exceeded 90 
percent of the time, and would represent the background noise level or lowest 
ambient noise levefs of the noise environment. Particular, identifiable noise 

- \ 

sources are added to the background noise, forming the total noise environment . .  

Typical ambient noise levels are shown in Table 3-15.  

• Equivalent sound pressure level (Leq}--the sound level of a steady, non-time 
. · .  , ' 

varying noise which is equivalent, in total acoustic -energy, to the noise level of 
time-varying noise. The Leq is measured over a specified period of time, · 
usually one bout, and represents an average acoustic energy for that time 

. period. 

Table 3-15. Typical Sound Levels (Daytime Residual Level Exceeded 
90 Percent of the Time, ·Yo) 

Descriptor TyPical Range (dB A) Average 
Very· Quiet Rural Area 
Quiet Suburban Residential 
Nonnal Suburban Residential 
U £Pan Residential 
Noisy Urban R_esidential 

, Very Noisy Urban Residential · 

25 to 35 inclusive 
36 t(> 40 inclusive 
41 to 45 inclusive 
46 to 50 inclusive 
51  to 55 inclusive 
56 to 60 inclusive 

Source: Hessler Associates; Inc. 1994. 

3. 7�1.2 Regulatory Authority 

33 
38 
43 
48 
53 
58 

The project area lies within the jurisdiction of Umatilla County. However, 
Umatilla County does not have an existing noise ordinance governing noise 

- . 

emissions in tbe project area. OAR 340-35 does apply to the project. These rules 
are intended to "protect the health, safety, and welfare of Oregon citizens .from the 
hazards and deterioration of .the quality of life imposed by excessive noise 

· emissions. "  
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These rules are implemented by ODEQ; however, ODEQ-funding for enforcement 
of the provision� of OAR 340-35 has been discontinued� Because the Hermiston 
Generating Project is a power plant, ODOE intends to) provide enforcement of the 
provisions of OAR 340-35 for this project, as well as other energy projects m the 
state of Oregon, through Site Certificate conditions. · 

. - . 

Noise regulations that directly pertain to the Hermiston Generating Project are 
found under OAR 340-35-035, Noise Control Regulations for Industry and 
Commerce., These regulations prohibit a new industrial or commercial source from 
causing an increase in ambient statistical noise levels CLto or Lso) by more than 10 
elBA or exceeding the levels shown in Table 3-16. 

Table 3-16. Allowable Statistical Noise Levels in Any One Hour 

Statistical Noise Level 
Measurement Period 

7 AM to 10 PM 10 PM to 7 AM 
55 dBA 50 dBA 
60 dBA 
75 dBA 

55 dBA 
60 dBA 

Source: OAR, Chapter 340, Division �5, Section 035 

OAR 340-35-:035 also limits impulse sound and .sound pressure levels for various 
octave bands� · Temporary, daytime construction activities are exempt from 

. 

regulation under OAR 340-35-035: Under OAR 340-35-035, .sound measurement 
procedures must conform to those requirements set forth in ODEQ' s Sound 
Measurement Procedures Manual (NPCS-1) . 

3. 7.1.3 Sensitive Receptors 

Land uses within the project vicinity include agricultural lands, industrial facilities, 
and single-family detached residences. Of these, only the residences are considered 
sensitive receptors because people live in them. The. sensitive receptors in the 
project area (see Figure 3-7 for those with identified monitoring' positions) are: 

• A mobile home park approximately 0.4 kilometer (0.25 mile) south of the 
power plant site, with approximately eight mobile homes (Position 1) ;  

• A two-story residence surrounded by trees, approximately 0. 1 kilometer (340 
- feet) north of Lam�Westo� Road along the north side of the power plant site 
(Position 2); 
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Figure 3-7 Locations of Sensitive Receptors, Noise Monitoring Stations, and Ambient · �oise Levels 
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• A residence adjacent .to the Westland Furniture Store 0.4 kilometer (0.25 mile) 
north of the northern boundary of the plant site (between Positions 2 and 3) ; 

• A single _residence on Walker Road (Position 3) ; 

• Several residences. including mobile homes, about 1 kilometer (0. 6  mile) 
southeast of the power plant site (Position 4); 

• A residence approximately 61 meters (200 feet) northeast of the I.a.mb-W�ston 
facility (approximately 0.4 kilometer [0.25 mile] northeast of the nearest · 
boundary .of the power plant site) and adjacent to the Umatilla Jlj.ver (Position 
5); and 

• Several residences about 0.4 to 0.8 kilometer (0.25 to 0.50 mile) nm:theast of 
the power 'plant site, across the Umatilla River. 

HGC has options to purchase the two-story residence north of the site (Position 2) 
and the mobile home park to the :south (Position 1).  HGC would purchase these 

� I 

properties prior to beginning project operation. 

3. 7.1.4 Ambient Noise Measurements 

Ambie�t noise was meas�red in the vicinity of the power plant site between June 9 ' · 
and June 11 ,  1993. 'Three continuous noise monitors were installed n� the 
residences most likely to be affected, as shown in Figure 3-7. To ci>rroborate the 
data collected by the continuous monitoring.and to observe ambient noise sources, . 
short-term measurements were taken at various periods during the day and night. 
Ambient measurements at nearby, residences are also shown in · Figure 3-7. 
Ambient Lso noise levels, �ven under the quietest conditions, are 40 dBA or 
greater. primarily due to traffic on InterState Highways 82 and 84. Other ambient 
noise sources in the project area include the Union Pacific Railroad line, traffic_ 
from and operations at nearby industrial facilities, and to a lesser extent, local 
traffic. 

Community noise environments can also be described by the daytime residual level, 
�. The measured daytime residual sound level for the 2-day survey at the five 
residential locations near the power plant site was 43 dBA, ± 3 dBA. Comparing 
this sound level to those in Table· 3-15 indicates a quiet-tO-normal residential noise 
environment. 
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3. 7.2 Environmental Consequences and Mitigation Measures 
Potentjal nois� impacts from construction and· operatiop of the Hermiston 
Generating Project include the following: (1) temporary noise. during the 
construction period at the plant site and transmission and gas pipeline fights-of-way, 
and (2) constant noise levels 24 hours a day ' 7 days a week from the power plant. 
TheSQ pOtential impacts and any corresponding mitigation measures are discussed 
below. 

· 3. 7.2.1 Impact-:-Conmuction Naise 
The project would generate ·noise above existing ambient levcils during project 
constfUCtion and operation of the power plant, gas pipeline, and transmission line. 
Construction would occur over approximately 26 months. Because the area is 
sparsely populated and construction activities would be conducted primarily during 
daylight-hours, these activities are not expected to have a sigtiificant 'impact on local 
residents. 

Measures In�luded as Part of the �ject: 
• During construction and operation of the facility, HGC would make available to 

the p!Jblic any information in its possession about the noi� levels generated by 
the facility. In selecting sensitive receptors for the noise surveys and analysis, 
HGC would comply with �licable ODEQ rules and consider all noise sensitive 
properties within 0. 8 kilometer (0. 5 mile) of the power plant. 

• HGC would consult with Umatilla County and with neighbors of the plant site · 
to minim� the impacts of cOnstruction noise. 

3. 7.2.2 Impact-'-Noise During Project Operation · 

The expected operational life. of the project Is approximately 30 years. During 
OI>eration of the project, the transmission line �d gas pipeline would not be . 

significant sources of noise, except possibly during maintenance operations or 
emergency response conditions. During facility operation, ,the power plant would 
generate fairly constant noise levels 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

' . 

As stated earlier, plant operations must not cause an inc� in ambient noise levels 
of more than 10 dBA or contribute noise levels (Lso) greater than 50 dBA between . 
the hours of 10 PM and 7 AM · at sensitive receptors. As described below , expected · 
noise l�vels from project open:ttions would exceed those levels without 
implementing · noise control measures. 

Predicted noise levels at each of the sensitive receptors due to the project were 
modeled using a computer noise model .designed specifically for power plarlts. ):'he ' 
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noise model, "Environmental Noise Model, Version 3.o-ENM 3�0," uses the 
· latest available acoustical literature sources and published American and 
International standards for calculating noise levels. Input data for the model 
include: 

• The manufacturer's guaranteed noise levels �tted from each piece of sound 
generating equipment; · 

• The location of each source; 

• Temperature and humidity.; and 

• Vegetative cover. · 

' - : 

The noise model was used to defme, for each major plant source, a far field design 
noiSe level that would limit the overall plant noise to a maximu� of 50 ·dBA at

, 
all 

· of the receptor points. Each of these final requirements was submitted to 

prospective equipment vendors so that �ch specific elemerit could be designed so 
that it would not exceed the maximum acouStic design level. In every case, the 
ultimate supplier was able to guarantee the required level. As a result ()f these 
written guarantees, it WOUld 00 the responsibility of each SUpPlier to ensure, 
ihrough their OWn engineering and at their OWn expense, that the installed 
equipment would not contribute more than the sPecified quantity of noise to the 
environs of the plant.' 

Noise calculations incorporating the vendor noise gUarantees indicate ambient plus 
project noise levels would be within ODEQ pennitted levels for all but two 
sensitive receptors in the project area. Noise levels at the residence located 
approximately 104 meters. (340 f�) north of Lamb-Weston Road (Position 2) and 
the mobile home park south of the site (Position 1) would exceed pennitted levels 
during power plant operations, as shown in Table 3-17. 

, ·· 

' . 

Measures Included as Part of the Project: 
• HGC would design, select� locate and/or orient components of the p(>wer plant, 

·. or use shielding, noise dampening, or other techniques necessary to ensure that 
the operation of the power plant complies with OAR 340-35-035. 

• HGC would perform noise surveys in accordance with the requirements of OAR 
340-35-035 within 2 months of: (a) the date the ftqt unit commences 
operation; (b) the date the frrst unit is operating at full rated capaCity; (c) the . ·,, 

date the second unit commences operation; and (d) the _date both units are 
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Table 3-17. Noise Levels with Power Plant in Operation 
Location · Noise Levels (Lso) 
Position l 59.0 dBA 
Pqsition 2 59.8 dBA 
Position 3 49.9 dB A 
Position 4 47.5 dBA 
Position 5 46.8 dBA 
Position 6 49.9 dB A 

Source: Hessler Associates, Inc. 1994. 

operating at full rated capacity. The unit operating conditions · would be 

documented when measurements are taken in accordance with subparts (a) and 
(c) above. When taking the measurements required by (b)· above,· HGC. would 
conduct the surveys with the operating unit operating at within 10 percent of 
rated power. When taking the measurements required by (d) above, HGC 
would conduct the surveys with both units operating at within 10 percent of 
rated power. 

• During construction and operation of the facility, HGC would make available to 
the public any information in its possession about the noise levels generated by 
the facility. ·1n selecting sensitive receptors for the noise surveys and analysis, · 

HGC would comply with applicable ODEQ rules and consider all noise sensitive 
'properties within 0.08 kilometer (0.5 mile) of the power plant . .  

• HGC would consult with Umat.ma' County and ,the City of Umatilla and with 
neighbors ·to the power plant site to minimize the impacts of construction .noise. 

I 

• HGC would purchase the identifi�-properties (Position l _and Position 2) where 
,noise levels would exceed allowable limits. 

.. 
· The measu�s included in the project as proposed would be adequate to mitigate the 

potential impacts of operational noise levels. 

3. 7.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts 
The propose4 project would increase the continuous noise levels at ,nearby 
'residences. The noise modeling determined that Lso noise levels would exceed the 
project' s regulatory limit of 50 dBA for the two �losest receptors. Intermittent 
noise sources such as steam releaSes would be abated to meet �gulatoty limits. 
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3. 7.4 Cumulative Impacts 
The proposed power plant in combination with existing and future noise sources in · 
the project a,rea would result in increased noise levels in the area. Existing noise 
sources include t:Ca.ffic noise from Interstates 82 and 84, traffic on local roads, 
operations assoeiated with the Lamb-Weston potato processing facility, Americold 
cold storage, and the railroad. Future noise sources that can be expected in the area 
are primarily commercial and industrial uses. These sources would result in 
slightly higher noise levels at nearby residences. 

Although the area is sp�ly populated and sensitive receptors are limited, other 
commercial and industrial developments in the area would likely have an effect 
similar to that of the Henniston Generating Project; that is, · residents of some rural 

· homes would need to relocate . .  Homeowners and landowners would be .  
compensated for their property, and residents of mobile homes would be given 
advance notice of the need to relocate. 

The project area is zoned for industrial, commercial, and agricultural use� and 
· future development of noise sensitive land uses should be minimal. As a result of 
limited sensitive receptors, existing high ambient noise levels in the area, and state 
limits on noise generation from new sources, cumulative noise impacts from the 
project are expected to be small and would not be significant. 

Thert? would be little or no operational noise from the gas pipelinf? and electrical 
transmission line, which would not contribute to cumulative impacts. 

· 3 .  8 Traffic and Circulation 

3-90 

The power plant site is accessed via a lightly ,traveled road (Westland Road) in an 
industrial/agricultural area of unincorporated Umatilla County, Oregon. Traffic 
generated during tl)e power plant's  26-month construction period would increase 
traffic on Westland Road at certain times of the day. Mitigation efforts during the 
construction period would reduce traffic impacts during the peak traffic periods. 
There would be no notice�.ble effects on traffic once nonnal plant OJ)erations begin. 

The transportation and circulation section of this EIS i's based on a transportation 
and circulation report prepared by Wilbur Smith Associates (1993), with revisions 
made in February 1994 to reflect an in�rease in the estimated peak construction 
worliforce. Data for this project were colleeted during July 1993. Other data used 
in this report were supplied by the City of Hermiston, U�atilla County Department 
of Roads, and the Oregon Department of Transportation. 
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3.8.1 Affected Environment 

3.8.1.1 RQadway Network 

The proposed power plant site is located approximately· 4. 8 kilometers (3 miles) 
southwest of the City ofHermiston. Regional access to the project site is provided 

. by a network of highways _and local streets. Figure J,..8 illustrates the area roadway 
system. Regional and local roadways are described below. Values for average 

.daily traffic on these roads are presented in Table 3-18 .  

Interstate 84! 1-84 is  the primary east-west route from Portland, Oregon, to Boise, 
Idaho. This freeway is located apProximately 1 .  6 kilometers (1 �ile) s6uth of the 
project site and provides four travel. lanes (two in each direction). 

Interstate 82: 1-82 is a north-south freeway origiri'ating at 1-84 and traveling north 
to th� Tri.,.Cities area and Yakima, Washington. 1-82 provides four travel lanes 
(two in each direction) and is located 9· 8 kilometer (0.5 mile) west of the project 

site. 

U.S. High'!ay 730: The c;olumbia River Highway provides two lanes of travel 
between Boardman, Oregon, at 1-84 and the. OregonjWashington ®rder. This 
two-lane highway runs parallel to the Columbia River provic;ling ail interchange 
with J .. 82 , and Continuing north to the city of PascO, Washington. 

' ' ' . 

. U.S. Highway 395:. Highway 3�5 iS a principal north-south through highway in 
the area. · This two-lane facility provides access to the states of Washington to the 
north ·and Califomia .and Nevada to the_ south. Highway 395 merges with 1-82 at . 
the Oregon!W ashington border for a �hort distance before branching. off and

. 

continuing as 730 toward Spokane. Washington. 

State Highway 207: The Hermiston Highway. ·(State Highway 207) is a 
north-south two .. lane facility whlch bisects the City of Hermiston� Highway 207 
connect� Mitchell, Oregon, (south) with the Columbia Highway near Cold Springs 
Junction to the north. 

W�land Road: Westland Road is a two-lane facility with a northeast-southwest 
direCtion of travel. This road-provides access to the existing Lamb-Weston potato 
processing plant arid to the site· of the proposed project. Westland Road provides 
access to 1�84 less than 1 . 6  kilometers (1 mile) south of the p,roject site and to 1-82 
via I..aiDb �Road. Westland Road terminates at ·Bridge Road to the west of 
·Hermiston. 
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Table 3-18. Average Daily Traffic (AD1) on Area Roads 
Highway 
l-8411 

1-8211 

US Highway 73011 

. US Highway 39511  

State Highway 20711 

Westland Road11 · 

Access Road21 

Sources: 

Location 
East of l-82 
West of Henniston 
East of Highway 395 
North of 1-84 
South of U.S. Highway 730 
One mUe from Washington 

. West of l�82 
East of l-82 
North of 1-84 
South of Henniston 
North of Henniston 
South of 1-84 
North of 1-84 
At SW Ht(nniston boundary 
At NE Hennis�on boundary 
South of U.S. Highway,730 
Just south of Lamb-Weston 
Lamb-Weston Access Road · · 

APT 
10,900 
5,400 
9,800 
5,600 

. 4,600 
10,300 

8 700 ' ' 

8,200 
6',300 
6,400 
8,200 
1 ,400 
3,350 
7 , 100 
5,100 
1 ,950 
1 , 100 
1 ,299 

11 Oregon Department of Transportation, cited in Wilbur Smith Associates 1993 
2/ Wilbur Smith Associates 1993 

3.8.1.2 Traffi� Data Collection 

Vehicl� tum movement counts were conducted by Wilbur Smith Associates during 
the morning (6�30. to( 7:30 AM) peak hour.and the afternoon (2:30 to 3:30 PM) peak 
ho�r on Wednesday, July 21,  1993 at two intersections: Westland 

-

Road/Lamb-Weston Access Road and Westland Road/Lamb Road. In addition, 
twenty-four hour machine volume counts were conducted

. 
(July 21 to 22, 1993) at 

· th� following four locations: Westland Road, 45 .7 meters (50 yards) south of the 
, Lamb-Weston Access Road; Westland �oad, 45 .7 meters (50 yards) north of the 

Lamb-Weston Access Road; the Lamb-Weston Access Road (inbound/outbound); 
and the truck scale access road (one-way inbound) . These data, along with field 
obseiVations,' were used to prepare baseline traffic analysis and to identify traffic 
aruf circulation patterns within' the study area. 
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3.8.1.3 Level of Service Analysis 
Based on turn movement counts, tiaffi.c operations were analyzed during the 
morning_ and afternoon peak hours at two intersections within the study area. The 
intersections, located at Westland Road/lamb.:. Weston Access Road and Westland 
Road/lam� Road are both unsignalized 1'-intersections. Although Walker Road 
forms an offset fourth leg (southbound approach) to the Westland Road/lamb Road 
intersection, traffic was not obsetved on this road during morning and afternoon · 
peak period counts. Because of the lack of vehicle activity and the offset approach 
angle of Walker Road, the Westland/lamb intersection was analyzed as a 
T-intersection rather than a four-way intersection. 

A level of setvice analysis done for the unsignalized T-intersections provides a 
general indication of peak hour operations. There are six levels of setvice, A 
through F, representing the best to worst conditions, respectively (Table 3-19). 
Levels of setvice A, B, and C represent relatively uncongested conditions. Level of 
setvi�e D is the point where intermediate 'congestion and delays occur. Level of 
service E represents the range where traffic flows' approach the capacity of :the \ . : 

intersection, and level of setvice F represents extremely congested conditions. 

Table 3-19. :Resetve Capacity, Level ofSetvice, and Delay 
Resetve Capacity Level of Setvice Expected Traffic Delay 
400 or more A Little or no delay 
300 - 399 B Short traffic delays 
200 - 299 C Average traffic delays 
100 - 199 D Long traffic delays 
0 - 99 
Less than 0 

E 
F 

Very long traffic delays 
Extreme delays 

Source: Transportation ResearCh Board, · Highway Capacity Manual Special 
Repon, cited in Wilbur Smith Associates 1993 

Table 3-19 shows the qualitative relationship among resetve capacity, level of 
setvice, and delay. Resetve capacity is the estimate of unused capacity of a given 
approach lane. Resetve capacity is presented in units of passenger cars per hour. 
The higher the resetve capacity, the greater the carrying capacity of the approach 
lane. This methodology applies to unsignalized intersections. with stop ot yield-sign 
�ontrol on the minor street approach( es) and no control on the major street traffic 
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flow , as is the case at both of the study area intersections. The. analysis yields a 
level of service for the minor .street tum movements and for the left-tum movement 
from the major street, based on the degree of delay experienced by drivers waiting · 
for an acceptable gap in the conflicting flow of traffic. 

. · 

3.8.1.4 Existing Intersection Levels of Service ' ' 

The existing peak hour level of service results for both intersections for an average 
month show that both stUdy area intersections are operating at level of service A·. 
unGQngested conditions (Wilbur Smith Associates 1993) . 

3.8.1.5 Existing Site Operations 
Existing operations near the proposed plant site include the Lamb-Weston potato 

. processing pla,nt and th� Ainericold. storage plant. Both of these facilities will 
remain on the site during and after construction .of the project. Lamb..:Weston and 
Amencold experience an 'increase in truck activity during the harv�st period 
(September through October) . For this reason existing site- operations are discussed 
in tenns of average' and peak (harvest) months. The proposed project would share 

. the . Lamb-Weston Access Road with the existing site facilities. Figure 3-9 provides 
a dia� of the site location and access roads. 

3.8.1.6 Average Month OpeTVtions 
Lamb-Weshm Facility: This facility is a 24-hour operation with 480 employees. 
The manpower allocation per shift during average month operations is as follows: 

' 
. . 

\ \ 

Shift Employees Time 
·Day 225 7AM-3PM 

Swing 158 3PM-1 1PM 
._. 

Night ___!)] 1 1PM-7AM 
Total 480 

' 

Source: Wilbu:r Smith Associates 1993 

Truck Activity: Based on Lamb-Weston truck scale records, an average of 70 · 

trucks per day · use the on-site scale during average month operations. Trucks using 
the scale enter the site via a one-way driveway located north of the Lamb-Weston 
Access Road (see Figure 3-9) off Westland Road . .  

The routine for an' inbound Lamb-Weston truck is to weigh in at the scale and · 

proceed to an on-site storage area for unloading. Once unloaded, the truck exits the 
site via the Lamb-Weston Access Road and ,travels to a designated location for 
another·load. A single Lamb-Weston truck will repeat this procedure throughout 
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the day. Trucks operated by indepe_ ndent contractors also deliver tO the site and 
. . 

follow the same procedures as "r.amb-Weston trucks. The average on-site duration 
for a truck from arrival at the scale, to exiting, ranges between 30 and 90 minutes, 
depending on the level of activity: 

The Lamb-Weston operation accounts for 55 of the 70 daily trucks weighed at tbe 
scale. The additional 15 trucks are related to Americold ol>erations. Other daily 
truck activity generated by the Lamb-Weston facility includes five to seven waste 
removal truck runs. The waste removal trucks use the Lamb-Weston Access Road 
but do. not use th� scale. 

· Americold Stomge: This facility is a 24-hour ope�tion with 39 employees. The · 

manpow'er allocation per shift during average nionth operations is as follows: 

Shift . 

Day , 
Swing 
Night 
Total 

Employees 
25 

8 
_.6 

39 

Source: Wilbur Smith Associates f993 

Time 
7AM-3i>M 
3PM-1 1PM 
1 1PM-7AM 

, I 

Truck. Activity: The Americold storage facility generates an. estimated 40 inbound 
and 40 outbound _truck trips daily. The majority of these trucks enter and exit the · 

site via Cottonwood Bend Road off of Westland Road (see Figure 3-9); As noted, 
an estimated- 15 Americold trucks use the lamb-We8tort scale daily. These trucks 
exit the site via th� Lamb-Weston Access Road iinmediately after weighing out. 

Existing 'frip Generation: The average month trip generation estimates are based 
. on adjusted 24-hour volume. counts� lamb-Weston truck scale_records, and 

interviews with management personnel at both facilities (personal communication, 
Walker 1993). 

I 

During an average month the Lamb-Weston and Americold operations generate an 
estimated 1 , 638 daily vehicle trips (819 inbound, 819 outbound). Figure 3-10 
illustrates the site access distribution.for daily inbound and outbound trips. As ' 

indicated on Figute 3-10, the truck scale entrance is used by some Lamb-Weston 
employees (passenger vehicles) to enter the site . .  Morning peak hour (6:30 to 7:30 , 
AM) site trip generation is 216 vehicles{120 inbound and 96 outbound) and 
afternoon peak hour, (2:30 to 3:30 PM) trip generation is 238 vehicles (107 inbound 
and 131 outbound). 
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3.8�1.7 Peak Month Operations 

Lamb-Weston Facility: During peak ·month operations (September to October) an 
estimated 100 additional workers � on the site to assist in product loading and 
storage. The additional workforce allocation is split between the day and' swing 
shifts with 50 workers assigned to each. 

Truck Activity: Based on 1992 truck scale record�, peak month activity is 300 
trucks per day. This represents an increase of 245 trucks over average month 
activity. 

Americold Facility: Although Americold experiences an increase of activity · 
during the harvest Season, the· manpower levels remain unchanged from average 
month operations. The additional requirements of peak month activity are covered 
by overtime hours rather than more workers. 

Truck Activity: Truck activity increases to 80 trucks per day. during the harvest 
season. This represents an increase of 40 trucks over average month operations. 

. ' � . 

During the months of September and October Americold trucks do not use the 
on-site scale due to the increased demand by· Lamb-Weston trucks. 

Peak Month Intersection Levels of Service: The additional peak hour employee 
vehicle trips for existing conditions during the peak month were calculated usfug an 
occupmcy rite of -1 .2 employees per vehicle (100 employees/1 .2 = 84 vehicles). 
The 1 .2 vehicle occupancy rate is an est�ate based on field observations made ._ 

during the nioriling and afternoon peak hour turn movement counts at the westland 
Road/Lamb-Weston Access Road intersection (Wilbur Smith Associates 1993). 
Lamb-Weston peak hour truck trips were based on 1992 scale records that provid� 
weigh-in times for all inbound trucks. Outbound truck trips were based on the 
number of arrivals one hour prior to the peak hour. For purposeS of this analysis a 
turnaround tirile Qf one hour per truck ·was assumed. The additional peak month 
trips were distributed to the study intersections .  based on existing tmffic patterns.· 

The peak month, peak hour level of serviee results for both intersections indicate 
that both intersections continue to operate at level of service A, imcongested 
COQditions. Peak month ¢ps reduce the reserve capacity at both intersections by 
relatively small amounts (Wilbur Smith Associates 1993). 

3.8:1.8 Proposed Roadway I_mprovements 
There are currently no fundtXt · or planned roadway improventents in. the project 

· area. 
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3.8.2 Environmental Consequences and Mitigation Measures 
The project's primary impact to local traffic would occur during the construction 
period, when during the afternoon peak traffic hour, the Level of Service (LOS) at 
the intersection of Westland and Lamb Roads. would drop from A (little or no 
delay) to C (average traffic delay). After construction, there would be no negative. 
effects from the project on local traffiC. Mitigation during the, construction period , 
would include using rail deliveries as much as possible, traffic control measures at 
the intersection of Westland and Lamb R.�ds (including flaggers), and an adjacent 
parking area/busing program for construction workers. 

3. 8.2.1 Project Trip Generation After Operations Begin · 

The project would be. designed to operate continually (24 hours a day, seven days 
per week) with a work force of approximately 25 full-time employees. The 
workforce allocation per shift as proposed by HGC is as follows: 

Shift 
Day 
Swing 
Night . 
Total_ 

Employees 
15 
5 

___2 
25 

Source: . Wilbur Smith Associates 1993 

Time 
8AM-4PM 

4PM-12AM 

' 12AM-8AM 

The daily and peak hour.trip ·generation for the project is based on the assumption 
that each employee would drive alone to work, a conservative or "worst case" 
scenario. It was estimated that the project would generate 10 daily vehicle trips in 
addition to. employee-g�nerated trips. The additional trips would include facility
related service vehicles, delivery trucks, and .site .visitors. 

In total, the project would generate approximately 70 daily vehiCle trips (35 
inbound and.35 outbound). Morning peak hour generation would be 20 employee 
vehicle trips (15 inh9und arid � outbOund) and 20 employee vehicle trips during the 
afternoon peak hour (15 outbound and 5 inbound). The morning peak hour of 
project traffic would occur from 7:30 and 8:30 AM, and from 3:30 and 4:30 PM in 
the afternoon. In both cases the project peak hour would be one hour later than the 
existing site peak hour. Project-generated vehicle trips would not impose 
significant impacts at the site acCess road, at either of the study intersections, or on 
the surrounding roadway network. 

Average Month Level of Service: The effects of project-generated traffic on the 
level of service at intersections in the study area would be itpperceptible, due to the 
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small number of peak hour trips and the offset peak hours of the project and the 
other facilities on site. 

· Peak Month Level of Service: The project would not experience.seasonal 
. . 

increases in workforce levels. · Therefore, project trip generation during the ·harvest 
months would. remain at 20 employee vehicle trips (15 inbound and 5 outbound} 
during the morning peak hour and 20 employee vehicle trips during the afternoon 

- · peak hour (15 outbound and 5 i¥bound). The small number -of project- generated 
trips, coupled with the offset peak hours for .the project and the existing site 

. operations (Lamb-Weston aqd AIDericold) , ·would result in :Qo measurable impact to 
the study . area intersections. during peak mon$ operations. 

To provide a worst case level of service analysis, project peak hour trips were -

added to peak month, peak hour, Lamb-Weston, and Americold vehicle trips. The 
. ' 

combined peak -hour volumes were analyzed at the study intersections. The study 
area inte'rsections continue to operate at level of service _A, uncongested conditions, 
-during the morning and afternoon peak hours (Wilbur Smith Associates 1993). 

Parking: The on� site parking supply must be adequate' to meet the peak hour of . 
parking demand, which would occur at the start of the. day shift; assuming all 
employees drive alone to work. · A supply of 20 on-site spaces, including one 
designated· handicapped space, would likely meet peak hour demand. Twenty 
parking spaces would allow for.adequate supply during the day/night shift change 
overlap period (approximately 15 minutes prim� to and after the day shift starts). 
Following the night/day' _shift overlaP period, a minimum of five spaces would be 

. - ' 

available for visitor and delivery vehicle use. 

There are no significant parking impacts associated with the proposed project. Peak 
. . 

hour parking demand would be met on the site and would bC in compliance with 
Umatilla County cody requirements. 

. · 

3.8.2.2 Project Trip·GeneTillion During Consttuctitin 
The greatest impact to existing traffic operations� would occur during the 
construction phase of the project. · Construction-of the project would -begm in late -

. 1994 and continue for about 26 months. The construction wom force would . . . 

average approximately 270 personnel. During the mobilization stage, only a small 
work force of around 50 people would be needed. However, the work force would 
incniSe substantially d�ring the peak period of construction, when the construction 
w�rk' force is expected to reach 5 15 people. Work shifts are expected to vary based 
on the time of year and stage of constructipn. In spririg and suinmer, shifts may be 
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lengthened to correspond with the extended �riod of daylight. Access to the 
construction � would-be provided via the Lamb-W:eston Access Road. 

For the purposes of this· EIS, peak period construction traffic was overlaid on 
. . ' 

existing peak season traffic. This provides a worst-case scenario for assessing 
construction-related impacts. _  Other assumptions used in developing the project 
construction scenario are provided in the following paragraphs. 

Daily Trips: It is assumed that some carpooling would occur ·among the 
construction work force. Basecl on data from other similar construction projects, 
this carpooling wou�d equate to a vehicle occupancy rate (VOR) of 1.2.  Given the 
1.2 VOR and the fact that the 515 member work force would enter and exit the site 
once each day, the daily workforce traffic would amount to 858 daily trips. Daily 
truck trips are estimated to be as high as 30 percent of total trips. Therefore, 
during peak construction, there would be as many as 368 daily truck trips. 

Peak Hour Trips: For the purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that a portion of 
" ' . ' . 

the peak construction period would occur during the fall, which is also the peak 
'harvest season for the Lamb-Weston Plant. �use of the shortened daylight 
hourS,, it .is lik-ely that construction work shifts would overlap with the shifts at the 
Lamb-Weston Plant. During the morning peak period, it is a�sumed �at the 
worker overlap would be 100 percent. During 'the afternoon peak period, it is -

I . . 

assumed that there would be a 50 percent worker overlap. Table 3-20 shows the . 
construction trip generation breakdown for the AM and PM peak periods. ' 

As shown in the table, morning' peak hour construction traffic would amount to a 
toW of 498 inbo1,1nd and 37 outbound trips. · During the afternoon peak, 
construction traffic would amount to 83 inbOund and 255 outbound trips. Of the 
535 total morning peak hour trips, 108 are truck trips. Of the 338 afternoon peak 

· hour trips, 63 are truck trips. In addition to showing the actual number of truck 
trips, the table also shows truck trips· in the forin of passenger car equivalents 
(PCEs). The PCEs are usecl in the intersection analyses to account fOr the slow 
acce�eration rates of heavy vehicles as compared to those of passenger cars . In this 
case, a PCB of 2. 0 was· applied to the truck traffic: 

No significant circulation impacts. would be created by the construction of the 

.project; however, the construction traffic could lower the LOS at two study area 
intersections. Construction traffic would cause operations at the Lamb-Weston 

· Access Road to drop from LOS A to LOS B during the morning peak hour and 
LOS D during the evening peak hour, depending on the use of the temporary 

. construction access road. Operation levels would also drop at the intersection of 
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Table 3-20. Trip Generation' During Peak PeriOd Construction 
· Morning AM Peak Hour Trip Generation Actual Trips

· 
, 

Assumptions: 

100% of all AM worker trips 

60% of AM tiuck trips (176) 

429 Total Worker Trips 

212 Trock PCEs 

Total Trips 

Total Passenger Car Equivalent Trips 

Afternoon Peak Hour Trip Generation 
Assumptions: 

50% of all PM worker trips { 429) 
70% of all PM tnlck trips (176) 

214 Total Worker Trips 

246 Trock PCEs 

Total Trips 

Total Passenger Car Equivalent Trips . 

429 

106 \ 

In/Out 
408/21 
180/32 

In 
498 
588 

. Actual Trips 

214 
123 

In/Out . 

211193 
123/123 

In 
83 

144 

Souree: Wilbur Smith Associates 1993, Revised February 1994 · 

11 PCE is �er car equivalents. 

PCE17 Trips 

429 
212 

In/Out 

95%/15 % 
85 %/15 % 

Out 
37 
53 

PCE11 Trips 

214 
246 

In/Out 

10%/90% . 
50%:150% 

Out 

255 
3 16 

Lamb Road and Westland Road where the LOS is expected to fall from A to R 
Table 3-21 shows,the. level of service for the project peak month construction 
scenario (Wilbur Smith AsSQCiates 1993). 

lmpact-Construction�Related Traffic: Construction-'related vehicles would 
significantly· affect traffic and circulation if adequate parking and construction 
lay down areas cannot be accommodated on the project site. 

Measures Included as Patt of the Project: 
\ 

• Rail delivery would be used to the extent practicable to minimize heavy-haul 
trUck trips during construction. 
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1/ WB· = westbound, EB = eastbound, SB = southbound, NB = DOI1bbound 
21 Estimate does not account for traffic that would access the project site via the t.emporUy construction 

access road. 
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• Construction�relat¢ tnlffic would use a temporazy construction access road, 

which would reduce congestion at the intersection of Lamb-Weston Road and 
Westland Road. 

• Traffic coritrol measures would be used during construction to reduce the impact 
of traffic on Westland Road. 

Potential Additional Mitigation, Me�res: 
• To reduce construction traffic impacts. to less than significant.status, an adjacent 

parking area and/or busing of the construction workers to the project �ite should 

be provided . 

• To ensure smooth circulation·during th� peak constru¢on period, flaggers 
should be provided as necessary at the intersection of the Lamb-WestOn Access 

· Road and Westland Road, and to the intersection of the temporary construction 
access road and Westland· Road at make movement·to and from parking areas 
and the. site opei'Clte more efficiently and safely. 

3.8.3 Unal'oidableAdverse lmpads 
During the peak month of construction at the peak traffic hours; the level of setvice. 
at the intersection of Westland and Lamb Roads would drop from LOS A (little or 
no delays) to LQS B (short traffic delays) during the morning peak hour and LOS D 
(long traffic .delays) during the evening peak hour� Mitigation efforts (primarily 
flaggers) and the temporary construction access road would help the traffic move 
more smoothly and safely during periods of heavy traffic. · During nonnal plant 
operations, there would be no significant adverse impact to traffic. 

· 3.8.4 Cumulative Impacts 
-There are currently no approved or proposed projects in � study area vicinity that ' 

· . would contribute· traffic to the local roadway network. Umatilla County. has zoned 
areas near the project site along Westland Road for light industrial and tourist 
commereial uses . .  Given these- land use designations, it is reasonable to assume. · 

Some development and, hence, future increases in_traffic volumes in the area. 

The population of Umatilla County has remained relatively stable over the last 
. decade. Over the past 1 1  years. Umatilla County has experienced a 3 .5 percent 
increase in population growth. In order to analyze the effects of ciunu�e traffic 
in thHtudy area, a growth rate of 4 percent has been assumed to the year 2005. · 

Table 3-21 shows the comparative levels of setvice for all project and cumulative 
scenarios. 
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As shown in Table 3-21 , both study area intersections continue to op_erate at level of 
service A, uncongested conditions, under cumulative and cumulative plus project 
conditions (Wilbur Smith Associates 1993). 

The. proposed project would not impose significant impacts on traffic operations 
. under cumulative conditions in the area. There would be no direct or indirect 
significant adverse. traffic or circulation impacts as a result of this project under 
cumulative conditions. Mitigation is not necessary! 

3.9 Visual �ity and Aesthetics 
. The power plant site is located next to an existing industrial facility in an area that 
is zoned industrial, although most of the surrounding area is devoted to agriculture. 
The power p�t would add to the density of industrial development in the 
immediate area. Vegetative screening. would, in time, reduce the visual impact of 

. the power plant. Although the 57- to 65-meter-high (188- to 213-foot-high) exhaust 
stacks would be visible.from sevei'al travel routes, the overall visual impact of the 

' power plant on the surrounding � would not be significant. Other large 
industrial and agricultural .facilities, such as grain. elevators and water tanks, are 
also visible in the gelleral vicinity; 

The transmis�ion line would be located along, ot adjacent to� e�sting tran�mission 
line corridors. Although the new transmission line poles would be taller than 

existing poles, the visual �pact of qte new transmission line would not 'be 
significant. 

3.9.1 Affected Enviromnent 
The project site is located on the Umatilla Plain lowland, which is characte� by 
relatively flat to moderately rolling terrain, with· elevations ranging from about 91 · 

to 213 meters (300 to 700 feet) abpve mean sea l�vel (msl). The Columbia River, 
located about 12. 1  kilometers (7.5 miles) north of the power plant, defines the 
northerly boundary of·the Umatilla Plain. �  The Columbia River area is 
characterized by broad expansive views up and down the river, both at the water 
level and from the Umatilla Plain. · Moving southward, 1the elevations of the 
Umatilla Plain gradually increase frpm 213 meters (100 feet) tQ about 366 meters 
(1 ,200 feet) at the foot of the Blue Mountains, which deimes tile southerly edge of 
the Plain. The Blue Mountain range is loeated.about 29 kilometers (18 mil�) south 
of the power plant. 
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A review ofJhe USGS l:250,000 sCale map and a field reconnaissance of the 
project area indicate that · the power plant would be visible primarily from locations 
within about an 8-kilometer (S-mile) radius. At distances greater than 8 kilometers 
(S miles), the power plant would generally not·be visible because of intervening 
structures, vegetation, and. tOpography, and at illnes� ·dust, haze, and fog. 

3.9.1.1 Visual Characteristics of the Project Vicinity 
Within this 8-kilometer (S-mile) radius, the area consists of open agricultural lands 
used for grazing and crops. More. intense development is concentrated north of 
Interstate 84 along Highway 39S, and includes primarily one- to tw<rstory 
residential and commercial b�ildings, storage yards, stockyards, agricultural 
buildings, light industrial buildings, streets and parking lots, commercial signage, 
power lines, and railroad_ tracks. Intersta� 84, Interstate 82, and Highway 39S are 
the major roadways traversing .the 8-kilometer (S-mile) radius. These highways 
offer. the primary vantage points from which the public could see the project site . .  

South of Interstate 84, the area is characterized predo�tly by agricultural lands 
used for grazing and crops. Development is very limited and consists primarily of 
residences and fann buildings . .  

The dominant visual ele�ents in·the vicinity of the power plant' site on the 
landscape include two processing facilities, LamlrWeston and Simplot, and two 
indu.strial s�ks from other businesses. Lamb:-Weston and Siuiplot facilities· each 
consists of a complex .of buildings and. storage yards. The Lamb-Weston facility is 
lOcated on Westland Road adjacent to the power plant site. The LamlrWeston 
facility is visible from Interstate 84 and Interstate 82, and its plume can be seen . 
from ·Highway 207. The Simp lot facility is located off Highway 207 and north of 
Interstate 84 . . The Simplot plant facility and its plume are visible from Highway · 

207, and·the plume is visible from Highway 39S and Interstate 84. · The two 
industrial stacks are located east of Highway 395, near Stanfield, and are visible, 
along with their plumes, from Iilterstate 84. and Highway 39S. 

Other strong vertical elements in the impact area include grain silos,· other storage 
structures used for agricultural puxposes, power lines, water towers, and stands of 

"trees interspersed throughout the area: 

3.9.1.2 Visual Resources in the Project Vicinity 
Within the 8�kilometer (S-mile) radius of the plant site, the Umati11a County 
Scenic�Historic ;Road is the only identified visual resource from·which the projeCt 
might � visible. The Umatilla �ounty Scenic-}Iistoric Road now comprises a 
collection of county roads, cit)' streets, and state highways that follow the general 

, ' 
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course of early wagon roads between Umatilla and the Blue Mountains. At its . 
nearest point, the road is located approximately 6.4 kilometers (4 miles) east of the 
power plant site. 

3.9.1.3 Vulllll Clumu:teristics ofthe Project Site . 
The project site consists. of four geographic areas described,below. 

Power Plant Site: The power plant site, at an elevation of about 171 meters (560 
feet), is a flat, open, · and undeveloped area. Figure 3-1 1 shows the power plant 
site. Vegetation on site consists primarily· of non-native grasses. The adjacent 
LainlrWeston facility forms a backdrop of industrial buildings (see Figure 3-1 1). 
Railroad tracks bound the southerly edge _of the property and- a power line traverses ' 
the southeast portion of the site: Farther _south of the site is a stand of trees. 
Agricultural fields are located west and no�west of the project site across 
Westland Road. the' predominant visual element in the immediate vicinity. of the 
power plant is the LamlrWeston plant. 

Gas Pipeline Right-of·Way: · The right-of-way comprises primarily grazing lands 
and croplands. County Road 1237 iswithili the right-of-way, and several 
residences are located aiong the road. The terrain is relatively flat with an elevation 
of about 171 meters (560 feet) atthe power p�t site to approximately 213 meters 
(700 feet) at the interconnecting point with the PGT pipeline. 

Transmission Line Right-of-Way: The right-Of-way for the 19.3-kilometer-long 
(12-mil_e""long) transmission line is characterized by relatively flat terrain, with 
elevations\ranging from about 171 meters (560 feet) at the site of the power plant to 
about 91 meters (300 feet) at McNary Substation. The right-of-way passes through 
primarily _agricultural, 11ndeveloped, or rural residential lands. 

Frpm the power plant, the line would cross over to the north side of Lamb Road 
' ' 

and follow it to Interstate 82 (see Figure 2-3) . The existing line parallels the east 
side of Interstate 82 for .approximately 3.2 kilometers (2 miles), crosses Interstate 
82, and continues north and away from Interstate 82 past ·the Umatilla Ordnance 
Depot. As the transmission line continues north and east, it crosses over Interstate 
82 again near the Umatilla River in the City of Umatilla . .  Approximately one mile 
east. of the center of the City of Umatilla, and 0. 8 kijometer (0.5 mile) south of 
McNary Substati�, the transmission line crosses Highway 730. 

. . 

Optional Transmission Line Right-of· Way Segment: The 2.4-ki1ometer (1.5� 
. ' . . 

mile) optional transmission line segment would parallel an existing BPA line east 
from Power Line Road, across the Umatilla River and InterState 82, to a location 
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Figure 3-11 Views of Power Plant Site 
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a'pj>roxitnately 0. 8 kilometer (0.5 mile} east ofthe Umatillii River (see Figure 2-3). 
From there it would again follow the existing ·route. The line would pass over 
primarily undeveloped and agricultural land . .  

3.9.2 Enviro.nmental Consequences and Mit�ion MeasU.res 
The primary visual impact of the proposed project would be the presence of the 
power plant .in the landscape. · The power plant would be visible to viewers from 
nearby roads until a vegetative screen became large enough to block views of the 
plant. The 57- to 65-meter-high (1 88- to 213-foot-high) exhaust stacks would be .  
visible beyond the screen and from nea.rby highways. However, due to several 
mitigation efforts, and because the power plant would � located in an industrial 
area with visible industrial and' agricultural facilities nearby, the visual impact of 
the power plant on the surrounding area would not be significant. , 

Project transmission lines (and poles 13.2 meters [43.5 feet] higher than _ the 
existing 20.3-meter [66.5�foot:·high] poles) would be located along or adjacent to 
existing transmission line routes. As. a result, there would be no significant visual 
effects associated with the transmission line. The unde�und pipeline would 
result in temporary construction impacts but would not be visible during operation. 

3.9.2.1 Power Plant 
· The power plant would include two exhaust stacks that would be from 57 to 

65 meters (188 to 213 feet)high; numerous buildings and structures ranging in 
height from 6. 1 to ,24.4 meters (20 to 80 feet); storage yards; and a parking lot. 
The site would be landscaped and the plant structures painted in -neutral colors. The 
dominant visual feature-1>f the project would be the two 57- to 65-meter-high (188- -

to 21J:.foot-high) exhaust stacks and cooling tower steam plumes, The stacks · 
would be visible from the major roadways within the project area and from nearby 
residences. Other power plant structures would primarily be visible from Westland 
Road. 

A view shed analysis methOd was used to assess the visual impact Qfthe project. 
View shed analysis defines sensitive viewpoint IQcatlons withih a view shOO and 
asses� the visibility of the project from selected locations. A study ai:ea with an 
8�kilometer (5-:-mile) . radius -was identified for purposes' of the �ual asseSsment. 
Representative viewpoints were chosen to' cleMly show the project, from thOse 
locations where it could be seen, by a large number of people� 

Generally, viewpoints where any portion of the proposed power plant would be 
seen, with the exception of the stacks, were limited because of intervening 

. topography, structures, and trees. The primary vantage points from which the 
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- public could see the power plant are located along major roadways, including 
Interstate 84, Interstate 82, High:way 207, and Westland Road. Because of the high 
speeds at which �otorists are traveling along the freeways and highway, views of . 
the power plant ·would be short in duration. The plant would be seen as part of the 
panoramic view of the landscape_, and would be visually simiJar-to nearby industrial 
facilities such as grain silos. and water tanks that periodically stand out against the 
horizon when viewed from the freeways and highway. Views of the project along 
_Westland Road would be longer in duration, and would be seen at closer distances. 
The pla,nt would represent a greater visual intrusion to viewers on Westland Road 
compared to viewers on the freeways and highway. 

As mentioned above, the Umatilla County Scenic-Historic Road is within the 8-
kilometer (5-mile) impact area. Although the project site is not visible from this 
road, it is possible that the upper portions of the project exhaust stacks could be 
visible from the road. If visible, the projeCt stacks would be· seen in combination 
with other industrial and agricultural structures and would represent a small visual 
intrusion into views from the scenic-historic road. The project would not result in 
significant adverse visual impacts to the UJ1latilla County Scenic-Historic Road. 

Generally, in most views, the pJ'OPQsed project would not result in · significant 
adverse vis� impacts. The project would be constructed within an area that is 
currently characterized by industrial buildings and agricultural activities. Lands 
located in the immediate vicinity of the project site are primarily designated· for 
indu,strial, commercial, and agribusiness uses. Therefore, when the area builds out, 
its visual character as an industrial area will further intensify. The proposed project 
would be visually compatible with the existing appearance of the area as well as 
with·future land �ses developed'in the area. The project would not result in the 
obstruction or degradation.of any sceni� viewsheds. 

Figure 3-12 shows the location of the five viewpoints from which photographs of -· 
the plant site were taken. All views were taken within the 8-kilometer (5-mile) 

- '  radius of the proposed power plant, at distances ranging from less than 0.4 
kilometer (0. 25 mile) to about ·3 .2 ·kilometers · (2 miles). At distances· greater than 
3:.2 kilometers (2 miles), the power plant would be too small to constitute a 
significant visual intrusion. Figures 3-13, 3-14, and 3-15 illus�te views from Jhe 
five viewpoints looking at the power plant site. - The following describes the five 
viewpoints and the potential visual impacts associated with the proposed project. 

Viewpoint #t· - Westland Road: Located at the inte�tion of Westland Road and 
- Lamb Road, looking south along Westland Road (see Figure 3-13) .  ·- The viewpoint 

is located about 305 meters (1 ,000 feet) northwest of the power plant site. The -site 
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Figure 3-U Viewpoint Locations 
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Viewpolnt #2 - InterState 82 Overpass Looking East 

Figure 3-13 Photos of Viewpoint #1 and #2 
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Viewpoint #3 - Westland. Road Looking Northwest 

VIewpoint #4 - Interstate 84. Overpass Looking North 

F�gure 3·14 Photos of Viewpoint #3. and #4 
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VIewpoint #5 - Interstate 84 I Highway 207 Overpass Looking Northwest 

Figure 3-15 Photo of V�ewpoint #5 

1s very visible from the intersection. Also visible'in·the background, beyond the 
site, is a stand of trees (the Northwest Livestock Commission buildings are behind 

. these trees) , the Umatilla-Morrow Coop buildings, and power poles that are located 
along the west side of Westland Road. 

The power plant would represent a significant visual element to :viewers from this 
viewpoint; it would represent the first �int when traveling South along Westland 
Road where the viewer would see full views of the plant. Landscaping would 
eventually (upon nearing maturity) screen the power plant{except for the stacks) , 
and reduce the visual impact of the project. Existing views of the open fields . at the 
plant site would be replaced with. views of the plant. The project would increase / · 

the number of industrial buildings along Westland Road and further contribute to an 
industrial scene. 

Viewpoint #2 - lnte�te 82 Overpass: Located at the Interstate 82 overpass to 
·Lamb Road, · looking east along the overpass (see Fi�re 3-13) .  The viewpoint is 
located about 1 .2 kilometers (0. 75 of a mile) west of the power plant site� 
Interstate 82 is seen in foreground views. The upper portions of the Lamb-Weston · 
buildings and plume are visible in the background. 
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The viewers traveling east a�ross the overpass and down lamb Road would ·have 
views of agricultural lands and the Umatilla-Morrow . Coop_ facilities in the 
foreground and rniddleground, and. th� power plant site and lamb.,. Weston facility 
in . the background. Partial views of industrial facilities would be visible beyond the· 
Lamb-Weston plant. 

· Only the upper· portions Qf the .projeet stacks would be visible from this viewpomt . .  
· The stacks would'be seen with the Lamb-Weston facility aild would not obstruct or 

degrade scenic views or vistas. The project stacks would be viewed as one of . 
several industrial stacks and other industrial and agricultural structures visible in the 
background. From this -viewpoint, the project is· not considered-a significant 
adverse visual impact. 

Continuing east across the overpass, the viewer would see full views of the power 
plant. It would appear as a cluster of iridustrial structures in the middleground, 
with the lamb-Weston facility and othe� industrial and agricultural facilities visible 
in the background. The project would. appear wi� the context of an industrial 
area surrounded by agricultural activities. Although fully visible, the project would 
not result in significant adv�rse visual impacts to the area. 

Viewpoint #3 � Westland Road: Located on Westland Road just north of the 
Union Pacific railroad lines looking northeast (see Figure 3-14). The viewpoint is 
located on the southwest comer of the site, approximately 244 meters . (800 feet) 
from the power plant. The entire site can be viewed from this point, as can most of 
the Lamr,.. Weston facility. 

The power plant would be a significant visual element to viewers traveling past the 
site on Westland and Jordan Roads. The existing views of the undeveloped site and 
the Lamb-Weston facility beyond the site would be replaced with the power plant 
and its related facilitieS. 

Figure 3-16  shows a. computer simulation of the power plant as viewed from 
Viewpoint #3. As. the simulation illustrates, ·the plant would intensify the industrial 
chara,cter of the area near the project. 

Vrewpoint #4 .,. Interstate 84 Overpass: Located at the. Interstate 84. ovetpaSs to 
Westland Road, looking north along the o�erpass (see Figure 3-14). The viewpoint 
is located about 1 .  6 ·kilometers (1 mile) south of the project site. Interstate 84 is 
visible in the foreground, th.e Northwest Livestock Commission is visible in the · 

middleground, and the power plant site and Lamb-Weston plant site are partially 
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_ visible in the background. Power poles are visible in foreground and middleground 
views. 

The. upper portions of the stacks and the �b-Weston stack would be visible from 
this :viewpoint above intervening structUres and vegetation. Although existing 
vegetation and structures would obstruct views of most of the power plant, it is 
possible that portions of the plant may be visible through the trees. The visibility of 
the project stacks in background views available from this viewpoint would 
repreSent a small visual intrusion. The stacks would not obstruct or degrade any 
scemc views or vistas. 

Viewpo_int #S .., Interstate 84/Highway 207 Overpass: Located at the Interstate 84 
ove1pass to Highway 207 looking northwest _along Highway 207 (see Figure 3-15). 
The viewpoint is located about 3.2 kilometers (2 miles) southeast of the power plant 
site. ·- Interstate 84 is in the foreground, �d residences, trees, and agricultural lands 
are visible in the· middleground� The power plant site is obscured by intervening 
trees and structures, although the Lainb-Weston plume is visible in the background. 

From this, viewpoint, only the upper portions of the stacks would be visible_ and . 
they would be seen along with the existing l.amb-�eston stack . .  As with Viewpoint 
#4, intervening vegetation and structures would obstruct views of the other · 

components of the power plant. , The project would not degrade or obstruct any . 
, scenic views or vistas and would not be a significant adverse visual impact. 

, ' 

Impact-Visibility of the Power Plant: The power plant, including the stacks, . 
would be visible from local roads and highways. 

. Measures InclUikd as Ptut of the Project: 
• To minimize visual intrusion caused· by the stacks, the stacks would- be painted 

in a matte-finished neutral color to minimize the potential for glare caused by 
reflective surfaces. Colors would-be chosen.to blend with- the surrounding area. 

• Landscaping would be_ used to screen the power plant from the nearest residence 
and roadways �o th� extent reasonably feasible. _  �lirubbery and trees _planted 
along the perimeter of the power plant site and other landscaping would be 
�ell-maintained and include low-maintenanee and indigenous plants. 

• To minimize project visibility at night, qutdoor lighting would be limited to the 
, . -

extent necessary to maintain safety conditions. It would consist of downward 
directional lights. Stair lighting- would be manuaUy engag�, so that when not 
in use, the stairs could rem� unlighted. 

- ' 
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These measures would provide adequate mitigation for visual impacts, and no 
additional measures are necessary. 

3.9.2.2 Gas Pipeline Right-of-Way 
During operati01l the pipeline would not be v�ible. _ �e under construction, the 
pipeline would result in .temporary visual impacts, coQ.sisting of vegetation removal 
and excavation activities along the right-of-way. Views of the construction activity _ 

would be limited to adjacent lands· fronting the right-of-way; at greater distances · 

construction �ould be obscured by intervening topography' vegetation, and 
structures. Upon completion of construction activities, scarring would be visible � 

until the lands are returned to agricultural production and vacant lands are 
_ 

revegetated. Visual impacts associated with construction of the pipeline would be . -

temporary and are not considered significant. 

3.9.2.3 Tran'smission Line Visual lm]Jilds 
-Approximately every other existing 20.3-meter (66.6-foot) high wood pole uSOO, to 
support the UECA transmission line would be replaCed with metal poles averaging 
approximately 33 .5 meters (110 feet) high. Some poles would be as much as 45.5  
meters (150 feet) high. The additional l3.2 meters (43 .5 feet) of average pole 
height, the inc� "mass" of the poles (see Figure 2-7),_ and three additional 
conductors would make th;e transmission facilities more visible than the existing 
ories. However' because most of the 19 .J ... kilometer (12.-mile) route is I)Ot visible 
to many viewers or is visible only in the distance, the increased size would not be 
significant visually. 

Despite the fact that the new poles and extra lines would be more visible than the 
existing.on�, two other factors would contributeto reducing visual impacts. The 
first factor is that the new facilities would follow an -existing route. Most local 
viewers would already be used to seefug transmission line facilities along the right· 
of-way,' so the introduction of new, larger facilities woUid likely not be 
objectionable to most viewers. 

The second factor that would minimize the impact of the new facili�es is the 
presence of numerous other tn,msmission line facilities in the prpject area. Because 
of the proximity of the McNary _ Substation, many transmission facilities are located 
in the general project area. - The increase in size· of one facility would not create a 
significant visual impact in the project area, particularly when viewed from nearby 
freeways and highways� Where the line would be located n� the city of Umatilla, 
it would be located adjacent to existipg BPA transmission lines. 
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3.9.2.4 Optio1Uil Tranrmission Une Segment V� lmpaets . 

The 2.4-kilometer-long (1 .5-mile-long) optional transmission line route would 
pa.r3.llel existing BPA transmission lines that cross Power Line Road. and the 
Umatilla River. The optional transmission line segment would not create a 
significant vis� impa�. If tile existing UECA lines are moved from their existing 
location north of the BPA right-of-way near a residential area, it would slightly 
improve the visual quality of the area for those residents. 

3.9.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts 
Screening the p(>wer plant with tall. vegetation would eventually lessen the visual . 
impact of the power plant on views from the surrounding area. However, until the 
vegetation grew sufficiently large, it would not be effective in screening the po.wer 
plapt. 

-

Despite mitigation efforts such as painting the exhaust stacks in neutral CQlors, the 
57- to 65-meter-high (1 88- to 213-foot-high) stacks would be visible beyond the. 
project area . .  Vegetative screening would not alter distant views of the exhaust. 
stacks. 

3.9.4 Cumulative IJnpacts 
The project would intensify the industrial appearance of the project area by 
replacing an undeveloped site with a power plant. This would result in the 
incremental loss of undeveloped land in the project area. n,e plant site area 

·currently contains industrial development and is identified by the Umatilla County 
Comprehensive Plan as an area planned for future induStrial and commercial · 
development. The plant' s appearance would be compatible with existing and future 
development in the project area. Similarly, the taller transmission line poles would 
add to the visibility of lines in the area, but would be compatible with the existing 
structures and adjacent land uses. The project would not encroach into scenic views 
or vistas. Cumulative development, including the proposed project, would not 
result iJl a significant cumulative impact to the visual . quality of the area. 

3 . 10 Cultural Resources 

3-120 

Cultural resources, also called heritage resources or historic properties, include 
resources significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, 
and traditional culture, Historic properties an be archaeological sites, historic 
architecture and engineering, qr resources of heritage significance to Native 
Americans and other cultural groups. Historic properties may be districts, sites, 
buildings, structures, or objects. 
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The significance of historic and cultural properties lies both in their heritage and 
scientific value. Historic sites and historic architecture and engineering are 

embodiments of a technological and historical heritage: Archaeological sites are the 
taw material from which scientists .reconstruct specific events and general trends of 
prehistory� and therefore have Scientific value. Traditional cultural properties 
embody significant patterns of culture. 

Several hi$toric properties exi�t in the project vicinity, ·and construction of the 
proposed projeceoould affect two properties potentially eligible for nomination to 
the National Register of Historic Places: the HighLine and West Extension , 
irrigation canals. In addition, trenching co�ld·affect archaeological resources that 
are currently unknown. Measures proposed to mitigate these effects include 
tunneling natural gas pipelines under the canals, avoiding the placement of 
transmission supports in the canals, and conducting archaeological. surveys. . . / _  

3.10.1 Affected Environment 

3.10.1.1 Cultural History 
Native Americans occupied the project area for approximately 11 ,500 years prior to 
the arrival of European Americans in the early 19th century. They settled at . 

. favorable· salmon fishing sites along the Columbia and lower Umatilla Rivers and 
also maqe use of up�d areas on the Columbia Plateau and in the Blue Mountains 
for gathering food� Archaeological resourCes. in the project area include the 
remains of riverside base settlements as well as residential·and short-term 
occupation sites in upland areas. 

The aboriginal inhabitants Of the project area were the Umatilla dialect group of the 
Sahaptin linguistic. and cultural entity. The Umatilla occupied ·both sides of the 
Columbia River and the lower Umatilla River Basin. ·The Sahaptin�speaking 
peoples occupied the central Columbia and lower Snake_ Riv�r Basins. Umatilla 
economy depended on the harvesting of anadromous fish, the hunting of large and 
small mammals, and the gathering of starchy roots and berries fot storage. The 
Umatilla signed a treaty iD 1855 ceding their traditional territory to the United 
States government in exchange for reservation lands located approximately 
48.3. kilometers (30 miles) east of Hermiston. 

Historic era exploration of the project area began with the Lewis and Clark 
Expedition of 1 805 to 1806. ·A few years later, the Pacific -Fur Company and its 
suecessors, including the Northwest and Hudson's Bay companies, . began sending 
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trading. parties up and down the Columbia River from forts at Astoria, Vancouver, 
' , . 

Nez Perce, Okanogan, and Spokane. 

The European AmeriCan settlement of the Pacific Northwest began with ·the first use 
of the Oregon Trail by emigrants in 1 844. The earliest sustained European · 

American settlement in the project area occurred when the town of Umatilla was 
founded in the 1 860s to serve as a �hipping point on the Columbia River to supply 
the_ Clearwater gold rush in northern idaho (Brawley 1991).  The construction of 
the transcontinental railroad in 1884 improved access to agricultural markets and 
stimulated emigration. Local area farmers began buil<ijng irrigation works as a 
series of small diversions in the Umatilla River 'bottoms during this period. In 
1905, Congress authorized the Umatilla Project, which included the Cold Springs 
and McKay storage dams and a network of irrigation canals. The town of 

· Hermiston grew significantly as a result of the Umatilla Project. 

3.10.1.2 Known Historic ReSQurces 
Several historic properties .are kno.wn in the project vicinity. · These include the 
following: 

35-Um-1 , the Old Town Umatilla Site, is a large prehi&toric archaeological site that . .  
is the remains of a historically known Umatilla Indian village located. at the mouth 
of the Umatilla River. This site is about 1 .6 kilometers (1 mile) north and west of 
the electrical transmission line route, underlying the town of Umatilla at the 
confluence of the Umatilla and Columbia Rivers.· 

35-Um-58 is a prehistoric archaeological site located on the Columbia River at the 
south end of the InterState 82 bridge, about·l . 1  kilometer (0. 7 mile) northwest of 
the northern end of the electrical transmission line . .  

35-Um-9 is a section of an oJd irrigation canal surrounded by a scatter of historic 
I } 

artifacts. This site is about 0. 8 kilometer (05 mile) west of the gas pipeline, at the 
point where the line crosses Old Stanfield Road, south of Interstate 84. 

The Oregon Trail is the wagon road from St. Louis, Missouri, to the Willamette 
Valley of oregon by which Eu:ropean American settlers entered the Pacific 
Northwest retwee� the .. 1840s and 1870s. · It runs 2.4 kilometers (1 .5 miles) south 
of the proposed gas pipeline intertie with the PGT pipeli.tie. Much of the Oregon 

. Trail has been destroyed· by agricultural activities and other development. 
I 
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3.10.1.3 Site Inventory Results 

c ' 

Archaeologists conducted ·an intensive historic properties sur\rey of the power plant 
site and gas and electrical transmission line rights-of-way �ritage Research 

· Assoc�s, Inc. 1992, 1994). The inventories totaled 138.5 hectares (342.2 acres) , 
includiD.g 33.5 kilometers (2Q. 8  miles) of linear features. 

· � iD,ventories resulted in diScovery and recording of two historic . properties that 
are potentially eligible for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. 
� is located along the gas pipCIDne route, and the other is located along the 
propose:d and optional transmission line routes. No sites were located at the 
planl site. 

Gas Pi.,eline Right�of-Way: The High Line Canal, ·alsO called the Westland B ·' · 

canal, is an irrigation canal that. selVes as a lateral. to th� Hunt Ditch. This canal is 
part of the u .. s .  Bureau of Reclamation's Umatilla Project, which was constructed 
between 1907 and 1916� It consists of an. earthen ditch 1 .5 meterS (5 feet) deep anq 
4.6 meters (15 feet) wide. The Oregon State Historic PreseiVation Officer (SHPO) 
'bas determiDed portions of the Umatilla Project eligible for National Register 
nomin�tion because of this project's role in regional agricultural development and 
because it is a well-preseiVed example of an early twentieth century irrigation 
system (Hamrick 1990). The natural gas transmission line wohld cross the High 
Line Canal. 

Transmission Line Rights-of-Way: The West Extension irrigation canal was 
constructed in 1914 as part of the U.S .  Bureau of Reclamation's  Umatilla Project. 
This canal extends northwest from the Three Mile Falls Diversion Dam, and · 

' . 

crosses both the proposed and optional transmission line rights-of-way 1 .6 
kilometers (1 mile) south of'the town of Umatilla. Tll.e Three Mile Falls Dam and 
associated canals such as the West Extension canal opened the area west· of Umatilla 
and east of Boardman to irrigated agriculture. The Oregon SHPO has· determined _ 

portion� of the Umatilla Project eligible for National Register nomination, including 
the Cold Springs Dam and assoeiJlted features. The West Extension Canal. is n.ot 
part of ti:Us system, but is rather a/system that seiVes a similar and parallel function, 
and so may also be eligible for National Register nomination. · 

3.10.2 Enviromnental �uences and Mitigation MftiSUres 
C�nstruction and operation .of the Hermiston Generating.Project could affect the 
following cultural resources: (1) :High Line Canal, (2).West Extension Canal, and 
(3) other archaeological properties. These potential impacts and any corresponding 
mitigation measures are discus.sed below. 
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3.10.2.1 lmJHICI,-Ef/eds on Known Historic �soiirces 
Construction of project features, including the electrical transmission line and 
natural gas pipeline, could affect the High Line and W�t Extension irrigation 
canals, which are potentially eligible for National Register nomination. . 

'·Measures Included as .Part of t'M Project: 
• HGC would take all reasonable steps to avoid disturbance of the West Extension 

Irrigation ·canal during construction and operation of the transmission line by 
ensuring that the- transmission towers/poles are placed away from the canal 
banks, and by avoiding any disturbance at the canal crossing when electrical 
lines are strung. · 

• HGC wo�ld consult with the irrigation district in which the canal is located 
before construction or the upgrading of.the transmission line in the area of the 
canal in order to leain whether there are any applicable restrictions. · 

PotentillJ.AJlditiolUll Mitigation Measure: 
• HGC should avoid impacts to the High Line canal by tunneling the natural gas 

pipeline under the canal. HGC should avoid damaging the canal with heavy 
equipment during construction. 

' 

3.10.2.2 Impact-Distutbance·ofTroditio1Ull Cultural Proptrties·and Unknown 
Historic Resources 
The possibility exists that properties of cultural significance to Native Americans 
could be disturbed during construction. Additionally, during excavation for 
construction, subsurface resources or resources covered by vegetation that could not 
be seen during field SU1Veys could be discovered. 

Met.JSUres Inc(ruled as Part of t'M Project: . . 

• HGC would consult with the CTUIR before construction. HGC would provide 
the CTUIR with an opportunity to C:onduct a �view of the oral history of the 
tribes. · The purpo'se of the consultation and review would be to identify areas 

· having a high potential for cultural resources within·the impact area .. ]f deemed 
. necessary by the CTUIR based on the oral history review, HGC would ·conduct 
�tiona! preconstruction field surveys in cooperation with the CTUIR. 

• HGC would notify the CTUIR before starting construction arid would provide 
the opportunity for a CTUIR representative, knowledg�le in cultural resources 
of the area, to be available for on-site monitoring during construction activities. 
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• If cultural resources were discovered during project construction or 
construction-related activities, HG,C would· stop all work in the immediate area . 

_ of the find. HOC. would consultwith the CTUIR and the SHPO. HGC would/ 
not restart work in the affected area until. CTUIR or the S� had concurred 
that HGC had-identified actions to minimize or avoid further impacts. 

These measures would be adequate to protect ·cultural resourres, and no further 
mitigation measures would be reqUired. 
3.10.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts 
With implementation of the mitigation measures proposed as part of the ·project and 
identified in this document, there would be no unavoidable adverse impacts to 
cultural resourres. 

3.10.4 C��:�Dulative Impacts . . 

. The project would not cause significant adverse cumtdative impacts to cultural 
resourres because the project would avoid identified impacts to cuitural resourCes. 

3 . 1 1  Land Use, Plans , and Policies 
The proposed power plant, gas pipeline, tnmslrussion line, and optional 
transmission line route would all comply with the County of Umatilla and the City 
of Heniliston comprehensive plans as either permitted or conditional uses. 

3.11.1. Affected Environment 

· 3.�1.1.1 Land Use Charilderisties of Project Site 'ond VICinity 
Th� proposed project is located in the northwest portion of Umatilla County. 
Combined, the natural gas pipeline and transmission line 'rights�of-way span 

' ' . 

approximately 27.3  kilometers (17 miles} ronning in a north-South direction (see 
Figure 2-1). ·The power plant site is located about 4.8 -kilometers (3 miles). 
southwest of the City of Heniliston and 12 kilometers (7 .5 miles) south of the City 
of Umatilla. The gas pipeline right-of-way runs south frOID the power plant site to 
connect with the PGT gas line. The transmission right-of-way runs,north.from the 
power- plant site to McNary Substation located along the Columbia River. 
· Gerierally, the area is charilcterized by its relatively flat terrain and agricultural land 
use activities. Ail area 0. 8 kilometer (0.5 mile) wide along the right-of-way was 
·used to identify potential land use impacts. 
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Power Plant Site: The po:wer plant site is an undeveloped field approximately 
5.2 hectares (12.9 acres) in size. The site is bounded by the LalnlrWestori AcceSs 
Road.to the north, Westland Road to the·west, and the Union Pacific Railroad track 
to the south. 

Existing land uses within a 0. 8-kilometer (0,5-mile) radius of the power plant site 
include the. followillg: 

' 

• . The Lamb-Wes�n potato processmg facility, immediately northeast of the 
· project site; 

• _ A. residence surrounded by trees and located approximately 0. 1 .  kilometer (340 
feet) north of LamlrWeston)Road along ·the north side of the project site; 

• A mobile home pa:rk surrounded by trees approximately 0.4 kilometer· (0.25 
mil�) south of the power plant site, with approximately eight mobile homes . .  

• Several residences, including mobile homes, about 1 k:ilometer (3 ,300 feet) 
southeast of the project site; 

• A mobile. home about 61 meters (200. feet) northeast of the LamlrWeston 
facility and adjacent to the Utnatilla River; 

• Severai residences about 0.4 to 0. 8 kilometer (0.25 to 0.5 mile) northeast of the 
project site and across the Umatilla River; 

• The Nm:thwest Livestock Commission about 1 . 1  kilometers (0.7 mile) 
southwest of the project site; 

• A mobile home situated near the Northwest Livestock Commission property; 

• The Umatlna�MQrrow Growers .Coop about 0.4 kilometer (0.25 mile) southwest 
of the site along Westland Road; 

• An open field located west of Westland Road and across from the project site; 

• Westland Furniture store and a mobile home about 0.4 kilometer (0.25 mile)' 
north of the project site at the intersection. of Westland Road and Walker RQad; · 

' 

• A Single residence on Walker Road north of Westland Furniture store; and 
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• The Umatilla Ordnance Depot west of lntersta� 82, about 1 .2 kilometers (0.. 75 
mile) from the ,project site. 

Agricultural and agribusiness uses are the predominant land use ooyqnd the 0. 8-· 
kilometer (0.5-mile) site radius. 

Gas Pipeline Right-of-Way: The right-of-way is approximatelY 8 kilometers (5 
miles) long. Beginning at the PGT pipeline, the new pipeline would cross lands 
principally in agricultural use. then the right-C!f-way generally parallels County 
Road No. 1327 north for about 3.2 kilometers (2 miles) to the power plant site. 

Land uses within ,0. 8 kilometer (0.5 mile) of the pipeline right-of-way include 
agriculture, agribusiness, and residences. 

Transmission Line Right�f-Way: �e right-of.:way consists of a 19;3:.kilometer 
(12-mile) section �f the existing power line right-of-way. An additional 
0.4 kilometer (0.25 mile) of the new right:..of-way would be acquired to connect the 
tnmsmission line mto the McNary Substation. This right-of-way crosses 

. 

predotpinantly agriculturat lands, in addition to urban lands within the city of 
Umatilla. · 

.Land uses within 0.8 kilometer (0.5 mile) of the tnmsmission right-of-way include 
. agriculture and agribusiness, the Umatilla Ordnance Pepot, �d urban uses such as 
·residentiai, commercial, and industrial uses. 

Optional TrBDSJJlission.Line Right-of..;Way Segment: �e optional right-of-way is 
located in the vicinity of the Umatilla River (Figure 2-4): The approximately 2A

kilometer-long (1 .5-mile-long) route would start just south of where the existing 
UECA route (and Powerline Road) currently intersects an existing BPA 
transmission line corridor. The line would continue east across the Umatil1a River 

' . 

for approximately 1.6 kilometers (1 mile); where it would again follow the existing 
route; The entire optional tnmsmission line route would be located between 152 

� ' , . 

and 304 meters (500 and 1 ,000 feet) south of, and more or less parallel to, the 
existing .UECA route. The right-of-way would be up to 30:5 mete11S (100 feet) wide 
and .wou1d be immediately adjacent to and south of an· existing BPA transmission· 
line corridor. 

Most of the optional tralismis�ion line right-of"-way segment between Power Road 
and the Umatilla River would be located. in undeveloped shrub-grasslands. · The 
right�f.:.way would pass within approximately 107 meters (350 feet) of an existing 
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_ church, which might also be a residence, located_approximately 0.4 kilometer (0.25 
mile) east o(Powerline·Road. · East of the Umatilla River, the transmission line 
right-of-way would pass �ugh an area of irrigated pasture land north of the right
of-way' and non-irriga� pasture south of the right-of-way (personal 
communication, Sharp 1994). Beyond the pastures, the right-of-way would pass 
through and n� undeveloped shrub-graSslands and a gravel quarry. 

3.11.1.2 Local Comjlrehenrive Plon Lmul'Us� Designation and Zoning 
The project site is within two local jurisdictions: Umatilla County -and the City of 
Umatilla. Described below � the comprehensive plan land use designations and · 
.zpning for each of the project compon�nts . 

. Power Plant Site: The power plant site is loca!OO within.the jurisdiction of : 
Umatillit. County. The Umatilla Comprehensive Plan West County Land Use Map 
designates the site for Industrial use. Figure 3'-17_ shows the Comprehensive Plan 
land use designations and zoning for the power plant site and vicinity. The site is 

· zoned Light Industrial (U) which permits in�ustrial uses such as warehouses, 
manufacturing of processed materials, machine shops, bottling works, food . . ' . 
processing facilities, nurseries and greenhouses� grain elevators, flour mills, and 
other'uses listed in Section 3. 182, Light Industrial, of the Umatilla·County 

. Development Ordinance (UCDO). 
. . 
. The propOsed power plant would be permitted as � conditional use . .  A conditional 
use is a use that· may locate in certain zoning di_stricts provided it will not be 
detrimental to public health and safety aild will not impair the' integrity of the zoned 
district. Conditional uses allowed in the U zone include energy facilities (Section 
3 . 184 of the _ UCDO). The proposed power plant would be subject to 'COnditional 
use criteria outlined in the UCDO [Sections 3. 185, 7.050 and 7�060 (55)]. 

Gas Pipeline Right-of-Way: The �ntire gas pipeline right-of-way is within 
Umatilla �ounty' s jurisdiction. A small portion of the pipeline right-of-way, 
closest to the power plant, would be on land with a comprehensive plan designation 
of Industrial and zoned U . . The remainder of the right-of-way would be on land 
with a comprehensive plan designation of North and South County Agricultural 
Exclusive Farm Use (BFU). The pipeline would be considered a conditional use in 
the U zone [UCDO �on 3.011 .4  and Section 3 . 184(16)] and 'it would be a 
permitted use in the BFU zone. Figure 3;, 17 show·s the land use designations and 
zoning for the gas pipeline route. 

Transmission Line �t-of-Way: Most of the existing transmission line right-of
way and all of the 0.4 kilometer (0.25 rilile) of needed new transmission line right-
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of-way near McNary Substation is within the jurisdiction of Umatilla County. 
From the power plant site, approximately the first mile of the transmission line is 

· designated Industrial, and is zoned U. The transmission line proceeds north -along 
the boundary of the Umatilla Ordnance Depot. For 4 kilometers (2 .5 miles) , the 
line is on land zoned EFU-40 with a comprehensive plan designation of West 
County Irrigation District. The right.-of-way continues north .and east to the urban 

· .  growth, boundary (UGB) of the City of Umatilla on land zoned EFU with a 
comprehensive plan designation of North and South County Agricultural. 

· Figure 3-17 shows the land use designations and zoning for the transmission line 
and vicinity. · 

Within most of the zQning-districts, the upgrade of the existing transmission line 
would be a use pennitted outright. Within the U zone, the transmission line wo!:Jld 

· · be a .  conditional use. 

I .. a�d,.inside the UGB but outside the city liinits (i.e. , in the designated urban 
growth area) is under county jurisdiction. How�ver, under the Urban Growth Area . 

· Joint Management Agreement between the coul)ty and the City of Umatilla, the 
county has agreed · to incorporate into the Umatilla County Comprehensive Plan, 
that portion of_ the City of Umatilla Comprehensive Plan that addresses the urban 
growth area. Thus, in the uiban gro!ftb area,. county zoning designations apply, 
while the city' s comprehensive plan designations apply. 

Approximately 0.4 kilometer (0.25 mile) of existing right-of-way is within the 
urban growth area, and bas a county zoning of Fl (Ex�lusive Fann ,Use, 7. 7-
hectare [19-acre] minimum) and a City of UmatiUa comprehensive plait designation · 
of SR (SubutbcUt Residential). The transmission line then enters the city limits and 
passes through several zones ,includipg Cl (Coininercial Neighborhood), R2 �idential Multi-family), Rl (Residential Single-family) , and SR (Residential 
Suburban). The city allows transmission lines as a conditional use under a: 
"Community Service" designation, which can be applied in any city zoning district. 

·. After leaving the city� the remainder of the existing transmission line right-of-way 
is within the urban growth area, �d has a county zoning of Fl · (Exclusive Fann 
Use, 7.7-hectare [19-acre] minimum), F2 (General RUral, 7.7-hectare [19-acre] 
minimum) and Rl (A�cultural Resi�ntial, 1.6-hectare [4-acre] minimum)" 
Although these zon� predate the current ·Umatilla County Development Ordinance 
and are not part of that ordinance, these zones a,e still in effect. The City of 

. ' 

. , Umatilla comprehensive plan designations are Rl (Residential, Single-family); FP 
(Flood Plain) where the transmission line crosses the Umatilla River; NR (Natural 
Resource);' SR (Suburban Residential); and PF (Public Facilities). 
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3. 0 Affected Environmtnt and Environmental Consequences 

' ' ' 

The portion of the transmission line requirin� new right-of-way near McNary . 
Substation would be within the urban growth area, on land zoned F1 , with city 
comprehensive plan designations of PF (Public Facilities) and R-0/S 

(Recreation-Opetl Space). 

A conditional use pennit would be required for a portion of the e�sting 
transmission line ,crossing the urban growth· area. County-zoned lands witQiil the 
uman ·growth area in�lude F1 , F2, and R1 . The upgrade· and new· electrical 
transinission line would be a pennitted use within the Fl zoning [Section 3.012(p) 
prior Umatilla Zoning Ordinance)]. In tbe F2 and R1 zones, the upgrade would be 
a conditipnal use. Within county lands :Zoned EFU and EFU-40; upgrade of the 
existing transmission line is a permitted use. 

Land uses within a 0. 8-kilonieter {0:5--m.ile) distance of the transmission 
right-of-way include agriculture and agribusiness; the Umatrna Ordnance Depot; 
and url>an uses, including residential� P>Jllll1ercial, and industrial uses. 

, Optional Transmission Line Right-of-Way Segment: The optional �transmission 
line segment would be located on land under the jurisdiction of both the City of 
Umatilla and Umatilla County. The section west of the Umatilla River is within the . 
City of Um�tiita� The portion of the 30.5-meter-wide (100-foot-wide),right-of-�ay 
that would be located within the city limits is located on land designated as SR 
(Residential Suburbap.). Transmission lines are pei'lilitted as a conditional· use on 

I ' 

SR lands. Within the City of Umatilla:, utility towers and lines are permitted as a 
Community Service use. 

The section of the optional transmission line route that would be located east of the 
, Umatilla· River is on land that is within the Umatilla Urban Growth Boundary and is 

administered by Umatilla CoUtlty. The optional tr3nsmission line right-of-way 
would pass through county��inistered land zoned F2 (GeneralRllra.l, 7·.7-hectare 
[ 19-acre] miWmum), and M2 (Heavy Industrial). The existing line.passes .through 
land .zoned F2·, but not M2. Both zoning designations allow utility facilities as 
conditional uses. . 

3.11�1.3 Pions and Policies 
Two adopted local comprehensive p.ans govern development within the project 
area: the Umatilla County COJ:,nprehensive Plan (Umatilla County 1987) and the 
City of Utllatilla Comprehensive Plan (Umatilla City 1977). 

· 
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The proposed power plant and portions of the transmission line are considered 
conditional uses ·and therefore subject to review under both comprehensive plans; 
that is, they must be determined to be cons�t Wlth the two plans; The portion pf 

· the gas pipeline located in county-administered lands includ,ed within the U zone 
would be a conditional use and would be subject to review qnder the Umatilla 
County Compretrensive Pbm. The gas pipeline would be a permitted use within 
county lands zoned EFU. 

The portion of the transmission line that passes through districts inside the city -
limits of the City of Umatilla would be allowed as a conditional use. It would be 
subject to review under the City of Umatilla Comprehensive Plan� 

3.11.2 Environmental Consequences and Mitigation·Measu� 
The proposed power plant, gas pipeline, and transmission line (and optional route) 
would all comply with the County of Umatilla and City of Hermiston 
compre��nsive plans as either permitted or conditional uses.· 

3.11.2.1 Lmul Use Changes 
· The proposed project would involve constructing a power plant on a 5.2-hectare 
(12.9-acre) project site. Construction of an 8-kilometer (5-mile) natural gas 
pipeline south pf the plant site would temporarily distut1> abOut 12.3 hectares 
(30.3 acres) of mostly agricultural land. A new transmission line would be 

. installed within a 19.3-k:i.lometer ... long (12-mile...long) corridor and woUld replace 
. the existing power poles an4 lines with new steel poles and additional power lines. 

ApProximately 38.6 hec� (24 acresfof mostly agricultural land would be 
disturbed during the upgrade of the transmission line. 

' 
I \ . 

3.11.2.2 Land Use Compatibility 
·Constructj.on ofthe power plant on the existing undevelOped site would introduce 
another industrial facility within an area that currently contains a potato processing 
plant, cold storage plant,� railroad tracks, 'warehouses, . an;ma1 stockyards, . 
agricultural activities,. an4 several rural residences . .  Generally, the project would 
result in the intensification of industrial activity in an area that is designated for that · 
use. During construction, the project would result in minor inconveniences caused 
by increase� in noise, dust, 'andJraffic; however, these effects are not considered 
significant (see Sections 3. 6 Air Quality, 3. 7 Noise, and 3. 8 Traffic and 
Circulation). During operati6n, the plant, with mitigation, is not expected to result 
in land use incompatibilities. It would not caqse significant land use conflicts with 
nearby uses nor would it be �versely affected · by the operaticms associated with 
�ese uses. The potential land use impacts of each project component are discussed ' . - . . ' 
below. 
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3. 0 Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences 

Powe.- Plant: Impacts from the power plant would be different during operation 
and construction. 

Operation: The power plant would be constructed adjaeent to a potato processing 
plant that repre�nts the major industrial use in the project vicinity. Once 
operational, the power plant would \>e a low intensity use. It would empl9y about · 
25 .wotker8 over a 24-hour period with the greatest number of employees (15) 
working during the nine to five shift . 

. 
The pawer plant would not generate significant increases in. dust or vibrations that 
could adverSely affect nearby land uses. Th� project would increase noise abov� 
permitted levels and residents of nearby homes would be adversely affected by 

· project opefational noise. HGC has"included noise abatement measures in the 
design of the plant, and also plans to acquire lands where residents would be 
significantly affected by . the project. This action would mitigate significant adverse 
noise impacts to affected residents. .. The nearest remaining residences would be at 
distances great enough that operational noises and plant activities would not create a 

·. significant nuisance. Additionally, the project would be buffered by the 
Lamb-Weston facility and would not be clearly visible from these rural residences. 
Access to the project site would be via the existing Lamb-Weston Access Road, 

. which is in complian� with oounty standards. Project access is not eXpected to 
cause safety hazards. Project operation would not result in significant land use 
conflicts with nearby uses. 

, ConstrUction: During construction, the project would result in up to . 515 
cOnstruction workers present on the project site. Construction activities aSsociated 
'with building.the power plant would temporarily increase noise, dust, and traffic at 
the plant site. ··Standard construction management practices developed to minimize 
dust and noise would be implemented to minimize potential nuisances to nearby 
land uses. Construction impacts are not expected to result in significant land use 
impacts. 

Gas Pipeline Right-of-Way:· The gas pipeline would have impacts to land use only 
' \ ., 

du�g· construction . . During that period, there would be increases in noise, dust, 
and traffic. Agricultural lands would temporarily be removed from their present 
use. However, negotiations would have been conducted with farmers prior to the 
start of construction and planting and/or �nstruction schedules would be adjusted 

to account for this temporary disturbance. Construction management practices 
developed to minimize dust and noise would be implemented. to reduce poten.tial 
nuisances to nearby land uses. Standard.oonstruction of the pipeline would not 
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adversely affect nearby land uses nor would it affect the overall land use pattern of 
the area. Construction of the pipeline would not result in significant land use 
impacts. 

Transniission Line Right4-Way: The transthission line would have operational 
impacts very different from construction impacts. 

Operation: Except for the approximately 0.4 kilometer (0.25 mile) of new 230-kV 
line near McNary Substation, the proposed transmission line could replace an 
existing line. The existing line corridor would remain in use for power lines. 
Electromagnetic fields would be· minimized,through transmission line configuration .. 
See Section 3 . 14 for a discussion of BMF. 

Construttion: : During construction, noise, dust, and traffic would temporarily 
increase as the new pow�r line is instal1ed along the 19.  3-kilometer (12-mile) 
corridor. Adjacent lands � primarily used for agricultural purposes. This is not 

. expected to cause significant land use �pacts because there womd be very little 
surface disturbance and oonstructiori wo,uld occur during daylight hours. 

Optional TransmisSion Line Right�f-Way Segment: The optional transmission 
right-of-way would have operational impacts that would be different from 
construction impacts. 

. . 

Operation: The optional transmission line .segment could replace approximately 
. 2 .4 kilometers (1.5 miles-) of the existing UECA line. By locating the new line 

between 152 and 305 meters (500 and 1 ,()()() feet) south of and pamllel to an : 
existing BPA line, the qpti.onal line would be· l�ted about 305 meters (1 , 000 feet) 
farther away from a residential n�ighborhood than the existing line. However, the· 

. optional transmission line segment is located within 305 meters (1 ,000 feet) of two 
· other existing residences located .south ofthe existing BPA transmission line. 

The new 30.5�meter-wide (100-foot-wide), 2 .4-kilomete!-long (1 .5-mile-long), 
optional transmission line right-of-way segment would include approximately 3.6 

· hectares (9 acres) in the City of Umatilla designated as SR. In addition, there 
would be 1 .0 hectare (2. 5  acres) 'of F2, and 1 .5 hectares (3.7 -acres) of M2 
administeted by the �unty that would be included in the fight-of-way: The 
transmission line would be permitted as a· conditional use in all four zones. 

Existing agricultural uses (grazing on non-irrigated and irrigated pasture) would be 
allowed' to continue in the right-of-way. 
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3. 0 Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences . 

Construction: . Construction -of the alternative transniission line would create' 
Construction impacts similar to those assocuited with the rest of the line. G�g- -

· activities along parts of the right ..of-way could be limited for short periods. of time 
by construction activities. 

3.11.2.3 Consistency.with LOcal Comprehensive Pion LmuJ Use Designation and 
. Zoning 

T_he proposed project components would be consi�nt with the Umatilla County and 
City of Umatilla Comprehensive Plan ·land use designations -for all components of 
the project. The project woulp require a conditional use permit for the construction, 
of a power plant, gas pipeline, and transmission line. HGC has not yet applied for 
the conditional use pennit, but would do so in advance of the planned construction 
start date. The application· would have to.be considered and the permit approved 
before · construction could begin. 

Prior tO granting the conditional use pennit, county staff must make findings that 
the proposed project is in compliance with the "Limitations on Conditional Uses" as 
specified in the applicable zoning classifications of the Umatilla County 
Develop�ent Ordinance. As presented under Section 3. 11.2.2 Land Use 
Compatibility above, the project components would not result in significant land use 
inqJmpati?ilities with nearby land uses. , . 

. ' 

·. Power Plant: Construction of the power plant would be in conforman� with all 
applicable conditional use criteria. 

� Pipelipe Right-of-Way: Construction of the short segment of the pipeline in 
the U zone would be in confonnance with applicabl� conditional use criteria. 

· · Otherwise, .  the pipeline would be a pennitted use. - ·. 

Transdlission Line Right-of-:Way: Replacement of the transmission line would be 
in conformance with applicable use criteria where the line is not a permitted use. 

' \ 

Optioilal Transmission Line Right-of-Way Segment: Establishment of the 
optional transmission line segment would be considered either a permitted or 
coDditional use by both the city and eounty in all of the zo�es it would pass 
through. 
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3.11.2.4 Colifomumce with Pltms and Policies 
' . 

There are three planning. documents that apply to the project area. 

Umatilla County Comprehensive Plan: The county of Umatilla has determined. . i 
that construction of the project would be in conformance with. the Umatilla County 
Comprehensive Plan (Appendix G)� 

Power Plant: Construction of the power plant would occur on land that is.currently 
d�signated for industrial use. It would not encroach into Jands.currently .designated . 

for agricultural use and would be consistent with the county' s  policy to preserve 
and maintain agricultural lands.and to promote industrial uses. · 

' ' .' . 

Gas Pipeline Right-of-Way: The pipeline would temporarily remove aJx?ut 
12.3 rbectares (30.3 acres) of land from agricultural use. This land would be 
contained within a 15.2-meter-wide (50-foot-wide) by 8-k:ilometer-long (5-mile- . 
long) co�or. Once installed, the pipe would be covered and topsoil replaced . . 

Although construction would temporarily affect agricultural lands, these lands 
would be returned to agricultural production upon completion of the pipeline 
construction. The project would not permanenf!y remoVe agricultural lands from 
production and would be in conformance with the Umatilla Count)' Comprehensive 
Plan. 

. . . , 

Trtmsmisrion Line Right-of-Way: Replacement of the existing power poles and 
· lities along the 19.3-k:ilometer (12-mile) transmission line would oC:cur in an 
existing transmission line corridor. It would not result in the relboval of 

' agriculturiU lands from production and is considered to be in ·confonn�ce with the 
Umatilla County Comprehensive Plan. 

Optional Transmusion Line Right-of-Wa)' Segment: Establishment of the 2.4-

Iqlometer-long (1.5-mile-long) optional transmission· line segment would occur 
adjacent to an existing BPA transmisSion line corridor. The new line would be in 
compliaJice with the co�prehensive plans of both the city and county. 

City of Umatilla Comprehensive Plan: Only a portion of the transmission line 
right-of-way Is under thejurisdiction of th� City of Umatilla. The City of Umatilla 
has determined that the upgrade of ihe eiectric �smission ·liDe would .,e in 
conformance with the City of Umatilla Comprehensive Plan (Appendix G). 

Replacement of the existing power poles .and lineS within the City of Umatilla 
would occur in an existing utility corridor . .  There are no sensitive land uses that 
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3. 0 Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences· 

would be adversely affeeted by upgrading the transmission line. The project would 
be in conformance with the City of Umatilla Comprehensive Plan. 

State Guidelines for t�e Siting of Power.Plants: The project would be sited in an 
area designated for the construction of fossil-fueled thermal power plants and would 
be coJ}structed to local, state, and Federal standards. The project would be in 
conformance with these guidelines. 

Impact: The proposed project would be. in compliance with both the Umatilla 
County and City of Umatilla Comprehensive Plans (see Appendix G). · 

The project would· not result in significant adverse land use co¢1icts and no 
mitigation is required. 

3�11.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts 
There would be no unavoidable adverse impacts to land use �s a result of 
constructing and operating the project. 

3.11.4 Cumulative Impacts 
The project would develop a vacant site/ zoned for industrial use, resulting in the 
intensification of industrial land use activity in tht? project area . The existing 

. transmission line route would continue to be used as a transinission line route after 
upgrading. The 0.4 kilometer (0.25 mile) of new tran�mission line and new power 
poles would have no effect on land use. The .2.4-kilometer-long (1 .5-mile)·optional 
transmission line route would be in place of or in addition to . the existing UECA 
transmission line, depending on UECA' s decision on whether to move their existing 
line. Building the power plant would fu�her intensify the development of the . 
Umatilla County ll zone surrounding the site. 

3 . 12 Socioeconomics 
The project would add approximately $200 to $2�0 million to the local tax base, 
and' construction of the project would have a positive impact on employment in the . 

Hetjniston-Umatilla area. Incoming construction workers would have a potentially 
negative effect on housing� Approximately 385 local' workers and 130 workers 
from outside of the project area would be needed during the peak construction 
period. HGC would work with local community officials-to alleviate potential 
housing prpblems associated with introducing 130 workers into a local rental 
housing· market that has a low vacancy· rate. 
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3 . •  U.l Affected Environment 

A relatively large area around the p(>wer plant was identified as the study area to 
assess potential socioeconomic impacts. The study area encompasSes portions of . 
Umatilla and Morrow Counties and includes: the communities of Hermiston, 
Umatilla, Stanfield, Pendleton, Echo, Irrigon, and Boardman. ·  

3.12.1.1 PopulatWn 
The Morrow-Umatilla region grew more rapidly than the State from 1976 through 
1988. The area's  population in 1984 was 68, 100 people� Between 1984 .and 1988, 
the two-county wpulation decliDed by 2,700 to 65,700. Since 1988, the region has 
experienced moderate growth, with a total population of 71 ,450 people in 1993. 
According to 1993 state population data, the total Umatilla County population was 
63 ,000. Five cities are located within the study area in Umatilla County: 
Hermiston, Umatilla, Stanfield, Pendleton, and Echo, with populations of 10,215, · • 

3 , 1 10, 1 ,590, 15 ,520, and 5 15 respectively (personal communication, Ordaz 1994). 

In 1992, Morrow County had a total population of 8,450. The cities located within 
the project area include Irrigon and Boardman; they had populations of 875 and 
2,000 respectively (personal communication, Ordaz 1994) . 

3.12.1.2 Employment . . . 

Durin� the late 1970s, employment in Morrow and l!matilla Counties expanded 
· rapidly. In the 1 980s, this growth slowed dow11, leveled off, and declined. The 
labor force grew rapidly in the l970s to keep pace with the new jobs. Labor force 
growth continued during the early 1980s even though employment opportunities 

. were diminishing. In 1981 , employment peaked at 31 ,360 jobs while the labor 
force did not peak until l986 at 34,900 people. Total l 990 employment was 
30,640 jobs while the labor forCe consisted of 33 ,440 people. Sinee 1981 , 
Morrow-Umatilla has been a high unemployment area (ODHR 1992) . 

Although employment has been flat in the two counties since 1985, . state 
employment overail has been growing. kural areas have 110t shared in the . 
employment growth unde�ay in urban areas. The .gap in employment trends 
between Morrow.,.. Umatilla and the state is continuirig to widen. In addition, per _. 

capita income in the two-county area is declining relative t� the state. . Oregon' s  per 
. capita income has remained at about 90 percent to 91 percent of the United States 
average over the last several years. However, Morrow-Umatilla' s  per capita 
income is declining as a percent of the state .. In 1989, it w� 88 percent of the 
Oregon per capita income (ODHR 1992) . 
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Agriculture is the largest private sector industry in the· area. . Govemme�t is also a 
large employer jn the Morrow-.Umatilla area. Other majo� industries include 
services and lumber and wood production. 

3.12.).3 Housing 
The permanent housing supply in the project area is very limited. Within the 
project area, housing demand exceeds the supply, resulting in low vacancy rates and 
long' waiting lists for persons looking for housing. Current vacancy rates are less 
than 0.5 pereent (personal communication, Fife 1992). Rental housing, when it 
becomes available, is rented imn:lediately . .  New housing construction within the 
area is limited because the average income levels, generally, cannot support the 
costs associated with constructing new housing for owner occupants (personal 
communication, Culley 1992) . 

' . 

In liermiston, about 20 or 30 ·new multi:.. family housing units may be cOnstructed 
. ' 

within 1 to 2 years. If demand is high, an additional 60 o� 80 units may be 
constructed (personal communication, Fife 1992). 

l 

Transient housing accommodations are provided by hotels, motels, some bed and 
breakfast establishments, anq/recreational vehicle (RV) parkS. The total number of 
hotel, motel, and bed and breakfast rooms in the immediate project area is 
apprqximately 485 units. Of this total, 193 units are avaijable in Hermiston, 181 
units are available in Umatilla, and 11 1 uirits are available in Boardman (Hermiston 

. . 

· Cbamber of Commerce 1994). An additional 433 units are available in Pendleton 
(Oregon Lodging Association 1992). The Tri-Cities of Pasoo, Kennewick, and 
Richland have approximately 2,500 similar rooms available, according to the Tri

, City Visitor and Convention Bureau. 

RV accommodatioris in Echo and PendlC(ton have a total of 39 spaces. Seven spaces . 

are located in Echo, and 32 spaces are in Pendleton (Oregon Lodging Association 
. 1992): A new RV park with between 50 and .100 spaces ·is proposed for the 
Hermiston area (personal coDun.unication, Woodward 1992) . Three of the four RV 
parks listed by the Tri-Cities Conve�tion and Visitors.' · Bureau have a total .of 
approximately 250 spaces. Vacancy rates are generally very low. In January' <;>f · 
1994,-there were approximately ten vacancies among the three RV parks (personal 
communication, Ramsey 1994). 

3.12.1.4 Tax Base 
Umatilla County is a basically agricultural area. The current county tax base is · 

approximately $1.2 billion, while the Hermiston School District tax base is 
approximately $500 million (Brookshier .1994a) . The school district recently lost a 
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portion of its tax base due to Oregon's tax re<fuction Measure·5, which limits 
funding for local school districts to a maximum of $5 per $ 1 ,000 of valuation for · 
tax year 1995/96 and beyond. 

· 3.12.2 Environmental Consequences and Mitigation Measn� 
An average of 270 workers (with a maximum of 515 wo�ers) would be required 
for the approximately 26-,month construction period. To help reduce de111ands on 

·housing and public services, approximately 385 workers from the local area would 
be hired. HGC would work with the local community and local businesses to fmd 

/
housing for the 130 workers who would come from outside the project area. Upon 
completion,of the project, 25 workers would be responsible for operating the 
facility. Payrolls and taxes paid during construction and operation of the project 
would have positive effects on socioeconomic. conditions. 

3.12.'2.1. Popullltion 
Limited in..:migrati?n is expected ·to occur as a result of the proposed project. The 
HGC expects to fill most of the full-time plant operations jobs with looal residents. , 
Because new employees would be largely existing residents of the local 
communities, tbe project would result in minimal direct population increases. · 

During construction of the proi:x>sed project, up to 515 construction workers and 
related personnel would be required over the 26-month construction period. Of 
this, about 25 ·perce�t, or about 130 construction workers and managers would 
relocate to the project area while they worked on the proj�t . . · The remaining 75 · 

percent of the work force, or 385 workers, are expected to be local residents. It is 
not anticipated that imported construction workers would bring their families with 
them because most would remain o.n the job site fm: only a matter of months. The 
in..: migration of this number of temporary construction workers could result in an · 
adverse impact to housirtg accommodations in the inipact'area, on a temporary basis 
(see discussion under housing below). 

· 3.12.2.2 Employment 
The p�sed project would result in the creation of approximately 25 permanent 
jobs, including 15 er:nployees during the 8 AM to 5 PM shift. Five employees would 
cover each of the evening and nighttime shifts. According to HGC, most of these 
jobs would be filled by existing residents within the p�ject area. 

The moderate number of new permanent jobs created as a result of the project 
would not result in significant changes to the local economy and work force. 
Payrolls associated with the new jobs created by the proposed project would have a 
positive impact on tQe local eco�omy. 
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Construction of the power plant, pipeline, and tnmsniission line would, at its peak, 
provide employment �or approximately 385 workers drawn from the local regional 
labor pool. The remaining 130 workers would come from outside the,region and 
would· relocate to �he project area for the duration of their work� 

The temporary construction jobs would benefit the local economy when local 
workers and outside -workers temporarily liv,ing in the Broject area purchased local 
goods and services. Some construction materials would also be purchased locally. 

. . ' 

' . 

The relatively high wage construction jobs created l?Y the project might create a 
temporary employee shortage for some local small businesses. Employees could 
conceivably leave their current jobs for better paying project-,related jobs, and 
create a temporary shortage of workers . for some local busines�s during . 
construction of the project. 

Impact-Local �ployment: Additional employment opportunities associated 

with the project would pOtentially tmve a beneficial effect on local employment. 

MetJSures Included as Parl of the Project: 
• HGC shall make a ·good faith effort to hire most·or all permanent workers for 

the project' from the local areas. 

• HGC shall make a good-faith effort to hire as many construction workers from 
the local area as is feasible, including the Tri-Cities area. 

Measures proposed as part of the p�ject would be adequate to capture the potential 
benefits associated with inc� local employment. No other measures are 
necessary. 

3.12.2.3 Housing 
Permal)ent Housing: . 

During plant operation',
· 
the project is not expected to 

increase demand for- housing in the project area because. plant employees would be 
· hired from the local community and woul� already have housing. 

Some residents living near the plant would'be affected by project-related noise. 
The-project would generate noise sufficiently loud that, despite noise control . 
measures included in the plant design, plant noise would exceed the state standard' 
at two sites--a two-stpry residence and a mobile home park consisting of eight 
mobile homes:-;-Iocated within 0.4 kilometer (0.�5 mile) of the plant site. To . 
mitigate for this impact, HGC would exercise options to purchase both properties. 
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If the properties are purchased, the residents would move and nine units of housing 
w�mld be potentially removed from the local housing supply. However, because . 
eight of the units are mobile homes and · could ,be relocated, there is a strong 
likelihood that only the two-story residence would be permanently lost to the local • 
housing supply: 

HGC. would comply with Oregon law regarding the purchase of pJWerty containing 
mobile homes and the termination of mobile home rerital agreements. HGC would . 
give notice to tenants of teimination at least 36� days in advance of the date of 
termination:. Alternatively, HGC would give at least 180 days notice prior to 
termination, and identify a replacement site for each mobile home tenant. In 
addition, HGC would provide for up to $3,500 per tenant for moving expenses. 

Temporary Housing: Temporary housing accommodations for the construction 
work force may not be adequate to house th� workerS within the impact area. 
v aca.ncy rates for 'these accommodations tend to be low througho�t much of the 
year. Because of the expense associated with a long stay at a motel, it is assumed 
that the majority of construction workers would seek accommodations at nearby RV -

parks or in rental housing. As stated above, there � approximately 290 RV spaces 
in _the gen�ral project area, with the possibility of up to 100 additional spaces being 
developed before project construction begins. Assuming 75, percent of the peak
period imported construction work force of 130_workers would reside in RV parks, 
this would represent a demand for up to 98 RV spaces during the peak construction 
period. Because of low vacancy rates, the existing supply of RV spaces would . 
likely not aecommodate this demand. /This would result in iric�sed oompetition 

., ( 

for theJimited num�r of spaces between the project construction work force and 
others such as tourists, hunters, and other recreationists. Inadequate RV park 
accommodations within the impact area would result in the construction work force 
seeking such accommodations at greater distances from the project construction site. 

It is assumed the remaining 25 percent of the imported construction work force 
would stay in _ motels or_rental housing. This would ·represent a demand for 

. approximately 30 housing units during the peak construction period. ·Motels in the 
project area could accommodate this demand. Because of the low vacancy rates in 
the project area; rental housing may not be available. 

Impact-Temporary Housing: .Temporary housing, particularly RV spaces, may 
be inadeq�te to accommodate the construction work force. 
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Measures -Proposed' as Pan of the Project: 
• HGC would oonsult with local officials to provide as$istance to construction 

workers in· need of housing and to· minimize the impact on housing in_ the area . .  

Potential Addition4l Mitigation Measures: 
• - HGC's  advance work wit� the community should include holding' meetings with 

the community' to seek help in locating ·housing such as l'O()ms in homes, tr.ailer 
hook-up spaces, apartments, and motel rooms for. construction workers. 

3.12.2.4 Impact-Increase in Tax Base 
Property tax.es;-genemted by the project would- be primarily eannarked for .the 
Hermiston School District. ·. The project (which is located within the Hermiston 
School District) would add between $200 and $�50 million to the district's  existing 
$500 million tax base (Brookshier 1994b). Because the district' S  student population 
is growing, and exi�ting facilities are crowded, the additional tax base would be an 
important benefit to the district. A larger tax base would allow the district to . 
Increase the doliar amount of general obligation bonds it could issue by 
approximately 50 percent. General obligation bonds allow the district to fund 
physical improvements to school facilities and to build new facilities. 

-� 

3.12.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts 
.. , 

One or more homes would be pennanently lost in the pbmt vicinity as mitigation for 
adverse noise �impacts. With pre-planning by HGC, ·and communication with local 
citizens and business people, the potential· negative impact on the local rental 
housing market should be miniiDiZed or eliminated. 

3.12.4 Cmnulative Impacts 
The project could result in a small, incremental increase in population in the project 
vicinity as a result of the in�migration of skilled workers. Umatilla County has 
experienced a moderate 3.5-�rcent growth rate over the past lO years and 
population growth is expected to continue at a moderate.rate. Population increases 
resulting, from construction or operation of .this project alone would not sigriificantly. 
affect the projected growth rate for ·umatilla County and would not contribute to 
si�cant cumulative socioeconomic impacts in the study area. 

If tWo or more of the. three cogeneration plants proposed for fue Morrow-Umatilla . 
region (the Hermiston Generating Plant in Heriniston, the Hennisto� Power 
Partnership (Ida-West) plant' in Hermiston, and the Portland General Electtic 
Coyote Springs plant in Moqow County) were built at the same time, there could 
be cumulative socioecononlic impacts to the local communities; Building more tb3.n · 

one project at the same time would increase the demand for local workers. There 
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could be temporary labor shortages for local businesses if their employees left for 
better paying construction jobs. Additioruilly; the projects could possibly fall sho� 

. of their g{)als for hiring local workers, Qeca.use the local labor supply would be 
insufficient to meet their needs. · Outside workers would .also have to be brought in 
to wo� on the projects. The outside workers associated with aU three projeets · 
would increase the demand for rental housing in the project area, which currently 
has low vacancy rates. 

3 . 13 PUblic Services and Utilities 
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There would be no significant .adverse effects on public seiVices during construction · 
· or operation of the projeCt. Local workers would be used to the maximum extent· 

possible to construct ;md operate the project, . minimizing any negative effects on 
public seiVices. 

3.13.1 Affected Environment 
Public seiVices and utilities are provided by :Umatilla and Morrow Counties, and by 
the communities of Hermiston, Umatilla, Stanfield, Pendlet6n, Echo, Irrigon (in ·. 
Umatilla County), and BOardman (iri Morrow County). 

3.13.1.1 ll�s 
Sewer and Sewage Treatment: The City of Hermiston has a sewage treatment 
facility that was cOnstructed approximately 12 years ago and has a treatment · 
capacity of 1 1  million liters per day (MLD) (2.9 tnillion gallons per day [MGD]).  
Curren'tly, the facility ·is operating at about 33-percent capacity. During peak 
flows, the facility is treatjrig about 4.9 to 5.3 MLD (1 .3 to 1 .4 MGD) which 
represents less tha,n 50 percent of total capacity (personal communication, Schiffner 
1992). 

The other. cities and towns within the project vicinity have sewage treatment 
systems that provide seiVice to their communities. 

Water Supply: The city of Hermiston 1 s municipal water systein con&ists of two 
deep wells and one surface well. The city is ,cu�ntly exploring the possibility of 

· purc�ing· water from the Port of Umatilla 1 s water project to meet future water · 

needs. The city is currently providing abOut 3,407 million liters (900 million 
gallons) of water a year to residents. of the community (personal communication, · 

W()()dward 1992). 
' ' 
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' { The other cities and towns within the project-area obtain water from groundwater 
.wells. ' 

.Stormwater: No governmental entity within the project vicinity provides 
' ' ' \ 

storm water disposal as-a governmental service except through the municipal sewer 
facilities described above. 

Solid Waste: There are two primary landfills in Umatilla County that 
accommodate solid waste: the Hermiston Landfill, which has a projected. capacity ; 
of 22,680 to 27,215 metric tons (25,000 to 30,000 tons) per year for 40 years, and 
the Pendleton Landfill, which has a projected capacity of 18;144 metric tons 
(20,000 tons) per year for 40 years. Several smaller landfills also operate in the 
C?unty including one located on the Umatilla Reservation and others in 

1 Milton-Freewater, Pilot Rock, and Athena. l.andfills in Umatilla County are 

operating below capacity and there are no plans to site any new landfills in the 
immediate future (Corps 1991). 

The largest landfill in Morrow CoUJity.is the Finley Buttes Waste Disposal 
Company's  new regional landfill. in Board�an. The landfill is designed-to handle 
907.2 metric tons (1 , 000 tons) of garbag� per day for 50 years. The landfill has 
over 202.3 hectares (500 acres) of land available for current use and an additional 
404.9 hectares. (1 ,000 acres) on which to .expand. 11!e Columbia Ridge Landfill, 
also located in Morrow County' has in excess of 50-years I capacity. 

3.13.1'�2 Police and Fire Protsction 
This section discusses the level of police I!Dd frre protection for each of .the . 

communities within the project area. The discussion is summarized in Table .3-22. , 

' 

State of Oregon: The Oregon State Police (OSP) haS an office in the McNary 
District of the City of Umatilla. Twenty officers are currently stationed there . .  - ' 

OSP would, along with the County Sheriff' s  Departinent, provide police service for 
the project area. 

· Uma� County: The power plant site is in the jurisdiction of the Umatilla 
County Sheriff' s  Department. Police. protection services_ would be provided by the 
Department's West County station, which has a total of � dq>uties patrolling a 

. serv.ice·area of about 388.5 square kilometers (150 square t;ni!es) (personal 
communication, Cameron 1992). 

. ' ' 

H�n: The Hermiston Police Department provides poliCe protection services . 
within the city ·limits. The department maintains a staff of 16 . police officers and -

. \ 
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Table 3-22. Police and Fire Setvices 

Service8 in Project 
Jurisdiction Police Staffing Area 
Umatilla County' 3 DeputieS Primary Response 
(West City Station) 
Hermiston 16 0fficers Muw.I Aj.d 

7 Dispatchers 
Umatill!l 6 Officers Mutual Aid 

Stanfield 3 Officers None 

Echo NIA N/A 

Pendleton 22 Officers · None 
6 Dispatchers 

Irrigon N/A N/A 

Boardman 2 Officers None 

Source: Toyon Bnvirorunental Consultants, Inc. 1993 
N/A: Not applicable • .  

Fire Staffing 
N/A 

13 Full-time 
40 Volunteers 
30 Volunteers 

16 Full-time 

25 Voll�JlfeCrS 

24 Full-time 
20 Volunteers 
Paramedics 
20 Volunteers 

NIA · 

Services in · · · 

Projeyt 
Area 

NIA 

Primary 
. Response 

Mutual · 
Aid 
Mutual 
Aid 
Mutual 
Aid 
Mutual 
Aid 

Mutual 
Aid 
Mutual 
Aid 

seven disPatchers. The Henniston Police Department would provide seeond 
response capabilities for the power plant through its mutual ·aid agreement with the 
Sheriff' s  Department. The department .coordfuates 91 1 ·emergency response · 

through the Hermiston Safety Center (personal 
_c

ommunication, Asher .1992): 

The power plant site is located within the He�n Rural Fire Protection District, 
and. fire protection setvices to the site are provided by the Hermiston Fire 
Department. The dq>artment has a total of 13 full-time personnel and 40 volunteer 
firefighters. The department is. equipped to handle tire and medical emergencies 

. \ . 

and hazardous. material spills . (personal communication, Steams 1992). 

Umatilla: Police protection setvices are provided by the Umatilla Police 
Department, which has a staff of 6 police officers. . Emergency 91 1 response is 
dispatched through the Henniston Safety Center. · The depaitment �aintains mutual 
aid and intergovermnental agr,eements with nearby pollee departments, the 'umatilla 
County Sheriff's  Department, and the Oregon State Police · (personal 
communication, Olson. 1992). 

The Umatilla Fire Department is ·a volunteer department with 30 vqlunteers. The 
department maintains mutual aid agreements with other :ftre departments (personal 

· communication, Roxbury 1992). 
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Stanfield: Police protection is provided by the Stanfield Police Department, which · 
· has .  a staff,_ of three police officers. Emergency 911 response is provided by the 
Henniston Safety Center (personal communication, Wainwright 1992). 

Fire protection services are proVided by the Stanfield Fire Department. Total 
personnel include 16 full-time firefighters. The Stanfield Fire Department has a 
mutual aid agreement with the Hermiston Fire Department and other departments in 
the area (personal communication, Whelan· 1992). ' ' 

Echo: Police protection servi�s are provided by the Umatilla County Sheriff's 
Department through a mutual aid agreement (personal communication, Berry 1992). 
Emergency 911 reSponse is provided by the Hermiston Safety Center. 

. . 

Echo is located in the. Rural Fire Protection District_ and fire protection is proyided 
· by the Echo Volunteer Fi:te Department, which has a total of 25 volunteer fire 
fighters (personal communication, Berry 1992). 

Pendleton: The Pendleton Police Department provides police protection services . to 
, the residents of Peildleton. The department maintains a staff of 22 officers and 6 
emergency dispatchers. In addition to the city's  911 emergency response 
capabilities, Umatilla County maintains a 911 dispatch center in Pendleton. The 
city and county departments have an agreement to prov�de back-up assistance to. 
each other as needed (personal communication, Ward 1992). 

Fire protection services . are provided by the Pendleton Fire Department. The 
department has 24 full-time and 20 volunteer personnel, includlllg paramedic units. 
The Pendleton Fire Department has a mutual aid agreement with Hermiston Fire 
Department and other departments in the area (personal communication, Reynolds 
1994). 

Irrigon: Police protection is proyided by the Umatilla Courtty Sheriff's  . 
Department through a mutual aid agreement (personal communication, _Winters 
1992) . 

' 

Fire protection is provided by the Irrigon Fire Department, which is a vol�nteer 
department. There are. a total of 20 volunteers . .  The department maintains· mutual 
�d agreements with Hermiston Fire Department and other departments in the area . · 
(personal com�unication, Buchanan 1992). 
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Boardman: The Boardman Police Department provides police protection services 
to the community. The department maintains a tOtal of 2 police officers (personal 
communi�tion, MuirJ992). 

Fire protection is provided by the Boardman Fire Department. 

3.13.1.3 Health Care 
Hospitals located in the project area include the Gpod Shepherd Community 

. " . 

Hospital in Henniston and St . .  Anthony Hospital in Pendleton. The Henniston 
Community Health Clinic provides outpatient care, laboratory, pharmacy, outtmcb, 
and social services._  The project would be served by the Good Shepherd 
Community Hospital, which is a fully equipped hospital including. a helicopter pad 
for air evacuation. Good Shepherd Community Hospital has arrangements with 
hospitals in Pendieton, The _Dalles, and the Tri-Cities area to handle overloads ·in 
the event of an emergency situation (e.g. ;· failure ofpririlary and backup power 
supplies). 

3.13.1.4 Libraries 
�braries are available in the communities of HennistOn, Umatilla, Stanfield, 
Pendleton, Echo, and Boardman. The community of Irrigon does not have a 
library. 

3.13.1.5 Schools 
This_ section discusses the enrollment and capacity of the- schools within the project 

· area. There are six school districts within the 48. 3-kilotneter (30-mile) project 
area: - Hermiston, Umatilla, Stanfield, Echo, Pendleton, Irrigon, and Boardman. 
There are 25 schools located within the six school districts. Table 3-23 summarizes 
the number of students cutrently enrolled in each-SChool and the current level of 
capacity. 

3.13.2 Environmental Consequences and Mitigation Measures 
There would be .no significant adverse effects on public seiViccs during the 
construction or Operation of the project. Hiring mostly local personnel to operate 
the project would minimize any additional demands on public services. 

3.13.2.1 Utilities 
Sewer and Sewage Treatment: During operation, the project would· divert its 
domestic sewage to the Lamb-Weston ttmtment facility adjacent to the power plant 
site. Industrial wastewater generated by plant operations would be directed to an 

' . 

oil/water separator and then to a neutralization tank. This waste stream would then 
be reused' in the cooling water system. There would be zero discharge of-industrial 
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Table 3-23� . School Enrollment arid Capacity for 1992 
' School EnrOllment 
Denniston 

Heriniston H.S. 1065 
Hertniston· J.H.S. 634 
Highland Hills E. S. 549 
Rocky Heights-E.S. 531 
Sunset E.S. 506 
West Park E.S. 

, ,  
490 

UiWitilla 
. Umatilla H.S. 250 

--

Clara Brownell M.S. 250 
McNary Heights E. S. 500 
Stanfield 
Stanfield JI.S. 155 
Stanfield M.S. 280 
West E.S. 150 
Echo 
Echo Public School 205 
Pendleton 

Pendleton H. S. 715 
Pendleton J.H.S. 788 
Hawthorne E. S. 386 
McKay E.S . .  363 
Lincoln E. S. 209 
Washington E.S. 391 
West Hills E.S. 173 
Sherwood E.S. 467 \ 

Irrigon 

Columbia J.H.S; 209 
A. C. Houghton E.S. 400 
BOardman 
Riverside H.S. 368 
Boardman ·E.S. 376 

Source: Toyon Environmental Consultants, Inc. 1993 
E.S. 
J.H.s. · 

. H.S. 

= Elementary School 
= JUnior High School 
== High School . 

Percent Capacity 

80 
97 
105 
105 
96 
95 

At Capacity 

· At Capacity 

125 

At Capacity 

At Capacity 

. At Capacity 

46 

At Capacity 

At Capacity 

At Capacity 

At Capacity 

At Capacity 

At Capacity 

At Capacity 

, At Capacity 

Over Capacity 

At Capacity 

105 
107 
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wastewater. The project would not be hooked up with the Henniston sewage 
system. However, if sewer seiVice were needed, the existing city system would 
have adequate capacity to acCommodate the project's domestic wastewater 
requirements . .  

Stormwater would be collected in an on-site collection basin and used as process 
• 

cooling water. 
· 

I>Qring_ construction, bottled water would be provided to the cons�ction work' 
force. Construction activities would not result in significant adverse impacts to the · 

domestic water supply. Water needed for construction would be trucked to the job 
site. 

Solid Waste: The solid waste generated from plant operations would be 
approxim�tely 36.3 metric tons (40 to�s) per year. A recycling and waste 
minimization program has been developed for· the facility that establishes · guideliries 
for conseiVation and recycling of materials. Approximately 2.4 metric tons (2. 7 

· tons) per day of filter cake would be generated by the wastewater treatment system. 
Project-generated solid waste could be accommodated by local landfills and would 
not result in adverse impacts to landfill capacities over the short or long term. · 

3.13.2.2 Police and Fire Protection 
The power plant site WQUld be fenced. The power plaDt WOuld ' �mte 24 hours a 
day with personnel on site at all times. This would minimize_ opportunities for theft 
and vandalism at the facility. Police protection would be provided by the Umatilla 
County Sheriff's  Department. According to the Sheriff's Department, the project is 
not expected to result in significant adverse effects to the department or its 
capability to provide adequate seiVice to the area (personal communication, 
Cameron 1992) , Second response ,calls for emergency seiVices would be provided 
by the Hermiston Police Department through its mutual aid agreement with the 
Sheriff's  Department; The Hermiston Police Department antici�tes no problems 
providing police seiVices to the power plant (personal communication, Asher 1992) . 

The project is not expected to significantly increase the number of households 
within the impact area because· most plant employees would be drawn from the 

. local · community. Therefore, the project would not cause a significant increase in · 
demand for police seiVices as a result of new residents moving to the area. 

The plant facility wpuld be constructed with full hydrants and a sprinkler and 
deluge system. Plant employees would be trained in emergency first aid 
procedures. According to the Hermiston Fire Department, if the project provides 
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all fire protection equipment and facilities in accordance with the Oregon Fire · 
C9(1e, the project would not be expected to result in significant adverse impacts to 
the department' s existing capabilities (personal coiilmunication, Steams 1992). 

3.13.2.3 Health Care 
The project is not expected to adverselY affect �edical senriees in the impact area. . 

Employees would be trained tO provide emergency first aid treatment. Medical , 

emergencies at the plant could be accommodated by the nearby hospital facilities. 

3.13.2.4 Libraries 
·The project would not adversely affect libraries iri the project area. 

' ' 

3.13.2.S Schools· 
The project' would not result in a significant increase in the number of households 
because most plant employees would be hired from within the 48.3-kilometer 
(30-mile) project area. There would be minimal in-migration of new families as a 
result of the proposed project, and consequently, miimnal increases in the student 
population. The project would l)Ot adversely affect the local.�hools. 

·· As previously discussed, the cbnstru¢on work force would not generally include 
families. Temporary increaSes in the local population caused by the in-migration of 
up to 130 construction workers would not �ult in significant increases in the 
student population and there would be no impacts· to schools within the project area . · 

The proposed project would not·result in adverse impacts on public services and 
facilitieS; therefore, no mitigation is required. -, 

3.13.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts 
There would be no unavoidable adverse effects on public services during 
construction or operation of the project. 

3.13.4. Cumulative Impacts 
The project would result in a small incremental increase· in demand for police and 

. fire protection services in the project vicinity. The project could result in a slight 
· increase in.  school-age children attending schools in the study area if ther.e is an 
in-migration of skilled workers' with families. . The project, in combination with 
cumulative development, ·  would not· result in significant cumulative impacts on · 

public services and facilities. 
' 
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' ·, 

The Henniston Generating Project has been �signed ' wi� careful attention to the 
reduction of hazards associated with its operation and meets or exceeds state and 
Federal standards for safety in all its .components. Safety and emergency systems 
are. included in the d:esign and would be included during construction of the project 

. . 
to ensure sate and reliable· operation of the facilities. Continuous moiiitoring of 
process variables and a thorough maintenance ptogram would promote safety and · 

reliability. 

Power lines, _like all electrical devices and equipment, produce EMF. It is BPA's 

policy to conduct a magnetic field exposure assessment anywhere that homes and · 

commercial buildings could experience magnetic fields from a new transmission 
line. For this project, the maximum magnetic field predi� at the nearest home 
(67 meters [220 feet] from the center of the proposed transmission line right-of-

, way) is predicted to be 3 milligauss. For the optional tran-smission line route, ihe 
maximum magnetic· field at the nearest building (38 meters [125 feet] from the . 
center of the right-of:.way) is expected to increase from approximately 7 milligauss 
to 14 milligauss. A milligauss is a unit of magnetic field strength equal to 0.001 of 
a gauss. 'Ibe earth's magnetic field strength, by comparison, is about 500 
milligauss. · ·Because the scientific literature relating to EMF has not yet established 
. a cause-and-effect relationship between electric or magnetic fields and adverse' 
human health effects, no adverse health effects are reasonably foreseeable. 

There are several issues discussed in this section relating to public health and safety: 
occupational safety and health; power plant fuel management; use, handling, and 
storage of hazardous non-fuel substances; fire proteCtion; solid and liquid �aste 
disposal; electric shock hazard; and EMF. Additional safety issues are discussed in 
Section 3.2, Hydrology and Water Quality; Section 3 .6, Air QualitY; and Section 
3.  8, Traffic and Circulation. 

3.14.1 Power Plant Construction and Operation 

3.14.1.1 OccupaJional Sti/ety and Health 

\. 

HGC proix>ses to implement a comprehensive occupational safety and health . 
program to protect facility workers during all phases of construction and operation · 

of the power plant. The program would meet or exceed all Federal, state, and lOcal 
requiremen�s. 

· 

Construction Safety Program: A construction safetY program would be 
implemented by Bechtel as the prime contractor, based on HGC's  safety program 
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and industry standards for accident prevention. At a minimum, the construction 
safety program·would comply .with all existing Federal, state, and loc31 health and 
safety regulations. · All contiactors involved with the project would be required by 
their contract tenns to comply with the constrilction safety program, Key elements . 
of the plan would m'clude: 

. , 

• ResponsibilitieS of construction team �d subcontractors; · 

� Job site rules and regulations; . 

• Einergency response p�edutes; 

• Safety inspections and audits; ' 

• Medical services and frrst aid; · 

. • · Safety meetings, employee training, and communicati<m, including the haZard 
comlnunicati<;>ns program and a review ofprocedures.when perfonning high risk 
tasks; 

• Persoilal protective equipm�nt; 

• Standard construction procedures; and 

• Accident investi�tion and reporting. 

The only hazardous materials likely to be on the construction sites are equipment 
fuels (ga�li.tie and diesel) , .lubricants, solvents, and paints. ,  These would be 

' . . 

rumdled according to standard safety precautions,. described in the Construction 
Safety Program, such as no smoking in refueli.tig areas, storing materials � original 
containers, and proper disposal of empty containers . 

. Safety During.Piant Open)tions: An employee safety program for plant 
·operations would be implemented. It }VOuld include regular employee education 

. . . 

and training in safe working practices for general work practices and fur particular 
�; communication ofhazards in accordapce with state and Federal standards; 

.'accident_ incident evaluations; administrative safety procedures; emergency 
response; frre protection and frre response; · and maintenance of safety performance 
data. All operations personnel .would be provid� with written safety guidance 
similar to that used at other U.S.  Generating Company facilities. , 
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A·first aid station containing basic first aid equip�ent would be established near the 
control rOOD}. First aid training would be offered to all operators. 

' 

The project as proposed would provide adequate safety measures for workers, so 
that no significant impacts are identified. 

3.14.1.2 Power Plant Fuel MaiUlgement 
Natural gas would fu�l the· power plant except in rare cases of interruptions of 
natural gas supplies. If the optional backup fuel were used, a supply would be. kept 
at the power plant site as described in Section 3.8. 

' 

Natural Gas Management: The proposed power plant would be fueled by natural 
gas supplied by a pipeline connected to the PGT pipeline approximately 
8 kilometers (5 miles) from the plant site. 

Impact-Risk of Natural Gas Leakage: Natural gas could leak, posing a risk of 
fire. 

Meas':'res Included as Part of the Project: 
• The pipeline would be· constructed in accordarice with the requirements of the 

U.S. Department of Transportation as set forth in 49 CFR and OAR 345-24:-
060. 

• Fuel control systems on the gas turbines would ii:J.clu<,Je separate fuel shut-off 
valves to stop ail fuel flow to the units under shutdown conditions. Fuel flow 

, would be restarted only when all permissive firing conditions have been 
satl$fied. Eacb fuel shut -off valve would lulve a meclWrlcal .device for local 
manuaJ tripping, and a means for remote tripping. A vent valve would be 

provided on fuel gas systems downst:ream of the pipeline, to automatically vent 
the piping downstream of the shut-off valve when that valve closes. 

• Isolation valves would.be installed on the gas pipeline at the PGT pipeline 
connection po�t and.at the power plant. Gas handling facilities would be 

operated in accordance with accepted, proven industry standards and 
procedures. 

These measures would be adequate to ensure safe handling of fuels. 
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3.14.1.3 Ha:ztirdous Non-Fuel Substances 
Several hazardous materials would be u� at the power plant. The following list 

· summarizes typical chemicals currently planned for use at the facility. The 
chemicals and quantities may change as the plant design is refined. 

• Aqueous ammonia used as a reagent in the control of NOx; 

• Lubricafutg oils� insulating oils,--hydraulic fluids, and other hydrocarbons used 
to' operate and maintain plant equipment; 

• �ttery acid used in all batteries; 

• . Sodium hypochlorite used as a disinfectant and biocide in cooling tower wa,ter; 

-• Sulfuric acid for corrosion control in cooling tower water and to neutralize the 
pH of cooling tower wat,er; and · , 

• Calcium hydroxide, magnesium oxide, and soda · ash for use in the process water 
· sidestrea.m softener. · 

-

Impact-Aqueous Ammonia Spills: The design of the aqueous ammonia storage 
and handling_ subsystem was done with careful attention to the goal of eliminating 
hazards associated with the use of ammonia. · Nonetheless, ammonia could spill 

- and/or ammonia· vapor could be released to the atmosphere, 
' 

Measures Included as Pan of the Project: Features specifically included-in the 
design of the project to reduce hazards from ammonia include theJollowing: 

• The Hermiston Generating Project would use a 29�percent cOncentration of 
aqueous ammonia ,-athe� than using anhydrous (full-strength) ·ammonia. This 
greatly reduces the rate <?f evaporation for any spilled ammonia. 

• The ammonia would be located in a fully conWned and diked concrete stotage 
. .  area wJth a holding capacity that is 1 10 percent of the maximum tank capacity, 

plus the 50-year, 24-hour storm event. 

• The tank would be vented through water in a sealed pit to absorb vapors and 
prevent the release of ammonia. 
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• Piping would be located so' that spills would be collected and drained to the 
sump. 

Potential Additiontd Mitigation Measures: An SPCC Plan should be develQPed 
and implemented prior to the arrival of any �ous materials at the project site. 
The SPCC should address issues regarding storage and the proper response in the 
unlikely event of a release or other incident. The SPCC Plan should be prepared in 
accordance. with 40 CFR ·1 12.  In addition, all applicilble reporting. requirem_ents 
mandated under SARA Title m should be met, including the notification of Local 
'Emergency Planning Committees of the quantities and types ·of chemicals used at 
the facility. 

· All bazardous materials should be stored in structures that meet .the requirements of 
the Unifonn Fire Code, · Article 80. In addition, a HazardQus Materials Inventory 
Statement and a Hazardous Materials Management Plan should be written and ftled 
with the Hermisl9n Fire Department. These plans should be in. accordance with the 
Unifonn Fire Code, Article 80, Appendix TI-E. 

, 

These measures would be adequate to mitigate the potential impacts of ammonia 
spills. 

Impact-Spills of Other Hazardous Non-Fuel Substances: Measures to protect 
equipment and workers from harmful exposure to chemicals such as sulfuric acid 
and caustic would be implemented. Training, including periodic refresher courses, 
would be provided to. all worlcers who would handle hazardous materials. A-reas in 
which these chemicals would be stored or used would have containment areas so 
that spills and wastes would .be collected, treated, and monitored in accOrdance with 
regulatory requirements. Foundations and slabs for equipment containing 

. lubricating oil, insulating oil, or hydraulic fluid would be designed to contain any 
· spill. ·Neutralizers and/or absoibers· woUld be kept on the site m'case a spill were to · ' . 

occur. Suitable gannent coverings would be provide4 for all personnel handling 
sulfuric acid. All storage areas for chemicals would provide storage f1>r a volume . ' equal to at least . 1 10 percent of the maxitnum chemical volume plus the 50-year, 24-
hour rainfall event. . Because these materials would be confmed to the plant ·site in 
the event of a spill or leak, the 3.ffected environment consists of the power plant 
site. Spills of these liquids could occur during delivery or use or when containers 
are damaged. The measures. described below would reduce the risk .of accidental 
release of hazardous ma�rials and, If a spill occurred, reduce the extent of the spill 
and protect people in the vicinity of the spill. 
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Nonetheless, hazardous non:.. fuel substances could spill, with the potential to harm 
people in the plant and in the surrounding area. 

,Measures Included as Pan of the Project: 
• · Management of hazardous substances would be conducted in accordance with all �licable Federal, state, and local regulatory standards for'public and ; 

obcupational safety and health protection. Training would be provided to 
appropriate workers in materials handling and disposal. The storage and 
conveyance systems for liquid hazardous chemicals have been ·  designed to 
prevent and contain SJ)ills through pumping and storage controls and secondary 
containmen.f for tanks. Pumping and storage tank controls would include: 

• Dry disconnect transfer hose and piping connections; 

• Automatic pump shut-off on tank hjgh.,level indicators; 

• Redundant tank �vel indicators and alarms; · 

• Daily inspections; and 
. . 

• 
. 
Supervised uriloading and transfer operations. 

• The power· plarit would incorporate an on-site fire suppression system and would 
be constructed from fire retardant materials to. the extent reaSonably feasible. 
The power plant 'design would incoiporate spill preVentjon and containment 
designs for the storage of all hazardous materials . .  Compliance with all 
applicable ftre suppression and .hazardous material safety requirements would be 
established in consultation with the Hermiston Fire Departnient, the State Fire 
Marshall, and the Buil.Jing Codes Agency. 

• Prior to commencing construction, the HGC would submit� plan acceptable to 
EFSC, in consultation with Umatilla County, -for responding to an emergency at 

: the Umatilla Army Depot. The plan would be developed in oonsultatioQ. with 
the' Umatilla County Chemical Stockpile Emergency Preparedness Pro�. . -

.. . 

• HGC would ·con�uct an Accidental Release Assessment for the project. The 
assessment would provide the basis for the Emergency Response Plan that will 

·
·
be in place before operations commence. · 

/ 

Potential Additional Mitigation Measures: As noted above in the discussion of 
aqueous ammonia, HGC should prepare an SPCC Plan regarding storage·, handling, ,_ ' . 
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and spill response for hazardous materials. Prep$.ration and implementation of the 
plan would be adequate to mitigate the ·potential impacts of other lion-fuel 
hazardous material spills. 

3.14.L4 Fire Protection 
The Hermiston Generating Project site is located in an industrW area, adjacent to 
the Lamb-Weston potato processing facility and with agricultural 1and nearby. Fire 
control would be provided by persOnnel from the power plant for incipient 
firefighting only. Primary firefighting would be provided by nearby fire 
departments identified·in Section 3 . 13, Public Services and Utilities. 

Impact-Fire Potential:. Fire could occur, posing a threat to workers and nearby 
people and structures. 

\ 
Measures Included as Part !)/the Project: Tbe)J.S.  Generating Company 
proposes a comprehensive ·on-site fire protection system, designed to control and 
extinguish fires within buildings and yard areas. The system, described in more 
detail in Section 2.2.9. 1 ,  would,conform with tile Uniform Fire Code and all 
applicable fire protection standards. 

· 

• The power plant would incorporate an on-_site fire suppression system and would · 
be constructed from fire retardant mater,ials to the extent reasonably f�ible. 
The power plant desi� would incorporate spill prevention and containinent 
designs for the storage of all hazardous materials. Compliance with all 
applicable fire suppression and hazardous material Safety requirements would be 
established itt consultation with the Hermiston Fire Department, the State Fire 

' . ' 

Marshall, and the Building Codes Agency. 

• The ftre protection system would include a· capability to control fires by means . 
of a fire water system, a dry chemical extinguishing system, a C� 
extinguisl$g system, and portable fire extinguishers. Appropriate response to 
the range of potential fire situations at the facility would be possible. 

· The measures iJ!cluded in the project as proposed would 'be adequate to mitigate the 
potential impacts of 1jre at the power plant. 

3.14.1.5 Solid and Liquid Waste Disposal 
NonhazardOus and hazardous wastes (both solid and liquid) would ·be generated 
duri.Iig construction and operation. These materials could include waste metals, 
misceflaneous construction debris (consisting, of �ood� concrete� paper, and other 
refuse), aluminum cans, glass, waSte oils, lubricants, solvents, antifreeze, soiled 
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rags, aerosol cans, tires, paints, welding rod stub_, . lead-,acid batteries, spent SCR -
catalyst, and filter cake from· the sidestream softener system. 

Construction debris _would be stored in on-si� dumpsters and haule4 by a private 
contractor to a properly licensed -disposal facility. Sewage generated during -
construction would be_ stored in tanks or portable toilets .and periodically removed 
from the site by a sewage disposal vendor. Flushing oils and other _wastes would be 

stored in barrels .or tanks prior to disposal by an appropriate vendor licensed· for 
- . 

_ . waste disposal. 

Spent SCR, catalyst would removed by the supplier for off-site recovery and/or 
disposal. 

The project would generate approximately 36.3 metric tons (40 tons) per year of 
' ' . 

normal domestic waste that would be disposed of by a private contractor. 
Approximately 72.fj metric tons (80 tons) of filter cake per month would be 
generated by the sidestream soften�r process. The filter cake would be stored on 

, the site in bins and periodically removed for off-site disposal at local laildfills. Two 
local limdlills are_ available to accept the filter cake: the Finley Buttes Landlill and 

- ! - -

the Columbia Ridge Landlill. Both facilitj_es are relatively new, large capacity 
laildlills. The Columbia :Ridge Landlill has_in excess o f50-years1 capacity. 

The power plant would be operated to minimize the volume of hazardous waste that 
would requii'e disposal. To the extent possible, materials would be consumed, 
recycled, or neutralized. Small quantities, of hazardous waste, primarily 
hydrocarbons, would be produced and hauled off the site by a licensed disposer. 

Impact-Wa:ste Generation: Waste generated during -construction and operation · 

of the project would require disposal. 

Measures Included as Palt of the Project: 
• During all-phases of construction and operation, HGC proposes to implement 

waste minimization and recycling programs to the greatest extent possible. 
Construction material and office recycling programs would be implemented to 
the greatest extent practicable to reduce waste. 

Because of the recycling and waste miriimization programs that would be 
implemented at the Hermiston Generating Project, no additional· mitigation 
measures are necessary. 
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3.14.1. 6 Electrieal Shock Hazard 
Power lines can cause serious electric shocks 'if they are . not consn:ucted to minimize 
the shock hazard. Also, high-voltage transmission lines can induce a voltage on 
nearby ungrounded, metal objects, such as wire fencing mounted on wooden fence 
posts that keep the induced charge from discharging into the ground. This problem 
is solved by providing grounding for the charged object, 

lmpact-Eiedrical .Shocks:· High-voltage transmission lines can cause electrical .· 
shocks directly and from induced charges . 

. Measures Included as Part of the Project: 
• The transmission line would be designed, constructed, and operated in a manner 

consistent with the National Electrical Safety Code, Section C2,. 1993 edition 
(American National Standards Institute), as well as REA standards, where 
applicable. 

• The transmission line would be designed so that alternating current (ac) 
electrical fields would not exceed 9 kV per meter at 1 meter (3.4 feet) above the 
ground surface in areas accessible to the. public .. 

• The transmission line would be designed so that induced currents resulting from 
the transmission line and related facilities would be as low as reasonably 
achievable. HGC would agree to a program, or ensure that the entity 
responsible for the transmission line agrees to a program, that would provi� 
reasonable assurances that all fences, gates, cattle guards, trailers, or other 
permanent objects or structures that could become inadyertently charged with 
electricity would be grounded through the life of the line. 

The measures included in the project as proposed would be adequate to mitigate 
shock hazards from the transmission line . .  

\ 
\ 

3.14.2 � Pipeline Construction and Operation 
The gas pipeline right-of-way would be about 8 kilometers (5 miles) long, 
extending from the intertie with the PGT pipeline north to the power plan� site. 
The construction right-of-way would be approximately 15.2 meters (50 feet) wide, 
with· a total land area of apj:>roximately 12.3 hectares (30.3 acres) . 

lmpact-'-Risk of Bamrdous Sub.nce Spill: llazardous substances such as fuel 
and automotive oil co�ld sl>ill� with the potential of affecting the immediate area. 



/ 
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Potential Additional MitigaJion Measures: A Stonnwater Control Plan will be 
written prior to starting construction. The plan should address issues regarding 
storage and ihe proj>er response in the unlikely event of a spill. Development and 
implementation of the plan would be sufficient to .  control adverse impacts· from 
spills during construction and operation of the gas pipeline. 

3.14.3 Electric and Magnetic Fields 

3.14.3.1 TypiCill Electric; an4 Magnetic Field Strengths 
Power lines, like all electrical devices and equipment, produce EMFs. Current 
(movement of electrons in a wire) produces th� magnetic field. Voltage (the force 
that drives the current) is the source of the electric field. The strength of these 
fields also d�nds on the design of the line and on distance,, fro� the line. Field · 

strength decreases rapidly with this distance. 

Electric arid magnetic fields are found around any electr;ical wiring, including 
' ' 

household wiring and electrical appliances and equipment. Throughout a home, the 
. ' 

electric field strength from wiring and appliances is typically less than 0.01 
kilovolts per meter (kV/ni). However, fields of 0. 1 kV/m and higher .can be found 
very close to electrical appliances. Typical electric and magnetic field strengths for . 
some common electrical appliances are given in Table 3-24. 

Table 3-24. Typical Electric and Magnetic Field Strengths from .Common 
· ApPliances11 · · · 

Appliance · 
Coffee Maker 

Electric Range 
Hair Dtyer 
Television 
Vacuum Cleaner 
Electric Blankee' 

Electric Field Magnetic Field27 

(kV/m) (mG) 
.030 1 to 1.5 
.004 4 to 40 
.040. 
.030 
.016 

.01 to 1 .0 

0. 1 to 70 
0.4 to 20 
20 to 200 
15 to 100 

11 Values are calculated using a distance of 30.5 centimeters (l foot) from appliance. 
2/ By 1 to 1 .5 meters (3 to 5 feet), the magnetic field from appliances is usually decreased to 

les!i' than l mG. 
3/ Values are for distances from a blaDket in normal use, not 1 foot away. 
Source: Miller 1974, Gauger 1985 
Notes: kV /m = kilovolts per tneter 

mG = miUigauss · 

Average magnetic field strength in most homes (away from electrical appliances and 
. home wiring, etC.) is typically less than 2 milligauss . .  Very close to appliances 

' 
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carrying high current, fields of tens to hundreds ¢' milligauss are present 
(Table 3-24). 

Unlike electric fields, magnetic fieldS from outside power lines are not reduced in 
strength by trees and building material. So, power lines can be a major source of 
magnetic field exposure thrOughout a home located close to the line. Typical 
electric and magnetic field strengths for some BPA transmission lines are given in 
Table 3-25. 

11 Under annual � load conditions ( occurs. less than 1 percent of the time) 
'fl Under annual average loading condiQ.ons · 

Notes: · Above information obtained from BPA stUdy to characterize nearly 
400 transmission .liiJ.es located in the Pacific Northwest. 
kV /m = kilovolt per meter 
mG = milligauss· 
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. 3.14.3.2 Studies of Health Risk Aasocillted with . Electric and Magnetic FieldS 
There·are no national standards for electric or .magnetic fields, although some states 
have established electric or magnetic field standafds. · The State of Oregon has an 
electric field strength standard of 9 kV /m maximum on the right-of-way. The 
transinission line associated with the Hermiston Generating Project would meet this 
electric field standard. 

Both electric and magnetic ac fields induce currents in conducting· objects, including . 
people and animals. These currents, even from the largest power lines,. are too 
weak to be felt. However, some scientists believe that these currents might be 
potentially harmful and that long-tenn exposure should be miniinized. Hundreds of 
studies on electric and magnetic fields have been conducted iri the United States and 
other countries. Studies of laboratory airlmals generally show that these fields have 
no obvious hannful effects. However, various subtle effects of unknown bioJogical 
significance have �n reported in some laboratory studies (Frey 1993).'. 

Much attention at present is focused on sevel:al recent reports suggesting that 
workers in certain electriCal occupations and people living close �to :power lines have 

; an increased risk of leukemia and other cancers (Sagan 1991, NRPB 1992 , ORAU . 
Panel l992, Stone 1992) . Most scientific reviews, however, ;find that the overall 
evidence iS too weak to establish a cause-and�ffect relationship between electric or 
magnetic fields and cancer. A review of some of the studies relating to EMF aJ;td 
possible biological and health effects is included in Appendix H. 

3.14.3.3 Magnetic Field Analysis and Exposure Aasesmaents 
Becau� the state of the scientific evidence re�ting to EMF has not yet established a 
cause-and-effect relationship between electric or magnetic fields and adverse health 
effects, it is impossible to predict specillc health risks, or a specific potential level 
of disease related to exp<)sure to EMF. However, it is possible to conduct exposure 
assessments of magnetic fields from. transmission lines. Exposure assessments are 
estimates of the field levels to which people are potentially exposed. 

Today, most of the scientific concern focuses on exposure to magnetic fields. 
People are 'not shielded from magnetic frelds by trees, houses, and other objects. 
Therefore, this exposure assessment f�uses on magnetic field levels. 

A magnetic field exposure assessment is done by first es�ating what future 
magnetic field levels would be withoutthe new project. This analysis serves as a 
baseline measurement. Engineers then estimate .the possible cha.Jige in field levels 
assuming the proposed project is in place. An increase in public exposure is 
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defmed as a situation where field levels with the J].ew project .will increase and 

buildings are located nearby. 

In designing the magnetic field exposure assessment for this project, BPA 
- - . _. 

determined that the affected region encompasses buildings along the transmission 
corridor where people spend significant portions of each day. This includes homes 

· and �usinesses. Magnetic field-calculations were made by CH2M .. lDLL (1993) for 
the transmission corridor anywhere homes and commercial buildings exist that 
could experienGe magnetic field levels from the transmission lines (see 
Appendix H). 

The. maglietic field exposure -levels are only indicators of how this proposed project . . 
may -affect the magnetic field environment Because of the reasons stated abov�, 
they do not represent measures of risk or impacts on health. 

Proposed Transmission Line: The proposed project .includes rebuilding an 
existing 1 15-kV transmission line to a double-circuit transmission line with one siiie 
operated at�30 kV and the other side operated at 115 kV. There are a few 
residences and one eommercial building close enough to the transmission corridor 
to experience a potential increase in magnetic field exposure. These are identified 
as Areas I ,  2, 3,- and 4 in Table 3-26 and Figure 3-18. 

Table 3-26. Potential Inc�ses in Magnetic Field Environmenr-Proposed 
Transmission Line Route 

· 

Direction from 
Buildinss . Centerline 
Area 1 East (right) 
Area 2  East (right) 
Area 3  West (left) 
Alea 4  North (left) 

mG = milligauss 
So� AJ?I)elldix H2. . 

Distance from 
Centerline · 

!groximate} 
79 m (26o ft) 
67 m (220 ft) 
70 m (230 ft) 
70 m (230 ft) 

Maximum Peak 
Magnetic ,Field Magnetic Field 

.. Strength Before Strength with 
Project . Project 

!S?.eroximate l (approximate} 
less than 1 mG 3 mG  
less than 1 mG 3 mG  
less than 1 mG 2.5 mG 

· . less than 1 mG 2.5 mG 
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Figure 3-18 Building Proximity to Proposed 'Iransmission Ljpe. 
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These four areas are briefly described below: 

• Area 1 includes a two-story residence located just north of the lamb-Weston 
. facility and approximately 79.2 meters (260 feet) east of the transmission line. 
At this lOcation, the transmission line would be built jointly with the UECA 
1 15-kV line and a 12.47-kV distribution line. · 

• Area 2 consists of a trailer and a furniture store on the northeast comer of 
Westland and Walker Roads. The trailer is the closest structure and lies 
approximately 67 m�ters (220 feet) north�t .of the 90-degree angle structure on 
the northwest comer of the intersection. 

• Area 3 includes three frame · residences located on the west side of Powerline 
Road approximately 70 meters (230 feet) from the 90-degree angle pole where 
the transmission line turns east. At this location, a three-phase, four-wn:e. 
12.47-kV Pacific Power distribution line stands between the homes and the 
UECA transmission line. 

• Area 4 includes residences located approximately 0.4 kilometer (0.25 mile) east 
of Area 3 and approximately 70 meters (230 feet) north of the UECA 
transmission line. At this location, the proposed double-,.circuit transmission line 
would be underbuilt with a UECA 12 .47-kV distribution circuit. 

· 

Optional Transmission Line Segmen�: ·An optional ·routing alternative w'ould 
place the new line parallel to, but 152 meters (500 feet) south of an existing BPA 
corridor (see Figure 2-4). 

There are two buildings and one church close enough to the optional route to 
experience a potential increase in magnetic field exposure. These are identified as 

' ' 

Areas 5, 6, and 7 in Table 3-27 and on Figure 3-�8. 
· 

Area 5 includes a church . (which may also be a residence) south of the BPA 
corridor. Area 6 includes one residence south of the BPA corridor. Area 7 

, includes one residence south of the BPA corridor . 

. Impact-Increase in EMF: The maximum peak magnetic. field at the nearest home 
or business (67 meters [220 feet] from the center of the right-of-way) for the 

· proposed transmission · line route is predicted to increase from less than 1 milligauss 
to 3 milligauss (Table 3-26). The field at other identified buildings would increase 
to 3 milligauss or less. 
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Table �27. Potential Increases in Magnetic Field Environmenr-Qptional 
Transmission Line .Route 

· 

Maximum Peak 

Buildin j 
Direction from 

ss 
Area S  
Area 6  
Area 7  

mG = milligauss 
Source: . Aependix H2 . 

Centerline 
South 
South 
South 

Distance from 
Centerline 

(appro�} . 
58.m (190 ft) 
38 m (125 ft) 
62 m (205 ft) 

Ma�c Field M,gnetic Field 
Strength Before Strength with 

Project Project 
l&)?Etoxinw.e} {aJ?Eroximate} 

4.6 mG 7.3 mG 
7.0 mG 14.2 mG 
6.6 mG 4.2 mG 

. The maximum peak magnetic field at the nearest building (38 meters [125 feet] 

. from the center of the right-of-way) for the optional transmission line. segment is 
· predicted to increase from appi:oximately 7 milligauss to 14 milligauss (Table 3-27) . 

Measures Included as Pan of the Project: 
· • W,ith the exception of the optional alignment described in HGC' s amendment to . 

the application for site certification (dated December 24, 1993) and the 0.4-
'kilometer (0.25-mile) section of new right-of-way required immediately south of 
McNary substation; the transmission line upgrade would be constructed 
substantially along the route of the 'existing UBCA right-of-way to avoid 
populated areas tO the ex�nt practicable. The H(]C would configure the 
transmission lines to minimiie EMF. Upon certification ·and throughout the · 
construction and operation of the facility, the HGC would provide on request by 
the public, any infom:�ation in its possession, or infom:�ation pllblicly available 
that pertains to EMF levels associated with the power plant and related . 

. transmission lines. 

Impact-Exposure to Workers: Any electrical generation plant produces some 
I 

level of electric and magnetic fields withili the plant. Workers in such a plant are · 
- . . . ' 

exposed to these fields while petforming their jobs . Currently, the levels and 
duration of exposure to thoSe that would be working .at the Hermiston Ge�rating 
Project are unknown . · 

3.14.4 Cumulative Impacts · . 
Publib -health_and-.Sctfety issues associated with the project that eould contribute to 

· c\unulative impacts include EMF impacts from the transmission line, storage and . 

handling of hazardous ·materials, and traffic impacts. 
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Upgrading the electrical transmis�ion line in coml>ination with existing and future 
transmission lines cail result in increased electrical and magnetic fiel4s, particularly 
at the northern end of the transmission line where several existing transmission lines 
are present. However, resid�nces and other buildings in this area are located at 
sufficient distances from the proposed line. 

Because the proposed power plant site is located in an industrial area, storage and · 

handling of hazardous material at the; proposed facility will add to similar activities 
in the area. The power plant would impl�ment a wide variety of safety measures to 
minimize.the potential for releases of hazardous materials. Additionally, the project 
area is not densely populated. Therefore, the potential for.health and safety impacts 
from storage and handling of hazardous materials would not be significant. 



4 .'0 Environmental 
Consultation, Review , and 
Permit Requirements 

A number of Federal environmental laws and administrative requirements must be .  
satisfied by the proposed project. This chapter provideS a suiD)Ilary of these 
requirements and discusses their applicability to the project. Requirements of _the 
State of Oregon must be satisfied; they are not described in detail in this chapter, 
but are listed in the fmal section . 

. · . 

4. 1 National Environmental Policy Act 
· .  

This document contains information necessary for preparation of the EIS that BPA 
will prepare pursuant to regulations implementing the National Environmental 
Policy Act (42 USC 4321 et seq.), which requires Federal agencies to assess the 
impacts that their actions ·may have on the environment. BPA's potential · . 
transmission of Jx>wer from .th� Hermiston Generating Project req'Q� that BPA · 

· assess the potential environmental effects of the proposed project and describe them 
in an ms. Decisions will be based·on an understanding of the proposed project's . 
potential environmental consequences and actions- will be taken to protect, restore, 
and enhance the environment. 

REA, which regulates activities affecting UECA' s transmission lines, will be a 
· cooperating agency in the 'NEPA pl'Ocess. 
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. ' 

4.2 Endangered and Threatened Species and Critical Habitat . 

The Endangered Species Act of �973, as amended, (16 USC 1536) requires Federal 
agencies to ensure that their actions do not jeOpardize endangered or threatened 
spe£ies or their critical habitats. Sources' of infonnation for the potential 
·occurrence of sensitive species in an area inciude both Federal and state lists. 

A letter was sent to USFWS requesting a list of threatened and endangered species 
in the vicinity of the proposed project. In its response, the USFWS noted that three 
Federally listed species have been recorded in the project vicinity: the bald eagle, 
the spring/ summer and fall chinook �on of the Snake River, and the Snake River 

. Sockeye salmon (personal communication, Peterson 1994). Potential impacts of the 
proposed project on listed species are discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 .  A 
biological assessment for the bald eaglejs included as Appendix E. The impact of 
project.;.related water withdrawal on salmon would l1e negligible. Thus, a biological 
. assessment was not prepared for chinook or sockeye salmon. 

4.  3 Fish and ·wildlife Conservation 

The Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act of 1980 (16 USC 2901 et seq.) encourages 
Federal agencies to conserve and promote con�rvation of non-game fish and 
wildlife species and their habitats. The Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act ·(16 
USC 661 et seq.) requires Federal agencies undertaking projects affecting water 
res()urces to consult �ith the USFWS and the state agency responsible for

. 
fish and 

wildlife resources to conserve or _improve wildlife resources. Water resources that 
promote fish and wildlife habitat have not been identified at the Henniston 
Generating project site . .  

4 . 4  Heritage · ·conservation 

4-2 

The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 as amended (16 USC 470) requires 
Federal agencies with land management or pennittlng aUthority to take into acoount 
the potential effects. of their undertaidngs on properties that are eligible for 
nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. The agency must consult 
with the SHPO regarding the inventory and evaluation of properties potentially 

. . ' 
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eligible for National ·Register nomination and to detennine whether the un�rtaking 
. would adve�ly affect them. · · 

. . 
The Hermiston Generating Project would involYe a pennit Or' agreement with a . ' 
Federal agency and is therefore a Federal agency undertaking. The archival search 
and field survey described in Section 3 . 13 identified two historic properties that are . ( 
potentially eligible for National Register nomination. A copy of the cultural 
resources survey has been sent to the Oregon SHPO for review. 

� 

The Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) of 1990 
(25 USC 3001 et seq.) assigns ownership of Native American graves found on 
Fedel1ll land to Native Americans. It requ�s the Federal agency ma.rulging land on 

· which the grave was found, to consult with the most likely descendant of the buried 
person or witq a culturally related person regarding the disposition of the remains. · . 

, ·The Hermiston Generating Project includes 0.4 kilometer (0.25 mile) of new 
. trarismission route that is located on Federal land. Any Nativ� Americari graves 
. found in this segment would be subject to the NAGPRA. 

4.5 State, Areawide, and Local Plan and Program Consistency 

4.5.1 Land Use 
The project wotJld be located in two jurisdictions: Umatilla County and the City of 
Umatilla. The Umatilla County Comprehensive Plan and the City or' Umatilla 

. 

Comprehensive Pbut' govern development in the project area. The proposed 
HermistOn Generating project would alter land use 

,
at the energy f�ility site from 

vacant to industrial use; and. th� site is zoned. for light indus� use. The 
transmission line route would oonsist of the upgrade of an exisililg electric . 
transmission line right-of-way. The natUral gas pipeline would be constructed 
below the surface of lands zoned for agricultural use. 

Umatilla County and the City of Umatilla have stated tbat' the Hermiston Generating 
Project is in conformance with their respective comprehensive plans. Copies of 
!hese letters are included in Appendix G. 

4.5.2 Pacific Nor,thwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act · 
The 'Pacific Northwest· Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act (USC 839 et 
seq.) cpntrins provisions_ intended to protect, mitigate, and enhance the fish and · 
wildlife (including wawning grounds and habitat) of the Columbia River and its 
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tributaries .. Most provisions of the Act are not relevant to BPA's action in this 
case, because BPA is not acquiring the output of the Henniston Generating Project . .  

4.5.3 Notice to the Fede.ral Aviation Administration (FAA) 
Construction of any facility 61 meters · (200 feet) or taller above ground level 
requires that notjce be given to the FAA. The stacks proposed at the Hermiston 
Generating Project would be up to 65 meters (213 feet) taU, requiring notification 
of FAA. 

Additionally, Pn:>ximity .of a proposed facility to an airport requires that notice be 
given to the FAA. The closest airport to the power plant site is located 
approximately 1 . 6  kilometers (1 mile) west of the site. Another airport is located 
approximately 9. 7 kilometers (6 miles) northeast of the power plant site. 

4.5 .4 Construction-related Pennits 
Grading, building, and related pennits would be required from Umatilla County. 
The. County Department of Public Works regulates development activities. The 
Umatilla County Board of Co�ssioners, in addition to requiring the proper 
building pennits, also requires developers to complete the foHowin� activities 
before starting of construction: 

• Obtain land u8e approvals from Umatilla County and the Ctty. of Umatilla; 
' 

. ' . 

• . File a landScaping plan �ith the County prior to issuance of a building permit; 

• Establish fire suppression and haZardous material safety designs in consultation 
· with the Hermiston Fire Department and the State Fire Marshal;. · 

• �ile a site plan with the County prior to issuance of.building permits; 

• Submit a plan, acceptable to EFSC, for responding to .an emergency at the ( 
Umatilla Anny Depot; and 

• Have the pOwer plant· fa((ility design reviewed· by the Oregon Building Codes 
Agency for compliance with the building codes. Issuance of building permits, 
electrichl permits, and·other plant operational pennits will be coordinated 

. through the Salem Offiee of the Building Codes Agency. · The local office in 
Pendleton will be �nsible for construction inspection of the project during 
and upon completion of construction. 
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4.f? Coastal Zone Management Program Consistency 

The proposed project is · not in the coastal zone, nor would it �tly affect the 
coastal zone. 

4.7 .Floodplains · 

The upper portion of the gas pipeline would parallel the west side of Butter Creek, 
and is the only project feature occurring within a floodplain or possJbly susceptible 
to flOoding. As noted in' Semon 3.2.2.3, the pipeline should be buried at a · 

sufficient depth to protect it from flood damage: The buried line would not affect 
the floodplain or contribute .to flooding elsew.here. 

4. 8 Wetlands 

� ' 

A review of National Wetlands Iilventory maps and a field suiVey for· the potential 
presence of jurisdictional wettands resulted in identifying .no wetlands at the power 
plant site or along the pipeline route. Wetlands along the transmission line 
right-of-way would not be disturbed by placement of the new towers or . 
transmission line. Thus, construction of the Hermiston Generating Project would 
not �uire·permits for the alteration of wetlands under Section 404 of the Clean 
Water Act. 

4.9 Farmlands 

The Farmland Protection Policy Act (7 USC 420� et seq.) directs Federal agencies 
. to identify and quantify adverSe impacts of Federal programs on fannlands. The 

Act's putpOse. is to minimize the number of Federal programs that contribute to the · 
unnecessary and irreversible conversion of agricultural land to. non-agricultural 
uses. 

j 
. The power plant site is currently vacant and zoned for light industrial use. The Soil 

Conservation SeiVice soil survey for the area indicates that the site is not prime or 
umque farmland. The construction right.:Of-way for the natural gas pipeline is 
zoned for 

/
agricultural use. Construction . of the pipeline would result in temporary 

disturbance to these agricultu� lands, about half of which are prime farmland. 
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The electric tnmsmission upgrade would occur primarily\ within an existing 
right-of-way that crosses agricultural lands. Approximately 0.4 kilometer (0.2 
mile) of the proposed transmission line, and the san1e amount of the optional 
transmission line route, crosses prime fann lands. Agricultural use of the prime · 

fannland could continue under the transmission lines in the rights-of-way. 

4. 10 Recreation Resources 

No public recreation occurs at the proposed ]X)wer plant $ite, a privately owned · 
area zoned for light industrial use. The natural gas pipeline and electric 
tnmsmission line rights-of-way are located primarily on privately owned lands. It is 
unlikely that the proposed project would interfere with the present use of any 
recreation resource in the vicinity. 

· 4. 11 Global Warming 

A discussion of C� and its contribution to' global wamnng is presented in Sections 
3.6.2.5 and 3 .6.4.2. The project would produce only relatively negligible amounts 

- of other greenhouse gases, such as methane or NOX' 

4. 12 Permit for 'Structures in Navigable Waters 

The PIOJ?Osed project does not include work or structures that are in or on any 
navigable waters of the United States as defmed. in the Rivers and Harbors Act of 

. - \ 

1899 (33 USC 403). The upgraded transmission line' would cross over the Umatilla 
River at Interstate 82, which may require a permit, under Section 10 of the Rivers 
and Harbors Act. 
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4. 13 Permit for Discharges into Waters of the United States 
. . 

DiScharge of dredged. or fill material into waters of the United States is regulated by 
the �y Corps of Engineers ·pursuant to Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. The 
propo� project site is located in an upland area. ·  Although the transmission line 
would pass. over waters of the United States, it would not affect these features. 
There is no. proposed discharge of dredged or fill materials into waters of the 
United States. 

4. 14 Permit for Right-of-Way on Public Lands 

The power plant and the gas pipeline for the Hermiston Generating Project would 
]?e constructed on private property. Sections of the trimsmission line and gas 
pipeline would cross irrigation canals, which would require consultation with the 
Bureau of Reclamation, but no right-of-way permit; At its approach to McNary 
Substation, the transmission line would cross land formerly administered by the 
BLM, but which has been transferred to BPA. Therefore, no right-of-way permit 
would be required from the BLM. The Corps would be kept informed of actions 
involving the upgrade of the transmission line located along the eastern border of 
the Umatilla Ordnance Depot, because a portion of the right-of-way is on Ordnance 
Depot land. 

4. 15 Energy Conservation at Federal Facilities . 
· 

The proposed project does not include the operation, maintenance, or retrofit of an 
existing Federal building, or the construction or lease of a new Federal building. 

· 4. 16 Pollution Control 

Several pollution eontrol acts would apply to,the project, including: 

• Clean Air Act · 

• Clean Water Act . 

• Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
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• Toxic Substance Control Act 

• · Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act. 

4.16.1 Air 
Emissions produced by the proposed project must meet standards established by the 
Environmental Protection Agency. The Clean Air Act is the principal Federal law 

. governing air pollution control. It was most recently amended in 1990. In the 
project area, authority for ensuring compliance with the provisions of the Clean Air 
Act is delegated to the ODEQ. The Hermiston Generating Project would comply 
with all applicable standards as described in Section 3.6. 

4.16.2 Water 
· The Ciean Water Act of 1977, as amended, is the principal Federal law gover;ning 

water pollution control. The Act is currently undergoing review and .is expected to 
be formally amended in 1994. The Clean Water Act authorizes Federal and state 

. . 

regulations of discharges into waters of the United States and municipal sewer 
systems� The NPDES is. the primary instrument for implementing the Act. ODEQ . · 

is authorized to administer the NPDES prognun w�thin the state. ODEQ has 
de�rmined that a Stormwater Discharge Permit is not required for plant operation 
because . stormwater would not discharge to surface water at a point source. 
However,

. 
a General Stormwater Discharge Permit Number 1200-c· was issued by . 

ODEQ on January I I ,  1993 to address erosion control for construction activities 
.associated· with the proposed project. 

4.16.3 Solid and Hazardous Waste 
Solid waste generated at the proposed project site would consist mostly. of packing · 
crates, wastes from maintenance, wastes from '�ormal employee activities, and filter 
cake from water treatment facilities. Solid wastes would be collected by a local 
contractor for disposal at a nearby landfill. The project would comply with all 
Federal and state regula�ons dealing with the use, storage, and disposal of 
hazardous materials and hazardous wastes including those covered under Division V 
of the 1991 Uniform Fire Code, entitled "Stationary Tank Storage, Aboveground, 
Outside of Buildings. " 

4.16.4 Safe Drinking Water 
The. proposed project would receive its drinking water from Lamb-Weston' s  
domestic water system, which i s  obligatec;l to comp�y with the provisions of the Safe 
Drinking Act. 
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The proposed project would comply with Federal, state, and local regulations · 
. ·regarding contamination prevention

. 
of .surface water and groundwater. 

4.16.5 Noise 
The proposed project is subject to maximum allowable levels of noise by the State 

' . . I 

of Oregon (OAR 340-35-035). Regular operation of the project with mitigation as 
proposed would eomply with noise standards for nearby sensitive receptors. 
Potential noise-related impacts of project construction and suggested mitigation 
measures are discussed in S�tion 3 ,7. 

4�16.6 Pesticides and Asbestos 
The propOsed project would not use or produce pesticides and would not distribute, 
use, or dispose of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). Asbestos would not be used 
in the facilities. 

4.16. 7 Comprebensive Environmental Response, . Compensation, and Liability 
Act (CERCLA) 

. 

The following is a summa.fy of the
. 
fmdings of the environmental site .assessment 

conducted at the power plant site: 

• Waste and debris piles were not observed on the S\lbject property. 

• Stained soils were not obServed on the' subject property. 

• No obvious hazardous substance use, storage� or disposal was observed on the 
· subject property at the time of the site visit. 

/ , 
. • Th�re were no buildings or evidence of foundations in the aerial photographs .or 

identified during the site visit on the subject property. 

• The aerial photographs and unmaintained irrigation structures indicated past 
agricultural use on the subject property. 

• No uses of aboveground or underground tanks were indicated in the regulatory 
· databases or observed at the subject property. 

• No indications of groundwater or petroleum wells were identified' during the site -
.visit on the subject property. 
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• The subject property was not listed in any regulatory databases checked. 

• . Two sites within 0. 8 kilometer (0.5 mile) of the subject property were listed in 
the reguiatory databases that were checked: 

4.16.8 Radon 

There is no evidence to suggest that the propoged project area is affec1;ed by 
�gulations concerning radon gas, or would be affected by the Radon Gas and 
Indoor Air Quality Research Act of 1986 (42 USC 7401). 

4. 17 Permits 

4-10 

Permits would be obtained from a number of agencies before power plant 
construction · and operation could begin. The following state and local permits 
would be required: 

• Site Certificate from Oregon EFSC; 

• Hazardous Waste Generator Registration (ODEQ); 
c 

• - Air Contaminant Discharge Permit (ODEQ); 

• General Stormwater Discharge Permit for Constroction .Activities (ODEQ); 

• Building Codes Agency Permits: Plumbing, Structural/Mechanical, Energy, 
Elevator, Fire Marshall, Electrical, Pressure Vessel {Boiler); 

• Permit for Performing Miscellaneous Operations on a State Highway . (Oreg�n 
Department of Transportation); 

/ 

• Access Permit (Oregon Department-of Transportation); 

• Conditionlil Use Permit (Uma� County); 

. • Zoning Permit (Umatilla County); · 

• · Utility Permit (Umatilla County); 
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• · Access Pennit (Umatilla County); 

• Type ll Land Division (Umatilla County); and 

,. Conditional Use Pennit (City of Umatilla). 
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5 .  0 List of Preparers 
The Hermiston Generating Projeet EIS is being prepared by BPAwith the technical· 
assistance of Bnserch Environmental (fonnerly Fbasco Environmental Division), a 

: consulting fmn under contract to. BP A. Individuals responsible for preparing the 
draft EIS are listed below. 

BPA EIS Team 

Boorse, Dawn. EIS Project Manager. 

French, Jon. Engineering and Transmission Issues. 

Leonard, Rim. Engineering COOrdinator� . 

Seifferl, Randy. Environmental Issues. 

Spiering, Colleen. Electric and Magnetic Field Effects. 

Enserch Environmental EIS Team 

, .HaU, Ellen. Task Mapager. Twenty years of experience in energy and �tural 

, re8ource planning and pennitting, economic analysis, socioeconomic impact . · 

. assessment, and environmental analysis. Education: B.A. , History/Economics; 
M.Ag. , Agricultural Economics; Ph.D. , ResourCe Econoniics. · 

Avery, Kristin. Technical Writer/Editor. ·  Four years of experience inc),udiilg 
. ' ,. -

technical writing •and editing, document design and production, co�unity 
education and public re,latlons, and cultural resource literature searches. Education: 
B.A. (pending), English-Writing Arts/Philosophy. 
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Carpenter, Alan. Air Quality Specialist. Fifteen years of experience in 
environmental consulting and government pollution control, air quality permitting, 
regulatory analyses; planning, and environmental audits. Education: B.A. , 
Physics/Mathematics; M.S . ,  Nuclear Physics; M.S.E. ,  Air Resources Management. 
Registered Professional Eng:Uieer, Washington. 

, I 

Dary, Douglas. Historical and Archaeological. Resources Specialist. Fourteen 
years of experience in cultural resources management inCluding historic and 
prehistoric archaeology, historic architectural and engineering assessment, and 
Native American consultation. Education: B.A. , Anthropology; M.A. , Ethnology; , ··. 
Ph.D. , Archaeology. 

Groluun, Bryan. Hazardous Materials Specialist. Five years of experience in 
environmental science, geology' and analytical chemistry related to hazardous waste 
site assessments, decommissioning, and remediation . .  Education: B.A. , Geology. 

Greenig, Mark. Landscape Re8ource Planner. Thirteen years of experie:qce m 
environmental impact assessment, recreation planning, visual resource analysis, site 
planning, and land use analysis. Education: B.S . ,  Landscape Architecture; 
M.U.P. , Master of Urban Planning. 

Jaclcson, Garrett. Geologist. Five years of experience in applied geommphology, 
mapping of stream channels and fluvial deposits, and geologic hazard.evaluations. 
Education: B.S. , Geosciences; M.S. , Geosciences. 

Jones, Tom. Electrical Engineer. Seventeen years of experience in electrical and 
control systems engineering design, field work, and ·management of electrical · 

utilities and heavy industry. Education: B.S. , EleCtrical Eng:Uieering. Registered 
Professional Eng:Uieer, Washington, California, and Alaska. 

' ' 

·- . 

MllllS, Carl. Mechanical Eng:Uieer. Fifteen years of experience in mechanical and 
project eng:Uieering forindustiy, public utilities, and governmental agencies. 
Education: B.S . ,  Mechapical Eng:Uieering;. M.S. , Mechanical Eng:Uieering. 
Registered Professional Eng:Uieer, WashingtonJmd Idaho. 

McShtme, M. CoUeen. 'J,"errestrial Biologist. Fifteen years of experience in 
environmental research·and consul�g including wildlife and vegetation surveys, 
habitat evaluation, wetlands modeling, impact assessments and mitigation planning: 
Education: B.A. , Biology; M.S . ,  Plant Ecology; M.B.A. , Project Management. 
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Richards,· Tim. Graphic Designer. Eighteen years of expepence in graphic design, 
illustration, mapping, and report presentation. 

Tuclcer, Scott . . Air Quality Specialist� Six years of experience in aii quality 
permitting, air monitoring and modeling, and meteorology. Education: B.A. , 
Physics/Geology; M.S . ,  Atmospheric Sciences; . 

Walton, Ray. Water Resources. Engineer. Over ftfteen .years experience managing 
�d directing water resources studies, developing an4 applying numerical models to 
simulate all aspects of surface water flows and water quality, and groundwater 
contaminant migration. Education: B.S. , Mathematics; M.S . ,  Engineering 
Hydrology; Ph.D. , Hydraulics. 
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6 .  0 List of Agencies ,  
Organizations ,  and Persons to 

Whom . Copies of the EIS are · 
Sent 

Federal Agencies 

U.S . .  Departinent of Interior 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
U: S; Department of AgricultUre 

U.S.  Department of Energy _ 

U.S. Department of Transportation 

U.S. Department of Commen:e 

-Bureau of umd Management 
-Fish and Wildlife �ervice 
-Bureau of Reclamation 
-National Park Service 
-Bureau of indian Affairs 

I 

-Rural Electrification Administration 
-Soil Conservation 
-Forest Service Region i 
-Mount Hood National Forest 

. -Umatilla National Forest -
· �Federal Energy Regula:tory 

Commission 
-Federal.Highway Administration 
-Federal Aviation Administration 
-National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration 
· -National Marine Fisheries Service 
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State Agencies 

Oregon 

Department of Energy 
Department of Fish aild Wildlife 
Department of Transpo�tion 
Department of Environmental Quality 
Department of Land Conservation �d Development 
Department of State Parks �d Recreation 
Executive Office 
Public Utility Commission 

Washington 

Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council 
Office of Energy 
Wildlife Commission 
Department of Co111munity Development 
Department of Ecology 

Other Agencies and Local Government Organizations 
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Columbia River Gorge Commission 
Columbia River Intertribal Fish Commission 

· Mid Columbia Council of Governments 
Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians 
Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation 
City of BOardman 
Port of Umatilla 
City of Irrigon 
City of Umatilla 
City of Hermiston 
City of Stanfield 
City of Pendleton 
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City of Echo 
County of Umatilla · 
County of Morrow · 
Northwest Power Planning Council 

Interest Groups 

Audubon Society· of Portland. 
Common Cause 
Columbia Basin Institute 
Columbia Improvement District 
DOn't Waste Oregon 
Friends of the Earth 
Industrial Customers of Northwest Utilities 
Izaak Walton,League 
League of Women Vo�ers 
League of Oregon Cities 
Association of Oregon Counties 
Association of Washington Cities 
National Wildlife F,ederation 
Nature ConseiVancy 
Northwest ConseiVation Act Coalition 
Northwest Environmental Defense Center· 
. Oregon Hay Producers 
· Oregon Natural Desert Association 
Oregon Natural Resources Council 
Oregon People' s  Utility District 
Oregon Rivers Council 
Oregon. Rural Electric Coop Association 
Oregon Shores ConseiVation Coalition 
Oregon State Grange 

, Oregon Wilderness Society 
Salmon for All 
Sierra · Club 
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Depository· Libraries 

Others 
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State of Oregon Library Building, Salem, OR . · 
Walter M. Pierre Library, Eastern Oregon State College, La Grande, .oR 
Blue Mountain Community College Library, Pendleton, OR 
Central Oregon Community College, Bend, OR 
Aubrey R. Watzek Library, Lewis and Clark College, Portland; OR 
Bonneville Power Administration Library, Portland, OR' 
Daniel J. Evans Library, Evergreen State College, Olympia, WA 
Washington State Library, Olympia, WA · 

Penro8e Memorial Library, Walla Walla, W A 
Boise Public Library, Boise, ID 
Government Documents Library, Boise State University, Boise,· ID 
Regional Depository Millar LibJ:7:U"Y, Portland State University, Poltland, OR 
U.S .  Department of Energy Reading Room, Forrestal Building, Washington, D.C . 

. Hermiston Public Library, Hermiston, OR · ' 
Umatilla Public Library, Umatilla, OR 

Many businesses and individUals also aJ'e included in the .mailing list. Their number 
is too extensive to list. 
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8 �0 Glossary of Terms and 
. Acronyms 

A-weighted decibel (dBA) 

AAQS 

ac 

Acre-foot 

ADT 

Alluvial de}Josits 

. · Alluvium 

Ambient 

aMW 

Sound meaSurements made on the A scale. 

Acceptable ambient level. 

Ambient Air Quality Standards. 

Alternating current. 

The V()lume of water that will cover an 
area ()f one acre to a depth of one foot. 

Average daily traffic. 

Material such as sand or silt, deposited . 
on land by . streams . 

Unconsolidated deposits of transported 
particles. 

Air surrounding a particular spot, such as 

a power plant. Ambient air, for 
example, is the .existing air quality; 
ambient noise is the existing noise level 
of the area. 

·Average megawatt. 
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Anadromous f"JSh 

Anticline 

Artesian 

ASC 

Attainment area 

· Average megawatt (aMW) · 

BACT 

Basalts. 

Best Available Control Technology 
(BACT) 

\ 
Fish, such as_ salmon or steelhead trout, 
that hatch in freSh�ater, migrate to and 
mature in the ocean, and return to 
freshwater as adults to sJ>awn. 

A fold in stratified rock units that is 
concave downward. 

. A geologic formation or structure· that 
contains and transmits water in sufficient · 
quantity to supPly the needs for water 

. development. ·Aquifers are usually 
satUrated sands, gravel, or fractured 
rock. · 

Water that is naturally under pressure; 
flows from the ground. 

Application for Site Certificate. 

A geographic area where the 
concentration of specific air pollutants 
does not exceed Federal standards .. 

The·number of megawatts that could be 
produced by a power plant multiplied by 
the percent of time the power plant 
would normally be .in operation over a 
specific period of tllne, usually I year. 

Best Available Control Technology. 

Lava flows. 

An erillssion Iirilltation based on the 
maximum degree of reduction of each 

· pollutant subject to regulation and 
emitted frOm, or which results from, any 
major emitting facility. 



BLM 

BPA 

British Thermal Unit (Btu) 

c 

Cl 

CEMS. 

· Centimeter (em) 

CFC 

CFR 

ds 

Circuit breakers 

Class I Area 

Class ii Area 

.B. (} Glossary of Terms and Acronyms 

Bureau of Land Management. . , . . 

Bonnevme Power Adiilinistration. 

A quantity of heat required to raise the 
temperature of 0.45 Kg (1 pound) of 
water one degree Fahrenheit. 

Celsius. 

Commercial neighborhood. 

Continuous EmissiQn Monitoring System. 

A unit of measurement (in the metric 
system) equivalent to 0.3937 inches. 

Chlorofluoropubon. 

Code of Federal Regulations. 

Cubic feet per second·. 

A switchirig device that is capable of 
closing or interrupting an electriCal 

. circuit under over�load Of short-circuit 
conditions as well as under normal load 
conditions� 

Area designated for the most s�gent 
degree of protection ftom future 

degradation of air quality. 

Any area cleaner than the Federal air 
quality standard designated for a 
moderate degree ofprotection from 
future air quality degradation. Moderate 
increases 'in new pollution may be 
permitted in a ClaSs n Area. 
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Clastic dikes 

CNG 

co 

Cc)generation 

Combined-cycle 

Combustion turbine 

' 8-4 

. Planar to subplanar structures composed 
of fine-grairied sedimentary particles 

· which cut across sedimentary rock layers. 

Cascade Natural Gas. · 

The chemical formula for carbon 
monoxide. tarl>on monoxide is a 
colorless, odorless, and poisonous gas 
formed by incomplete combustion of 
caroon or.a carbonaceous material, ·such . 
as· gasoline and natural gas. 

The chemical formula for carbon 
dioxide; Carl>on dioxid,e is a colorless, 

· odorless, incombustible gas formed 
during respiration, combustion, and 
Qt:ganic d�mposition, and commonly · 

used in food refrigeration, carbonated 

bevetages, inert atmospheres, ftre 
extinguishers, and other aerosols. 

The· technology of producing. electrical 
enet:gy together with useful thermal or 
mechanical enet:gy for industrial or 
commercial purposes, using waste� heat 
from one process to fuel the other. 

The use of waste heat from a gas turbme · 
topping cycle for the generation of 

. �lectricity in a s� turbine generator · 
system, thereby increasing the effi�iency 
of heat u�. 

An integral part of cogeneration facilities 
operating on fuels that are capable of 
converting heat enet:gy into electrical 
enet:gy. 



. Containment dike 

·' . 

Cooling tower drift 

Co;rPS 

CRBG 

Criteria pollutant 

CTUIR 

CubiC feet per �nd (cfs) 

Cultural resources 

' 

Cumulative impact 

8. 0 ·Glossary of Term, lziuJ Acronyms . 

A benn designed to contain •a potential 
release. 

Dissolved sOlids in cooling tower 
· emissions that are then deposited on soils 

and vegetation. 

United States -¥roY. Cotps of Engineers. 

Columbia River Basalt Group. · 

An air pollution substance for which the · 

Environmental Protection Agency �s 
es!a;blished environmental significance 
thresholds. If emissions will exceed 
threshold criteria, added requirements ' 

I 
• 

such as pollution offsets are imposed. 

Confederated Tribes of th� Umatilla 
Indian Reservation. 

A unit of measurement pertaining to flow 
or discharge of water. One cfs is equal 
to 449. gallo�s per minute. 

The nonrenewable eviden're of. human 
occupation <>t: activity ·as seen in any 
district, site, building, structure,. artifact, 
ruin, object, work of art, architecture, or 

,. 

natural feature that was important in 
human history at the national, state, or 
local level. 

The impact on the environment that .  
results from an action when added to · 

other past, present, and reasonable 
foreseeable future actions. ·  Cumulative 
impacts can result from individually· 
minor but collectively significant actions . 
taking place over time. 
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dB 

dB A 

Decibel (dB) 

Decibel. 

A-weighted decibel. 

A decibel is · a unit for expressing relative 
difference in power, usually between · 
acoustic signals, equal to I 0 times the 
common logarithm of the ratio of two · 

levels, 

· EFsC Energy Facility Siting Council. 

EFU Zoning Exclusive farm use. 
' 

EIS Environmental . Impact Statement. 

Electric and magnetic fields (EMF) The two types of fields of force that are 

· produced by electricity i.e. , those that 
are ·produced by voltage (electric fields) 
and those that are produced by current 
(magnetic fields), Electric fields are 

produced by the· force that causes current 
to flow through a conductor (voltage) and · 

are measured by kilovolts per meter 
(kV/m), Magnetic fields are produced 
by the force that causes electrons to move 
in a conductor (current) and are 

measured in milligauss (mG). 

Electric field An energy field produced by voltage, 
measured in kilovolts per meter. 

Em�ent · · As used here, a plant that is rooted and 

EMF 

· has parts extending above a water 
surface. ·  

Electric ahd magnetic fields. 



Emissions 

- ·, !  

Endangered species. · 

Energy 

Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS) . 

Eolian 

. F 

Fl 

F2 

FAA · 

8. 0 Glossary of '{erms and Acronyms 

Subs1:ances discharged into the 
environment as waste material, such as 
discharge into the air from cO<>lin� 
towers or discharges into the water from 

· waste streams. 

· . A plant or animal that is in danger of 
extinction throughout all or a significant 

. portion of its range because its 'habitat is 
threatened with destruction, drastic 
modification, or severe curtailment, or 
because of overexploitation, disease, 
predation, or other factors; Federally 
listed endangered speeies are officially ' 
designated by the U.S .  Fish and Wildlife 
Service. 

' ' ' 

the ability to produce electrical power 
over a period of time, expressed in · 
kilowatt hours. 

A document defined at 40 CFR 1508. 1 1  
and prepared in accordanCe with the 
requirements of section 102(c) ofNEPA, 
the Council on Environmental Quality 
Regulations, and DOE NEPA 
Guidelines .. 

Wind-deposited. 

Fahrenheit • 

Exclusive farm use, 7.7�hectare (19-acre) 
minimum . .  

General rural, 7.7�hectare (19-acre) 
miDimum. 

.Federal Aviation Admiirlstration. 
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· Fecal coliform bacteria 

I 

Feeder dikes 

' Filter cake 

Flood basalts 

'· Fluvial 

FP 

g 

Geologic hazard 

Glacial outwash 

Global warming 

.) 

gpm 
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Tiny. organisms associated with th� 
intestines of wanil-blooded animals that 
are commonly used to indicate the 
presence of fecal material and the 
po_tential presence of organisms capable 
of causing human disease. , 

Linear openings from which lava flows 
erupt. 

Solids removed from process water are 

mad� into nonhazardous. filter cakes and 
disposed of in a landfill. 

Lava flows characterized by very · low 
viscosity and wide aerial extent. 

Ptposited by water. 

Flood plain. 

Aceeleration of gravity. 

A geologic condition, either natural or 
artificial� that poses a pOtential danger to , . 
life and property, e.g. , landslides. 

Sediment deposits· as a result of 
meltwater outflow from glaciers or ice 
sheets. 

The phenomenon of gradually increasing 
average temperatures in the earth's 
atmosphere due primarily to 
accumulation of carbon dioxide. Carbon 
dioxide comes from the but:ning of fossil 
fuels and removal of forests and . 
vegetation that take carbon dioxide out of 
the air. 

Gallons per minute. 



Greenhouse gas 

Groundwater 

Habitat 

Hazardous materials 

Hectare (ba) 

Hectare-meter (ba-m) 

BGC 

Holocene 

Hydric (soil) 

Impact 

lnf"dtration 

8. 0 Glossary of Tenns tind Acronyms 

A gas that contributes to globalwanning. 
' ' 

· The supply of fresh water under the 
earth' s  surface in an aquifer or. soil. 

The environment .occupied by individuals 
of a particular species, population, or · 

community. 

Substances which, if released in an 
uncontrolled m�r, can be harmful to 
the environment. 

An area equivalent to 10,000 square 
meters or 2.471 acres. 

The volume of water that will cover an 
· area of one hectare to a depth of one 
meter. 

Hermiston Generating. Compariy. 

Period of geologic time extending from 
about 10,000 years ago to the present. 

A soil that is saturated, flooded, or 
:" ' i 

popded long enough during the growing · 

season to develop anaerobic conditions 
that favor the growth and regeneration of 
hydrophytic (able to grow in saturated 
areas) vegetation. 

Positive or negative .e�vironmental 
eonsequences of a proposed action. 

Seepage of water into the ground. 
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\ 

Jurisdictional wetl8nd 

kg/ha-mo 

Kilogram per hectare-month (kg/ha .. 
mo) 

. , Kilometer (km) 

Kilovc;»lt (kV) . 

Kilowatt (kW) 

Kilowatt hour (kWh) 

km 

kV 

kV/m 

kWh 

LAER 

lb/ac;..mo 

. Wetlands that are subject to Section 404 
of the Clean Water Act and to the 
Swampbuster provision of the Flood 

· Security Act. . 

Kilogram per hectare-month. 

A unit used to measure the amount of a 
substance deposited over a hectare in one 
month . 

One thousand ·meters. 

One thousand volts. 

An electrical unit of power equal to 
1 ,000 watts. 

A basic unit of electric· energy. equal ,to 
one kilowatt for the period of one hour. 

· Kilometer 

· Kilovolt. 

KiloV,olt per meter. 

Kilowatt hour. 

A symbol that represents. the maximum 
permitted noise level a project may create 
50 percent of the time. in an hour. 

' . 

Lowest achievable emission rate. 

. 
Pounds per acre-month. 

A symbol that represents the 
logarithmically weighted average noise 
level. 



Lin�ent 

Liquefaction 

Liter (L) 

ws 
lpm 

M2 

Magnetic field 

MCE 

MCL 

Megawatt hour '(MWh) 

Meter (m) 

8. 0 Glossary of Terms and Acronyms 

Light indu�. 

Structure or series of structures or 
features that .have the ·same. alignment. 

Liquid-like behavior of a. solid material. 

A unit of volume equivalent to 0.2642 
gallons� 

A symbol that represents the,ma'ximum 
· .. permitted· noise level (measured in 

· decibels) . 

Level of seiVice. 

Liters per minute. 

Heavy indu$ial. 

Cubic meter. Equal to 1 ,000 liters· or 
263 gallons. 

Cubic meters per secpnd. 

An energy field produced by the 
movement of electrons· in a wire 
(current), measured !n milligauss (mG). 

Maximum credible earthquake. 

Maximum .Contaminant :Level. · 

A basic unit qf electrical energy equal to 
one Qtegawatt for tile }>eriod of one hour. 

Qne thousand. kilowatts (kW) or one 
million watts (W). ' 

Unit of length equal to 3 .28 feet. 
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mG 

MGD 

Milligauss . · · 

Mitigation 

MLD 

MMBtulhr 

msl 

MWh 

NAGPRA 

NatUral gas 

NEPA 

8-12 

Milligauss. 

Million gallons per day. 

Umt of magnetic field' strength equal tO · 

0.001 of a gauss. 

' 

Actions to avoid, minimize, reduce; 
eliminate1 O{ compensate for the impact 
of a proposed activity or management 
practice. 

Million liters per day. 

Million British thermal units per hour 

Mean sea level. 

Megawatt-hour. 

Native American Graves Protection and 
Repatriation Act. 

A mixture of hydrocarbon gases that . 
I 

occurs with petroleum deposits, chiefly 
methane, together with varying quantities 
of ethane, butane, propane, and other 
gases. In addition to its use as a fuel; it 
is commonly used in the manufacture of · 

' organic compounds. 
I 

NationalEnvii-onmental Policy Act. 
Major Federal legislation passed by 
Congress in 1969 that requires that 
environmental impacts of major Federal 
actions be.identified in a detailed 
statement of envirorunental impact, along 
with reasonable alternatives to the 
proposed actions. Furthermore, 
environmental impacts must be rna� 



NEPA (cont.) 

-' .  

Nonattainrilent 

NPDES 

NR 

NSPS 

NSR 

OAR 

ODA 

ODEQ 

ODFW 

ODOE 

. 8. 0 Glossary of Terms cvui Acronyms 

known to the public and to the . 
decisionmaker, prior to a decision being . 
made on the project. 

The chemical formula for nitrogen 
dioxide. Nitrogen dioxide is a mildly 
poisonous brown gas often found in · 

exhaust fumes and smog. It is 

.synthesized for use as a catalyst and 
oxidizing or nitrating agent. 

An area which does not meet air quality 
standards set by the · Clean Air Act for 
specified localities and time periods. 

Oxides of nitrogen. ·  

National Pollution Discharge RUmination , 
System. Fedentl water quality program . 
administered by the · State agency 
responsible for water quality. 

Natural resource: 

New Source Performance Standards. 

New Source Review. 

Qzone. 

Oregon Administrative Rule. 

Oregon Department ·of Agriculture. 

. . 
Oregon Department of Environmental 

Quality. 
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife. 

Oregon Department of Energy; 
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ONHP 

OWL 

Palustrine 

-

Parent material 
' 

Particulate matter 

PcB 

PCE 

Permeability (soil) 

PF 

PGA 

PGT 

Physiographic province 

Pleistocene 

8-14 

Orego� Natural Heritage Program. 

Olympic-Wallowa Lineament. 

Gen�ral freshwater wetlands 
classificaiion associated . with partially 
saturated areas not part of a· surface water 
system� 

The unconsolidated material from which 
· soil develops. 

Fine sOlid particles that remain 
individua11y dispersed in stack emissions. 

Lead. 

Polychlorinated biphenyl. 

Passenger car equivalents. 

The quality of soil that enables water to 
. move downward through the profile, 

· measured as the number of centimeters 
(inches) per hour that water moves 
downward. 

Public facilities. 

Peak ground acCeleration. 

Pacific Gas· Transmission. 

A region of similar structure and climate 
that has a unified geomotphic �rtaining 
to surface form) history. 

Period .of geologic time extending·from 
about 1 . 8· million .years.ago to about 
10,000 years ago. 



PM to 

:· . '-� I 

Pound per acre-montb Ob/a�mo) 

ppm 

· ppmvd 

Prortcle (soil) 

PSD 

psi 

Pyroclastic flows 

R-0/S 

Rl 

REA 

Record of Decision 

8. 0 Glossary of Terms aiu:I Actonyms 

Particulate matter less than 10 microns 

(1.1) in diameter. 

A unit �sed to measure the amount of a 
subs�ce deposited over an acre in one 
month. 

Parts per milliop. 

Parts per _million by volume dry. 

A vertical section of the soil extending 
through different layers (horizons). 

Prevention of Significant Deterioration. 

Pounds per square inch. 

Rock material-formed by a .volcanic 
explosion. 

Recreation-open· space. 

Residential single-family in City of 
. Umatilla Comprehensive Plan. 
Agricultural residential, · 1 . 6-hectare ( 4-
acre) minimum, in Umatilla County plan. 

Residential multi-family. 

Rural Electrification Administration. 

A document prepared in accordance with 
the requirements of 4o ·cFR 1505.2, that 

provides a concise pp.blic. record of the 
agency' s  decision on

' 
a proposed action 

for which an ms was prepared, and 

identifies alternatives considered before 

reaching the decision, the · 
environmentally preferred alternative(s), 
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Record. of Decisi�n 
(cont.) 

Right-of-way 

Runoff 

RV 

Scarify 

SCR 

. Selective catalytic reduction· (SCR) . 

Sensitive receptors 

· Shear zones 

SHPO 

factors balanced by the agency· making 
the decision, and whether all practiCal 
means to avoid or minimize 
environmental harm have been adopted 
and if not, why. 

An easement for a certain purpose over . 
the land of another, such as a strip of 
land used for a transmission li!Ie, 
roadway, or pipeline. 

'Yater from precipitation or llrigation 
that flows over the ground surface and . 
returns to streams or other water bodies: 
�t can collect pollutants from the air or 
land and carry them to the receiving 

I 

waters. 

Recreational vehicle. 

To scrape or·chum up soil. 

Selective catalytic reduction. 

An air pollution control technology that . 
reduces NOx to nitrogen and water when 
combined with a reducing agent, such as 
ammonia. 

Hospitals, residences, sensitive 
I 

vegetation and wildlife, or any other 
receptor that may be particularly 
sensitive to certain adverse effects, such 
as from noise or air pollutio�. 

Localized deformation areas 

characterized by crushed and/ or smeared 
rock material. · 

Sttte Historic Preservation Officer. 



Shrub-steppe 

Significant Emissions Rate 

SIL 

SR 

·Stratovolcano · 

Surface water 

Syncline 

TDS 

Tectonic basb,ls 

Tectonic 

8. 0 Glossary of Terms and Acronyms 

· The pQtential of a soil to expand or 
contract due to the presence of water
absorbing clay minerals. 

' 

A community of low drought-tolenmt 
shrubs and bunch grasses. 

Annual rate of emissions for specific 
pollutant that'identifies a "major" air 
pollution· source in ODEQ regulations. 

Significant impact level. 

The chemical formula for sulfur dioxide. 
Sulfur dioxide can be found in either a 

· gaseous or. liquid state. It is commonly . 
used in the mapufacture of sulfuric acid. 

Suburban residential.. 

Type of volcano formed·by explosive 
eruptions. Characterized by · extreme 
height and steep flanks. 

Any water, temporary or permanent, · 

which is above the ground surface, 
,observable with the, unaided eye. 

\ . 

A fold in stratified rock units that is 
concave upward. 

Total dissolved solids. 

A basin formed by the mo:vement of 
geologic plates. 

· Related.to the interaction of geologic 
. · ' plates. 
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Threatened species 

Total Suspended Particulates (TSP) 

Transmission line 

TSP 

UCDO 

UECA 

UGB 

USFWS 

Volt 

VOR 

8-18 

Those species officially designated by the 
U.S. · Government that .are likely to 
berome endangered within the 
foreseeable future throughout all or a 
significant portion o( their range. 

The total volume of small particles 
suspended in a water column, expressed 
in. percent. 

The structures, insulators, conductors, 
and other equipment used to transfer 
electrical power from one point to 

. another. 

Total suspended particulates. 

Unit �f measureJ;Dent oommonly used to 

measure pollutants in air, specifically the 
number of micrograms per cubic meter. 

Umatilla County. Development 
. .  Ordinance. 

Umatilla Electric Cooperative 
Association. 

Urban .growth boundary. · 

United States Fish and Wildlife Service. · 

The unit of voltage or potential 
difference. It is the electromotive force 

· 
. which, if steadily applied to a circuit 

having a resistance of one ohm, will 
produce a cuirent of one ampere. 

y ehicle occupancy rate. 



Wastewater 

Water table 

Watershed 

Watt 

· wetlands 

· Wheeling 

, Xerotluvents 

Xerollic durorthids 

8. 0 GlossQry of Terms and Acronyms · 

\ 
· Water that carries w.astes from buildings, 
. institUtions, and industrial 
establishments. 

The upper limit of the soil or 'underlying 
- rock material that is wholly saturated 

with water .. 

The area drained by a single river 
system. 

The electrical unit of power or rate of 
doing work. The rate of energy transfer 
equivalent to one ampere flowing un�r 
the pressure of one volt . . 

· An � where the soil experiences 
anaerobic conditions because of the . . . . 
inundation of water during a �rtion of 
. any given year. Indicators of a wetland 
include types-of plants, · solid 
characteristics, and llydrology. of the 
area. 

Use of transmission facilities of one 
utility system to transmit power to 
another qlility . system or between , 
customer facilities within a single utility 
system. 

Soils of the entisol ()rder that are 
developed on water-laid deposits in a 
Mediterranean-type climate. 

Soils having a duripan (dense, compact 
. soil horizon) within 100 em of the 
surface and found in ·a cool 

· Mediterranean climate bordering on· arid. 
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3-33, 3-38, 3-39, 3-40� 3-42, 3-44, 3-45, 3-49, 3-53 , 3-54, 3-55, 3-56, 

. 3-57, 3-58, 3-60, 3-87, 3-90, 3-'-106, 3-108, 3-1 10, '3-1 19, 3-120, 3-122, . 
3�123 ,  3-124, 3-125, 3-127, 3-128, 3-130, 3-131 ,  3-132, 3-134, 3.:135, 
3-136 3-137 3-141 3-152 3-160 3-162 3-163 3-164 3-166 3-167 . ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 

3-168 4-1 4-3 . 4-5 4-6 4-7 ·8-16 8..:1 8 · ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 

Umatilla County Comprehensive Plan, 3-120, 3-;}30, 3-132, 3-136, 4-3 
Unavoidable adverse impacts, 3-58, 3-125 ,  3-137-
Utility(ies), 1-1 ; 2-1 1 ,  2-'14, 2-31 , 2-32, 2-33, 3-3 1 ,  3-131 ,  3-144, 3-148, 3-158, 

4-10 8,-19 ' ' ' 

Vegetation, 3-7, 3-8, 3-17, 3-32, 3-37, 3-38, 3-39, 3-44, 3-45, 3-46, 3-47, 348, 
. 3-107, 3-108, 3.:.1 18 ,  3-1 19, 3-120, - 3-124, 8-5, 8-8, 8-9, 8-16 

Visual quality,, 3-120 
Visual resource(s), 3-107 

Waste disposal, 3.:152, 3-159 
Waste minimization, 2-26, 2-27, 3-150, 3-159 
Water. quality, 2-24, 3-25, 3-26, 3-28, 3-29, 3-31 ,  3-34, .3-36, 8-13 
Water supply, 2-7, 2-1 1 ,  2-17, 2-24, 2-30, 3-22, 3-25, 3-26, .  3-29, 3-35, 3-36, 

3-60, 3-150 
' 

Water treatment system, 2-14, 2-17 
Water usage, 3-35 

_ Wetland(s), 3-39, 3-40, 3-42, 3-45, 3-48, 3-49, 3-52, 4-5, 8-:10, 8-14, 8-19 
Wildlife, 3-25, 3-34, 3-42, 3-48, 3-49, 3-50, 3-51 , 3-53, 3-55, 3-56; 3-57, 3-58, 

;3-:59, 4-2, 4-3 , 8-7, 8-16, ·8-18  
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POUCI£S AND PRACTICES FOR STORING., 
RETRIEVING, ACCR$INO. RETAININO, AND 
oisl'osiNG OF R£CORDS It THI! SVSTEM: 
. STORAGE: · 

Computer printouts, paper records, 
index cards, magnetic tape, punc.hed 
cards, microfilm, and disc. 

RETRI£VABIUTY: 
By name. alphanumeric code. and 

social Security !)Umber. 

SAFEGUARDS: 
Records are maintained in locked file 

cabinets, locked safes, guarded areas, .· 

and secured buildings with access on a ' 
need-to-know basis. · 

RETEHTION AND DISPOSAL: 

Records retention and disposal 
authoriti1lS are contained in Department 
of Energy Order 1324.2, "RecordS 
Disposition. "  Records within the 
Department are rendered illegible and 
destroyed by stlredding, macerption. or . 
burning, as appropriate. ' . .  

SYSTEM �Gal(s} AND ADDRESS; 
Headquarters: U.S. Department of 

· Energy. Deputy Assistant &iaetary for 
Health. EH-40 {210 CC), Washington, 
OC '20585. 

Field Offices: The managers and 
directors of neld locations 3. 4, and 6 
through 18 in appendix A of the �ederal 
Register, volume 47, page 14284, dated 
April 2, 1982, and the additional 
locations listed jibQve under System 
LOcation are the system managers for 
their respective portions of this system. 

NOTIFICATION � 
· a. Requests by an ind�vidual to 

determine iJ a system of records 
contains il1 f::.�rmation about him/her 
should be directed to the Chief. 
Freedom of Information and Privacy 
Acts Branch, Department of Energy · 

(He�dquarters), or the Privacy Act 
Officer at the appropriate· address · 
identified as items 1, 3, 4, and 6 through 
1 8  in appendix A of the Federal 
Register, volume 47, page 14284, dated � 

April 2, 198�. in accordance with the 
Department's Privacy Act regulat ions 
(title 10, Code of Federal Regulations. 
!?art 1008 (Federal Register, volume 45, 
page 61576, dated Septem�r 16, 1 980)). 

· b. Required identifying information: 
Complete name and geographic 
location(s) and organization(s) where 
requester believes such record may be 
lncated , date of birth, and time periqd 
for which infonnation is requested! 

RfCORbs "� PROCEDURES: 
Same as Noti fication Procedures 

:�hove. 

Hermiston Generating Project EIS 

COfn'ESliNG Aa:ORD PAOCEIMIES: 
Same as Notification Procedures 

above. 

RECORD SOURC;E CAT£GORD:S: 
The subject incUvidual, accident

incident investigations, .film badges, 
1 dtlsimetry reco�s. and previous 
employee recordS: 

SYSTEM EXEMPTED FROM. CERT AD1 PROVISIONS 
Of .THE ACT: 

None. 
IF� Doc. 93--27412 Filed 11-5-93; 8:45 ami 
BILLING COOE 845CJo..01-4' 

�lie Power Administration 

Notice of ,Intent To Prepare an . 

Environmental Impact Statement for 
the Hermiston Generating Project 
AGENCY: Bonneville Power . 
Administration (BPA), DOE. 
ACTION:. Notice of intent to prepare an 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) 
under section 102{2)(�) of the National 
Environmental P,olicy Act (NEP A) (42 

. u.s.c . .,321). . 

SUMMARY: BP A inten�s to prepare an. ElS . 
on transmissi�n services requested by 
PacifiCorp to integrate and t�:ansmit its 
purcha5e of. electrical power from the 

' Hermiston Generating Project. 
PacifiCorp has asked BPA to integrate 
PacifiCorp's power purchase from the 
Hermiston Generating Project with the 
Federal transmission grid. BPA then 
would wheel the power purchased by 

' PacifiCorp to BP A's Alvey Substation 
, near Eugene.,Oregon, where PacifiCorp 

would take delivery of the power. The . 

EIS will consider BP A's proposed action 
of entering into a wheeling 
(transmission) l!greement with 
PacifiCorp, along with any 
accqmpanying modifications to the 
transmission system needed to perform 
this wheeling service. 
DATES: BPA has established a JO·day 
scoping period November 8, 1993 
during which affected landowners, 
concerned citizens, special interest 
groupi;, local govemments,.and any 
otherinterested,parties are invited to 
comment on the scope of the proposed 
EIS. Scoping will help BPA ensure that 
a full range ofissues related to this 
proposal is addressed in the EIS. and 
also will identify significant or 
potentially significant impacts that may 
result from .the proposed projer.t. 
Written i':omments should be sent to the 
address below. 
' Comments may also be made at an f;IS 

November 22, 1993, from 7-9 p.m; �t 
the informal meeting,' the developer will 
make a presentation on the project. 
Written information also will be 
available, imd ·BPA staff will answer 
question.s and accept oral and written 
comments. 

The draft EIS (DEIS) will be circulated 
for review and comment. and BPA ·will 
hold a public_comment meeting for the 
DEIS. BP A will consider and :respond to . 

co�ments received on the DEIS in the 
final EIS. 
�DDRESSES: BPA invites comments and 
suggestions on the proposed scope of 
the DEJS. Send comment letters, 
requests to be placed oil the project 
mailing )jst, and/or requests for mote 
information to the Public Involvement 
Manager, P.O. Box 12999, Portland, 
Oregon 97212. 

· 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON THIS 
PROJECT CONTACT: Ms. Dawn Boorse at 
(503) 230-5S78, or BPA's Public 
Involvement Otnce at (503} 230-3478 in � 

Portland; toll-free (800) 622-4519 
· outside of Portland for questions and 

(800) 622-4520 for doCuments. 
Info�tion may also be obtained from 
Mr. Robert A. Uoo) Rogers, Snake River 
Area Power Manager, 1520 Kelly Place, 
Walla Walla, WA 99362, (509) 522-
6211. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OH GENERAL 
DO£ ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEw , 
REQUIREMENTS, CONTACT: Ms. Carol M 
Borgstrom, Director, Office of NEPA 
Oversight, EH-25, U.S. Department of 
Energy, 1000 Independence Avenue 
S\V., Washington, DC 20585. {202) 58� 
4600 or (BOO) 472-2756. 

. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
project that i.s the subject of the EIS 
consists of several components, 
including the proposed cogeneration 
plimt, a transmission line upgrade, and 
a natural gas pipeline� The Hermis\on 
Generating Project. an 'electric power 
generating plant,  is proposed by 

· 

H,ennjston Generating Company, an 
independent power producer. 

The Herntiston Generating Company 
would develop, construct, and operate 
the power plant and would build the 
new transmission line and 
interconnection required. Umatilla 
Elet.1ric Cooperative Association would' 
own and operate the transmission line 
and inteJ:Connection. Cascade Natural 
Gas Company would· bui td a natura I gns 
pipeline spur to the plant site. The · 

purchaser, PacifiCorp. is an investor
owned utility based in P,onland. 
Oregon. 

. ' A. PropoSed Action 
scoping meeting to be held at Hemiiston The Herniiston Genera�ing Comp;my · 
High School in Henniston. Oregon. on . proposes to build the Hermiston 
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Gener.ating Project on a site adjacent to 
the Lamb-Weston potato processing 
plant. The Henniston Generating Project 

. wouid have two combined-cycle 
combustion turbines with a total 

· electrica l output of approximately 464 
megawatts. The plant would also supply 
approximately 23,000 kilograms (50,000 
pounds) of steam per hour to the nearby 
Lamb-Weston Potato Processing Plant. A, 
natural gas pipeline spm less than 8 km 
(5 miles) in length would be built by 
Cascade Natural Gas Company from a 

· point on the existing Pacific Gas 
Transmission Company (PGT} pipeline, 
north to the pYnt sR� 

To intmoomtect the plant with the 
nearby BPA MdNary-Slatt trmsmission 

_ line, an existing 19 kilometer {12�mile) . 
: transmission line would be upgraded to 

230 kilovolts (kV), .4 kilometer {1/4 
miieJ of new ZJO kV transmission line 

. wou!d be built, and rnodifiartimts 
would be made to the McNary · 

Substation. The trammissioa line and 
intert:orurection would be built by . 
Hemrlston Gmerating Company, and 
owned aml nperated by t;Jmati.lla 
Electric Cooperative A.-;sociation. 
Assocmed facilities thai would also be 
lnstBDed a't the plant gte include an 
electrical substafu)n; eooling towers, 
and athnimslrative offices. · When the project is compl.ete. the . integration oftbe Hermiston Generating 
Project into the BPA system would 
oocaT'flt � Mdolary Substation. From 
this substation. power wouid be 
traulftitled.omr the BP A trmsrn:ission system to the Alvey Substation. BPA 
proposes to enter .into e loQg-term fum · transmission services agreement with 
PacifiCotp to pro'ride transmission · 

integration -services for tlm mitput of tlre 
HermiSton Generating Project frqm 
McNacy Substation 'to Alvey Stibstation. 
·Mc:Nary-'Stibsbrtion would be modified 
to accept a new point -of� . 
with Umatilla Electric Cooperative 
Association. BPA iilso would ins'taU 
comnumiartion fadHtres to maned the 
Hermiston Generating Pl'oject with 
BPA '11-existing operations network.. 

AU proposea facilities are located 
withiR UjnatiUa Cmmty, Oregon. 
B. Process to Date 

BPA has assumed the role of :lead 
agency for the project EIS. The State of . . .  OregoaEoetxY F.acility s� CouDcit 
(EFSC) u cummtly evaluati� 
Hermiltnl1 Gtmeratiug Company's . "Appliattll>n for a  Site Certificate for 

information meetings for the Henniston 
Generating Project on June 25,1992, and 
August 25, 1 993. -At the time of those 
meetings, PaciiiCorp had nQt yet 
decided to purchase the eleetrl{;al 
output from the power plant and had 
not reque�ted a wheeling agreement 
with BPA: Therefore, BPA was not yet 
involved and no Federal public 
involvement process was necessary. 
Now BPA would include the OOOE 
public testimony in its scoping p�. 

On Septetnber 15, 1993, OOOE issued. 
the. final Staff Report on the project, 
including findings of fact and proposed 
conditions of certification. The Staff 
Report recommends that EFSC issue a 
site certificate for the project, as it 
complies with all economic, 
environmental, and socioeconomic 
st�udards under the EFSCs jurisdiction. 
.The recommendation follows an 
intensive R!vie:w by num�rous State and · 

. local asencies, as well as the . 
ConfedBrated Tribes of the Umatilla 
Indian Reservation. 

. In addition to the State's siting 
review, the Oregon Department of 
EDvirGDmental Quality [DEQ)Js 
reviewing Air Contaminant Discharge 
Pennit and Prevention .of Significant 
Deterioration applicatioos for the power 
plant. DEQ is currently preparing 
findings for the draft permit, with 
permit issuance targeted for early 1994. 

C. Aftenndives Proposed for 
Consider�tion 

Alternatives. thus far identified for 
evaluation in the EIS are: {l)the 
proposed action; and {2} no action (the 
consequences of not providing tran� 
services to PacifiCorp}. Other 
alternatives may be identified through 

/the scoping process. 

D. ldeati&ation of Environmental 
Iss:ues 

· 

BPA plan.s to-prepare an EIS 
addre�ing both Hermiston Generating 
Company's generating plant and the 
assOciated transmission facilities. This 
decision is the result of two factors: {1) PacifiCorp would dependoo BPA's 
transmission grid to deliver electricity 
from the Hermiston Generating Project 
to PacifiCorp 's system; end {2) no other 
Federal or State agency is anienriy 
preparing an EJS on the Hermiston 
Genentting Project. In the absence of 
another EIS, JW A intends to scope its · 
EIS so that the impacts both of 
transmission ttlements and the 
Hermiston Generating Project ant 
addressed. 

The principal iss-Oes identified thus · 
far for.consideratron in the DEIS Jan 
within two ategories as follows: 

the Henuiston Gelleratiag Project." 
Oregon'• &He �on proceSs. Uke NEPA, provides.oppGl'twlity for public 
participation. and. the Oregon 
�{)/ Ene�gy (()I)OOJ, ectiDg as 
EFSC's staff, held two public . Hermiston GeneratiRg Project's 

Hermiston Generating Project EIS 
A-2 

cogene-ration plant: (1}  Air quality 
impacts; (2} noise impacts from plant 

· . operation; {3} aesthetic impactsr f4) 
socioeconomic impacts-created by an 

influx of construction workers in .a 
sparsely populated area; and (5)impacts 
to nearby wiJdlife areas. Tron_smission 
Facilities: (1}  potential effects of 
transmission line tower construction on . 
wetlands; (2) potential effects of 
transmission line tower construction on 
wildlife; (3) concern over possible 
health effects from exposure to 
el-ectromagnetic fields; such as those 
produced by high-vQltage transmission 
lines, .and what those effects might be; 
(4) aesthetic effects of an upgraded 
transmission line as viewed from 
Interstate Highway 84; arid {5) potential 
impacts. on cultural resources. 

Thes�. together with any additional 
issues identified through the scoping 
process, wouid be examitred in the EIS; 

Issued in Portland. D.l'egon. on November-2. 1993. . . 
Randall W. Hardy, 
Administrotar. 
IFR Doc. 93-27S94 Filed 11-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILUHG «llll ......,_,. 

Federal Energy Regulatoly 
Commission 

{Project Mo. 2376-001 VlfglnJa) 

Appalachiaa Power Co.; AvailabiJity of 
Draft EnviionmentaJ Assessment 
November 2, 1W3. 

ID accordance_with the National 
Environmental Policy Act ol196'9 and 
the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission's {Commisslon 's) . regulations, 18 CFR pan 380 torder No. 
486, 52 FR 47897), the Office of 
HydropOWl!J' Licensing has reviewed the 
application for a new II1B}or lic�mse for 
the existing Reusens Project. located on 
the JaJmS River in Amherst and Bedford 
Cotrilties, Virginia, mmtlm city of 
Lynchburg, and bas prepared a Draft 
Environmentai A�uent tiJEA) for 
the project, ln. the DEA, the 
Commission's staff has analyzed the 
potential environmental impacts of the 
existing project and has concluded that 
approval of the project. with appropriate 
mitigation or enhancement measures, 
would not constitute a umjur federal . 
action signifiaprtly affecting the quality 
of the human environment . . Copies oftlm DEA are available for 
review in the Public Reference Branch, 
room 3104, oftheCouuuission's offices 
at 941 North Capitol Street NE., 
Washington, DC 20426. . 

Any comments should be filed within 
30 days from the-dat_e efthis notice and 
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Scoping Summary, 
i · 

'\ ' 

Solicitation of Public Comments 
Both the Bonneville Power Admjnistration (BPA) and the Oregon Energy

-
Facility 

Siting Council (EFSC) have solicited scoping comments and held public meetings to · 
encourage public comment on the proposed Hermiston Generating· Project. 

The. Hermiston Generating Company L.P. (HGC) filed .a Notice of Intent to 

construct an energy facility on February 28, 1992. As a part of their review . 
process, EFSC held public hearings in Hermiston on June 25, 1992 and August 25, 

1993 to receive public comment on the proposed project. 

BPA held an official public scoping period from November 8; - 1993 . to December 7, . 
· 1993. A Notice .of Intent to prepare �·Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) was 

published in the Federal Register on November 8, 1993 to formally announce the 

scoping period (see Appendix A). To facilitate public -comment during the scoping 

period, a pubJ,ic meeting was held at Hermiston High School in Hermiston, Oregon, 

on November 22, 1993 from 7:00 to 9:00 PM. When the m�g had officially 

adjourned, team members remained to discuss the project and answer additional 

questions� 

To inform the general public of the BPA scoping meeting, paid
, 
public 

ailn.ouneements were placed in local newspapers-:--the Pendleton East Oregonian 

and the Hermiston Herald---in editions publish� approximately 1 week prior to the 

meeting. The public was also invited to submit written comments re�g the 

project during the official comment period. 

Scoping Rt',Slllts 
Thirty different individuals commented on the 

'
project during the official public 

comment periods of EFSC and BPA. Of this total, 27 respondents offered only 

verbal comment; 2 submitted onl,Y written comments; and 1 respondent offered both 

verbal arid written comment. 

'8-1 
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Comments and · concerns voiced by meeting attendees and received as written input 
were reviewed and clasSified according to general categories of common subject 
matter. · The comments were grouped into 13 general categories, arranged ' 
alphabetically: 

• Aesthetics 
• Air Quality 
• Cultural Resources 
• Facility and Project Design 
• Fish and Wildlife 
• · Geology and Soils 
• Land Use 

Aesthetics 

• NEP A/State Process 
• Noise 
• Public Health and Safety 
• Socioeconomics 
• Vegetation/Floodplains/Wetlands 
• Water Quality and Quantity 

There were no comments addressing · aestltetic�. 

Air Quality 
Two respondents raised issues related to air qUality. Specific �mments and 
questions include the following: 

r 

• One speaker expressed concim about increased, C� emissions. 
-. Two-respondents asked if cumulative air quality impacts from current and new 

projects will be considered (written oomment from He�ston): 

Cultural Resources 
,There were no comments addressing cultural resources. 

Facility and Project Design 
Four respondents raised issues related to plant design. SpeCific questions include 
the followirig: 

• One speaker �quired about the difference in energy production between the gas 
turbme and the steam turbine. ; 

• One speaker wondered how much energy will be saved by supplying·.steam to 
· Lamb-Weston, since they will no :longer have to bum fossil fuel for heat. 

• One speaker asked what the heat production efficiency of the plant will be and 
how that compares with other plants like TrojaQ. or ,coal-fired facilities. 

' 
• One speaker asked if there wciuld be a power Sales agreement before 

construction starts. 
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Fish · and Wildlife 
Two respondentS .raised issues related to fish and wildlife. Specific comments and 
questions include the following: 

' 

• One respondent inquired about what the impacts of water withdrawal from the 
Columbia River will be on anadromous fish (verbal .and written comment from . , 

Portland) . 
. • One respondent stated that the impacts to fish are from poor water quality and 

loss of habitat on the Snake JUver. 

Geology and1Soils 
There were no comments addressing geology and soils. ' 

Land Use 
Two respondents ,commented-on land use. Specific comments follOw: 

• One respondent expressed concern about the impact and possibility of a new 
power line on his property. 

• One respondent stated that the project is compatible with community 
development plans: 

NEP A/State Process 
Three respondents raised issues related to $e .NEPA and state regulatory/permitting 

. processes regarding plant construction and operation. Specific questions include the 
following: 

• -One speaker asked if this project
,
will be required to go through the NEPA ' 

process. 
( ' ' 

• One respondent asked if Oregon' s siting process (regarding EFSC' s  
involvement) is typical of' other states . .  

• One speaker asked who will review these comments. · · 

Noise 
There were no comments addressing noise. 

Public Health and Safety . 
Four iespondtfl}ts raised issues related to public health and safety. Specific · 

questions include the followmg: . , 

• One speaker inquired about t4e effects of electromagn�c fields (EMF). 
.B-3 
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• Two respondents asked if the transmission lines will cause EMF� and what 
mitigation will be in place if they do (written comment .from Hetmiston)� 

• Two resp<>ndents stated that the Columbia River water is contaminated with 
radioactive substances from Hanford and· wondered if the _'potential health effects 
of radioactive steam .will be assessed (written cdmment from Hermiston). 

• Two respondents asked if the health effects' of dioxin in steam would be 
assessed, since the Columbia River is contaminated with dioxin (written 
comment from Hermiston). 

Socioeconomics 
Three respondents raised issues related to soCioeconomics. Specific comments and 
questions include tlie following: 

. ' . 

• One speaker noted that this project will hav� a positive impact on lqcal schools 
. because it will have a low student impact and a high ,impact in terms of assessed 

taxation. 
• One speaker asked what the impact of water withdrawal from the Columbia 

River \Vill be on hydropower production and who will pay the cost for lost 
energy production due to that withdrawal-industry or rate payers (verbal and 
written commentfrom Portland). 

• One speaker stated that the lost generation capacity will be negligible--less than 
l MW. 

V egetation/Floodpla�/Wetlands 
There were no, comments addressing vegetation, floodplains; or wetlands. 

Water Quality and Quantity 
Six respondents-commented on issues related to water quality and quantity. 
Specific comments and questions include the following: 

• One speaker asked where the wastewater will go. 
• . Two respondents stated that US Genera\ing Company is helping to build a w:ater 

system that is vital not only to their project, but also to the area as a whole. 
• One farmer stated that he uses Lamb-Weston's  nitrogen-rich wastewater for 

. - irrigation and that it saves a significant amount of nitrogen fertilizer. 
· • Two speakers stated that the project is zero discharge (d,oes not rekase water 

pollutants) . 
• One respondent expressed concern -about the cumulative impacts of the many 

projects planning to or currently withdrawing water from the Columbia River 
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(three combtJstion turbine plants, - Umatilla Basin project, regional water supply 
system). , 

• One �er stated that during the peak month withdrawal from the Columbia 
_ River is less than 0. 7 percent of the total flow. 

• One �spond�nt stated tha,t the pe�it to withdraw water from the Columbia 
River was 'issued a long time ago. 

Other Issues 
In addition tb the above comments organized by supjeet matter, several additional 
comments/questions were raised that do not fall into any· of the above categories. 
Some of these were questions that were answered at the meetings; others raised 
more general issues that are addressed in the draft ms; and others were considered 
out of the scope of this project. These comments are summarized below. 

• One speaker stated he is aware of a cogeneration plant in Eugene and wanted to 
. know about the experience with that plan�. . 

• One speaker asked what three plants are being planned for development near 
Henniston now. 

• Numerous respondents stated that-they support the project. 
• One speaker stated that we need to focus on conservation of power. 
• \ one respondent said that cogeneration is the cleanest source of power next to 

hydro, and that the region should encourage cheap, clean power when they·can. 
• One Speaker asked if any of this power will be sold outside Oregon (in 

California). 

These additional . comments and questions will · be addressed as appropriate in the 
ms . 
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Columbia River 
Water Quality Data 

i ': 

Water for the Hermiston Generat!ng Project would be purchased from the Port of 
Umatilla, which would draw water from the Columbia River above McNary Dain 
under an existing water right. 'Water quality in this reach of the Columbia River is 

' ' . . 

generally considered good; the·�ta� of Washington ·classifres this reach as "Class 
A" (Excellent), which· is the second highest· rating for surface water (WAC . 173-201A). Although most of the available data sqpport a cqnclusion that the quality of 
Columbia River water is good, 8ome area residents have expressed (see Appendix 
B) concern that ron�ts in the water, such as dioxins and radioactive agents, 
could be incorporated into the project' s cooling water steam plume and be disper:sed 
into the �tmosphere. This Appendix. C presents relevant information concerning 

. water quality in this reach of the Columbia River. 

1 . . ' • 

Conventional Constituents, Metals, and Organics: The Washington State 
Department of EcOlogy maintains an ambient monitoring station at the Umatilla 
Bridge, where they have monitored several water quality characteristics such as . 
temperature, pH, and total dissOlved s<>lids (comnionly referred to as conventional 

. 
. ' \ constituents) since 1975. They have monitored metals at the same station since . I . . . . 

1990. Table .C-1 summarjzes these obseryations, and Figure C-1 shows time 
histories of various nutrients and metals. The values shown in Figure C-1 show · 

occasional elevated nutrients, but generally support the view that water quality 
conditions are good. In addition, the U.S. Army Cotps of Engineers (Cotps) has 
sampled the McNary pool for conve�tional ronstituents since 1975, and �und 
measurements in the same general range. 
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Table C-1. Summary· of Water Column Measurements Made by the Washington 
State Department of Ecology at Umatilla. 

Parameter Geometric Mean 
Conventional Constituent 

·. Temperature 
Conductivity 
J?isst.>lved oxygen 
pH 
su·spended solids 
Ammonia-N 
Total phosphorous 
Hardness 
Turbidity 
Fecal coliforms . 
Alkalinity 
Nitrite-Nitrate 
Dissolved nitrite 
Metals 
Chromium 
Copper 
Lead 
Zinc 
Cadmium 
Mercury 

9.06°C 
161 ,.19 Jlmhos11 

1 1 .36 ppt21 
7.99 

. 8.44 mg/131 
0.02 mg/l 
0.03 mg/1 , 
66.34 mg/1 as CaC03 
1. 97 turbidity units 
6.09 colonies/100 m1 
63. 1 3 mg/1 
0. 1 t mg/l 
0.01 mg/1 

0.43 Jlg/141 

2.39 Jlgn 
1 .00 Jlg/1 
5.99 Jlg/1 
0. 12 Jlg/1 
o;06 Jlg/1 

Souroe: Washington Department of Ecology. Ambient Monitoring Program, 
Umatilla. Bridge St;ation. 
11 Jlmhos - unit of conductivity; reciprocal of J.!Ohms 

. 2/ ppt - parts per trillion 
3/ mg/� - millignims_ per liter 
4/ J.,!g/1 - micrograms per liter 
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Appendix · C 

Figure C-1 Time Histories of Nutrients and Metals .at Washington State Department of 
Ecology Station at Umatilla 
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I 

Other data were collected on July 1 ,  1993 as part 9f an investigation · for the intake 
to the proposed, Port of Umatilla water supply system (Table C-2) . Most of these 
obseiVations meet U. S.  Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),- Oregon, and -

Washington water quality standards, although the copper measurement indicates a 
possible exceedance of acute and chronic standards. These

.
�ta, from a single 

sampling event, are insufficient to draw any firm · conclusions regarding water 
quality. 

Table C-2. Columbia River _Water Analysis in Vicinit}: of Proposed Intake for Port 
of Umatilla Water Supply System, for Water Samples Taken July 1 ,  

1993 . 

Constituent (ppm except as noted) Umatilla McNary 
M-Alkalinity, as CaC03 44 50 
Total Phosphate, .as P04 < 0.4 < 0.4. 
Sulfate and Sulfite, a8 S04 8.8 8.5 
Calcium, Total, as CaC03 34.7 34.3 
Magnesium, Total, as CaC03 14.4 . 14.2 
Sodium, as Na 5.3 5.5 
Total Organic Carbon, as C . 2.7 2.8 
Conductivity, JlDibos 140 . 143 
pH 8.0 7.5 
Silica, as Si02, Total 8.9 8.1 
Zinc, as Zn 0.04 0.03 . 
Manganese, ¥ Mn < 0.01 <0.01 
Nickel, Ni <0.03 < 0.03 
Stronti'ilm, as Sr 0.75 0.75 
Aluminum, as AI < 0. 10 <0.10 
Barium, as Ba 0.016 0.016 
Zirconium, as Zr <0.01 <0.01 
Copper, as Cu 0.028 0.013 
Chromium, as Cr ·' 

<0.02 < 0.02 
Boron, as B < 0.04 <0.04 
Iron; as Fe 0.016 0.01 
Molybdate, as Mo04 <;0.02 <0.02 
Lead, as Pb < 0.04 < 0.04 
Titanium, as Ti <0.01 < 0.01 
Potassium, as K 
Cobalt, as Co < 0.01 <0.01 
\ 

. Vanadium, as V < 0.01 < 0.01 
Tm, as Sn < 0.03 < 0.03 

Source: Betz lndpst:rial, unpublished data. 

As noted above, dtost of the available data support a conclusion that �e quality of 
Columbia River water is good. There are, however, some indications that water · 
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quality problems may exist. An EPA review of water quality· problems (bOth - . 
known and suspected) in the �olumbia/Snake system warned about dioxins, furans, 
chlorinated pesticides, polychlori,nated biphenyls (PCBs), and metals in the reach 
from :a<>nneville to Priest Rapids (Kelly et al. 1992). This fmding was based on 

· limited data and the professional .opinions of scientists working in the various 
regions. Most of the contaminants noted ,in the EPA report bind with sediment, and 
are thus more closely related to sediment quality than quality of the water. 

· The_Corps recently funded a study -of sediment quality at the W� Walla Grain 
Growers Tennin81 near, the confluence of the Walla Walla andColumbia Rivers 
(Battelle 1992). Table C-3 summarizes. these sediment sample concentnltiqns, and 
indicates a high value of 4,4'-DDE (a pesticide) and a detectable �vel of 2,3,7,8c

TCDF {a furan). These contaminants are tenned hydrophobic, because they adhere · 

to the sediments and are not dis$0lved in the water column. Neither furans nor . 
dioxins have been detected in the Columbia River water coluri:m near the Port of 
Umatilla's  proposed supply intake. · 

Given the preponderance of data indicating only very low levcm of contaminants in 
the Columbia River, the water qUality is deemed more than acceptable for use as 
cooling water at the Henniston Generating Project. The project' s  water filtering 
system would remove many of the remaining contaminants from the water. 

; 
Rtulionuclides in the Columbia River: The Department of Energy's  Hanford 
facility has a history of releasing radionuclides (radioactive agents) into the · 

Columbia River. Radionuclides released ·from Hanford into the. Columbia River 
include tritium (radioactive hydrogen), iodine-.129, and isot<?I)es of carbOn, 
phosphorus, i!On, cobalt, cesium, strontium; and uranium. 

Any or all of these radionuclides may occur in Columbia River water downstream 

from Hanfoid, but their concentrations in recent years have been well below 
standards set by the EPA to protect human health. The Port of Umatilla water 
supply would draw its water from the Columbia near the McNary Dam, which is 
downstream from the Yakima; Snake, and Wallii Walla River confluences, and each 

, of these rivers enters the Columbia downstream :fn>m HanfOrd. As such, a very 
substantial dilution of radioactive releases from Hanford occurs before the 
Columbia reaches the lower McNary pool. 

C-5 
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Table C-3. Summary of Conventional Constituents, Oil and Grease, Metals, and 
\ 

Organics in the Sediment Near the Walla W� G:rain Terminal. 
Parameter 
Conventional Constituents 

Grain Size (% tine) 
Total organic carbon (%) 
Ammonia (mgN/kg) 
Total phospha,te (mgP/kg) 
Sulfide (mg!kg) 
Oil and greaser 

Metals (mglkg) 
Arsenic 
Cadmium 
Ghromium 
Copper 
Lead 
Zinc 

Organics 
Acenaphthene 
Fluorene 
Anthracene 
Fluoranthene 
Pyrene 
Benzo(a)anthracene 
Cluysene 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 
Benzo(a)pyren� 
Araclor 1260 
4,4'-DDD 
4,4'-DDE 
4,4'-DDT 

, 
2,3,7,8-TCDD (pptr) 
2,3,7,8-TCDF (pptr) 

Source: , Pinza et al. 1992. 

' ' � 

Notes: U = l!ndetected (below given detection limit). 
J = Estimated value below the method detection limit. 

Value 

41 
0.55 
12.6 
0.07 
5.3 
28 

3 .f  
0.2 
14.3 
15.5 
7.7 
62.6 

12U 
12U 
12U 
12U 
12U 
12U 
12U 
12U 
1 . 1U 
5.6J 
0.7J 
2.4 
2.0U 

' 0.30 
7.72 
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· The best available data on radionuclide concentrations in the Columbia River 
downstream from Hanford come fro.m samples taken at the Richland pumphouse 
where the city of Richland withdraws its drinking water supply: 

• Concentrations of iodine-129 measured from 1985 through 1990 are around 
0.0001 pico Curie per liter (Woodruff and Hanf 1991 ,  Jaquish and Bryce 1988). 

· Concentrations of tritium measured from 1985 through 1990 range from 1 10 .  to 
150 'pico Curies per liter, and these concentrations tend to decrease with each 
passilig year (W 00druff and Hanf 1,991).  The , more rece�t ·tritium · 

. concentrations measured at the Richland pumphouse are approximately 200 . 

tinies lower than the EPA' s  screening level ,for tritium (20,000 pico Curies per 
liter) , which defines a margin between safe and potentially unsafe drinking 
water. 

• Concentrations of iodine-129 measured from 1985 through 1990 are around 
.0.0001 pico Curie per liter (Woodruff and Hanf 1991 ,  Jaquish and Bryce 1988). 

This·level of iodine in Columbia River water at the Richland pumphouse is 
approximately 10,000 times lower than the EPA's  screening level for iodine-129 

(1 pico Curie per liter). 

• ' Concentrations of all other radionuclides measured at the Richland pumphouse 
are 'also below the EPA' s  drinking water screening levels (Woodruff and Hanf 
1991 , Jaquish and Bryce 1988) . 

Cooling waterfor the Hermiston Generating .Project would be drawn from the, river 
approximately 80.5 river km (50 fiver miles) downstream from the Richland 
pumphouse. Considering .the low levels of radio!luclides measured in recent ·years . 
at the Richland pump house, as .well as the dilution of these levels by inflows frpm 
three adjoining rivers, the concentrations of these radionuclides in the lower· 
McNary pool are expected to be extremely 'tow. The project'.s water ft1tering 
system would remove many of the remaining contaminants from the water: 

Jaquish, R.E. and R.W. Bryce (eds.); 1989. Hanford Site Environmental Report 
for Calendar Year 1988. PNL-6825/UC-41. pp. 4. 16 and 4. 17. 

Kelly, C. , J. Gabrielson,, J. Malek, and G. Hayslip. 1992. Columbia River Basin 
Water Quality Summary ·Report: An Ecosyste111 Assessment. 'Prepared for 
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the Northwest Power Planning Council. Prepared by EPA, Region 10, _  

�ttle, WashingtQn. June 1992. 

· Pinza, M.R. , J.Q. Word, E.S.  Barrows, H.L� Mayhew, D.R. Clark. 1992. Snake 
and Columbia Rivers Sediment Sampling Project.' � for the U.S. 
�Y <;o:tps of Engineers by Battelle/Marine Science Laboratory. Sequim, 
Washington. December 1992, 

WoodiUff, R.K. and R.W. Hanf (eds). 1991 . Hanford Site Environmental kq)ort 
for Calendar Year 1990. PNL-7930/UC-602. pp. 88-90. 
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_ASSESSMENT OF COOLING TOWER DRIFT ON VEGETATION 
HERMISTON COGENERATION ·PROJECT I HERMISTON I OJmGON 

INTRODUCTION 

Barbara . Malloch Leitner 
2 -Parkway Court 

Orinda , CA 94563 
5 10-.253-1132 

June 17 , 1994  

. Design criteria have been developed for the proposed Hermiston 
cogeneration power plant project , · including circulating water 
compos ition, cooling tower drift rate , and location of towers . .  
Using �eteorological data from a nearby sta�ion , deposition rates 
for salt drift have been projected . The purpose of this study is to _ 
asses.s whether the co·oling tower drift from the power plant will 
have an adverse effect . on nearby vegetation . 

PROJECT PARAMETERS 

The pro j ect may include two sets of · cooling towers . �he . 
larger , primary cooling towers consist of a pair of four-cell , 
liJ?.ear , mechanical draft towers with a manufacturer ' s  guaranteed 
-drift rate of 0 . 00 1  percent o f  the cooling water. · volume . The 
primary_ towers may be combined with a smaller , secondary (waste ) 
tower cons isting of two cells with a manufacturer ' s  guaranteed 
drift ]:'ate of 0 .  0 0 0 5  percent of the cooling tower volume . Both sets · 
of towers are lo.cated on the eastern half of the pro j ect site , with 
the secondary tower located approximately 5 0  m to the. east of the 
primary towers ( �ohn . Prebula , Bechtel Engineering , fax dated 
December . 1 0 ,  .199 3 ) .  

Water will be obtained from the Columbia' River . Water will
-
be 

concentrated- in the - primary --towers - up to a maximum of -4 0 - cycle's , or -
0 . 0 052 g salt/g solution ( 52{) 0 ppm) . The secondary tower wil·l 
further concentrate blowdown from the primary tower , and is 
proj ected to maintain dissolved solids at about · 0 . 1  g salt/g 
solution ( 1 0 0 , 00 0  ppm) . The compon�nts of the circulating water 
expected to occur above the limits of detection are , in decreasing 
order of concentration : sulfate , sodium, calcium; chloride , · ·  
car}?onate , silica , potass ium,

_
magnes ium, and strontium . 

ENSR Consulting ,  and Engineering ha� developed tables 
proj ecting the depos;ition of salts from cooling tower drift by 
direction and distance from cooling towers using the Seasonal and 
Annual Cooling Tower Impacts ( SACTI ) model developed by the 
Electric Power Research Institute ( EPRI ) . ( ENSR 1994 ) . Inputs 
included five years ( 1988�9 2 )  of Pendleton , Oregon weather station 
data ( wind . speed and direction , temperature , rela:tive humidity, and 
dew point ) ; cooling tower location and orientation ; drift rate ; and 
a droplet size distribution . supplied by the manufacturer . The . 
cooling towers are assumed to operate at full capacity . 

l · Hermiston Generating Project EIS Appendix D · 
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ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 

The . Hermiston project site is located in an agricultural 
region, where a wide variety of crops are or can be grown , including 
corn , beans ,, peas , · a,lfalfa , potatoes , watermelons , and tomatoes . 
The adj acent lands to t}le sout� and southeast of .· the power plant 
site are in agriculture ; · to the west is ·fallow land , and to the 
north and northeast ·· is a potato processing facility . The nearest 
principal area of native vegetation ' is a riparian zone along the 
Umatilla River about 4 0 0  m (0 . 25 mi ) east of the site . 

SCOPE OF THIS STUDY 
I 

This assessment of ilppact has two ·parts , short-tepn and long
term . Short-term impacts are caused by the interaction of drift 
droplets with vegetation , where, dissolved solids contained in the 
drift are take� up by plant leaves and interact · physiologically 
with ·the plant . Long-term impacts are_ related to the . accumulation 
of dissolved so�ids in/ the soils . In gen�ral , short-term impact� 
are ·apparent more quickly and at lower deposition rates and 
concentrations ot · dissolved solids than are long-t�rm effects . _ 

METHODS 

The recent literature was reviewed to - ascertain whether 
circulating water components might

' 
cause adverse . effects to 

vegetation when applied as drift . Information was gathered on . 
_ threshold levels for toxic effects .. from dissolved salts in general 

and , \ where available , for specific drift components . This 
info�tion was compared with the expected drift deposition rates 
supplied by project engineers . Next , preliminary- results _ were 
discussed with Dr . Charles Mulchi of the University of Maryland 
Department of Agriculture , an authority on cooling· tower drift 
effects -.· on vegetation � Finally , · an assessment wa� I!lade as to the 
effect of cooling tower drift deposition on s�rrounding vegetation, .  
both agricult�ral and natural . 

_. 

RESULTS 

Deposition Rates 

. The SAC�! model proj ects drift deposition for 32 0 points , 2 0  
points spad�d 1 0 0  m apart along each o f  1 6  compass· directions , for 
a total distance of 2 , 0 0 0  m from the center point of the primary 
towers � The model predicts 'that by far the greatest depos ition will 

. take place at less than 2 0 0  m froin the cooling towers , and that the 
depos ition is concentrated directly to tbe east . Four .stations were 
proj ected to receive more than 1 0  kg/ha-mo ( 9  , lb/ac-mo ) in at least 

Hermiston Generating Project EIS 
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one of the five years modeled . These stations were located in a NNW 
direction at 1 0 0 m ,  E of the towers at 100  and · 2 0 0  m ,  and in the 
ESE direction at 10 0 m .; Maximum deposition. at these stations · was ·  up 
to 10 . 8. kg/ha-mo ( 9 � 7  lb/ac-mo ) in the NNW direction , 2·3 kg/ha-mo 
{ 2 1  lb/ac-mo ) -in the E direction , and 1 0 . 2  kg/ha-mo ( 9  lb/ac-mo ) in 
the ESE direction . Deposition rates drop off sh_arply away from the 
cooling towers ; the adjacent points · at 2 0 0  m in the ESE and ENE 
directions are pro j ected to receive less than · 6 kg/ha-mo {5 . 4  
lb/ ac-mo ) ,  and the station at 3 0 0  rit in the E direction is proj ected 
to ' receive less than 2 kg/ha-mo

, 
( 1 . 8  lb/ac .... mo ) . · 

Short-term Effects on Vegetation: Agriculture 

Vegetation is damaged by foliar application of dissolved 
solid� when a droplet deposited on a .leaf surface contains high 
dissolved solids . The salts may kill . the cells below; causing a 
necrotic ( dead ) . les ion . Such lesions may damage only a small 
percentage of the leaf area , but young leaves damaged by many sue}). 
les ions are prevented · from full expans ion . . The ,res.ult is a 
reduction in overall photosynthetic capacity . Chronic exposure to· 
excessive foliar deposition of salts results in · decreased 
productivity and measurable loss of yield in agricultural crops . 

In general , the quantity of dissolved solids rather than the 
chemical composition determines the impact from foliar deposition 
of salts . cField studies of · agricultural props on the East Coast 
have shown that the threshold · for· significant ( 10 percent ) 
_reduc�ion of yield in sensitive species such as corn can occur at 
sodium chloride . depos ition rates of · about 2 0  kg/ha-mo ( 18 lb/ac-mo) 
( Mulchi and Arl:nbruster 1981 ) . In the same study ,  soybeans receiving 
sodium chloride depos ition rates of 8 .  6 kg/ha-mo ( 7 .  8 lb/ac-mo ) had 

· no loss . of productivity compared to · controls , · but began to 
experience loss of yield at higher depos itions . Therefore , crop 
spec ies differ substanti·ally in their threshold for loss of yield . 

Climate plays an important role in determining the threshold 
for plant damage ;from salt drift . In a dry climate , evapora�ion 
concentrates drift droplets to toxic levels faster than .would occur 
in a humid c limate . Therefore ,. the . threshold for si911ificant loss 
of yield in crops is lower at a dry site such as Hermiston than on 
the · East Coast . Drift deposition below 1 0  kg/ha-mo ( 9  lb/ac-mo ) at 
the Hermiston s ite would be unlikely to cause significant adverse · 
impacts to sensitive .ag-ricultural crops ( Dr .  Charles Mulchi , 
Univers ity of Maryland, pers . comm � , · october 7 ,  199 3 ) . Therefore , 
we have considered deposition rates . below this level as safe for , 
agricul tur·al vegetation . · 

· 

Primary and secondary to:wers combined . The SACTI model 
proj ects deposition in excess of 1 0  kg/ha-mo ( 9 ib/ac -mo ) in twc) 
places z around one station 100  m to the NNW of the cooling towers 
and' an area including three ,stations at 10.0 _and 2 0 0  m in the E and 
ESE directions from the proposed cooling tower locations � The NNW 

Hermisto� Generating Pro)ect EIS Appendix D 
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station is loeated in the Lamb-Weston potato processing facility 
parking lot and is not a sensitive area with respec-t to vegetation . 
The three stations to the E and ESE and an assumed 10 kg/ha�mo 
isopleth ( estimated by interpolating between stations ) lie . in a 
fallow area due east of the project north of the ' railroad tracks in 
an area zoned industrial . The points within the agricultural area 
south and s_outheast of the proj ect sit� are all proj ected to 
receive 5_ . 2  kg/ha-ino ( 4 . 7  11:)/ac-mo ) or less of salt deposition . 

Data from the SACTI model , therefore , project that all 
depos ition above the assumed threshold for crop damage of 10 kg/ha
mo ( 9  lb/ac-mo ) would occur .in the fallow area east of the power 
plant site . •  This area is unlikely ever to be put into agricultural \. 

production because it is criss -cros sed with railroad tracks . The 
agricultural lands to the south and southeast are proj ected to 
receive salt. depos itions well below the threshold . However , . due to 
the very close proximity of. the cooling towers ' and the farmland, 
sensitive crops nearest the cooling towers in the field adj acent 
could exhibit some foliar damage · under periods of unfavorable 
weather . This effect is expected to be restricted to a small area 
and no significant loss of production is predicted . Planting crops 
such as legumes , tomatoes or potatoes on the adjacent _ field would 
further reduce the chance o_f foliar damage , since these crops are 
less sensitive to salt deposition than is �Ofn ·  

Primary towers alone . _ Because of their small size and lower 
drift rate , the secondary towers contribut� relatively little to 
salt deposition · at distances beyond 100 m_ from the center of the 
towers . In the south to eastern directions , the' reduction in salt . 
deposition from the primary towers alone · would be . 6 - 7  - kg/ha-mo 
( 5 . 4-6 . 3  lb/ac-mo ) at 100  m · and about 0 . 3  kg/ha-mo ( 0 . 3  lb/ac-mo ) 
at 2 0 0 m .  Since sensitive vegetation receptors - are more than 1 0 0 m 
diStant 1 the expected effeCtS - Of the primary tOWerS alone are 
similar to those of the primary and seconda� towers combined . 

- Long-term E ffects 'on Vegetation : Agriculture 

vegetation may be affected by long-term accumulation of salts 
in the soil , if they are deposited in quantities that cannot be 
removed through leac-hing I or through uptake by plants . In 
considering the accumulation of salts , chemical · composition is 
important , since some may be beneficial to plants and · some neutral 
or adverse . 

· 

Of the nine components of the circulating water present in 
concentrations above the limits of detection , four ·· ( sulfate , 
calcium, magn�s ium ,  and potassium) · are essential macronutrients for 
plants ( Ishizuka 19 7 1 ,  Lepp 19 7 9 ) .  The annual deposition of these 
eleme_nts from cooling tower drift will be far below that of typical. 
agricultural applications of these 'elements • The remainder , silica,  
sodium, chloride , carbonate and strontium, are either minor plant 
nutrients or are ubiquitous in the environment and can be t_olerated 

) 

Hermiston Generating Project EIS Appendix D 
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in J90derate amouri.te under typical 
·

agricultural ·· conditions . The 
deposition of these elements from salt drift will · be less than 
amounts added to the soil through irrigation with moderately good 
quality: water . Consequently , no adverse effects to · agriculture are 
expected to · result from the accumulation in soil of salts from 
cooling tower dri·ft . 

· 

Effects of Drift on Nearby Native V,egetation: Short- and Long-term . ·  

At the Hermiston proj ect site , the nearest significant stand 
of natural vegetation is a riparian area along the Umatilla River 
about 4 0 0  m ( 0 .  25 mi ) to the east . This area is reported as 
supporting shrubby thickets of vegetation with an incomplete canopy 
of trees. ( Roy Skinner , pers . qomm . , . october 18 , 199 3 ) . Maximum 
projected deposition in this · area is projected to. be 0 . 3  kg/ha-mo 
( 0 . 3  lb/ ac -mo ) , far · below the threshold level for impacts to 
agricultural crops . 

Agr·icultural
. 

crops typically are more sensitive than most 
natural vegetation to environmental stresses , since crops are 
selected for large leaf area , rapid growth , and 1 high yield . .  
However , �nderstory plants grow,ing in shade may be .more sensitive 
than other types of natural vegetation . Under these circumstances , 
there may be subtle shifts in plant species composition toward more 
salt-tolerant native species . However ,  since the deposition rates 
in the vicinity of the ·Umatilla River are quite low, it is unlikely 

. .  that there will b� any detectable changes in the vegetation there . 

BE COMMENDATIONS 

It is recommended "that tests be performed on the cooling 
towers during the initial operational period to assure that the 
actual drift rate does not . exceed the manufacturer ' s  guaranteed 
drift rate', and that periodic SB;Jilpling be carried out to assure 
that the total dissolved solids ' in the circulatinq ·water are within 
the design parameters . 
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1 .  0 Introduction 
The Henniston Generating Company L.P. proposes to construct a gas-fired 
cogeneration power plant near HennistOn, Oregon . . The power plant would supply 
steani to the t.amb-weston PotatO processing facility on an adjacent site and 
electricity generated at the plant would be �ld to PacifiCorp, a utility based in 

· Portland, Oregon. The power plant's output at annual-average ambient cOnditions 
would �474 average megawatts. 

PacifiCorp, an investor�wned utility, has requested a wheeling agreement from 
· Bomieville Power Administration (BPA) to cover transniission of the power 
generated by the Hennistoli Generating Project fn>:m BPA' s McNary Substation 
near Umatilla, Oregon, to BPA.' s Alvey Substation near Eugene, Qtl;gon. Public 
Law 93-454 (Transmission -system Act)/requires that BPA make excess . 

- transmission capacity available to utilities requesting wheeling service. 

Allprojeets involving the BPA, a Federal agency, are subject to the requirements of' 
the Endangered Species Apt. Section 7 of the Endangered Sl>ecies Act (1973) · 

requires an assessment of the effects of any Fooeral project on listed or proposed 
threatened or endangered species. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) _ 

has dooumented one Federally listed threatened species; . the bald eagle (HaliaeetuS 

leucocephalus}, Potential,ly occurring in the vicinity of the Henniston Generating 
. 

Projeet. In _  compliance with the- Endangered Species A�, the objective of this . ' -

Biological Assessment is tO: (1) provide infonnation on the bald eagle in the 
vicinity of the Henniston Generating Proj�Xt; (2) evaluate the potential effects of 
the proposed project on the paid eagle; (3) describe any conservation measures 

' necessary to reduce or eliminate adverse effects; and (4) provide a detennination of 
effect (beneficial, none, not lik�y adverse, or likely adverse) for the bald eagle. 
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· 2 .0 Project Description 
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If BPA decides to sign a wheeling agreement with PacifiCorp, the Hermiston 
Generating Project would be constructed. This project would be located in an 
unincorporated area of Umatilla County, Oregon, (Figure E.,-1) and would consist of 
the following features: 

• A combustion turbine/combined cycle power plant. This plant would be, 
constructed on a 5�2-hectare (12.9-acre) site about 4.8 kilometers (3 miles) 
southwest of the city· of Hermiston, Oregon. The triangular-shaped site is about 
0.8 kilometer (0.5 mile) west of the Umatilla River and is bounded on the north 
by the access road to the Lamb-Weston potato processing facility, on the west 
by Westland Road, and on the southeast by the Union Pacific Railroad.· · The 
site appears to be an abandoned. field or pasture, vegetated primarily with 
cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum) and non-native forbs. 

• A new 230-kV transmission )ine that would connect the power plant with 
McNary Substation. Most of the new 19.3-kilometet (12-mile) line would be 
added within an existing·Umatilla Electric Cooperative Association (UECA) 
transmission line right-of-way. New right-of-way would be needed for the last 
0.4-kilometer (0.25-mile) approach to the substation and an optional new right
of-way segment is being considered where the· existing right-of..;way crosses the 
Umatilla River. Th,e existing, new, and optional rights-of-way consist primarily 
of disturbed grasslands, shrub/grasslands, ai}d croplands. 

• A new underground gas pipeline that would connect the power plant to an 
. . ( 

existing PGT gas pipeline approximat�ly 8.0 kilometers (5 miles) south of the 

plant site. The gas pipeline right-of-way crosses disturbed grasslands and 
croplands. One area of shrub/grassland exists at �e southern end of the right� 
of-way. 

' 

• Underground and aboveground steam, water, and domestic wastewater lines that. 
would connect the power plant to the existing Lamb-Weston facility. These 

' 

lines would cross an area that is currently a parking lot; 

• Modifications; to the existing,McNary Substation that would interconnect with 
the new 230-kV transmission line. 
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3 .  0 Bald Eagle Distribution and Habitat Requirements 
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The bald eagle is one of the largest birds of prey in the United States. Historically, . 

this species was found along freshwa�r and marine shorelines throughout the 
country, mduding eastern Oregon (Gree� 1985}. Bald eagle pOpulations declined 
dramatically between 1947 and 1970 largely due to the intake of organochloride 
pesticides . (USFWS 1986}. In 1978, the species was listed as enrumgered in tbe' 
lower 48 states with the exception of Wa�hin-gton, Oregon, Wisconsin, Michigan, . 
and Minnesota, where it was classified as threatened. The following section 
presents infonnation on the distributiort and habitat requirements of bald eagles in 
the Pacific Northwe.st and general habitat requirements. 

- 3 . 1  Distribution 

In the Pacific Northwest, · reside�t bald eag�e populations occur primarily near large 
bodies of water west of the Cascade Mountains. In Oregon, bitld eagle nest sites 
are CO:Qcentrated in 3 regions: (1) the Klamath Basin, (2) the Cascade lakes, and 
(3) the coast and lower Columbia River (Isaacs et a}; 1983). In 1982, there were 
100 occupied bald eagle nest sites in Oregon (Isaacs et al. 1983); by 1993, there 
were237 b_reeding territories in Oregon (Isaacs and Anthony 1993}. 

Primary wintering areas for bald eagles in Oregon include the Klamath Basin, 
Harney Basin, the coast, and the lower Columbia River. Other-winter areas with 
signiitcant use are the-Willamette Valley, Snake River reservoirs, and the Umatilla 
National Wildlife Refuge (NWR), which is located northwest of the project area on 
·the Col�mbia River. In 1993, 622 bald eagles were counted in Oregon during the 
mid,;. winter surveys conducted annually throughout the state in the first half of ' 

January �(Isaacs 1993). From 1989 through 199�, an average of 602 bald eagles 
were counted during mid-winter surveys, a 7. 6 percent increase over the previous 

. 5-year periOd (Isaacs 1993). 

3.2  · Habitat Requirements 

Bald eagles have different habitat req�irements for foraging, nesting, and wintering, 
as discussed below. 
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3.2.1 Forage Habitat 

Bald eagles require large expanses of open water or land for foraging and feeding . 
(Stalmaster 1987). · They will eat virtually anything with food value (Stalmaster 
1987) ; their diet is highly varied and influenced by seasonal changes· in prey 
availability and.w�ther conditions (McClelland et al. 1982, Isaacs and Anthony 
1987, Keistet et al. 1987). OVer 70 percentofthe diet for bald eagles wintering 
along the mid-Columbia River consists of coots (Fulica americana), mallards (Anas 
platyrhynchos) , and chukars (,A.lectoris. chukar) (Fielder 1982). The low occurrence · 

of flsh fu the diets of these eagles probably reflects the relatively low abundance of 
flsh in the Columbia River between Wells and Grand Coulee dams (Fielder 1982). 
Bald ·eagles wintering in the Harney Basin in southeastern Oregon forage primarily . I 

on waterfowl from November to December, on mammal carrion from December to 
February;. and again on waterfo\vl from February to April (Isaacs and Anthony 
1987). Simililrly, bald eagles wintering on the Umatilla National Wildlife Refuge ,' ' ' 

(NWR) feed primarily on waterfowl (personal communication, Annear 1994). 

· 3.2.2 Nesting Habitat 

The nesting �son for bald eagles in the Paciflc Northwest generally extends from · 

mid-February through August (Isaacs et al. 1983). The availability of a suitable 
nest tree, invariably located near water, is critical to bald eagle breeding 
populations (USFWS 1986, Stalmaster 1987). Nest trees in eastern Oregon and 
Washington are primarily ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa), Douglas-frr 
(PseUdotsuga menziesiz}, or black cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa). Typically, the 
tallest tree in the stand is selected for nest placement (Anthony et al; 1982, USFWS 
1986) and most are located withiri 1 .7 kilometers (l mile) of large waterbodies with 
adequate food supplies (Anthony et al. 1982). 

Perch sites are used by bald eagles for diurnal resting and as hunting platfonns. 
Preferred perch trees typically provide an unobstructed view of a nearby prey 
concentration .area and have little or no foliage (Stalmaster.et al. 1979) : Eagles in 
the .Pacific Northwest use a v�ety of tree species for perchirig, depending upon 
tree availability and proximity to food sources. Along the Columbia River in 
eastern Washington, eagles primarily use ponderosa pines, cottonwoods, and sbags 
for perching (Fielder and Starkey 1986). 

• I 
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3.2.4 Wintering Habitat 

The wintering period for bald eagles in the �cific Northwest is generally 
. recognized as occurring between November 1 and March 3l. The primary 
characteri,stics of wiiiter habitat include an abundant, readily available food source 
and the presence of trees that are suitable for night roosting� Wintering �· are 

typically associated with open water where bald eagles feed on fish and waterfowl, 
often dead or injured individuals (Green 1985). 

Night roost sites are · usually the oldest and tallest trees in a stand and most have 
stout, horizontal limbs and an oi>en branching pattern that allows easy entry and exit 
(Green 1985). These roosts are typically used from year to year, usually by 2 or 
more eagles (Green 1985, Anthony et al. 1982) . Because roost sites are used for 
overnighting andr for protection from inclement weather (Hansen 1977, Keister 
1981 , Keister and ,Anthony 1983), they generally occur in dense stands of conifer · 
with some degree of old-growth structure ·(Ant}mny et al. 1982) . Conifer trees · ·  
provide a more thennally favo?ble microenv�ent than dead or deciduous trees 

during the winter months. · However, factors other than weather, such as social . 

behavior andJor food distribution, appear to affect the selection and use of roost 
sites (Isaacs and Anthony 1987). In the Harney Basin one-half of the communal 
roosts were single or small groups of deciduous trees, including cottonwood, 

, willow (Salix spp.), or European white poplar (Populus alba) located near the 
principal feeding areas. Use of roosts in deciduous trees. was highest during the 
most severe part of the winter and lowest during the.period of peak eagle' numbers 
(Isaacs and Anthony 1987). In eastern Washington, bald eagles have been obsetved 
roosting in mixed stands of Douglas-ftr and ponderosa pine, as well as stands of 
black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia) and black cottonwood (USFWS 1986). 

' 

4. 0 Response to Disturbance 

E-6 

Effects of human disturbance on nesting bald eagles vary with nesting phenology 
and'the amount of sc;reening vegetation. Oisturbances early in the nesting season 
are more severe .than those occurring at later times (Mathisen_ 1�68). Eagles tbat 
incubate eggs without disruption are · more likely to fledge. young than are birds that . . 

are subjected to disturbance · (Fraser 1981). Productivity is also lower for eagle 
nests truit are near major roads or recently logged ;n:eas than those in undisturbed 
locations (Anthony and Isaacs 1981). In Washington, unproductive nests average 
73 meters (240 feet) from permanent hu�an activity while productive nests 
averaged 1 19 meters (390 feet) (Grubb 1980). 
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Effects of human disturbance on foraging, roosting, or perching bald eagles depend 
on the amount of screening vegetation and type of disturbance. For example, 
wintering eagles are more tolerant of human disturbance at}eeding sites than 'at 
loafing or roosting areas (Stalmaster and Newman 1978)� Automobile traffic seems 
to be .  one of the ·least disturbing human activities in wintering habitat (Stalmaster 
1976) , and low-flying (30 to 91 meters [100-to 300 feet]) aircraft rarely .disturb 
·wintering birds (Krauss 1977) . However, motor boats, ,drift boats, and anglers 
appear to be e8pecially disturbing to wintering bald eagles (Stalmaster 1976). 

· The U.S. Forest Service and USFWS have jointly proposed guidelines to protect 
eagle nests, perches, and foraging and' win�ring areas. Adherence to these 
guidelines is also recommended·by the Pacific Northwest Bald Eagle Recovery 
Team {USFWS 1986) .  All human activity is precluded within.0.4 kilometer (114 
mile) of nest sites that are screened by vegetation; where bald eagles J:wve line-of
sight vision, activity is prohibited within 0.8 kilometer (112 mile). A buffer' zone 
of 76 to 100 meters (250 to 330 feet) is recommended around perch and roost trees 
in,. wintering areas (Stalmaster and Newman 1978). 

' ' 

5 .  0 Bald Eagle Use of the Project Vicinity 
There are no records of bald eagle occurrence at the power plant site for the 
Hermiston �nerating Project or along the transmission or gas pipeline rights-of
way. Similarly, there is no documented bald eagle use of the Umatilla River where. 
it is near the power plant site.· or portions of the gas pipeline and transmission line 

. rights-of-way. The Umatilla. River in this area is relatively narrow and lacks ' ( 

suitable perch, nest, or roost trees for bald eagles. 

The Cold Springs NWR and Umatilla NWR, located- 16 and 23 kilometers (9.6  and 
13 .8  miles) , respectively, from the power plant site, are the nearest known bald 
eagle wintering areas. The McNary Substation is about 1 � kilometers (6.5 miles) 
from the Cold Springs NWR and 22 kilometers (13 miles) from the Uma� NWR. 
There are n'o bald eagle nest sites · in Umatilla County or any of the. · surrounding 
counties (Isaacs and Anthony 1993). The.nearest suitable nesting habitat to the 
project area is along the Columbia River, over 14.5 kilometers (9 �es) away . .  

Bald eagle use of the Umatilla NWR i s  concet;ttrated on a number of' islands in the 
Columbia River about 20 to 23 kilometers (12 to 14. miles) downstream of the town 
of Umatilla, ·  Oregon. Between 1989 and 1994, the number of bald eagles recorded 

E-7 
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on the Umatilla NWR during midwinter surveys ranged from 5 to 40 '(Isaacs 1993; 
personal communication, Annear 1994). These surveys, conducted annually in 

mid-January throughout Oregon, represent more of an index of use than actual 

numbers of eagles wintering iri any one location. According to refuge staff, about 

34 bald eagles typically winter on the Umatilla NWR; during
.
years of minimum use · 

about 16 birds are present. · Over the last 10 years, the maximum number of bald 
eagles pbserved on OQe day was 96 (personal communication, Annear 1994).· 

Bald eagle use of the Cold Springs NWR is lower than use of the Umatilla NWR; 
A maximum of 5 bald eagles have been observed on the Cold Springs NWR during 

mid-winter surveys conducted from 19891 through 1994. Most observations have 

been made at the Cold Springs reservoir (Isaacs 1993;  personal communication, 

Annear 1994) . 

6.  0 Project Effects 

Potential effects of power plants on bald eagles typically include habitat loss, 

disturbance, and power line hazards. None of these· potential effects, however; are 
expected from the Hermiston Generating Project because: (1) lack or'suitab1e 

' 

wintering or breeding habitat in or near the project site or ri.ghts:.of-way precludes 

use of these ·areas by bald eagles; (2) the nearest population of wintering bald eagles 

is more than 14 kilometers (9 miles) from the project site, too far to be disturbed by 

. 
the increased noise and human presence associated with construction and/ or 

operation; (3) the conductors of the new transmission lines would be separated by 

4.3 meters (14 feet) vertically and 3 meters (10 feet) horizontally, a distance that 

will preclude electrocution of bald eagles; and ( 4) in general, raptors, including 

. · bald eagles, do
'
not appear to be susceptible to collision with transmission lines, 

most likely .because of their keen. eyesight, nonflocking behavior, and flight 

maneuverability (Williams and Colson 1988) . Consequently, the Henniston 

Generating Project would have no effect on bald eagles. 
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Best Available Control Technology (BACT) Analysis 

for the Hermiston Generating Project, prepared by 

ENSR Consulting and Engineering
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Minor design changes in the proposed project have occurred since this 

appendix report was prepared in May 1993. Emission rates and other 

parameters included here may not precisely match those reported in Chapter 

3 of the EIS. The differences are minor and do not affect conclusions. 
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1 .0 INTRODUCTION 

Hermiston Generating Company, L.P., proposes to construct, own, and operate a natural 
gas-fired combined..cycJe cogeneration facility located in a light industrial zone of Umatilla County 
near Hermiston, Oregon. This facility is designed to supply steam to the Lamb-Weston facility, 
a potato processing plant,\ and:electric power to the regional power_ grid at BonneVille Power 
Administration - McNarY Substation, at Umatilla, Oregon. The nominal generating capacity of 
the facility is 477 megawatts (MW)� The proposed Hermiston Generating Project is scheduled 

' - ' 
to be completed and in o�ration in eany 1996. 

. . . \ 

. As part of the project;, �ermiston Generating Company, LP. is proposing to instaJJ power anc;f 
steam production equipm�nt consisting of two General 8ectric Frame 7FA combustioh gas 
turbines (GTs), two unfired heat recovery steam generators (HRSGs), and one 143.3-MMBtu/hr 
auxiliary boiler for standby service: ·The gas turbines and the auxiliary boiler will bum natural gas. 
NOx emissions from each gas turbine will be 4.5 ppm, based on the use of selective catalytic 
reduction (SCR) in combination with dry low NOx cOmbustors. · Annual emissions from the 
Hermiston G�rating Project are shown in Table 1.:1 and. hourly emission . rates are show,n in 
Table 1 -2. 

The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEC) requires that . a Best Available Control 
Technology (BACl) evaluation be performed for pollutants emitted in significant amounts as part 
of the New Source Review (NSR) for new or modified major stationary sources of air emissions 
in attainment areas. The purpose of this document is to d�rnonStrate that BACT will be applied 
to the proposed · Hermist9n cogeneration facility gas turbines and the auxiliary boiler . .  The BACT 
analysis includes centro! �echnology evaluations for ·nitrogen oxides (NOJ, volatile organic 

· compounds (VOCs), particulate matter (PM,o),  carbon monoxide (CO), and toxic compounds. 

, The Hermiston Generating Project is further described in Section 2.0� The BACT analysis is 
,' . . . 

prese�ted in Section 3.0: . Conclusions of the .BACT analysis are summ�ized in Section 4.0. 

MaY 25. 1993 
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Annual Emlealone From the Hermlelon Cogeneration FacUlty After Application of BACT 
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· TABLE 1 ·2 

Hourly Emissions from the Hermiston Cogeneration Facility after Application of BACT 

Source NOx so ;; .2 PM co VOCI 
· l Natural Gas Flrl�!L--�---- I---. ______ 1 1 1 

Gas Turblne # 1 1  ��/2B � Ib/hr Trace 8.0 lb/hr 15 _ppmvd/46 lb/hr 
Gas Turbine #21 ppmvd/28.0 lb/hr · ·  Trace s.o lb/hr 1 5  ppmvd/46 lb/hr 

AuxDiary Boller2 0. 10  lb/MMBtu/ 0.0014 lb/MMBtu/ 0.01 . lb/MMBt,J/ 0.08 lbfMMBtuf 
14.3 1b/hr 0.2.1b/hr 1 .4 lb/hr 1 1 .5 1b/hr 

·1 .• Em���tona lo( 1i1e u• �mtnea ire �  o;; ....;.; .. prnel1ttv betng �ec�a ����<�� IJV� ��� ����>u� .�iie cilitK·,�,?./ ,: · · · 

. 2 • Emllelona tor lh4i •uxiRIIY bOlter wer. obtained from 1h011t provided tor • perinmect CoiJenerallon faciiiiV lfi ,..,...;·w.ahlnQioii; : : · ' · · · · · · ··· · · ·.· , .... · ·.· · · ·.· · 

3.5 lb/hr 
3.5- lb/hr 

0.01 lb/MMBtuj 
(4 lb/hr 
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2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

2.1 Cogeneration Facility 

The Hermiston Generating Project is a gas-fired combined-cycle cogeneration faciljty. Steam 
produced will be · supplied to the Lamb-Weston, Inc. potato processing facility in Hermiston, 
Oregon. Lamb-Weston, a subsidiary of ConAgra, inc., is a nationwida leader In the production 
and sale of frozen potato products and a technological leader in the formulation of value-added 
potato products. � Bectric power from the cogeneration facility will 'be delivered to the regional 
p6wer grid at Bon�ville Power Administration-McNary Substation at Umatilla, Oregon. The 
power plant is designed to have a nominal generating eapacity of . 477; MW. Commercial 
operation is . scheduled to commence early· 1 996.-

The Her:miston cogeneration f�cility will include tWo natural gas-fired General Sectric Frame 7FA 
gas turbines operating in �mbined-cycle mode with two heat recovery steam generators. 
(HRSGs) and two steam turbines. The HASGs are of unfired, natural circulation, three-pressure, 

. reheat design. ·Each HRSG will produce high pressure steam at 1' ,400 pounds per square inch 
. (psi) for admission to 'the steam turbine, intermediate pressure steam at 300 psi, and saturated 
steam at 50 psi. 

The Hermiston facility will also have ooe natural gas-fired �Uary boiler rated at 1 43.3 MMBtujhr 
(100,000 lb/hr steam). The auxiliary boiler will be used to supplement and provide process 
steam to. Lamb-W.eston during outages of the ex>mbined-cycle cogeneration facility, and will 

· operate no more than 1 80  days per year (4�320 hoursjyear). 
' . ' 

2.2 Facility Site Description , · 

The project. site locatibn ·and the specific location of major equipment within the cogeneration 
facilitY can be found in Figures 2:.2 and. 2-3 in the PSD analysis (ENSR, May. 1 993) . l;he project 
site covers approximately 1 5  acres. of area zoned for light-industrial use. Current land · use in the 
immediate project. area includes primarily agricultural and some industrial· development (e.g., 

· Lamb-Weston}. The project site is in close proximity to the Pacific Gas Transmission Pipeline 
thatwill supply natural gas from Canada to the facility. 

May 25. 1893 ' 
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2.3 Major Facility Components 

· The air emission sources at the Herm!ston cogeneration facil!tY are the gas turbines and the 

auxiliary boiler. A brief description of the major. compOnents of the facility is provided in the 

following sections. 

2.3.1 Gas Turbines 

.Hermiston Generating Company, LP., proposes to install.two General Electric Frame 7FA , gas 

turbines in combined-cycle mode with HRSGs ·and steam tUrbine generator units as part ·of this 
project. The . fuel will be natural gas. Each gas turbine generatQr unit will consist of an air · 
compressor, fuel combustion system, power turbine, and a 60-Hz, 18-kV gen�rator unit. Each 

gas turbine generator set is designed to produce approximately 158 MW of eJectrical po'f'er. 

The gas turbine$. are · the· heart of a combined-cycle cogeneration plant. First, air is filtered, 

compressed, and then mixed with natural gas and combusted in the turbine combustion 

chamber. Exhaust gas from the combustion chamber is expelled through a power turbine which 

drives both the air compressor and an electric power generator. Exhaust gas exiting the power 
turbine at approxim.ately 1 ,1 ooo F is sent to an unfired boiler commonly known as a heat recovery 

steam generator (HRSG) wnere steam is produced to generate additional electricity in the steam 
turbine generator. . 

2.3.2 Heat Recovery Steam Generators (HRSGs) 

An unfired, horizontal, natural circulati.on, three-pressure HRSG system will extract heat from the 

exhaust of each of the two gas turbines. Exhaust gas entering the HRSG at approximately 

1 , 1 coo F will be cooled to approximately 2Q60 F by the time it leaves the HRSG exhaust stack. 

The heat recovered is used for steam generation and feedwater heating. Eact1 HRSG will include 
a high-pressure superheater, a high-pressure evaporator, a high-pressure economizer, an 
intermediate-pressure superheater, a low-pressure superheater, an intermediate-pressure 

evaporator. an intermediate-pressure economizer, a low-pressure · evaporator, and a . . ' 
condensatejfeedwater preheater. Each HRSG will produce high-pressur� steam, 
intermediate-pressure steam, and low ... pressure saturated steam for power generation and steam 

export to Lamb-Weston. Each HRSG will be fitted with a SCR grid for control of NOx emissions 

to 4.5 ppm� 

2·2 . 
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2.3.3. .Steam Turbine,s 

The. Hermiston Generating Pro jed will include tv(o triple-admission, reheat, condensing turbines 
designed,  for variable pressure operation. · The high-pressur� portion of the steam turbines 
receives high-pressure super-heated steam from the HRSG, and subsequently, the high-pressure 
turbine exhaust stearn .. Js directed. to the reheat section of the HRSG system • .  The steam from 
. the reheat section of the HRSG system is supplied to the intermediate-pr�ure turbine, which 
exhausts to the low-pressure . turbine. The low pressure turbine also receives low-pressure 
superheated steam 'from the HRSG system and exhausts to the condenser unit. Each steam 
turbine set is desi'gned to produce apprpximately eo MW of electrical power without additional . 

fuel consumption. 

2.3.4 Auxiliary Boiler 

He.rmiston Generating Company, LP ., will incJud" one natural gas fired auxiliary boiler to provide 
100,000-lb/hr uninterru� steam to the Lamb-Weston facility. The auxiliary boiler is anticipated 
to operate as a back-up to the cogeneration facility, no more than '4,320 hours per year. 

2.4 Applicable Regulations 

' . I 

2.4.1 Oregon Department qf Environmental QualitY 

The·Oregon Department of Environmental Quality's (DEQ) New Source Review (NSR) Program 
applies to many new or modified faca1ities which would cause significant increases in air pollutant 
emissions. The objectives of the NSR are to shpw that air emissio!ls from the new source will , 
not significantly impact ambient 'air quality in the vicinity of the facility site and to ascertain that 
state-of-the-art control of air pollutant emissions is applied to the source(s). The Oregon permit 

_ issued, after the applicant has satisfactorily shown that the source .will not significantly impact 
' air quality and that bes� available controls are applied, is an ·Air 'Contaminant

. 
Discharge Permit. 

New Source Review is required if any air pollutants are emitted above· significant emission rates. 
The ;significant emission rates" for criteria and non-criteria pollutan� are identified in the Oregon 

(Administrative Rules {OAR) Chapter 340, Division 20, Table 1 .  lf . the source is among the 
. sources · Jisted in OAR · 340-20-245(3) (B) and has emissions of any., one criteria pollutant · above 

100 tons per year' or if the source is . not on the source list but has emissions of any one criteria 
pollutant above 250 tons per year, New Source Review is required. · 

. For sources in a nonattainment area, the most stringent control technology must be applied to 
demonstrate lowest achievable emission -rate (LAER) of pollutants from the source. Offsets are 

May 25. 18113 
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required. for sources in an attainment area, the NSR includes a Prevention of Significant 
Deterioration �SD) of air quality analysis, a Best Available Control Technology (BACT) analysis, 

. and a visibility analysis. As des�bed in Section a� 1 . 1 ,  the BACT analysis is conducted using 
the "top-down· methodology. 

If any criteria air pollutant is· emitted abOve the significant emission rate, the applicant must also 
identify toxic emissions from the source. Significant emission rates for toxic $missions are 
contained in Tables 1 and 2-of the DEC Hazardous Air PoUutant Interim Program Manual. If any · 

criteria and/or toxic pollutant is above the significant emissiOn rate, control must be appJied to 
the source or·air quality modeling performed to show that the air quality irnpact is. not significant. . 

, The required air quality modeling is contained in the PSD analysis (ENSR, May 1993). The toxic · 
emissions BACT is identified in Section 3.6. 

The emission limit for particulate matter from fuel-burning equipment (except internal combustion 
engines) is contained in OAR 340-31 ; Visible air pollutant limitations are �ntained in OAR 
340-21 . These limitations are summarized in Table 2-1 .  

Compiiance With ambient air quality standards is demonstrated in the PSD analysis. 

2..4.2 New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) 

The. new:source ·performance standards (NSPS} constitute a set of national emission standards 
· �hich apply to specific categories of new sources. EPA promulgated the NSPS for stationary 
gas turbines in September 1979 (40-CFR 60, Subpart GG). DEC has adopted the federai NSPS. 
The NSPS applicable to the gas turbines in this analysis are summarized in Table 2-1 .  These 
standards impose maximum allowable emissions for nitrogen oxides and .sulfur dioxide from 
turbines with aneat input at peak load greater than 1 0  MMBtujhr. The NOX emission standard 
applicable to the proposed· gas turbines is 90 ppmvd corrected to 1 5  percent oxygen. The 
proposed BACT NOx emission rate of 4.5 ppmvd is well below the NSPS of 90 ppni_vd. · For . 
sulfur dioxide, the NSPS requires either an S02 emission limitation of 1 50  ppmvd 'or a maximum 
fuel sulfur content of 0.8 weight percent. The S02 emission level will .be well below 1 50 ppmvd, 
and the sulfur content of the natural gas fuel to be used is well below the NSPS level of 
0.8 Weight ·percent. 

May 25,  1993 
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2.5 Previous BACT /LAER Datarminatlomp.tor. Cogeneration Facilltlaa 

A review of previo� BACT /LAER ·determinations for cogeneration facilities. is ·presented . in 
Appendix A. The summary includes determinations for NOX' VOCs, CO, and PM10• The EPA's 
BACT /LAER Clearinghouse keeps a current liSting of BACT and LAER determinations by . 
governmental agencies for all types of air emission sources. The determinations are available 
in hard copy or through a computerized database. The BACT /LAER Clearinghouse covers 
information from the past 1 0  to 12  years and includes determinations throughout the United 
States. 

Herml$ton Generating Project EIS 
. ' 
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TABLE 2-1 ' 

Summary of Emission Standards and
· Other Umitations 

Source ·····• · ·. • · •
· ····•· . Pollutant 

· Combustion NOx 90 ppmvd at 15 percent 
Turbines 

S02 1so �mvd 
0.8% by weight sulfur.fua 

Auxiliary Boiler Particuiate Matter 0.1 gr fsd1> 

I 

40 CFR 60.322 (9)(1 ), 
NSPS; Stationary Gas 
Turbines, Subpart GG 

40 CfR 60.332, NSPS; 
Stationary Gas .  Turbines, 
Subpart GG 

OAR340..a21 �(1)(b); Fuel J 
burning equipment; new I 
source; except internal L combustion engines · 1 

Sulfur content of I 0.5% b.y weight OAR 340-22.015(2) . 
No. 2 fuel Oil 
Visible emissions I 20% opacity OAR �21 
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3.0 CONTROL TECHNOLOGY EVALU�TION 

3.1 · · lntroductidn 
The OEQ··requires the application· of BACT for the control of _each regulated pollutant emitted 
from a new or modified major · stationary . source located in an attainment area. The proposed 
_HermistOn cogeneration facility gas turbines and auxiliary boiler are subject to BACT with respect 

· to nitrogen oXides (NOJ, carbon monpxide (CO), particulate matter (PM1o), and volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs). Emissions of �· and suHuric acid mist will not be greater than the 
significant emission rate, thus BACT is not required . for these pollutants; 1 BACT for toxic 
emissions is cJiscuSsec:t in ·section 3.6� 

Emissions data on the gas turbines were provided by. General Electric for ' a similar 
combined-cycle cogeneration facility. permitted in Rotterdam, New York (ENSR, April

, 
1992) . · 

Emissions quoted for.the gas turbines in this report are 'based on levels presently being offered 
as guaranteed by General Electric for the type 7FA gas turbine. Emissions data for the .  auxiliary 

' boiler were providGd by John Zink Company for
·
a similar .auxiiiary �iler. 

3.1.1 Top-Down BAcT Approach 

· The BACT ·requirements are intended to ensure that a proposed facility will incorporate control . 
systems that reflect the latest techniques used in a particular induStry, allow for future . growth . in 
the vicinity of the proposed facility,. and do not result in the exceedance of a National Ambient . 
Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) or other standards. imposed on the State level. The BACT 
evaluation requires the ,documentation of performanoe l�vels achievable �or each air pollution 
control technoiogy applicable to a natural gas fired cogeneration facility; 

EPA and DEC (Oregon Department:of Environmental Quality, July 1991) guidance states that 
a '1op-down• approach is to be taken when evaluating available air pollution controls. This 
approach to the. BACT process involves determining the , most. stringent control technique 
available (LAER) for a .similar or identical emission source. If it can be shown that the LAER level 

· of control is technically, environmentally, or economically infeasible for the particular sOurce, then ' 
the next most stringent level · of control is determined and similarly evaluated. The process · 

continues until a control level is determined which cannot be eliminated by any technical, 
environmelital, or economic objections. The ,op-dOwn• approach has. been used in this 
document to evaluate available pollution Controls for the Hermiston cogeneration facility. 

� 25. 1983 
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3.1.2 Cost Determination Methodology' 

For certain alternatives, an economic analysis is performed which compares capital and annual 
costs in terms of �t-effectiveness �.e., dollars per ton of pollutant removed). Capital costs 
include the initial cost of components intrinsic to the complete controt. systetn (reactors, piping, 
rotating equipment. instrumentation, monitoring equipment, and supports) and installation costs. 
Annual operating costs consist of the financial requirements to operate the. control system on 
an annual basis and include overhead, rnaintenanee� . labor, raw materials, and utilities. 

Capjtal Costs 

A number,of methods with varying degrees of accuracy are availabl& for estimating capital costs. 
The estimating .  technique ·used in this analysis is based on a factored method of determining 
direct and indirect installation �ts. This technique is a modified version ·of the •[ang Method,· . 
whereQy installation costs are expressed as a function of knOwn equipment costs. ThiS methOd 
is consistent with ·  the latest · EPA guidance manual on estimating control technology costs 
(OAQPS 1990b). The estimation factors used to calculate total capital costs are shown in 
Table 3-1 . 

-" 
' } 

/ Purchased equipment costs represent the deliver:ed cost of the control equipment, ; auxiliary 
equipment, and instrumentation. Auxiliary equipment coi)Sists cit aJI structural, rnechanicaf, and 
electrical components required for . efficient operation of the device. These include such items ·as fuel storage and supply piping, and exhaust gas ductwork. ,Auxiliary equipment .costs are 
taken as a straight percentage of the basic equipment cost, the percentage .being based on the 
average require�ents of typical systems and their auxiliary equipment (OAQPS 1990b). In this 
BACT evaluation, .  basic equipment costs were obtained direCtly from vendors or; were s.caled 
from similar pieces of equipment. ln�mentatiQn, usually not included ·in the basic equipment 

· cost, is · typically 10 to 1 5  percent of the basic equipment cost depending on the specific 
I . . . 

application. 
· 

I 

Direct installation costs consist of the direct expenditures for materials and labor for site 
preparation, · foundatir;ms, structural steel, .  erection, piping, electrical, painting, and facilities. 
Indirect instaUation costs include engineering and supervisi�n of contractors, construction and 
field ·expenses, construction fees, and contingenCies. Direct installation costs are expressed as 
a fu�Ction of the purchased equipment cost, based on $Yerage installation requirements of 
typical systems. Indirect installation costs are designated as a percentage of the total direct cost 
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TABLE 3-1 

Capital Cost Estimation Factors 

5402-008 

1 .  Purchased Equipment 
e.· Basic ·Equipment Cost Data 
b. Auxiliary ,Equipment 
c. · InstrumentatiOn 
d. StrUctural Support 
e. Tax and Freigl1t 

2. · Direct l�latlon Cost 
Total Oir&Qt Cost (TOC) 

3. · Indirect Installation Cost 
a Engineering and SUpeMsion 
�J Construction and Field Expenses 
c. Construction Fee 
d; ContingencJes 

. 4. Other lndirect Costs . 
a.- Startup and Testing 

. b. . Working Capital 
Total Indirect Costs (TIC) . 

Total Capital Coats (TCC) 
. . . .  · · .-.-. · . . ··.· . . .  : ·  . . Scxin:8�'=o.oa8 ('i·',i�: ::: . 

Hermiston Generating Project EIS 

(1a) 
0.35 x (1a) 
0.10 x (1a) 
0.10 x (1a) 

0.08 x (1a + 1 b  +1c  + 1d) 

0.30 x (1a + 1 b  +1c + 1d +' 1e) 

1 . +  2 

0.10 X (TDC) 
0.1 0  X (TDC) 
0.05 X (TDC) 
0.03 X (TOC) 

o.o1 x croc> 
30 days O&M Costs 
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(purChased equi� cost plus the direct ins�latiOn cost) of the system. The factors are based 
on the asSumption that the InStallation is perform� by an outside contraCtor and not by plant 
personn81. Other indirect costs include ·equipment sf:artup and perfonnance testing, working 
capital, and interest during cOnstruction. 

Annualized Costa 

· Annualized . costs are comprised of direct and indirect operating cOsts. · Direct costs inc:tude 
labor, maintenance, replacement parts, raw· materials, utilities, and waste. disposaJ. Indirect 

' operating costs include plant overhead, taxes;. insurance, general administration, and capital 
charges. Annualized cost factors used to 8stimate tot$! �ualized COst are listed in Table 3-2. 
Annu&:�ized cost factors were obtained from the latest . EPA guidance manual on . estimating 

. cOntrol technology costs {OAQPS, January 199o)'. 

Direct operating J&bor costs vary according to the system operating mode and operating time. . ' ' labor supervision is ·  estimated as 15  percent of operating labor. Maintenance coats are 
. calculated as 3 percent of ·total direct cost (TDC). Replacement· part costs, such as the cost to 

' ' / 

replace spent catalyst, have been induded where required. Raw material and utility costs are · 

based upon estimated annual consumption and the unit costs are summarized in ·Table 3-2. 
. Typically, catalyst (for ·a �talytic oxidation ·or �eduction tec:hnology) · replacement costs are 

estimated at 20 percent of purchased equipment costs per annum. This corresponds to a 3-year 
life, assuming catalyst replacement represents about 65 percent of the basic equipment cost 

' 
With the exception of overhead, indirect operating costs are calculated· as a percentage of the 
total capital cost. The indirect capital costs are based . on the capital recovery factor (CRF) , 
defined as: 

CRF= /(1 + l)n 
(1 + /)n - 1  

where i is the annual interest rate and n is the equipment econornic IHe (years) . A control 

systems · economic life typically varies from 10 to 20 years (OAQPS; January 1990) . In this 
analysis, a 1 0-year equipment ecc)nomic life of each available control technology is used. The 
aver�ge interest rate is assumed to be 1 0 percent (OAQPS, January 1990).  CRF is calcUlated 
-to be o� 1 63. 
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TABLE 3-2 

Annualized . Cost Factors 

Direct Operating Costs: \  · ' ' · < ? . •••. , .•. . : . .  ·· · .. · ·• ····· · .  

1 .  Operating Labor $25. per man-hour 

2. Labor Supervision 15% of operating labor 

· \3. Maintenance (annual) 3% of Total Direct Costs (TOC) 
4. Replacement Parts {BMual) Catal� 0.65 x basic equipment cost j' Other 0.1o,x basic equipment cost 

�s_._Am __ mon ___ & ________ �--------+-�----------· -�--��oo--��------�1 
� w� J a 8ectricity $0.05/kWh (U.S. GeneratinQ, November 1992) 

b. Water $2.65/1 ,000 gaL (U.S. Generating, November 1992 
I • 

.c. Fuel $1 .77/MMBtu (U.S. Generating, November 1992) 

/ 7. Overhead 0.30 X (cost 1 + cost 2) + (0.12  X cost 3) 

a. Property Tax o.o1 · x  Total capllal Cost (TCC) 

9. Insurance 0.01 x TCC 
10. Administration 0.02 X TCC 
1 1 .  Capital Recovery CRF X TCC {0.1 63 . x TCC) 

\. 

: 

I 
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Coat-EffectJveneu 

The cost-effectiveness of an available control technology ia baSed on the annualized cost of the 
available control technology and its annual pollutant emission reduction. Cost-effectiveness, is 
calculated by dividing the annualized cost of the available control technology by the tons of 
pollutant removed · by that control technology each year. The basis for · determining the 
uncontrolled emissions, controlled emissions, energy and environmental Impacts, and control 
teChnology cost-effectiveness of each BACT candidate ·are .  summarized . in the following 
subsections. 

3.2 Nitrogen Oxides (NOJ 
3.2. 1 Formation 

NOx is formed through combustion processes in two ways: 1)  the combination of elemental 
.nitrogen and oxygen in the combustion air within the high temperature enwonment of the 
combustor (thermal NO.J; and 2) the oxidation of nitrogen contained in the fuel (fuel NO.J. 
Natural gas dOes not contain a significant amount of nitrogen.. Therefore, the bulk of the NOx 
emissions will -originate as thermal NOx. 

The rate of formation of ther;mal NOx is a function of the residence time, free oxygen, and peak 
flame temperature. •Front-end" NOx control techniques_ are aimed $1 controlling one or more of 

, these variables. Other control methods, known as •back-end• controls, remove NOx from the 
exhaust gas stream once NOx has been formed. 

3.2.2 · Gas Turbines 

The lowest NOx emission listed in EPA's BACT /LAER Clearinghouse (Appendix A) is 4.5 ppmv 
for Kern Front Ud. in California, achieved with water injection and selective catalytic reduction 
(SCR). The Salinas River Cogeneration Project in California is listed at 6 ppmv with Dry Low-NOx 
combustors and SCR. The Sumas Project in Washington is listed at 6 ppmv with SCR. General 
Bectric has guaranteed NOx control at 4.5 ppmv for the Fr&n)e 7FA gas turbines With SCR in 
combination with dry low NOx combustors. Additionally, Hermiston Generating Co., LP. is aware ·· 

of several projects permitted at similar emission levels which are not listed in the BACT /LAER 
Clearinghouse; for instance, NOX levels of 4�5 ppmv were recently permitted for a combined 
cycfe project in Rotterdam_, New York and the Sithe Energy Project, also in New York, using SCR 
in combination with low NOx combustors. It ts therefore concfuded ·that the lowest achievable 
emission rate for a combined cycle cogeneration project firing natural gas, such as the 
Hermiston Generating Project, is 4.5 ppmV using SCR in combination with dry low NOx combustors. · 
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A review of EPA's BACT /LAER ClearinghouSe indicates several levels of NO;c qontrol which may 
be achieved with various CQmbinations of control technology. Emission levels . 8nd control 
technolOgies for natural gas fired turbines have·been Identified and ranked as follows: 

" ' 

. 4.5 to 6 ppm 
4.5 ·to 9 ppmv 
.1 5 ppmv 
25 ppmv 
42· ppmv 

SCR plus low NOx combuStors 
SCRplus waterfsteam injection 

' 

Low NOx bumers, or aggressive water injection 
· . Water/steam injection or low NOx C9mbustors 

Water /steam injection, liquid fuel firing 
. . . 

These levels of control are evaluated in terms .ot best available control technology in the following · 

sections. 

3.2.2.1 . .  LAER ·• 4.5 ppmv With Selecuve �lytic Reduction 

Technical AnaJysla 

Selective catalYtic reduction. (SCR) is a process which involves post-combustion removal of NOx 
from the flue gas with a catalytic reactor. In � SCR process, ammonia injected into the gas 
turbine exhaUst gas· reacts with nitrogen oxides and oxygen in the. exhaust gas tO form nitrogen 
and water. The chemical.reactions are: 

and 
6 N02 + 8 NH3 ·...:..> 7N2 + 12 H20 

' ·( 

The reactions take place on the surf�ce of a �yst The function of �  catalyst is.to effectively 
lower the activation energy of the NOx decomposition reaction. Technical factors related to this 
technology include . the catalyst reactor design, optimum operating temperature, sulfur content 
of the fuel, and design of the NH3 injection system. 

Three types of catalyst bed configuratic)ns have been successfully applied to eommercial . 

sources: the moving bed reactor, the parallel flow reactor, and the fixed bed reaCtor. The fixed 
· bed reactor is applicable to sources with little or no particulate present in the flue gas, such as 

would be the caSe for the proposed gas turbines. In this reactor design, the catalyst bed iS 
oriented perpendicular to the flue gas flow, and transport of the reactants to the active catalyst 
' \ . . � 

sites takes place through a. combination of diffusion 'and convection mechanisms. 

�. ·  
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. Reduction catalySts are divided into_ two groups, platinum and base metal {primarily vanadium· 
or titanium). · Both groups exhibit advantages · and disadvantages In terms of operating . 
temperatUre, reducing agent/NO� ratio, and optimum oxygen concentration. A disadvantage 
common to both platinum and base metaJ catalysts is the narrow rarige of temperatures in which 
the reactions· will ·proceed. Platinum group catalysts have the advantage of requiring lower 
· ignition temperature, ·but have been shown to also· have a . lower maximum operating 
temperature. Operating above the maxiinum temperature results In oxidation of NH3 to either · 

nitrogen oxid_. (thereby actUaJiy 'Increasing the .NO.· emissions) or ammonium nitrate. 
- · /Combined- cyde cogeneration syat8ms with HRSGs dow placement of th8 catalyst so as to 

operate below the required maximum operating temperature. , 

Optimum operating temperature for a vanadium-titanium catalyst system has been shown to be 
in the range of 550 to soo-F (Rodgers, November, 1992). In cogeneration applications, where 
heat recovery steam generation is used, SCR cataJyst and ammonia injection grids are typically 
installed between tube bundles within the HRSG where the·ft�,o�e gas temperature remains within 
the requited temperature range. 

The SCR process ·i$ also subject to catalyst deactivation over time. Catalyst deactivation occurs 
through two primary mechanisms: physical deactivation and chemical poisoning. Physical 
dENICUvation is generally the result either of prolonged exposure to ·excessive temPeratures or 
masking of the catalyst due to entrainment of particulate. Chemical poisoning is caused by the 
liTever&ibJe reaction ofthe catalyst with- a contaminant in the gas stream and is a permanent 
condition. 

SCR manufacturers typically estimate . less than 10 ppm of unreacted ammonia emissions 
(ammonia slip) When operating at the efficiency levels proposed. To achieve high NO. reduction 
rate$· (greater than 60 perc:ent) , SCR vendors 'sugQest a higher ammonia injection rate than 
stoichiometriC4lly required, ·  which neCessarily resufts in ammonia slip. Thus an emissions 
trade-off between .NOx and ammonia occurs in high NO. reduction applications. 

' -

Environmental Impacts 

There are several potential environmental impacts associated with the use of SCR. Th�se are 
summarized below: 

e: Unreacted ammonia will -be emitted to the atmosphere (ammonia slip) . 

• Transportation, handling, and storage of ammonia represent potential accidental 
releases of � toxic substance. 

May 25. 1983 
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The magnitude of adVerse environmental impacts due to the use of ammonia will be minimized 
by· the design and operation of the SCR control and storage systems. The use of SCR 
technology . would result in guar�teed' ammonia emissions of not to exceed tO ppm on a 
vohJme baSis, due to unreacted ammonia leaving the SCR unit. The total emissions of ammonia 
from the two gas_ turbines would amount to approximately 166 tons per _year. Safety features will 
be incorporated into the design of the ammonia storage systems to minimize the risk of 
accidental release. The SCR system will use aqueous ammonia. which is less to';(ic and volatile 
than anhydrous ammonia. 

ECQnomic: ImpaCts 

-
· While the capital and annualized cost of utilizing SCR to- control NOx emissions are greater than 

the cost associated with lower levels of control, · when considering the annual reduction in 
emissions, the cost effectiveness of achieving 4.5 ppm using SCR is· considered_ justifiable. 

3.2.2.2 Best Available No. Control Technology for the Gaa Turbines · 

As demonstrated by the review of the comrol teChnology determinations reported in the 
BACT 1 LAER Clearmghouse, as wen as a review of other permitted facilities not contained in the 

' ' 

Clearinghouse, the most stringent control level for NOx from gas turbines is conciuded to be 4.5 
· ppm based on the use of selective catalytic reduction in combination with! .low NOx combustors. 

Although the use of this alternative in -this pase results in increased capital . and operating costs 
compared to the use .of other alternatives which would emit higher levels of NOx* the_se additional 
costs . are not considerect unreasonable nor significant enough to disqualify the application of . 
SCR as BACT. Similarly, the use of SC� may result in adverse environmental impacts (ammonia 
slip emissions, potential for accidental releases of ammonia) that may not be incurred _if an 
altemativ� with a lesser degree of NOx cqntrol were utilized. 'However, the magnitude of these 
adverse impacts will be minimized by the design and operation 'of the SCR control system and 
design and safety features of the ammonia storage systems. - Consequently, these potential 
adverse impacts are not conside

,
red significant enough to disqualify SCR as BACT. _ 

Therefore, the use . of SCR - in combin�tiort with low NOx combustors is concluded to be 
. representative . of BACT for eontrol of NOx emissions from . the gas turbines in this case. 

. 
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3.2.3 Auxiliary Boiler 

A review of the BACT /LAER Clearinghouse indicates several levels of NOx control which may be 
- achieved with various combinations of - control technology. Emission levels and ' control 
technologies for natural gas fired boilers have been identified and ranked as follows: -

0.02..0.03 lb/MMBtu Low NOx burner plus SCR 

0.05 1b/MMBtu Low NOx burner plus Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction 
(SNCR) , or low NOx burner with flue gas recirculation 

O.f lb/MMBtu Low NOx burner 

These levels of control are evaluated in terms of best available control technology in the following 
sections. 

3.2.3.1 LAER • 0.02.0.03 lb NO/MMBtu with SCR 

Using SCR to achieve an emission rate -of 0.02 to 0.03 lb NOxfMMBtu is considered the most 
stringent NOx control technique technically appUcable to the auxiliary boiler. SCR is not generally 

· _ applied to boilers in this capacity range, due to significaht capital and operating expense. The 
environmental disadv�tages of SCR are previously described in Section 3.2.2.1 .  Therefore, only 
the economic impacts will be assessed here. 

Capital costs assoq;ated with operating an SCR system on the auxiliary. boiler are shown in 
Table 3-3. SCR capital equipment incJudes the basic equipment, auxiliary equipment, 
instrumentation, catalyst, and structural support. The basic equipment cost is estimated at 

-
$426,800 based on vendor quotes for a boiler of the same size, (ENSR, June 1-991 ) . With other 
direct and indirect installation and start-up costs, the total capital cost for installing an SCR 

- system is estimated at $1 ,207,740. 

Annualized .costs_ for the auxiliary _boiler SCR system are summarized in Table 3-4. The total 
annualized cost of the SCA system is estimated at$519,150/yr. The maximum potential amount 

_ 
of NOx which could be removed annually (based on 4320 hrsjyr operation of the auxiliary boiler) 

_ _ compared to the use of low NOx bu-rners is �4.8 tonsjyr .. Thus the minimum overall _cost 
effectiveness of applying SCR to the auxiliary boiler is greater than $20,900/ton controlled. This 

/ � . ' 

is considered not cost-et:fective and, therefore, not representative of BACT. 

Mliy 25. 19113 
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· TABLE 3-3 

AUXIJ,.IARY BOILER • CAPITAL COSTS OF SELECTIVe 
CATALYTIC REDUCTION FOA NOx CONTROL 

DIRECT COSTS 

(1 ) Purchased Equipment 

(a) Basic·Equipr'nent (A) 
(b) AUXiliary Equipment (0.35 A) 
(c) lnStn.lmentation (0. 10  A) 
(d) Structural Support (0.1 0 A) 
(e) Taxes & .Freight (0.08 (a + b)) 

. Total Purchased Equipment Cost (8) 

(2) Direct Installation co.ao B) 

TOTAL DIRECT COST (TDC) (1 ) + (2) 

INDIRECT CO&TS 

, (3) IndireCt Installation Cost 

(a) Engineering and SUpeM"sion (0.1 0 TDC) 
(b) Constructi6n and Field Exp� (0.1 0 TDC) 
(c) Construction Ftte (0.05 TDC) 
(d) Contingencies {0.03 TDC) 

(4) Other Indirect Costs 

(a) Startup and Testing (0.01 TDC) 
(b) Wortcing Capital-(30 days O&M coSt) 

TOTAl INDIRECT COST {TIC): 

TOTAL CAPITAL COST (TCC) 

i 

Hermiston Generating· Project EIS 

$426,800 
$149,380 

$42,680 
$42;680 
$46,1 00  

$707,640 

$21 2,300 

$91 9,940 

$92,000 
$92,000 

' $46,000 
$27,600 

$9,200 
$21 ,000 

$287,800 

$1 ,201,740 

i .  
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TABLE 3-4 

AUXILIARY BOILER • ANNUAL!Za) COSTS' 
OF SEJ.ECTIVE 

CATALYTIC REDUCTION FOR NOx CONTROL 

DIRECT OPERATING COSTS: 

(a) . Operating Labor (C) ($25/man-hr) 

{b) Supervisory Labor (0. 1 5  C) 

· (c) Maintenance (0.03 TDC) 

(d) Replacement Parts 
a) Catalyst (3 year life) (0.65AJ3) 
b) Other (0.1 A) 

(e) Utilities 
a) Water 
b) Fuel Penalty-

(f) Ammonia Cost ($250/tOn) 

$54,750 

$8;200 

$27,600 

$92,500 
$42,700 

$0 
$1 5,700 

$ 1 0,200 

· (g) Disposal. Cost$ 

INDIRECTOPERATING COSTS 

included in catBiyst replacement cost 

. ·, 

(h) Ov� (0.3 (a+b) + �. 1 2  (c) ) 

(i) Property Tax (0.01 TCC) 

(J) Insurance. (0.01 TCC) 

(k) Administration (0.02 TCC) 
' ' 

(I) Capital Recovery (0. 1 63  TCC) 

ANNUALIZED COST, S/yr 

NOx CONTROL.LED, ton/yr 

. . COST EFFECTIVENESS, $/ton 

Hermiston Generating .Project EIS 

$22,200 

$12, 1 00  

$ 1 2;1 00 

$24,200 

$1 96,900 

$519, 1 50 

' 24.8 
$20,900 
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) 

. 3..2.3.2 Next Level of Control -- 0.05 lb NOJMMBtu with SelectJve Non-
. ' \ 

catalytic Reduction or Low NOx Burner/Flue. Gaa Red,culation 
' . ' . . 

Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (Thermal DeN Ox• and NOxOUT-> 
I 

The second most stringent NOx control t8chnique is selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) , 
which for certain applications may be capable of removing 50 percent of NOx. SNCR involves 
the non-catalytic deComposition of NOx in the flue gas to nitrogen and water using ammonia as 

. a reducing agent. Two commercially available SNCR processes applied to boilers include 
Thermal DeNOx•• which uses aqueoUs or anhydrous ammonia as the reducing agent, and 
.NOxOUT•, which U$$8 aqueous urea as a reducing agent 

Both Thermal OeNOx• and NOicOUT• processes are based on a gas phase reaction between the 
reducing agent and NOx within a specific temperature range (1 ,600 to .2,200°F).  Although the 
chemical mechanism of either process is quite complex- involving many chemical reactions. the 
control technology hardware for either prOcess is relativelY simple. Hardware.eonsists of storage 
and handling equipment fo'r the reducing age� a series of injection nozzles within �e boiler, 

· and instrumentation. 

Achieving the required reaction temperature range represents the·primary design criterion for the 
Thermal OeNOx• and NOxOUT• prOcesses in any individual application. The necesSary 
temperature range is 'found in different �eas of a boiler depending on its. d .. ign and operating 
load. Size constraints imposed in a particular application · are also . a significant ,design .  factor. 
Size constraints are primarily related to the size of the· combustion chamber and the difficultY of 
locating the injection noZZles to provide the necessary time/temperature relationship. 

. . 

· �mples of the use of SNCR to control NOx emissions on auxiliary boilers operating as backup . 
, units for cogeneration applications are rare, as can be seen from the BACT /LAER Clearinghouse. 
Since 'these units are generally operated significantly fewer that 8760 hoursfyr, applying this 
alternative is generally not cost effective. However, for the purpose of this analysis, SNCR is 
estimated to be capable of reducing NOx by SO% from the level obtaimible with low NOx burners, 
or 0.05 lb/MMBtu. 

Estimated capitaJ cOsts to a;ipply SNCR in this case are shown in Table 3-5. With a basic 
equi'pment cost of $27�,000. this alternative is estimated to have a total capital investment of 
$683,600. · Estimated am;1ualized costs of SNCR are shown in Table 3-6. Additional costs 
associated With SNCR include additional operating labor, additional maintenance, ammonia, · 

·additional electrical power to vaporize ammonia, steam as ammonia carrier, as well as increased 

. .  \ Hermiston Generating Project EIS . 
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administration and overhead. Total �nualiz� costs of SNCR, compared to the use of Low NOx 
burners, is estimated at $301 ,550/yr. 

' Compared ·to Low NOx burners, SNCR would have the maximum po�ential (based on 4,320 
hoursjyr operation) 9f reducing NOx emissions from the auxiliary boiler of 1 5.5 tons/year. Thus 
the minimum overall cost effectiveness of this alternative exceeds $19,500/ton. 

' 

Low-NOx Burner and Flue Gas Recirculation 

The 0.05 lb/MMBtu level of NOx control may also be achieved through the use of a low-NOx 
burner (LNB) in combination with an external flue gas recirculation (FGR) system. 

Technical Analysis: LNB 

There are two types oflow-NOx burners: _ staged fuel and staged air. · Both types are designed 
to .split the com�ustion flame into two zones, thereby decreasing NOX formation. Staged fuel is 
used for gas firing only, whereas staged air is the most effective technique for controlling NOx 
when firing fuel oil. 

� 

The staged air burner splits the combustion flame by diverting a portion of the combustion air 
downstream of the primary· fuel injection point, whereas the staged fuel burner splits the 
combustion flame by dMding the fuel flow into two .zones. 

NOx formation is suppressed in the staged air burner by the promotion of a fuel-rich primary 
combustion zone, followed by eomplete combustion in the secondary combustion zone. The 
lack of excess air in the primary zone. limits NOx formation. Incomplete combustion products 
formed in this primary zone act as reducing agents in the secondary combustion zone. The 
staged fuel burner zoned comb�:Jstion approach seeks to lower Nbx formation by 1owering the 
peak flame temperature in the fueJ-Iean primary zone. . Complete combustion is then 
accomplished in the' secondary zone. Combustion products· from the primary zone act to lower 
the local oxygen concentration in the s�condary, thereby suppressing NOx formation in this .zone 
as well.' 

3-1 4  ' 
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AUXILIARY BOILER • CAPIT� COSTS OF SELECTIVE 
NON.CATAL YTIC REDUCTION FOR NOx CONTROL 

DIRECT COSTS 

(1) Purchased Equipment 

(a) Basic Equipment (A) 
(b) Auxiliary Equipment (0.35 A) 
(c) Instrumentation (0.1 0 A) . 

(d) Structural Support (0.1 0 A) 
(e) Taxes & Freight (0�08 (a + b)) 

T,otal Purchased EquipmentCost (B) 

(2) Direct Installation (0.30 B) 

TOTAL DIRECT COST (TDC) (1 ) .+ (2r 

INDIRECT COSTs 

(3) l�irect Installation Cost 

(a) Engineering and Supervision (<t1 0  TDC) 
(b) Construction and Field Expenses (0.1 0 TDC) 
(c) ConStruction Fee (0.05 TDC) . 
(d) Contingencies (0.03 TDC) 

(4) Other Indirect Costs 

(a)'Startup and Testing (0.01 TDC) 
(b} Woridng Capital (30 days O&M coSt) 
(c) Li� Fee 

'TOTAL INDIRECT COST (TIC): 

AL CAPITAL COST (TCC) 

$279,000 
inclUded 
$27,900 
$27,900 
$22,300 

$357,100 

$1 07,100 

$464,200 

' $46,400. 
$46,400 
$23,200 

.' $1 3;900 

. $4,600 
$1 1 ,900 ' 
$73,000 

$21 9.400 

$683,60� 



TABLE 3-6 

AUXILIARY BOILER · ANNUALIZED COSTS OF. SELECTIVE 
NON..CATAL YTIC REDUCTION FOR NOx CONTROL 

DIRECT OPERATING COSTS: 

(a) Op�rating Labor (C) ($25/man-hr) 

(b) Supervisory Labor (0. 15  C) 

(c) Maintenance (0.03 TDC) 

(d) Replacement Parts 

· (e) Utilities 
a) Steam 
b) ElectriCity 

(f) Ammonia Cost ($250/ton) 

·· INDIREeT OPERATING eosTS 

(h) Overhead (0.3 (a+b) + 0.12  (c) ) 

0) Property Tax (Cl01 TCC) 

01 lnsuranee (0.01 TCC) 

(k) Administration (0.02 TCC) 

(I) Capital Recovery (0. 163 TCC) 

ANNUALIZED COST, S/yr 

NOx CONTROLLED, ton/yr 

. CdST EFFECTIVENESS, S/ton 

Hermiston Gen.erating Project EIS 

$54,750 

$8;200 

$13,900 

.$28,000 

$17,000 
$15,700 

$4,700 

$20,SOO 

$6,800 

$6,800 

$13,700 

$1 1 1 ,400 

$301 ,550 

15.5 

$19,500 



Technical Analysis: FGR 

' · Rue gas recirculation (FGR) involves extracting a portion of the auxiliary
. 

boiler flue gas and 
returning it' to the boiler furnace through the burner or windbox. The primar,J effect of this 
techn�ue is.  a reduction of the peak flame temperature in the burner through Sbsorption of the 
combustion heat by the relatively inert flue gas. Furthermore, the addition of the flue gas 
redu� the oxygen concentration in the combustion air, effecting a �eductiOn in thermal NO� . 
formation by decreasing oxygen availability. 

The effectiveness of this 'control methOd on NOx removal depends to a large degree on the fuel 
being fired. Since FGR reduces NOx formation by targeting peak flarne.temperature, it has little 
effect on fuel NOx formation. FGR is thus less effective on fuels with a lligh nitrogen content 

' 

Generally, NOx reduction efficiency is directly related to the flue gas recirculation rate.• Typically 
an inctease in the recirculation rate results in a corresponding decrease in thennally generated 
NOX. Beyond 20 percent

' 
FGR, effectiveness ' begins to diminish. At r�circulation ' rates greater ' 

than 25 percent, flame instability becomes a pr9blem. 

Implementation of. FGR requires_ an additional capital expense associated with the required 
additional ductwork and fan capacity. The forced draft fan, which· supplieS both fresh 
combustion air and recirculated flue gas to the windbox, must be designed to operate in a high 

, temperature environment, · requiring the· use of expensive materials of construction . 

. Economic Analysis . 

The basic equipment cost for a single LNB for the boiler is $40,000. The basic equipment cost 
of a single LNB, fan, piping, fan motor, and controls; is $90,000 (Born Environmental, November. 

1992). 

Sinee the auXiliary boiler is assumed to be equipped with a LNB, the incremental cost of adding 
FGR is evaluated. The addition of FGR can provide a NOx emission rate of· 0.05 lb/MMBtu, 

which represents a maximum potential removal,' of . 1 5.5 tons of NOx annually (SO percent of 
removal of NOJ (Born Environmental, Npvember 1992) based on 4,320 hrs/yr operation . 

. The incremental basic.equipment cost to incorporate FGR to the auxiliary boiler, is $50,000. The 
total capital cost of adding the FGR system is $145,800; � shown in Table 3-7. 
Annualized costs for the use of · FGR are shown in Table 3-8, and consist of the additional 

.·· electricity associated with the forced draft fan, as well as the operating labor costs (1 hour per 
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shift). The additional annual in�e�e in electrical cost to run the 125-hp fan is estimated at 
$40,900. The total annual cdst for FGR is estimated at $120,100� )"his results in an incremental 
cost of $7,700 per ton of NOx removed. FGR, in addition to the LNB, is not eonsider�d east-
, effective or representative of BACT for th,e auxiliary boiler. 

3.2.3.3 Third Best Level of Control • 0.1 lb NOJMMBtu with Low-NO. 

Burner , · 

A level of 0.1 lb NOJMMBtu can be achieved by using a LNB. · �e cost of a low-NOx bumer 
does not differ from a •standard• bumer (0.2 lb NOJMMB1u) (B()m Environmental, November 
1992). In addition, there are no energy or environmental impactS a$Sael•Bd with use of a LNB. 
Therefore, the lNB providing a NOx level of 0.1 lb/MMBtu is concluded to represent BACT for 
the auxiliary boiler. 

3.2.3.4 Best AvaUable NO. Control Technology For The Auxiliary Boner , 

The auxiliary boHer will be' equipped with a LNB with a NOx emission rate of 0.10  lb/MMBtu for 
natUral gas firing� The ineremental costs of adding SCR, SNCR, and FGR to' the auxiliary boiler 
were evaluated and those costs are summarized in Tables 3-3 through 3-8. It was concluded 
that the incremental cost of adding these alternatives are cost-prohibitive. Therefore, the BACT · 

for the auxiliary boiler is concluded to be represented by the low-NOx bumer alternative. A 
summary of this BACT analysis is presented in Table 3-9. 

May 25,  1983 
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· AUXILIARY BOILER.· CAPITAL COSTS OF FGR 
FOR NOx CONTROL 

DIRECT COSTS 

(1 ) Purchased Equipment 

(a) Basic Equipmef1t (A) 
(b) Auxiliary Equipment (0,35 A) 
(c) Instrumentation (0.1 0 A) . 
(d) Structural Support (0. 1 0 A) 
(e) Taxes & Freight (0.08 (a + b)) · 

Total Purchased Equipment Cost (B) 

(2) Direct Installation (0.30 B) 

TOTAL DIRECT COST (TOC) (1 ) + (2) 

INDIRECT COSTS 

(3} Indirect Installation Cost 

(a) Engineer:ihg and 'SuperVision (0.10 TOC) 
(b) Constn.iction and Fieid Expenses (0.1 0  TOC) 
(c) Constructjon Fee (0.05 TOC) 
(d) Contingencies (0.03 TOC) 

(4) Other Indirect Costs . 

(a) Startup and Testing (0.01 iDC) 
(b) Working Capital {30 days O&M cost) 

TOTAL INDIRECT COST (TIC): . 

TOTAL ·cAPITAL COST (TCC) 

Hermiston Generating P�oject EIS · 

$50,000 
$17,500 . 

$5,000 
$5,000 
$5,400 

$82,900 

$24,900 

$1 07,800 

$1 0,800 . 
$ 10,800 

$5,400 
$3,200 

. $1 , 100 
$6,700 

$38,000 

$145,800 
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TABLE 3-8 

AUXILIARY BOILER .. ANNUALIZED COSTS OF FGR 
FOR NOx CONTROL 

DIRECT OPERATING COSTS: 

(a) Operating La.bQr (C) ($25/man-hr) 

(b) Supervisory Labor (0. 15  C) 

(c) Maintenance (0.03 TDC) 

(d) Replacement Parts ' 
b) Other (0.1 A) 

(e) Utilities 
b) Electricity 

INDIRECT OPERATING COSTS 

(h) Overhead (0.3 (a+b) + 0.1 2  (c) ) 

(i) Property Tax (il01 TCC) 

(D Insurance (0.01 TCC) 

(k) Administration (0.02 TCC) 

0) Capital Recovery (0.1 63  TCC) 

ANNUALIZED COST, $/yr 

NOx CONTROLLED, ton/yr 

COST ErrEC:nV�NESS; S/ton 

Hermiston Generating Project EIS 

'· . 

$27,400 

$4,1 00 

$3,200 

$5.000 

$40,900 

$9,800 

$1 ,500 

$1 ,500 

$2,900 

$23,800 

$1 20, 100 

1 5.5 

$7,700 
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TABLE 3-9 

Summary of NOx BACT for the Auxiliary Boiler · 

, �+� •·•···· . rNa.=:�· .f:;;�:E�< : . . . 
c;.;�:.-ne'" 

LNB + SCR 0.02 24.8 20,900 

LNB + SNCR 0.05 15.5 1�.500 

LNB �+ FGR 0.05 15.5 7,700 

LNB . 0.10 : I 0 0 

/ 

·r 
I I 
I 
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3.3 ca�n Monoxide 

3.3.1 Formation 

·EN:R 

Carbon monoXide (CO) is formed as a result of incomplete combustion of fuel. Control. of. CO 
is . accomplished by providing adequate fuel residence time and high temperature in 1he 
combustion devidr to ensure complete combustion. These control factors, however, also result · 
in high emission rates of ·NOx. Conversely, a low NO. emiSSiOn rate achieved through flame 
temperature control (by water injection in turbines and low-NOx bumers in boilers) can resl:Jit in 
higher . levels of CO emissions. · Thus, a compromise is established whereby . the flame 
temperature reduction is set to achieve the lowest NO. emission rate possible while k�ping the 
CO emission rates at acceptable levels. 

Gas Turbines 

CO emissions from the gas turbines are a function of oxygen availability (excess air), flame 
temperature, residence time at flame temperature, combustion zone design, and turbulence •. 

Alternative co· control methods include exhaust gas cleanup methods such as catalytic 
oxidation, and -front-end methods such as combustion controls wherein CO .formation · is 

' 
. suppressed. 

3.3.1 .1 Available Control Technologies 

A review of EPA's BACT /LAER Clearinghouse indicat$8 several levels . of CO control which may 
be achieved for natural gas fired gas turbines. Emission levels and control tect;mologies have· 
been identified and ranked as follows: 

2 .to 6 ppm 

10  to 15  ppm 

15 to 30 ppm 

CO catalyst 

Combustion controls (associated with NOx levels higher than 
those proposed for the Hermiston· Cogl;lneration project) 

· Combustion controls (associated with low-NOx combustor) 

These levels of control are evaluated �n terms of best available control technology in the following 
· sections. 
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3.3:. 1 .2 .  < LAER • 2 to 6 ppri'a CO With catalytic Oxidation 

The most stringent CO control leveJ available for � gas turbines would be achieved with the use 
of an oxida�on catalyst system, which can remove approximately 80 percent of CO. According 
to the Jist of turbines in the BACT /LAEA Clearinghouse (see AppendiX A) with limits on C�, 
oxidation catalyst systems have been.concluded to .. represent BACT for CO control for 1 1  of 117 
turbines . .  The lowest emission level listed in the Clearinghouse is -2  ppm for the AES Placerita 
plant In Southam caiHomia This is conCluded to represent LAER· for CO for natural gas fired, 
combined cycle turbines. 

· 

As with · SCR catalyst technology for NOx control, oxidation .-catalyst systems s'eek to remove 
' \, ' ' ' '  ; ' . 

pollutants from the turbine exhaust gas rather than limiting pollutant formation at the source. 
\ . 

Unlike an SCR catalyst system, which requires the use of ammonia as .  a reducing .agent, -
oxidation · catalyst technology does not require the introduction _of additional chemicals. for the· 
reaction to proceed� Rather, the oxidation of CO to C02 utilizes the excess air present in the . . 

• ,turbine. exhaust; the activation energy for the reaction to . proceed is lowered· in the presence of 
· the �talyst. Technical- factors relating to this technology include the ,catalyst reactor design, 

optimum/operating temperature, pressure loss to the system, and . catalyst life. 

Catalytic oxid�on reactors have been successfully applied to various commercial sources. In 
gas turbine applications, the catalyst bed is oriented perpendicular to the gas flow, and may be 
installed vertically or horizontally. · 

As with . SCR,. CO catalytic oxidation reaCtors are required to operate in a relatively narrow 
temperature 'range. Optimum operating temperatures for ·these systems generaJiy fall into the ' . . . ' 
range of 700 to 1 , 100° F . . At lower temperatures, CO conversion efficiency faJis . off rapidly. 

• '  . 

Above 1 ,200° F, catalyst sintering may occur, .thus causing permanent damage to the catalyst. 

Typical pressure.losses across an oxidation catalyst reactor are in the range of 1 .5. to 2.5 inches 
of water. Pressur� losses in this range Correspond roughly to a -0.25 percent loss in power 
output and fuel effipiency (U.S. Generating, November 1992). 

I 

Catalyst systems are subject to loss of activity over �me. Since the catalyst itseH is the most 
costly part of the installatiof\ the cost of catalyst replacement should be considered on an 
annualized basis. Catalyst life may vary from the manufacturer's 3-year guarantee (typical), to 
a 5- to 6-year predicted life. Periodic testing of catalyst material is necessary to predict actual 
catalyst life for a giVen installation. The following econom!c analysis assumes that catalyst will 
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be replaced every 3 years. At temperatures exceeding 1 ,0QO•F, this system is·afso expected to 
control 30 percent of the unburned . hydrocarbon (VOC) emissions for each gas turbine 
combined-cycle unit, based on natural gas firing. 

· 

Er:onomic Analysis 

CapitaJ and annual costs associated with , installation of an oxidation cataly$t reactor were 
obtained from Engelhard, a vendor of catalyst systems • .  The basic equipment cost is $1 ,200,00(). 

CapitaJ costs include the catalytic reactor, initial catalyst charge, freight, engineering and design, · 
and installation. As shown in Table 3-10, the purchased equipment cost is $1 ,9891600. When 
adding direct installation costs and · indirect costs, the total capitaJ cost of · this equipment � 
estimated at $3,389,000. · 

· 

" Annual operating · co$, summarizeg in Table 3-1 1 ,  include operating labor (2 hours/shift), 
routine inspection and maintenance, spent catalyst replacement. and lost cycle ·efficiency due 
to the increased ,batkpressure. Annualized catalyst replacement cost was calculated based on 
an assumed 3-year IHe, for an .annualized cost of about $260,000. As shown in Table 3-1 1 ,  
estimaUKJ annual costs total $1 ,343,750 . . At an estimated · control efficiency of ·so percent to 
reduce CO to 2 ppm, the' use of oxidation catalyst repre�nts 161 tOn$ CO removed per year per 

· gas turbine at a cost of $8,300 per ton of CO controlled. This technology is riot considered · 
cost-effective, and is concluded · notto represent BACT for CO from the gas turbines. 

' ' 

3�.1 .3 N•xt Best Level of Control � CombuStion Controls 

Operation of the gas turbine at the base load condition inherently · limitS formation of CO by 
promoting complete combustion in order to generate the maximum power from each p9und of 
fuel. ,The CO emissions wilf be limited to 46 lbs/hr per combustion turbine. This amounts to 
403 tons per year for the two gas turbines. 

Of 1 17 turbines listed in .the BACT /LAER Clearinghouse with CO limits, I good combustion or 
turbine design is concluded to represent BACT for 50 applications. The other turbines · do not 

have BACT list�d, only the emission limit (see App�ndix A). By operating ·the turbines properly 
to ensure good combustion, Hermiston Generating Co. will keep CO emissions ·ar or below · 

·· 1 5  ppm. This control method is proven reliable, does not earry additionaJ economic impact, and 
does not result in increased emissions of other· pollutants. 
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GAS TURBINES · CAPITAL COSTS Of CATALYTIC 
OXIDATION FO� CO CONTROL 

DIRECT COSTS . 

{1) Pu� Equipment 

(a) Basic Equipment (A) 
(b) Auxiliary Equipment (0.35 A) 
(c) lnstrumen�tion (0.10 A) 
(d)' Structural Support (0� 1 0  A) 
(e) Taxes & Freight (0.08 (a + b)) 

Total Purchased Equipment Cost (B) , 

(2} Direct lnstallaticm (0.30 B) 

TOTAL PIRECT COST (TDC}1(1) + (2) 

INDIRECT COSTS 

(3) Indirect l�lation Cost 

(a) Engineering and Supervision (0.1 0 TDC) 
(b) Construction and Field expense$ (0.1 o lDC) 
(c) ConstruCtion Fee (0.05 1DC) · 

· (d) �ontingencies (0.03 lDC) · 

(4) Other Indirect Costs 

(a} Startup and Testing (0.01 1DC) . . . 
(b) Working Capital (30 days O&M cost} 

TOTAL INDIRECT COST (TIC}: 

TOTAL CAPITAL COST (TCC) 

Hermiston Generating Project EIS 

$1 ,200,000 
$420,000 
$1 20;000 
$1 20,000 
$129,600 

$1 ,989,600 

. $596,900 

$2,586,500 

( 
$258,700 

. $258,700 
$129,300 
, sn,600 

$25,900 
$52,300 ' 

$802.500 

$3,389,000 
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TABLE 3-1 1 , 
I 

GAS TURBINES ,;. ANNUALIZED COSTS OF CATALYTIC 
OXIDATION FOR CO CONTROL 

DIRECT OPERATING COSTs: 

(a) Operating Labor (C) ($25/man-hr) 

(b) Supervisory Labor (0. 1 5  C) 

(c) Maintenance. (O.o3 TDC) 

(d) Replacement Parts _ 

a) Catalyst (3 year life) (0.65A/3) 
b) Other (0.1 A) 

(e) Utilities 
b) Fuel (0.25 % of total'fuel input} 

$54,750 

$8,200 

. sn,soo 

$260,000 
$1 20,000 

$1 07,000 

(f) Disposal Costs inducted in catalyst repl8cement cost 

INDIRECT OPERATING COSTS 

(h) Overhead (0.3 (a+b) + 0.1 2 (c) ) $28,200 

(i) Property Tax (0.01 TCC} $33,900 

(j) Insurance (0.01 TCC) $33,900 

(k) Administration (0.02 TCC) $67,800 

/ 
0) Capital Reco¥ery (0. 1 63  TCC) $552,400 

ANNUALIZED COST, $/yr $1 ,343,750 

CO CONTROLLED, ton/yr 1 61 

COST EFFeCTIVENESS, S/ton $8,300 
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·3.3.1.4 Bast Available CO ·control for the Gaa Turbines 

AlthOugh the most stringent alternative for control of CO is the use of catalytic oxidation, this 
alternative is not considered repreSentative of BACT on ttte basis of economic impacts. · A's the 
next most .stringent alternative, combustion control is· concluded · to be representative of BACT ' ' ' 

since ·it is demon�:;trated, cost effective, and . will not result in_ adverse energy and environmental 
impacts. 

3.3.2 Auxiliary Boiler 

A review of the BACT /I,.AER Clearinghouse indicate& that combustion controls are the technology 
' � ( ' 

/ of choice. for CO control for - auxiliary boilers. However, the use of catalytic o_xidation is 
+ - • ' 

considered technically feasible, and is evaluated as the LAER for CO control for the awdliary 
boiler. Achievable CO emi�ions and control technologies have been identified and ranked as 
follows: 

• 80 percent Control-Catalytic OXidation · 
• Combustion Controls 

' ' 

These levels of· control . are evaluated in. telms of BACT in the following sections. 

As for turbineS, emissions of CO from boilers is dependent on the
, 
combustion efficiency of each 

unit. Oxygen availability (excess air) , flame temperature, re$idence time at flame temperature, 
combustion zo�� design, and "turbulence also govern CO formation in boilers. Control methods 
take into account the design of the _combustion system in order to minimize formation of CO, 
or use •back-end• techniques which remove CO from the eXhaust gas. 

3.3.2.1 LAER - Catalytic Oxidation , 
, I 

Catalytic. oxidation . is
_ 

considered to be the most stringent control which could most likely be 
applied to gas-fired boilers. However, 1his control alternative has not been widely applied to 
boilers of this size and fuel type due to costs. Boilers in the size range proposed for this project . ' . . ' '\ 

firing natur_al gas typically do not generate large quantities ofCO emissions, and thus the cqst 
of CO removal with this alternative is typically prohibitive. 

May 25, 1993 
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Capital costs for a catalytic oxidation system for the auxiJiary boiler are based on vendor 
quotations for a boiler the same siZe as the auxiliary boiler in question . . As shown in Table 3� 12, 
the basic equipment costis approximately $�92,900� When adding direct installation cos� and 
indirect costs, the total capitaJ cost of a catalytic oxidation system on the proposed auxili8JY 
boiler would be approximately $546,300. 

l �ualized costs estimated for this 'system are shown in Table 3-13. AdditionaJ operating labor, 
increased maintenance and _utilities, catalyst replacement (3-year life·· estimated) , and indirect 
operating costs bring the total annualized cost of this alternative to -$240,100. Based on. a 
removal . efficiency of 80 percentL the . maximum potential emissions controlled by catalytic 
oxida�on wouJd be 19.9 tons CO per year for the auxiliary boiler based on 4,320 hrs/yr 
operation. The minimum cost of CO removal by catalytic - oxidation Is $12,100 per ton of CO 
removed. ·This ·is not considered cost-effective, and thus this alternative is ·not considered · 
representative of BACT for co. 

· 3.3.2.2 Next Best Level Of Control - Combustion Control• 

The auxiliary boiler will be equipped with a high-8ffici�cy burner which will timit the formation 
of CO by providing for total combustion of the fuels. Such burners are p_art of the standard 
equipment supplied with the boiler, and thus will not result in increased eco.nomic impacts to the 
proposed · project. They are designed to extract the maximum energy per pound of fuel and will 
not result in increased . energy co

'
nsumption; nor do they present significant environmerital 

impacts. 

Carbon monoxide emissions from combustion-controlled firing are expected to be about 
24.8 tons per year. For all of the ga5 turbine auxiliary boilers in the BACT /LAER Clearinghouse 
wittl limits - on CO (nine boilers total) , good combustion practices have been concluded to 
represeht . BACT for CO. Theref,ore, the use of combustion control for minimization of the 
formation of CO is concluded to be representative of BACT for the auxiliary. boiler. 

. ' ' ' 

3�4 . Particulate Matter 

3�4.1 Formation 

Particulate emissions from combustion sources consist of ash from the fuel and particwate of 
carbon and hydrocarbons resulting from incomplete combus.tion. Therefore, units firing fuels 
with low ash contents and high combustion efficiency exhibit correspondingly low particulate 
emissions. 
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AUXIUARY BOILER · CAPITAL COSTS OF CATALYTIC 
OXIDAnON FOR CO CONTROL 

. 

D IRECT COSTS 

(1 } Purchased Equipment 

(a} Basic Equipment (A} 
(b) AuXiliary Equipment (0.35 A} 
(c) Instrumentation (0. 1 0 A} 
(d) StructUral SuppOrt (0.1 0 A} 
(e) Taxes & Freight (0.08: (a + b)) 

Total Purchased Equipment Cost (8} 

(2} Direct Installation (0.30 8} 

TOTAL DIRECT COST (TDC} (1 } + (2} 

INDIR.ECT COSTS 

(3} Indirect Installation Cost 

j • ' • 

(a} Engiheering and Supervision (0.1 0 TDC) 
. (b) Construction and Field Expenses (0.1 0 TDC} 

(c) Construction Fee (0.05_TDC} . 
. 

(d) Contingencies (0.03 TDC} 

(4} Other Indirect Costs 

(a} Startup and Testing (0.01 TDC} 
(b) Working Capital (30'days O&M cost) 

TOTAL INDIRECT COST (TIC}: 

AL CAPITAL .COST {TCC} 

Hermi�ton Gen;erating Project EIS 

$1 92,900 
$67,500 
$1 9,300 
$1 9,300 
$20;800 

$31 9,800 

$95,900 

$41 5,700 

$41 ,600 
$41 ,600 
$20,800 
$12,500 

$4,200 
$9,900 

$130,600 

$546,300 
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AUXILIARY BOILER· � ANNUALIZED COSTS oF'CATALYl'IC 
OXIDATION FOR C() CONTROL 

DIRECJ OPERATING COSTS: 

(a) Operating Labor (C) · ($25/man-hr) 

(b) Supervisory Labor (0: 15  C) 

(c) Maintenance (0.03 lDC) 

(cU Replacement Parts 
a) Catalyst (3 year life) (0.65A/3) 
b) Other (0. 1 A) 

. (e) Utilities 
b) Fuel (0.25 % of total fuel input) 

$27,375 

$4,1 00  

$12,500 

$41,800 
$1 9,300 

.$13,200 

(f) Disposal Costs indUded in catalyst replacement cost 

INDIRECT OPERATING COSTS 

(h) Overhead (0.3 {a+ b) + 0.12  (c) ) $10,900 

Q) PrOperty Tax {0.01 TCC) $5,500 

{j) Insurance {0.01 TCC) ' $5,500 

(k) Administration {0.02 TCC) $1 0,900 

V) Capital Recovery (0. 1 63  TCC) $89,000 

ANNUALIZED COST, S/yr $240, 100 

CO CONTROLLED, ton/yr 1 9.9 

COST EFFECTIVENESS, $/ton $12;1 00 

Hermiston Generating Project EJS �ppendix FI 



3.4.2 · Gaa turbines 

, I 

When the New Sourc;e PerfQrrnance Standard for Stationary Gas Turbine$ (-40 CFR 60 Subpart 
GG) was promulgated in 1979, .the EPA recognized that •particulate emisSions from stationa,Y · 
gas turbines are minimal, • and noted that particulate control devices are not typicaJiy installed 
on gas turbines, .and the cost of installing a paroeulate cOntrol device is prohibitive, (USEPA� 
Septemt;>er · 1977). Performance standards for particulate ccintrol of statiOnary gas turbines were, 
therefore, not proposed or promulgated. 

! 

' ' 

The most stringent particulate control method dernons;-ated for gas turbines is th·e use. of low 
ash fuel (such as natural gas). BACT /LAER Clearinghouse listings for turbines do not ·contain 
descriptions of the

. 
particulate control method for the vast majority of entrie$. Of the 80 turbines · · 

· - listed in the CI$8J'jnghouse, only 37 have limits on PM. Proper combustion control and natural 
gas flring is the predominant control method listed for turbines with PM limits. 

· Typical particulate control· devices, such as electr0$1atic precipitators (ESPs) and baghouse 
filters, are not s�itable for U!>e with turbines due to both the extremely low particulate emission 

. . . ) . . . . 
concentration as well as physical characteristics of the particles. For ESPs, which operate -on 
the Principal ·of charge migration, the low particulate concentration would prevent significant 
charge buildup on palticles, and thus lower migration of particles to collecting plates. For 
baghouse filters, liquid fuel particulate is typically hygroscopic, and thus would tend to adhere 

. tO the bags- and not tie easily dislodged as required to clean the bags. · 

Vendors of ESPs arid bag house filters wno were c»ntacted indicated that they have not sold any 
of either of these . units for gas- or oil-fired turbine applications. They stated that such. sources 

- typically me.et emission standards "without controls: For these turbines, the peak .particulate 
emission coru;:entration is on the order of '0.002 grain per dry standard cubic foot (gr 1 dscf) 
(during oil firing) , which is lower than these vendors were willing to guarantee (0.005_ gr/d�cf); 
lower guarantees are Qenerauy· not given due to the difficulty· in reliably measuring �culate 
concentrations this low (Research-Cottrell 1988; Joy Technologies 1988) . The use of ESPs and 
-baghouse filters is, therefore, considered technically infeasible, and not representative of BACT. 

v . Given the lac� of feasible alternatives, the use of naturaJ gas and · good Co!T'bustion contro
_
l can 

. be concluded to be BACT for PM control in the proposed gas turbines. These measures will 
limit PM emissions to less than 8 lb/hr per combustion turbine and total PM emissions to 
70.0 tons per year -for \the two gas turbines. 

· 

May 2S, 1993 
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.... . 

3.4.3 . Auxiliary BQUar 

As with the gas turbines, emissionS of particulate from the auxiliary boilers will cons�t of ash 
from the fuel and particles of carbon and hydrocamons resulting from incomplete .combustion. 

. · Traditional pamculate control devices' have not ,been applied to natural . g� fited boilers due to . ' . \ 
- . the extremely small level of emissions firing this fuel. When proposing NSPS for boilers with heat 

h'lpu fgreater than 100 MMBtu/hr, EPA chose not to develop emissions s�dards for particulate 
matter from units firing only natural gas, and noted that emissions of PM from .the combustion 

· of natural gas are low, and therefore, the costs .  of further �mission control would be 
unreasonably

. 
high. Further, in' developing NSPS for boilers with heat Inputs less that 1 00  

. MMBtu/hr, EPA again chos,e not to require standard$ of performance for PM from units firing 
only natural gas, and noted that due to the low unc_9ntroUed PM emiSsion levels from natural gas 
fired sources, imposition of ·any type of PM control technology to ·these sources would. impose 
significant costs for no benefit. · 

Consequently, ·the use of any type of add-on particulate matter cerrtrol device on the proposed 
auxiliary boiler is considered unreasonable and unrepresertative of BACT. Firjng natural gas as 
the only fuel in the auxiliary boiler will !imit emissions of PM: to less than.1.41b/hr (0.01 1b/MMBtu) 
and is considered representative of BACT for PM control. 

3.5 Hydrocarbons (VOCs) 

3.5. 1 · Formation 

Hydrocarbons (VOCs) are emitted from gas fired turbines and auxiliary boilers as a result of 
. incomplete combustion of fueL ·Control of these pollutants is accomplished by providing ' \ ' .• ' 

adequate fuel residence time and high temperature in the combustion device to ensure complete 
combustion. 

3.5.2 Gas TurbinE!S 

3.5.2.1 ' · 9atalytic Oxidation 

' 'I ' ' 

The most stringent VOC control level for gas turbines has been achieved using catalytic 
oxidation. According to the list of turbines in the BACT /LAER Clearinghouse with limits on VOC, 
oxidation catalyst systems have been 'COncluded to represent BACT for VOC control for only 5 of 
29 gas turbines with VOC limits listed. 

May 25. 1883 
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Tf 1 · ,�- •·-- ·} ··- · ·--··· 

· The same technical factors which apply to the use of . oxidation c;ataJyst technology for control · 
. of CO emissions (narrow operating temperature range, loss of catalyst activity over time, system 
pressure l�es) apply to the use of this technolo,gy for control of VOCs. Furfher discussion on 

, these factors· can be found in Sections 3.3.1 .2 and 3.3.2. Note, however, that very little VOC is 
expected to be oxidized below 1 ,000° F. 

AccOrding to vendors, a specially formulated catalyst is preferred for VOC oxidation and requires 
about twic$ the catalyst r�quired for CO oxidation. The basic equipment cost was scaled from 

. a similar gas turbine combined-cycle system ($2, 166.800). Capital costs are summarized in 
Table 3.;.14·, and the total capital cost is estimated to be $6,107,700. Arinualiz9d costs are 
summarized in Table 3-15, and the total annualized cost is estimated to. be $2,271 ,950. A vee 

· · removal efficiency of 6P percent yields removal of 9.2 tons per year of VOCs per gas turbine. 
The cost per ton of VOC removed is estimated at $247,000. This is not considered cost-effective. 
Therefore, the use of an oxidation catalyst is concluded to be economically infeasiblet and not 
representative of BACT. for control of'VOCs from the gas turbines. 

' ' 

3.5 2 2 Combustion Controls 

Conclusions pertaining to US8 of combustion controls for vocs· are similar to those drawn for 
control of CO. This control method is proven; reliable, does not result in increased emissions 
of other pollutants, and. has no adverse economic impacts. Tf?tal vee emissions from the two 
gas turbines will be 30.6 tons per year. Combustion controls have been concluded to represent 
BACT for 24 .of 29 turbines listed with VOC controls in the BACT /LAER Clearinghouse, and as 
the next most stringent control alternative a1ter catalytic oxidation, is concluded to represent 
BACT for the gas turbines. 

May 2S. 1993 
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GAS :TURBINES · CAPITAl COSTS OF CATAl YTJC 
OXIDATION FOR VOC CONTROL 

DIRECT COSTS 

(1 ) Purchased Equipment 

(a) Basic Equipment (A) 
(b) Auxiliary Equipment (0.35 A) 
(c) Instrumentation (0.1 o A) 
(d) Stn.Jctur� Support (0. 1 0 A) 
(e) Taxes & Freight (�.08 (a + b)) 

Total Purchased Equipment Cost {B) 

(2) Direct Installation (0.30 B) 

TOTAL DIRECT COST (TDC) (1 ) + (2) 

INDIRECT COSTS 

(3) 1ndirect Installation Cost 

(a) Engineering and Supervision (0. 1 0 TDC) 
(b) Construction and Field Expenses (0.1 0 TDC) 
(c) Construction Fee (0.05 TDC) 
(d) Contingencies (0.03 TDC) 

(4) Other lndir� Costs 

(a) Startup and Testing (0.01 TDC) 
(b) Woric:ing Capital (30 days O&M cost) 

TOTAL INDIRECT COST (TIC): 

TOTAL CAPITAL COST (TCC) 

, \  

Hermiston Generating Project EIS 
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_$2,1 66,800 
$758,400 . 
$21 6,700 
$21 6,700 
$234,000 

$3,592,600 

S1 ,on,eoo 

$4,670,400 

$467,000 
$467,000 
$233,500 
$140, 1 00  

$46,700 
$83,000 

$1 ,437,300 

$6,1 07,700 
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TABLE 3-l5 

GAS TURISINES · ANNUALIZED COSTS OF CAT;AL YTJC 
OXIDATION FOR VOC CONTROL 

. DIRECT OPERATING .COSTS: 

(a) Operating Labor (C) ($25/man-hr) 

(b) Supervisory Labor (0.15 C) 

' 
(c) MaintenanCe (0.03 TDC) 

(d) Replacement Parts 
a) Catalyst (3 year life) (0.65A/3) 
b) Other (0.1 A) 

(!!!) Utilities 
b) Fuel (0.25 % of total fuel input) 

$54,750 

$8;200 

$140,100 

$469,500 
$21 6,700 

$1 07,000 

(f) . Disposal Costs included in catalyst replacement cost 

. 1Np1RECT OPERATING COSTS ' 

(h) Overhead (0.3 (a+b) + 0.1 2  (c) ) 

0) Property Tax (0.01 TCC) 

(J) Insurance (0.01 TCC) 

(k) Administration (0.02 TCC) 

(I) Capital R��ery (0.163 TCC). 

ANNUALIZED COST, S/yr 

VOC CONTR'OLlED, ton;yr 

COST EFFECTIVENESS, $/ton 
. . 

Hermiston Generating Project EIS 

$35,700 

$61 , 1 00  

$61 ,100 

$1 22,200 

. $995,600 

$2,271 ,950 

$247,000 
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3.5.3 Auxiliary Bon..-

3.5.3. 1 catalytic Oxidation 

The most str�ngent VOC control level for boilers. has been aChieved using catalytic oxidation; 
however this technology has not been instaUed on auxiliary gas-fired boilers in this size range · 

due to eost considerations. The low emission rate of VOC fr:om the proposed boiler (3.0 tons . 
. Per. year) and the high capital cost($1 ,606,100 as shown . in Table 3�16) combine to result in a 
prohibitive cost-effectiveness, even considering that thi$ alternative could control 60 percent of 
the VOC emitted from the boiler; The capital cost of this technology includes the incremental 'cost ($661 ,500) to custom design the packaged boiler to accorrvnodate voc catalyst ()perating 
at 1 ,coo• F without efficiency penalties. AS shown in Table 3-17, the estimat8d cost-effectiveness . 
of this alternative is $357,600 . per ton of VOC controlled� This is not considered cost-effective 
and, therefore, is not representative, of BACT for VOC control for ·the auxiliary boiler. 

3.5.3.2 C.ombustton Controls 

.AS described in Section 2.3.2, the auxiliary boiler will be equipped with high-efficienc:y burners 
which will provide for total combustion of the fuel, thereby limiting �(JC emi$sions to about 

. 1 .4 lb/hr. This amounts to only 3.0 ton VOC per year emitted. from the boiler. These burners 
do not present · adverse econorrlic, . environmentaJ, or energy impacts, and as the next most 
stringent alternative /after ·catalytic oxidation, can be concluded to represent BACT for VOC 
emissions from the auxiliary boiler. 

3�6 . Toxic; Emissions 

.· The DEC has a toxics policy which requires the applicant to identify toxic emissions from a 
source if any criteri� pollutant is emitted above "significant emiS$ion rates. • The significant 
emission rates are contained in Tables 1 and 2 of the DEC Hazardous Air Pollutant lnterlm 
Program manual. 

· Toxic emissions from the gas turbines ·and the auxiliary boiler were estimated using a method 
from the. California Air Resources Board (CARB) (CARS, August 1991) .  The CARB dev�oped 
a SJ?eciation manual for VOCs and particulate matter toXic compounds.· The data were obtained 
from source sampling on specific equipment and averaged for each group of equipment. 

3-36 
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AUXILIARY BOILER - CAPITAL COSTS OF CATALYTIC 
OXIDATION FOR VOC CONTROL 

DIRECT COSTS 

(1 ) Purchased Equipment 

(a) Basic Equipment (A) 
. (b) Auxiliary Equipment (0.35 A) 

(c) Instrumentation (0.1 o A) 
(d) Structural Support (0. 10  A) 
(e) Taxes & Freight (0.08 (a + b)) 

Total Purchased Equipment Cost (B) 

(2) Direct llistallation (0.30 B) ' · 

TOTAL DIRECT COST (TOC) (1 ) + (2) 

INDIRECT COSTS 

(3) Indirect Installation Cost 

(�) Engineering and Supervision (0.1 0 TOC) 
.(b) Construction and Fi81d Exp� (0.1 0 TOC) 
(c) Construction Fee (0.05 TOC) 
(d) Contingencies (0.03 TOC) 

(4) Other Indirect Costs 

(a) Startup Bod Testing (0.01· TDC) . 
. (b) Worl<ing Capital (30 days O&M cost} 

TOTAL INDIRECT COST (TIC): 

OTHER CbSTS 

(5) Custom design of boiler 

TOTAL CAPIT� COST (TCC) 

Hermiston ·Generating Profect EIS 

$330,800 
$1-1 5;800 

$33, 100· 
$33, 100 
$35,700 

$548,500 

$164,600 

$713,100 

$71 ,300 
$71 ,300 
$35,700 
$21 ,400 

$7, 1 00  
$24,700 

$231 ,500 

$661 ,500 

$1 ,606,1 00 
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TABLE 3-17 

AUXILIARY BOILER - ANNUALIZED COSTS OF CATALYTIC 
OXIDATION FOR VOC CONTROL 

DIRECT OPERATING COSTS: 

(a) Operating Labor (C) ($25/man-hr) 

(b) SupetVisory Labor (0. 1 5  C) 

(c) Maintenance (0.03 TOC), 

(d) ReplaCement Parts 
a) Catalyst (3 year life) (0.65A/3) 
b) Other (0.1 A) 

(e) Utilities 
b) Fuel (0.25 % of total fuel input) 

$54,750 

$8,200 

$21 ,400 

$71 ,700 
$33, 1 00'  

$1 07,000 

(f) ·Disposal Costs included in catalyst replacement cost 

INDIRECT OPERATING COSTS 

(h) Overhead (0.3 (a+b) + 0.1 2  (c) } $21 ,500 

(i) Property Tax (0.0, TCC) $1 6,1 00  

{J1 1nsurance (0.01 TCC) $1 6, 1 00  

(k) Administration (0.02 TCC) $32,1 00  

(I) Capital Recovery (0. 1 63  TCC) $261 ,800 

ANNUALIZED CbST, S/yr $643,750 

VOC CONTROLLED, ton/yr 1 .8 

COST EFFECTIVE�ESS, S/ton $357,600 

) 
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The . speciation manual contains lists of compounds found in exhaust gas from major air 
' > - · ,  

emission sources; such as internal combustiQn engines and boilers. Each compound is listed 
as weight �action of YOC and/or P�. Therefore, emission rates of VOCs and PM must be · 

known or estimated for the source in , question. Toxic organic emissions are formed due to 
incomplete combustion in the gas turbines and the auxiliary boiler. The toxic organic emissions 
estimated for the gas turbin� and the auxiliary boiler are summarized in Table 3:-18. · The only 
heavy metaJ detected in the natural gas from Pacific Gas Transmission Company was mercury 
(2 ,x 10"12 lb/ff gas) (McKinney, December 1992). The e

'
mission rates for mercury were 

estimated from the mer�ry content of the natural gas and are shown in Table 3-19. 
I 

The VOC weight fractions reported by CARB for formaldehyde in the speciation manual (0;7 to 
7 percent of VOC) (CARB, August 1991) were not used to .esijmate emissions of formaldehyde. 
A more conservative emission factor ftom an EPA toxic pollutant emission factor compilation was 
used to calculate formaldehyde emissions (220.3 lb/1012 Btu)(USEPA, October 1990). This 

. 

emissio.n factor provides formaldehyde emission estimates· which are cons�atively "igher than 
emission calcu.lations resulting .from the CARB method for the combustion turbines and the 
auxiliary. boUer. 

The formaldehyde emission rate for the gas turbine is the only ·air toxic in T�e 3-1 8  which 
exceeds the Or�gon significant emission rate; This VOC was modeled to determine impact on 
ambient-air quality, and was found to have- no significant impact. The resutts from. the modelibg 
ar� contained in the PSO analysis (ENSR, May 1 993). 

· The combustion efficiency of the gas turbines and auxiliary boiler will be optimized� thereby 
minimizing the emissions of particulate .and VOCs, �d in turri, the toxic emissions. Efficient 

. · combustion and low ash fuel (f1atural ga&) are · concluded to constitute BACT for the toxic 
emissions from the gas turbines and the auxiliary boiler. 

May 25,  1993 
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Benzene, c '  0.000800 
Formaldehyde(3) 
Pentane (isomers) 0.000900 

N-Butane 0. 0091 00 
N-Pentane 0.000900 
Auxiliary Soller 

' voc 
Benzene 0.032500 
Cyclohexane 0.006700 
Formaldehyde(3) ' 

Hexane (isomers) 0.009000 
.• Pentane

' 
(isomers) 0.081 000 

N-Butane 0.081 500 
N·Pentane 0.054000 

TABLE 3·1 B -., 

Summary of Toxic Organic Einlaalona 

0.002800 24.5 lbs/yr 3 1 00 lbs/yr 
0.373629 3273 lbs/yr 2000 lbs/yr 
0,0031 50 0.025 lbs/8 hrs 3300 lb!J/8 hrs 
0.031 850 0.255 lbs/8 hrs 3500 lbs/8 hrs 
0.003 1 50 0.025 lbs/8 hrs 3300 lbs/8 hrs 

1 .4 
0.045500 1 96.6 lbs/yr 3 1 00 lbs/yt 
0.01 21 80 0.097 l,bs/8 hrs 1 920 lbs/8 hrs 
0.031 569 1 36.4 lbs/yr - 2000 ' lbs/yr 
0.01 2600 0. 1 01 lbs/8 hrs 321 0 lbs/8 hrs 
0. 1 1 3400 0.907 ' lbs/8 hi'$ 3300 lbs/8 hrs 
o. f 1 4 1 oo 0.91 3 tbs/8 his 3500 lbsi8 hrs 
0.075600 0.805 - lbs/8 hrs 3300 lbs/8 hrs 

,_ 
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TABI.£ �11 

Summary bf ToxiO P•rticulate EmlnloM 
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4.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

· . A summary of �ves determined to be representative of aACT follows. The selected BACT 
alternatives are presented in Table 4-1 • . Expected total emissions are summarized in Table 4-2 . .  
Table 4-2 emisSiQns are based upon the ,application ·of BACT as deterrriined . in this report. 

4.1 · Nitrogen Oxides 

Gas Turbines 
The use of seiec:tive catalytic reduction (�CR) ,In ·combination with low NOll combustors for gas · 

turbine NOi control is considered both the most stringent level available and cost-effective, an9 
thus, is concluded to be BACT for the Hermiston gas turbines. 

Auxiliary Boiler 

The auxiliary boiler will be equ.ipped with a low-NOx burner at p.1 lb NOJMMBtu for NOx control. 
SCR ls considered the most stringent level of control for boilers of this size, . yet would entail 
significant capital and operating costs. Even considering . #lat this alternative . could control 
24.8 tons NOx per year assuming 4,320 hours per year operation, the cost-effectiveness ($20,900 

· per ton) of this technology is considered prohibitive. Thus, SCR is not economically feasible and 
not representative of BACT for the Hermiston auxiliary boiler . .  

Selective non-catalytic reduction (Thermal DeNOx• or �OxOUT•) is generally considered the. next 
most stringent NOx control alternatiVe which could .be applied to a gas-fired auxiliary boiler, but 
has typically not been installed on auxiliary . boilers of this size range due to technical and 
economic considerations. This alternative is concJuded not to repre_sent BACT for the aUxiliary . 
boiler due to cost-effectiveness which �ceeds $19,500/ton. Aue gas recirculation (FGR) in 

. conjunction with the low-NOX burner represents another NOX control alternative. FGR would 
res�lt in a decrease in' NOX emissions of 50 percent compared to the base case (0. 1 lb 
NOJMMBtu) burner. However, this .alternative is also cost-prohibitive at $7,100 per ton NOx . 
removed. Therefore, the low-� Ox bume� is concJuded to represent BACT for-NOx emissions fr�m 

. the Hermiston auxiliary boiler. 

May 2:5, 1983 
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TABLE 4-1 

BACT Analysis 
. Summary of Selected' BACTs 1 · 

.. , c: 
· ,. :: · >. ·•'.

·
:,: AuxJilafY Boll..- · Gaa Turi;Jinea . . . 

. -� 

· ••· Pollutant .... : Control. Technology\ :.: :::; . :? > : }  . . . . r:•.t:i)JittOI rec:hnology '······· . _. .-:-.· . .  -:···· 
NOX I SCR with Low-NOx combustors . low-NQx buri'ler 

co Good combustion control Good combustion control 
' I VOCs Good combustion control Good COI'Ilbu$1on control 

PM Good combustion control; Natural Good com_bustion control; Natural 
Gas Gas 

Taxies Good combustion control and low Good combustion control and low 
ash fuel (natural gas) to minimize � fuel {natural gas) to minimize 
VOC and particulate fonnation VOC and particulate formation 

. . . 

. 

. , . 

. · · _ .;::.-. :·. · 1 - .NcJI. ltllll lhe fuel Ia nilluial gas. Which Ia BACT for PM. lind tGidl:a. .. : .. . · : , .. , :) .. . ,.:. · ...••.•..•
.
.. < •  \\ · • • ;.: • \ .· ' . )) ' . 

. . 

/ 

·' 
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TABLE 4·2 

Annual Einlaalona From the Hermiston C:ogen�rallon Facility After Application of BACT 

� · 



' 

4.2 Carbon Monoxide. 

Gas Turbines 

Catalytic oxidation of CO has been used on some tUrbine installations for removal of· CO from 
the exhaust gas stream. In this application, the use of this control alternative represents an 
additional capital· cost to the project of approximately $3,389,000 and an annual operating cost 
increase of $1 ,343, 750. Based· on a control efficiency of SO percent, this alternative could control < < 

161 tons per year of CO. The cost of $8,300 per ton· of CO-controlled renders CO oxidation not 
�t-effective for this particular application, and not representative of BACT . . 

The use of turbine combustor controls will · limit the ·emissions of CO from the gas ·turbines to 
1 5  ppm or less. This control alternative is reliabJe, proven, and does not result in adverse 

· economic, energy, or environmentaJ impacts on the p�oposed project. Combustion controls are 
thus ·concluded to represent .BACT for CO emissions from the Hermiston gas turbines. 

Auxiliary Boiler 

CataJytic oxidation of CO is considered · technologically applicable to _the proposed auxiliary 
boilers. It does, however, presem prohibitive 8CQllomic. impacts when applied to a gas:-fired 

. auxiliarY boiler. Additional capital costs of $546,300 and additional operating costs of $240,100 
per year are estimated.. An additional 19.9 tons per year of CO coufd be controlled. but at the 

. cost of $12, 100 per ton CO removed. This · is not considered cost-effective and is not 
representative of . BACT. 

The use of combustion controls does not result in increased economic, energy, or environmental 
. impacts. This control alternative will limit CO formation to 1 1 .5 pounds per hour at full load, and· 
is concluded to represent BACT. 

4.3 Hydrocarbons (VOCs) 

Gas Turbines 

In addition to controlling CO emissions, catalytic oxidation has been applied to so"Tle turbine 
systems for control of unburned hydrocarbon emissions. In, this particular application, however, 
the use of this control technology is not economically feasible given the high cost of the control 
equipme,nt and the relatively low level · of hydrocarbon emissions. Based on an estimate of 
annualized ·costs, catalytic oxidation for contro.l of hydrocarbon emissions from the · Hermiston 

May 2:5. 1983 
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. gas turbines. would co�t about $247�000 per ton, which is · unreasonable, and thus not 
representative of BACT. 

The use of combustion controls, therefore, as the next most stringent alternative, is concluded 
to. represent BACT for the Hermiston gas. turbines, since it will not provide unreasonable 
technical, economic, energy, or environmental impacts. 

Auxiliary Boiler 

catalytic oxidation, while technically ·feasible for the proposed auxiliary boiler, would similarly 
present adverse economic impacts on the pro- project. The low emission rate of VOCs · 

ftc� the boHer (3.0 tonjyr) and the high capital t:ost of equipment for this alternative ($1 ,606-,1 �) 
as well as other annual costs result in an unreasonable cost ol $357,600 per ton CO r.emoved. 

COmbustion controls are the next most stringent alternative for control of hydrocarbon emissions, . 
I . 

and are concluded to be representative of B,ACT for the Hermiston auxiliary boiler. 

4.4 Particulate Matter 

Gas Turbines 

�articulate emissions from the gas turbines will consist of ash from the fuel and particulate ·Of 
carbon and hydroCarbons re5.._ulting froni incOmplete combustion. Baghouses and ESPs are 
considered tec;:hn�ly infeasible as control of PM for the gas turbines. The most stringent 
particulate control . method demonstrated for gas turbines is the use of natural gas. This 
alternative is, concluded to represent BACT for control of PM from the Hermiston 

_
gas turbines. 

Auxiliary Boiler 

. As with the gas turbines, the most stringent particulate control ·  method demonstrated for the 
auxiliary boiler is the use of natural gas, which is concluded to represent BACT for control of PM 
from the Hermiston auxiliary boiler. · · · . . 

4.5 Toxic Emissions 

The use of natural gas, which contains traces of mercury (2 x 1 0"12 1b/ff gas), wil�minimize toxic 
particulate emission$' from the. gas turbines and the aUxiliary boiler. Controlled and effici�nt 
combustion will minimize particulate and vee emissions, thereby minimizing toxic emissions 
from the gas turbines .and the auxiliary boiler. Therefore, good combustion control and clean, 

May 25. 1993 
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· low ash fuel (natural gas) constitute BACT for toxic emissions from the Hermiston gas turbines 
and auxiliary boiler. 

May 25. 1883 
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. Air Quality Modeling · 

Checklist · 





nil -. be  aubm.illd � uy 
lllld ds1 IVbiDilled lD DEQ 

Air Quality Modeling- Checklist 

RP AQMS • DEQ bquitemiiUI for M Quality MoGatiDc Submiaa!s 
GOAQM = EPA Guide\iDA oa Air QuaLity Mo;del1 . . . 

(illdudiq Supple_.. A .it B) 

1 .  waa . a moc:lelin; plan auDIIl�-:::aci. t o  c�Q bator• model�n; l:=egan7 . , 
n• X ""·----

2 .  · Emiaai= S\UIIIIl&rY '!'&Dle• ( RFAQ� #lA, p . l )  
3 .  · Stac.IC Paramete�' SWID&rY ( lU'AQMS #lB, p . l )  
4 .  ' PlOt Plan ( RrAQKS llC , p . � )  abowinq : 

,.pert Pa;e Ho .�� i" A 
Repo� Paqe . Ho .�3 

5 .  

6 .  

7 .  

Emiaaicm Rel•••• Loc:a�1ona • • • • • • •  

Ha�by Bvilainqa • .  : . . • • • • • • • • • . • .  

Croa• sac��on c irec�iona • • • • • •  � • •  

Pro�ny Lin•• • • • . • • • • • •  ; , • • • •. • • •  

,.enc• . L .in•• • • • • • 
. 

. . • .-· . • • . . • •. • . • • • • 

R.o•ci• . � .- • • • • •  · • • • • • • • • • • •  '• • • • • • • • •  

cro•• sectibn C iaqram• ( RZAQMS #lC , p . 2 )  anow1n; : 
Both Bu ildJ.nqa r. stacxa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. 

At. La&at 2 C:oaa sec� icna •� Rigbt. Anq!ea • •  

s �qna�ure c. . P . l!: .  Stamp of P l&."1t !n;.:.neer • •  � 

_ S tJpponin; Phc�o;rapna cf X•S •c:t!.ona • • •  , , , , · ( it an ex.1atinq •ource ) 

:'cpoqraphic. Map ( RJ'AQKS # ll , ? · 2 )  an�in; : . t 
-source I..Ocat i.on 
Con�ou.r Lin•• , 
:Rece�ora . Max� Impact �ocationa � 

!fO 
:----
-

---- . 
- ----

-

-
-

-

'l'abl,a cf Ne&Z'I:)y SuilcU.ng D i:nenaicna ' 
( RrAQKS llZ , p . 2 )  

Repcrt Paqe He . ,.5 

No 

a .  .Mcdel:a s 
a. ":arrain modeled • 

Fla: -4.- . � nteZ'II\8c1ia�• ..X.... ccmplea,L . 

No -

c .  , Waa ISCS'1'2 1:11iaci1 ( �AQM5 #2A , p . l ) � .  YeaJL ·NO_ 
. It yea : . . . . · 

Kod•l vez:oa 1on· NQ . 92.173 . ' 
W•r• O J.re�l.cn, spec�.ic :suildin; O imene icna u aed7 � 

c: .  waa CoatpJ.ex ... l ualid? � lU'AQl!!S 121 , P • 4 )  �··� He..;..._ 
Were mu leiple runs uaea �= �;=ate the m&X� prid i��ad impa�t 

· , le>caticn•? · !a• X Nc_ . . . _  

a .  were other mode l • uaecl? Yea Nc,X_ 
-WhLch onea ? 

f .  oc the model in�ut. c;=o:ic:ls a;ree with the •• anown en pp , 3 li 4· of
· 

the . RI'AOKS ? Yea A. Nc 
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9 ·  · Nal de�a �t ion coaaling :aqu•r8d -�•-= tha· 
p•ant ? 

! !  ac , Wae i'llK u aecn :!••- No_ 

� .  �rban v1 . Rural D iaper•ion 

H&ve yo� ·aocuatnt.ed youzo ••lact !.cn t o  u •• �==an o&- zoural cUape&"l icn? ( U'AQKS lit , p .  6 )  !a•-X.. · :to_ · 

:o . Meteo&-oloqy t 

% !  Yea ,  ( and for flat t•zza1n impactl ) ,  di� your 'input contain the ar&-ay. 
lbowft on p . 6  of U'AQKS ) 7 . Y ••JL Nc_ 

· · 

wa• the nautral /unltable mixin; ha�;nt aet equal to l m &Dove 
plum. nai.qbt7 1  (AI'AQMS #!A, p . 7 )  tea:t,_ He_ 

· Qc the ac�ninq wind direction• include tbe ll radial• plua · • lina 
�p· direc:t1ona7 (UAQK8 I!A, p . 7 )  ra•_L�IIc_ · 

I !  Yea c and for complex t:ezozain impac•u ) ,  waa the .IPA Valley �crHni.nq 
o�icn u1ed? ( AI'AQMI #21, p . lt )  Y••JL No_ . · 

!:) .  Wa• actual 118tao;ol.cqy u•ed·? Y••- No� 

If Yel , who did you contact within the Depa�nt: &"eqardin; the adequacy 
o f  uai.Aq .thia data? ' 

When7 
(RPAQKS #5B ;�p�. 7r.)�,-------------------

l l .  Reeeptcr• . 

wa8 a f ine aMIIh of receptor a 1 apaced no fur-her ;&pu-t than 100 me tara ) uHd to 
d•fine th• max� �pact �eaa tc&- al• avera;in; ttmaa? Yea� R,o __ 

( UAQKI #j , p . 5 )  / . 

I !  ecreenin; meteorology i• uaad , are receptor• plac� directly downwind of 
each aource to cover each wind direct.i=n ••l•�ad7 
YeaJL · No_ ( JIIJ'AQKS #l , p . i )  

u ISCS%2 waa uaeci, wen actual terrain ala'lationa uaadJ 
(RI'AQKS #3 , p. 6 )  . ' 

12 . Imp&" Analyeia swr.nuu•y (U�KS #9 , p. 9 )  

Ya•...l(_ NO -

a .  W•r• the modal in; reaulta ·�arized fer ••ch po1lut&n� ana for each 
avezoa;inq �ime? Yea X No - -
Ar• • th•Y compared aqa�nat tha ambi•nt. lt�d• and ava�&bla PSD 
incr�ta? yeaJ(, No_ 

,' 
Are the controll.1nq .. f98tecrclo;y conditLon• !IIUIIID&riz8Cl7 Y••L No_ 

. Ate .�n• c:cnt:cll inq cecept.oc loc:at.ic�• and elevation• •�a.:iaad7 �··� No __ 

were all exia�inq and P.Z'opo1ad emi••icna aouccea included 4n �h• 
an&lyaia 7 · Y'-•:_ No� · ( U'AQHS #lA, p . l ,  ' I& , pi. Sl 
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d . · 

•·· 

• - . 

h .  

I - ·  

ll . 

Were all ;cl lu�&n'tl Wl'th em.ua=.:cnl above cur S1qn1.f.ican't !mitaicn Rac'aa 
evaluat.ec? �•• X  No · · 
( CAl\ �40-�0-2� ST&Dla .i.Ancl. :a.ble 2 ( Medtord l + Air '!'Cxi.CI 

ifara &ZDD�en't C&Ck;rcund · :.aval� .:.nc luded in <:he &rialyaia fc� ccmpariaon 
aqainn �ianc nancsarcs•? "!••- No ..X.. · 

. ( RJ'AQHI #6 , p .  8 ) 
Were impact. • av&llo\·&'tad on any ncna�"tainmenc area• located wi'thin 50 luft ,  
o t  t ha  aourc:ll? 'la.a x_ Me · ( RIAQXS #6 , p . 8 )  
( reclal'&l :Re;i•c•r VCL43 , rna ( 6/19{78 ) P ·  2 6398 ) 

Ware illp&c:a evalua:ed en tbe near••� PSn C!.aaa I a.roea and ocher 
ap,lic&ble Cla .. I ueaa 7 Yaa.)L

_ 
Nc_ (UAQMS 11 , p ;·& ) 

( For PSO aourcaa) 1 We:te o'the� Ai% Qual i'tY Related Value• ( AQllVI ) 
&CScUaeaecU 'tea ,L No_ ( 'JUPAQKS #8 , p ,  i J . 

( J'or PSC aouc•a ) ,  wa• a via�ility 
_
analyai• perfonutd7 

Yea,.X_ - N
_
o_ ( RI'AQMS #i , p . 9 )  

Waa it nec:e11-ary t o  model. i."'rpact• t:o= other neuby eoul'caa fo,t · · 
· av�lu&'ticn o� - l:lpac:tl aqainn. . 'the IUIIQiant •t�CSarcll1 Y••- No..)(. 

(JUPAQICS ,, , p. 8 )  

· .oata · &a••• 

Are you 1ncludinq yc:n�:o moc:lel. in�ut ciata cc u• in aleccrcnic: fo=? ( di•k cr 
t.ape t ?  (ltJ'AQMS #l.l , p . lO.) 'leaX Nc_;;_ 
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January 2 1 ,  '1 994 

M r. Larry Mil ler 
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 
Northwest Regional Office· 
2020 SW 41h Avenue 
Suite 400 · 

Portland, Oregon- 97201. 

Re: Demonstration pf Non-Significant Impacts -
Hermiston Generating Project 

Dearl.arry: 

· INTRODUCTION . 

( 
. ,  . ,  
. �. ""' ! \  'r • Hl-U t f l �l �  

- ·. \  . . . , . 
- .  I _I \\ \ · ·! l j :  l 'q . •  . . . 

The purpose of this tetter is to present to DEO an updated demonstration thc.t predicted a:� 
quality impacts from operation of the · Hermiston Generating Project wilt be be low applice?-bie 
state and federal Significant Impact Levels, (SILs) when each combustion turbine operates 
at a mif1imum of 75 percent load. The foUgwing steps were taken to reduce particulate 
matter impacts to �elow Oregon'·s TSP SIL. These measures are: 

. . 
' ' . 

• raising the height of the r.vo exhaust stacks from 1 88 feet (57.3 meters) to 2 1 3  feet 
{65 meters, de minimis GEP height) . and 

• · securing a guarantee from General El�ctric (GE} of reduced particu late matter 
emission rates. 

ln. addition, though unrelated to the demonstration of non-significant impacts, the auxiliary 
boil er has been deleted from the project. 

· · 

ANALYSIS 

In the PSD. permitting docum�nt submitted to OEQ in May, 1 993, non-significant impacts 
were demonstrated from operation of the proposed facility, at loads ranging from e5 percent 
to 1 00 percent. For subsequent submittals to DEO, analyses were performed to support ' 

' . ' 

lower operating loads. We have conducted add itional. modeling analyse� incorporating an 
increased stack height (up to the· allowable GEP height) and a reduced 'particulate matter 
emiss�on rate, guar�nteed by GE. Disper�ion. modeling was . perlormed at the propOse:: 
maximum and minimum. levels of  operation qf each combustion turbine . 

Hermiston Generating Project EIS Appendix F2 
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Two source parameters that differ from those presented in the May, 1 993 PSD document 
are: 

• the height of the exhaust stacks, which have been increased from 1 68 feet to 2 1 3  
feet, and 

• the maximum particulate matter emission rate from both combustion turbines,  
which has been red uced from 1 6  pounds per hour to 1A.6 pounds per hour. 

' . ' 

Table 1 presents the source data associated with operation of the combustion tu-rbines a: 
maximum and 75 percent load. The following · shoulc:j be noted with regard to the 
information contained in Table 1: 

• short-term source parameters are based on an ambient temperature of EO ::: F, 
• source parameters for determination of annual-average impacts are base,d on so c F. 

and 
• the minimum operating load is 75 percent. 

In addition, maximum· load is defined as the maximum firing rate of each combustion turbine 
as .recommended by the manufacturer for continuous operation . .  

The dispersion modeling analysis was performed i n  accordance with DEQ's Reauirements 
for Air Quality Submittals (revised, October 22, 1 993) . As with previous modeling runs 
supporting this permit application, screening meteorology was used. Results of the anaiysis 
are shown in" Table 2 . .  Predicted impacts, · as presented in this table, are compared to 
applicable Sign)ficant Impact Levels. As can be , seen from this table, all predicted impacts 
are below the respective SIL. As was the case in previous analyses, the predicted 24�hour 
TSP impact associated with 'partial load operation comes closest to the SIL. ' For this 
analysis, the predicted 24�hour TSP impact (at 75 percent load) represent,s 96 percent of the 
applicable SIL. All other impacts are considerably below applicable SILs. 

To provide assurance that predicted impacts for aU pollutants (including toxic air pollutants) 
will be less under the current scenario than those presented .in the May, 1 993 PSD 
document, impacts associated with unit emission rates (or CHI/0 values) were compared 
under maximum load operation. At an - ambient temperature of 50 ° F  (applicable to long
term modeling runs) ,  CHI/0 impacts are approximately 21 percent lower than previou:: _. 

predicted. At an ambient temperature _of 80 ° F; CHI/0 impacts are approximately 3 perc£ - . :  
lower than previously predicted. Please note that under separate cover we will transmit the 

Heriniston ,Generating Project E/S · , Appendix F2 . 
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final proposed formaldehyde em1ss1on rates from the combustion turbines and ·a 
demonstration of acceptable ambient impacts. 

SUMMARY 

This letter presents the results of dispersion mode.!ing which was performed to support the 
permitting of the Hermiston Generating Project. The analysis was conducted to reinforce 
the demonstration that unrestricted operation of the Hermiston Generating Project at all 
proposed operating loads (minimum of 75 percent load) will resu lt in predicted impacts that 
are below applicable state and/or fedf?ral Significant fmpatt Levels . With respect tc:i previous 
analyses supporting this project, the mo�t noteworthy aspects of this evaluation which differ 
are the in'clusion 

·
of a GEP stack (21 3  feet) and a· reduction in the total (both combustion 

turbines) particu late matter emission rate from 1 6  pounds per  hour to 1 4.6 pounds per hou�. 
As was shown in Table 2, aU predicted impacts· are below app licable Significant Impact 
Levels. 

Under separate cover, ENSR wil l  provide DEO v;ith the dispersion model ing files necessary 
for verification of the results presented herein. If you have any questions about this analysis,  

. o r  on the information contained in  this letter, please call M r. Roy Skinner at (91 6) 783q86c. 
We thank you for your continued attention to the Hermiston Generation Project. 

· (};� /�rt �a�e rg · · .  
Manager, Air  Quality Services 

cc: P. Hanrahan/Oregan DEO 
R. Skinner 
J. Hopkins/U.S. Generating co: 

File: 5402-038-261 -7.3 
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TAB LE 1 

MO DELI N G  SOURCE PARAMETER S11:2> 
HERM ISTON G E N E RATING PROJ ECT 

Fixed Parameters 

; 
: Stack Height 

; Stack Inner Diameter 

i Exit Temperature 

: Exit Velocity 

Short-term Emission Rates · 

i TSPjPM,c 

co 

Annua l Average Emission Rates 

: TSPjPM,0 
. 

i NO. 
l . 

Maximum .Load 

21 3.0 ft 
' 64.9 m 

1 8.0 ft 
5.49 m 

2 1 0" F  (206" F) 
372 K (370 K) 

. ; 60.9 ftjsec (64 .5 ftjsec) 
1 8.6 mjsec {1 9.7 mjsec) 

Maximum Load 

(3) 

43. 0  lbjhr 
5.42 gjsec 

Maximum Load 

(3) ' 

28.0 lbjhr 
3.53 gjsec 

i ! .  

75 Percent Load 

2 1 3.0 ft 
64.9 m 

1 8.0 ft 
5.49 ITl 

205"·F (20 1 • Fi 
369 K (367 K) 

i 49.5 ftjsec (51 .6 ftjsec) 
i 1 5. 1  tnjsec (1 5. i mjsecl 

75 Percent Load 

(3l 

35.0 lb.'f.r 
4.41 gjsec 

75 Percent Load 

(3) 

23.0 lbjhr 
2.90 g/sec 

( 1 )  All source paramet�s are for natu!al gas firing o f  one combustion turbi ne. 
1 12! Fixed parameters and short-term emission rates are based on an �mbiant temperature of eo • F. ;. nnual aver,age 

emi$Sion rates and fhced' parameters in parenthesa·s are based on an ambient temperature o f  50" F. 
(3) The guaranteed TSP/PM,0 emission rate is 1 4. 6  lb/hr ( 1  .84 gincl from both combuStion turbines.  Insignificant 

TS? impacts are achieved when tr.e total emissions are exhausted from one or both stacks. 
. · 
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{1) 

(2) 

TABLE "2 

S I,J MMARY OF S IGN IFl CANT , IMPACT LEVEL M O D ELIN G ANALYSIS 
· HERMISTO N G ENERATING PROJ ECT 

Maximum Predicted Impacts (.ugjm3)111121 I Averaging 
Maximum 75 Percent Significant I Pollutant Period 

Load Load SIL (.ugjm3} Impacts? I 

l I 
c I TSP 24-hour, 0.77 0.96 1 .0 No I Annual 0. 1 3  0. 1 6  0.2 No I 

1 I 

NOX Annual 0.50 0.5 1 1 .0 I No I 
I 

,. I I I ! 

co 1 -hour 1 1 .36 11 .58 l 2,000 I No ! 8-hour - c - 8.06 ' 500 No � 1 •• 0 
i 

All predicted impacts are based on r...-c combustion turbines operating com:mious:y i2.7cC t.ours J:€� I 
�ear}a ,� 

, 
, 

_ _  . ! 
Predicted short-term { 1 ,  6. and 2�-hour average} impa=:s are based on sct.:r::e pa:a;;-:e:srs �: a:1 a�.tiet.: :1 
temperature of 80° F. Predicted lcrig-:erm (anr.ual average) impa�s are t:asec c r.  s::t.:r::'s ;::a;a:-::s:srs a: 
an aml:ienttemperature of 50°F. 

' 
' ' 

' ·. · I ' I 

' i  
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·. Visibility .. Modeling Results 
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Table F2-1. Summary Of Visibility �odeling Results Hemiiston Generating Project 
Maximum.Visual l�acts Inside Class I Areas 

Columbia River Gorge1 1  Strawl>errj Mountain 

Delta E Contrast D_elta E Contrast 

Predicted Critical Predicted Critical Pred icted Critical Predicted Critical 

Background Value Value Value Valull Value Value Value Value 

Sky 0.00 2.0 0.00) 0.05 O . l41 2.0 0.002 0.05 

Tern in 0.064 / 2.0 0 .. 001 0.05 0.093 2.0 0.001 0.05 

Maximum Visual lmpacti Outside Class I Areas 

Columl>ia River Gorget/ Strawl>erry Mountain 

Delta E Contrast Delta E · Contrast 
Predicted Critical Predicted Critical Predicteil Critical Predicted Critical 

Background Value Value Value Vallie Value Value Value Value 

Sky 0.202 2.0 0.002' 0.05 0.345 2.0 0.003 0.05 

Tern in 0.125 2.0 . 0.001 0.05 0.216 2 .0 0.002 0.05 

Eagle Car 

Delta E 

Predicted 
Value 

0 . 1 89 

' 0 . ! 43 

Critical ' 
Value 

2.0 

2.0 

Contrast 

Predicted 
, Vahu: 

0.002 

0.002 

Critical 
Value 
o:o5 

0.05 

Eagle Car 

Delta E Contrut 

Predicted Critical Predicted Critical 
Value Value Value Value 

0.579 2.0 0.005 0.05 

0.402 2.0 0.004 0 .05 

Columbia River Oorge'is not a designated Clau I area. However, at the request of the Department nf Environmental Quality, the impact nfthe prnposed faCility nn vi•il>ility in 
the Columbia River (Jorge has been evaluated !lased on Class I criteria. 

' 
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V i sual E f fects St reen i ng Ana l ys i s  f o r  
Source': Hermi ston Generat i ng C o .  
C l ass I A rea : .Strawberry Mount a i n  

*** Leve l · 1 . Screeni ng *** 

, I nput Emi ssi ons for 

Part i cul ates 1 6 . 00 LB /HR 
HOx C as N02> 62 : 00 LB /HR 
Primary N02 . 00 LB /HR 
Soot . 00 LB /HR 
Pr imary $04 . 00 LB /HR 

**** Defau l t  Part i c l e  Character.i st i cs AS$UIIIed 

I 
T ranspor t  Scena r i o  Spec i f i cat i ons : . 

Background Ozone: 
· Background V i sua l Range: 

Source�Observer D i stance: 
Min. Source-C l ass I D i s tance: 
Max . Source-C l ass I D i stance: 
P l �ne..:source·Observer Ang l e :  
Stabi l i ty: 6 
� i nd  Speed: 1 . 00 mts r 

• 04 ppin 
1 75 . 00 km 
1 70 . 00 km 
1 70 . 00 km 

'2 1 S . OO km 
1 1 . 2S degrees 

R E S U L T S 

,.ster.i sks ( * )  i nd i cate p l ume impacts tha,t exceed screeni ng c r i t er i a  

Max i nun  Vi sual l�acts I NS I DE C l ass A rea 
Screeni ng C r i t e r i a  ARE NOT Exceeded 

D e l t a  E Cont ra.st 
=========== ==z,======== 

Backgrnd Theta Az i D i stance Alpha Cr. i t  P l ume C r i t P l ume  
======== ===== === ======== ===== ·==== ===== ' ==== ===== 

SICY 10.  84 .  1 70 . 0  84 . 2 . 00 . 1 4 1  . OS . ooz ' 

StCY, 140.  84 .  1 70 . 0  84 . 2 . 00 . 048 . OS - • 001 

TERRA I N  1 0 .  84 .  1 70 . 0  84 . t.oo . 093 . OS . 001 
TERRA I N  140. 84 .  1 70 . 0  84 .  2 . 00 . 0 1 4  . OS . 000 

Max,inun Vi sua l I mpacts OUTSIDE C l ass A rea 
Screening C r i t e r i a  ARE NOT Exceeded 

D e l ta E Contrast 
=========== ============ 

Backgrnd Theta A z i  D istance A l pha C r i t  . P l �ne  C r i t  P l ume 
======== ===== �== ======== ===== ==== ===== ·=== z==== 

SKY 1 0 .  s .  S 2 . 9  1 64 .  2 . 00 . 348 . OS ' . 003 
SKY 1 4 0 .  s .  S 2 . 9  1 64 . : 2 . 00 � 1 04 . OS - . 003 
TERRA I N  1 0 .  s .  S 2 . 9  164.  2 . 00 . 2 1 6  . OS . 002 
T.ERRA I N  140. s.  S 2 . 9  164 .  2 . 00 . 082 . OS . 002 
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Vi sua l Effect• Screen i n� Ana lys i s  fo� 
Source: Hermi ston Genera t i ng Co. 
C l ass I Area: Eag l e  Cap Wi l derness 

L.eve l - 1  Screen i ng *** 
I nput Emi ssions for 

Part i cu l ates 1 6 . 00 LB /HR 
NOX (as NOZ') 62 . 00 LB /HR 
Primary N02 . 00 LB /HR 
Soot . 00 LB /HR 

· :Primary S04 . oo LB /HR 

**'** Defaul t  Part i c l e  Char'acte d s t i cs Assuned 

T r'anspott Scef1ari o Spec i f i cat i ons : 

Baclcgrolrtd Ozone: 
Background V i sual Range: 
Source��erver � i stancei 
M i n .  Source� C l ass I D istance: 
Max. Source- C l aS$ I D i stance: 
P lume-Source�Observer Ang l e :  . 
S tabil i ty :  6 
\l i nd  Speed: 1 � 00 m/s 

. 04. ppm 
1 67. 00' km 
1 40 . 00 lcm 
1 40 . 00 lcm 
241 . 00 kril 

, 1 1 . 25 degrees 

R E S lJ L T S  

. •erisks (*)  i ndicate p l ume  i�acu that exceed screening c r i te r i a  

Max i rrun  V i sua l !�acts I NS IDE C l ass I A rea 
Screen i ng C r i te.r 1 a  ARE' NOT Exceeded 

D e l t a  E Contrast 
=========== ====�==:===:;=' 

Backgrnd Theta ·Azi D i stance A l pha C r i t  P l �.me  C r i t  P l ume  
======== ===== === ========. ===== ==== ===== ==== ===== 

SKY r 1 0 .  84 . 1 40 . 0  ' 84 . 2 . 00 . 1 89 . 05 . 002 
SKY . 1 40 .  84 .  1 40 . 0  84 .  2 . 00 . 074 . 05 - . oo2 

TERRA I N  1 0 .  84 .  ' 1 40. 0  84 . 2 . 00 . 1 43 . OS . 002 
TERRA I N  140. B4 • .  1 40 . 0  84 . 2 .00 . 020 . 05 . 001 

Maxi IIUI1 V i sua l  Impacts OUTSIDE C�ss Area 
Screeni ng C r i ter i a  ARE NOT Exceeded 

D e l ta E Contrast 
=========== ============ 

Backgrnd Theta Az i D i stance A lpha C r i t  P l\llle Cr i t  P l l:llll! 
======== ===== === ====;::===, ===== ==== ===== ==== ===== 

SKY 1 0 .  s .  d. 6  1 64 .  2 . 00 . S 79 . OS .  . oos 

SKY 1 40 .  s .  43 . 6  1 64 .  2 . 00 • 1 67 . OS - . oos 
' 

TERRA I N  1 0  • .  5 .  43 . 6_ 164 . 2 . 00 . 402 .OS .'004 
TERRA I N  1 4 0 .  s .  43 . 6  1 64. 2 • .  00 . 1 4 1  . OS . 003 
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V i sua l  E ffects Screening An• lys i s  for 
Source:_ Hermi ston Generat i ng Co. 
C Lass I Area: Col l.lltli a  R i ver Gorge 

*** L eve l - 1  Screening *** 
I nput Emiss i ons for 

· Part i cu l ates 16 . 00 LB /HR 
NOx ( as N02) 62. 00 LB /HR 
Primary I!IOZ . oo LB /HR 
$0ot . 00 LB /HR 
Primary S04 . 00 LB /HR 

**** Defau l t  Part i c l e  Ch�racter i st i cs Assumed 

T ransport Scena r i o  Spec i f i c•t i ons: 

Background Ozorie: 
Backgro� V i sua l  Range: 
Source·opserver D i stance: 
Min.  Source·C�ass I D i stance: 
Max. Source- C l ass I D i stance: 

•. P l une- Source·Observe'r Ang l e :  
Stabi l i ty: 6 
Wind Spet!d: 1 . 00 m/S 

. 04 ppm 
160 . 00 km 
180 . 00 km 
1 80 . 00 km 
300 . 00 km 
1 1 . 25 degrees 

� E S U L T S 

_ i nd i cate plune impacts that exceed screening cri teria 

Maxii!Un V i s ua l  I mpacts I NS I D E  C l ass Area 
Screening Crl teri  a ARE NOT Exceeded 

D e l ta E Cont rast 
=======�=== ======;:===�= 

Backgrnd ·Theta Azi  D i stance A lpha C r i t P l u:ne C r i t  P l ume  
=:!!======= ===== === ======== ===== =�== ====== ==== ===== 

SKY 1 0 .  84 .  180 .0 84.  2 . 00 • 1 13 . OS . 001 
SKY 140. 84 . 1 80 . 0  84.� 2 . 0D . 037 . OS • •  001 
TERRAI N  1 0 .  84 . 1 80 . 0  84 . 2 . 00 . 064 . OS . 001 
TERRAIN 140. 84 . 1 80 . 0  84 .  2 .00 . 0 1 1  . OS . 000 

Malti iiUII V i sua l Impacts OUTSIDE C l ass I Area 
Screening C r i ter i a  ARE NO·T Exceeded 

D e l ta E Contrast 
=:======�=== =======�==== 

D i stance A l pha C r i t  P l 1;111e C r i t  P l ume  
======== ===== === ======== ===== ---- :z=== ==== ;::=== 

1 0 . - 5 .  56. 1 164 .  2 . 00 . 202 . OS . 002 
1 40 .  5 .  56. 1  164 .  2 . 00 . 065 . os • . 002 

TERRA I N  1 0 .  5 .  56. 1 1 64 .  2 . 00 . 125 . OS . 001 
TERRAI N  140. 5 .  56. 1 164 .  2 . 00 . 048 . OS . 001 
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UMATILLA COUNTY BOARD OF COl\11\IISSIONERS 
Counhouse, 2 1 6  S.E. Fourth Street, Pendleton, Oregon 97801 

Ph.one:· 503•278-7 1 1 1  FAX: 503-276·484 1 

Bill Hansell, Glenn Youngman, Emile Holeman 

COM MIS:iiONE'RS 

William C. Jones 
LEGAL COUNSEL 

tMrcia Well• 
OFFICE MANAGER 

Bob Small 
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR 

August 9 ,  1993 

Bob Robison 
Oreqon Department of Energy 
625 Marion Street .. NE 
Salem, OR 9 7 3 10 

· .  Re : us Gen•ratinq company Application for .a site Certificate 

Dear Mr . Robison : 

The Board of Commiss.ioners · has reviewed the final application for 
a S ite certifice3,te ·. submitted by US Generatinq Company . The Board 

· presented the application to the Coupty Planninq Commission as wel l  
a s  other affected Departments . 

· 

As you know, . the. County submi 1:-ted comments to you : on February s , 
1993 .· �ith reqard to the prel imina:r:y application . The !final 
application . appears . to address each of the issues . rai sed in that 
letter , as well as clarify several matters . The applicant took .an 
additional ·step to show the proj ect is consistent ._-ith the county 
comprehensive Plan . and Development Ordinance , as well as · . the. 
statewide Land Use Goals .  This e�ra effort is appreciated . 

The county concludes that the proposed proj ect is consistent with 
and complies with the County • s acknowledqed comprehensive plan and 
land use :::equlations and tha·t the · appl icant has accurately 
inter-preted . the rel evant county plan policies and land use 
regul ations in its appl ication to ODOE . As noted by our letter of 
July 13 , 1993 , we. advised you that. the site certificate application 
identifie$ all the applicable substantive land use regulations and 
criteria for Umatilla County . ' 

The . Board of commiss ioners, recommends the fol lowing proposed 
certificate conditions to address all county land use approvals : 

. ' ' 
In accordance with Section . 11 , , s�nate Bill. 1016 , 
follo•oiing issuanee of the' site certificate and prior to 
com.l11encem�t of construction , the ap�licant shall apply 
for and obtain all appropriate land use approval s · from 
Umatilla County , including , as necessary , a conditional 
use permit . The county conditional use permit shall be 
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val id and not expire until two years have el aps ed from 
the · date o f  its original approval by the county unl ess 
f�rther . extended by the county in accordance 1d th county 
ordinances . 

2 .  The applicant shall fi1 e with the Umat i l la county 
Planning Department a landscaping plan for the power 
plant prior to issuance of a building permit . 'I'he 
l andscaping plan , incorporating native vegetation where 
feasibl.e , shall · be implemented apd shall provide 
screening and visual buffering for the pcwer . plant and 
its parking and loading areas to the extent reasonably 
feasible . 

3 .  . The applicant shal l enter into an irrevocable consent 
agreement. ( ICA) with the county by which the appl icant 
agrees to waive its right to oppose the format ion of a 
Local Improvement District ( LID) for that portion of 
Westland Road fronting the power plant property and 
extending south from the power plant site · to its 
intersection with Interstate- 84 .  

4 .  The power plant _ will incorporate an en-s ite fire 
suppression system and will be constructed from fire 
retardant materials to the extent reasonably feasible . 

The power plant wil l incorporate spill prevention and 
containment desiqns for the storage o f  all hazardous 
materials .  :Fire suppression and . .  hazardous material 
safety des igns shall be establ ished ir; cons.ul tat ion with 
the Hermiston Fire Department and the State Fire Marshal . 

s .  Prior to issuance o f  a building permit , the appl icant 
shall file a s ite plan · with the County which · shall 
consist of a map showing the property lines ,  . location of · 

buildings , access road or roads and the names of the 
owner and developer o f  the site . The site plan shall 
also show that c ounty ordinances relatea to parking and 
l oadin9 requirements , setbacks , siqns , and vis i on 
clearance are satisfied . 

6 .  The appl icant shall file with the county an appl ication 
for a minor partition in conformance with the information 
included · in the site certificate appl ication ,/ and fil e 
and record a final plat in accordance with county 
ordinance s . 

7 .  Prior to construction ,  the appl icant shall submit a plan 
acceptable to EFSC , w})o will consult with Umatill a  
County , for an emergency at the Umatilla Army Depot . The 
plan shall be developed in consul tat ion with the Umatilla 
County Chemical Stockp ile Emerg�ncy Preparedness Program . 

8 .  The appl icant shall take reasonable steps to reduce or 
manage exposure to electromagnetic fields (EMF) , 
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consistent with EFSC . firidin9s presented in · the . "Report 
o f  the EMF · CQmmittee To The Energy Facility Siting 
Council , "  March · 3 0 ,  1 9 9 3 . · . Prior to and , during 

. construction and durinq operation ,  the applicant ·. shall . · 
provide information to the public , upon publ ic requ�st ,  
about EMF levels associated with - the power . plant and 
rel ated transmission l ines . -

. 

We appreciate your conside;-ation of our . _comments . It ·. has been a 
pl easure to work with you , your staff , and representatives · of 
Hermiston Generatinq .  · ' 

. . S incerely , 

. BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 

·Emile M. Holeman -
( 

William s .  Hansell _ 

. �· b----------__., 
.Glenn Youn9iifan · 

/tjm 
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Mr .  :a_ob llobiscft 
lne:gy Faoil.J.ty Analyat O�egon �·�n� of Bnergy 
'25 K&rion St . ,  ·RZ . 
Salem, OA 97310 
Dear Jlr .  Robi:acn 1 

Ttilphane 122-a228 
P. C. Box 130 
UMAT1LLA. OREGON 

17882 . 
AuCJU•t 3 ,  1 9 9 3  

- .-: 
tcu hav.a &akad the City cf Om4tlll& tc ccilfi� .that the le=is'toa Gene:ating CcapAZ�y haa idont.ified �o City' • &ppl.J.c:a�1on l�mcl aa• 

. criteria ami r•tJUlatien• · '!he Ua&Ull& �l&!UliB� COJnmi ••ion 
:evi..,.d �e final •pplica�ien f= a ait.a �s:tUicata nt=itted by 
8er.aiatcn Generating co . · �he application ••• pre•ented to the 
Plann�q C=-aiaeicn at a puhlic 1At�tioD&l h•arin9 on July 22 , 
1993 . ' . 

lfho ai te c:e.rtific:ata Applic:atiaa 
'
id'eatilie• all the· applicable · · . aubatantive 1a= uaa ·· rag�o�lationa &DC! c:rJ.taru for the city o:f 

tnu.till&. Baaed en the ravi- of the a.ppllc:aticm , the City of, 
Umatilla qCDC\I.J:a vi th applicant 1 I d�tem; nat;ian that the · .propaaacl project ia cronsistaut with the Ci�y ' a  &olaaovledfeCl c011Pzehena1vc 
plan and·· l&Dd use raw;ulation1 · and that tbe applic:ation to CDDZ 
acc:uz'&taly iftt.erpzoeta Che. re1evut .Clty · plan policie• ucl 
:egulaticrul'. · · 

'l'he C:ity of Umatilla rea�ncl1 the followiDfJ propoaed c:eniliaate 
c:ond.iUc:m• ta addre•• the CitJ ' I  laJld llse approyal necasaazy foro . 
the up9�&Ae to. the ��aa�aaicn liAe vi� �· cityt 
1 )  Project i• net to exc••d the bounda:i8s of exiatJ.Dg ••• ... nt:a 
when i.D •tallinq the proposed truam:LaaioA liD• ' unrade to ai.D:Laiae 
the impact oa �ature davelopmont La a.&tilla• . 
2 )  In accordance with Santa Bill 1011 t Sec:Uon 11 , follawiDc; 
iaauance cf �he aite certificate aDd 'prior to c:caaenc-at ot 
aonatruc:tion, applicant shall apply fer and obUin al.l. •pp�ap�iat• 

. lancl use pemita approvals from the City of IJJnatilla incl�dinq any 
aeceaaary coac:tiUonal use perait . 'l'ha eJ.ty.' a cond.itional uae 

. pead.t shall reaaia valid al:lcl not expue •• loD9 aa c:o�atnc:tion of th_, tranami.aaioa line ia coaaencecl within ·one year frcrm the 
construction commencement data of the project provided fer . in th• 
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aite ce:tificata . 

3 )  . At the . � of frilin; for the . requi:ecl ait.y led uaa · 
pe�t/approval - appl1can� lb&ll pay all applic:ation f••• . aDd 
�•laud ao•t• in aac��=• vit.tl eit.y orcU.au"• and appliaaUon requj.nmenta • 

. • )  . lfhe applican� aball . taka &U J:aaaoiiOle precaution• .� 
ailliaiae du•t and noiae duriq coaatnetian . Bach precautJ.c;�- eall 
include , but axe not liilitecl to, the vate.wriDt of cU.acW:becl ueaa 

. .  durillg ·operations to ainhd ze viDd blCWil c:l1lat . · · 

' . ' . 

. ' ' 

5 )  At th.e . tiM of . fi�iDIJ !or . the :ecpirM oity lad u• . 

pe=it/approval » applicant . ahall· file a ll&p at a 8c:ala aatiafact.on' 
ta the city daacrj.b1ng tho 'truaaiaaicn line o=ridor to. allow the 
city to appropriately depict the coniclor. on the official oity 
acmillv •P · . 

· · 
. 

'l'h&U you . .  for atteruU.nCJ . ou: 'l&DDing Cnwi aaion -•ting aDd 
•••i•till.g 1D t.ha review of , the leftliaton Canarating lzoo�lact. 

l.iDcezoalJr 
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Appendix H l  

Review of Biological and Epidemiological 

Studies Relating to EMF, prepared by 

BPA, Office of Engineering 





Review of Biological and 
' 

Epidemiological Studies 
' 

Relating to EMF· 

< / 

A study in Denver, Colorado, (Wertheinier and Leeper 1979) and one .in_ Sweden 
(Tomenius 1986) first reported that some cancer risks were about 2..:3 times greater · 
for children living near certafu types ofpowet lines assumed to ·be carrying bigh 
current. Those researchers suggested that the finding Jliay be related to the 
magnetic fields of 2-3 milligauss (mG) and above produced in homes by . such lines. 
The possibility could not be ruled out, however, that other factors, or chance, may 
be involved. If certain power lines actually do influence cancer rates, this would 
mean that 2 or 3 children out of 10,000 children exposed to such lines would 
develop cancer each year, compared to the avetage rate of 1 in 10,000 per year ' 
(Ahlborn et al. 1987): 

A second study done in Denver (Savitz et a1: 1988) found results that were 
generally consistent with the earlier work on c.hildhood cancer by Wertheimer and 
Leeper 0979) . However, the relative risk1 I in the new study (1.5) wa8 smaller 
than that reported earlier (2-3). It was also on the borde�line of statistical 

1/ Results of case-control studies are given in terms· of relative risk (or odds 
ratio). A relative risk of 1 .0 means that exposure to some factor (assumed 

· to be EMF in this case) is the same for people with a disease (cases) as for 
people without the disease (controls) . A value of.2 means cases were 
exposed to the factor twice as often as the controls. This establishes a 
"statistical association" between the disease and the factor� This may not 
represent a cause-and,-effect association, however. 
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significance; which means that it could have been. due to chance. Results of another 
study, from the Seattle area, found no association between power lines and 

· leukemia in adults (Severso� et al. 1988). An earlier power line study in Denver 
by Wertheimer and Leeper (1982) also found no increase in aduh leukemia. 
However, the earlier Denver study did fmd an increased risk for some other types 
of adult cancers. 

\ 

A study done in Los Angeles Cou�ty, California, provided additional support for an · · 

association between childhood leukemia risk and high current power lines _(London 
et al. 1991).  The odds ratio for very high current lines compared to very low 
current and underground lines was 2. 15. Associations with actual measured electric 
and ma�etic fields, however, were weaker and not · statistically significant. 

. A new study d9ne in Sweden found that the relativ:e risk for leukemia in children 
living near transmission lines was 3 .8  where magnetic fields were greater than 3 
mG (Feychting and Ahlborn 1992). The Swedish National Board for Electrical 
Safety (1993) issued a document entitled Revised Assessment ·of Magnetic Fields and 
Health Hazards. It states that the agency "has .revised the previous assessment of 
health hazards to the extent that the Board in the future will act on the assumption 
that there is a connection between exposure to power frequent magnetic fields from 
power lines and childhood cancer, when preparing regulations on electrical 
insta.Jlfltions. II The document also notes, "It should be stated that a ooMection . 
between cancer and ma�etic fields has not yet been scientifically proven . . .  " 
(Swedish National Board for Electrical Safety 1993). 

Preliminary information on a larger study done in Denmark indicates no increased 
risk of leukemia for children living near transmission lines in that country (Olsen 
et al. 1992). · However; there was an elevated risk of lymphoma reported in the 
Danish study. A Danish blue ribbon panel examining the EMF issue has 
recommended against government regulation: 

[There is] no scientific reason for establishing standards with respect to 
high-current plants. New research results must be followed closely in the 
future. (EMF Health and Safety Digest, June 1993) 

Earlier studies in Rhode Island (Fulton et at'. 1980) ,  in Taiwan (Lin aDd Lu 1989), 
and in England (Myers et al. 1985) found no significant association between 
childhood cancer and power lines. Other community studies in England found no 
consistent evidence to support a power line-cancer association (Coleman et al. 
1985 , McDowall 1986). 
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A study in Washington State first reported. that men in· various "electrical 1 
occupations" bad died more frequently from-leukemia than men in other \ 

.occupations (Milham 1982). Other studies reported similar fmdings, suggesting an 
increased risk of around 20 to 5� percent (SavitZ and Calle 1987, Coleman .and 
Beral l988). However, the studies were primarily based on information only from . death certificates (i.e. , job title and cause of death). It therefore was not possible to 
determine whether the preli.tniDary findings were related to electric and magnetic 
fields, or to other e�posures such as those from chemicals. 

. �h on. electric and magnetic fields and cancer was review'ed in a draft report 
by t4e U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (EPA 1990). The EPA 
concluded that magnetic fields are a possible but unproven cause of cancer· in 
humans and more research is needed.. The EPA' s  Science Advisory Board · (SAB) 
also reviewed the issue and reached a similar conclusion. The SAB, however�" 
reconunended th�t the EPA-report should be rewritten to correct inconsistencies in 
the report (SAB 1991). 

In addition· to research on humans and laboratOry animals, several studies have 
investigated possible effects of transmission line electric and magnetic fields on 

· plants, wildlife, and domestic animals (BPA 1993a). Crop growth is not notie;eably 
affected by. even the largest transmission lines. Trees that are allowed to grow too 
close to transmission line conductors can be damaged.by the strong, electric fields 
near the ronductors. Normally, trees are not allowed dose to C<?nductors to prevent ' 
electrical flashover, i.e. , spontaneous an;ing of electricai current from lines to 
trees. 

Studies have . shown that honey bees in commercial hives can be adversely affeCted 
by strong transmission line electric fields� Shocks received by bees while in the ' 
hive cause decreased honey production and increased mortality. As a precaution, 
BPA recommends that beehives not be placed directly on the transmission line 
right-of-way. 

Wildlife do respond to effects (e.g. , changes ui food supply) of cleared rights-of
way. However,, there is no evidence that. their behavior is noticeably affected by 
the presence of electric and magnetic fields. Few studies have attempted to 
determine whether wildlife may be affected by long-term e�sure to these fields. 

. As noted above, S<>me effects of electric and magnetic :{ields have been found in 
labOratory animal studies. It is not known whether such eff� oceur in wildlife 

· similarly exposed to these fields. 

H1.:.3 
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Several studies have looked at the behavior and production of livestock raised near 
transmission lines. These studies found no indication that electric or magnetic 
fields have any major effects on livestock. _Most of the studies. were not desi�ed to 
detect any subtle field effects, however. More detailed information on the 
potential health effects of electric and magnetic_ fields can be found in two free BPA 
publications: Electrical and BiologicalEffects of Transmission Liru;s: A Review 

(1993a) and Electric Power Lines: Questions and Answers on Research Into Health 

EJfe,ets (1993b). Copies may be obtained by calling BPA's document request line, · 

800-622-4520. ' .  

--
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230-kV Transmission Line 
Analysis for the Hermiston 
Generating Project11 

Magnetic 
.
Field Analysis 

When alternating current (ac) flows through a conductor, an alternating ma�c 
field is created aroUijd the conductor; Areas ofeq� magnetic field intensity can · 
be envisioned as concentric cylinders with the conductor at the center. The 
magnetic field intensity drops rapidly with·distance from the conductor. Overhead · 

transmission lines carry power over three Conductors with currents that are 120 . 
degre,es out of phase with each other .1 The magnetic fields from th� conductors 
tend to can�l out because of the phase difference. However, when a person stands. 
on the right-of-way under a transmission line, one conductor is always significantly 

closer � will contribute a net · uncancelled ·magnetic field at the person's  location. 
The strength of the magnetic field depends on the current in the conductor, the 
geometry of the structures� and the degree of canc¢llation from other conductors.' · 

The proposed construction associated with the Henirlston Generating Project 
involves a new 230-kV circuit, an existing 1 �5,.kV circuit with new conductors, and 
an existing 12.47-kV distribution underbuild circuit. Figure H2-1 illustrates the 
typical structuJ'lil). configuration and is used for the EMF calculations . �t follow. 
Except for special construction required for under crossings of other transmission 

I • 

lines, Figure H2-1 represents the minimum conductor attachment heightS. All of 
these circuits help to reduce each other's net ground-level magnetic field" ·  The 

11 This �ysis is taken substantially from CH2M Hill (1993) and Ormsby (1994); 
� . .  · . 

- . 
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ground-level magnetic field intensity across the right-of-way can be calculated 
based on currents and the geometry · of the structure. However, in this case, simple 
analysis is compliCated by a variety of circuit loading situations. Between the 
McNary Substation and UECA' s Westland Substation, the existing 1 15-kV circuit is 

,. ' 

separated by switches ·into five distinctly different segments. · These switches 
connect transmission line. taps to other substation loads so that the cwnt in each 
succeeding downstream seg�nent, leaving the McNary Substation, is less than the 
previous segment. 

As loads change with the seasons, UECA routinely switches its Boardman area 

substations on and off of this transmission line twice per year; once in the spring 
· and once in the fall. The loads on the 12.47�kV distribution conductors also vary 

. , . . 

with each of the five line se�nts �d as irrigation loads and residential heating 
loads rise and fall. Consequently, neither the existing nor the proposed· 

. . 

transnrission line can be easily charaCterized or modeled for the purpose of 
calculating ground-level magnetic ·fields. 

In order to completely study the ground-level magnetic field effects, all five line . ' 

seg�nents could be studied for ,both high and low estimated loads ·on the 1 15-kV and. 
12·.47-kV ci!cuits: However, for the proposed 230-kV construction, calculations 
show that due to the cancellation effect, the lowest ground-level magnetic fields 
occur when the 1 15-kV and 12.47-kV loads are highest. Conversely, when the 
1 15-kV and 12.47-kV loads are low, the 230-kV load current predominates, and the 
magnetic field ·on the right-of-way is highest. 

The magnetic field intensities estimated here are based on. the structure 
. ·configuration shown onFigure H2-1 with the conductor positioned at its lowest 
point between structures (the estimated maximum sag point). The magnetic fields . 

· are computed using a program called "Fields" de�eloped by the Southern California 
Edison Iiesearch Center. This program .and others like it have been us¢ to predict 
magnetic field levels that have 'been confmned by field measurements by CH2M 
HILL (1993) and numerous operating utilities. 

Typical EMF Effects 

In order to illustrate the ground-level magnetic field effcx;t in a somewhat typical 
!iDe section, ·CH1M HILL selected the J -mile-long segment between the UECA 
Umatilla and Rockpile switches near Umatilla. This section of line has a more 
heavily loaded 1 15-kV circuit and a 12.47-kV distiibution underbuild circuit that 

H2-3 
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serves significant irrigation loads in the area. Figure m�2 illustrates the ground
level magnetic fields due to the existing facilities. Figure H2-3 illustrates the 
effects of the proposed constrllction for this line segment. 

Maximum· EMF Effects 

Of most interest is the line segment and circuit load that produces the highest 
ground-level mago.etic field. For the transmission line along the proposed route, 
this can be determined by locating the segment that would have the lowest normal 
(not emergency) 1 15-kV and 12.47-kV currents. This area would probably be the 
5 .6-kilometer (3 .5-mile) part of the line segment just north of the Lamb-Weston 
plant and parallel to Interstate 82. 

Figure H2-4 illustrates the ground..:level magnetic field strength for the existing 1 15-
kV con&truction on this line segment. This line segment is not currently constructed 
with a 12.47-kV distribution underbuild circuit. Therefore, there is no field 
cancellation help from other conductors. 

Figure J!2-5 illustrates the effects of the proposed 230-kV transmission line · 

construction, for this same line segment, under the .maximum generati()n capacity 
load of 477 MW; 1 ,200 amps. Because the norma1 115-kV currents are relatively 
low for both winter and summer, and because there is no distribution underbuild 
initially mstalled, there is very little field cancellation. However, cancellation of 
fields is enhanced in the calculation by arranging the 230-kV phase conductors to 
gain the maximum cancellation effect possible. 

Figure H2-6 illustrates the maximum field effects for the optional transmission line 
route. 

Magnetic Field Mitigation Measures 

H2-4 

Transmission Conductor Arrangement 

Power utilities that operate transmission lines attempt to oiganize the conductors 
attached to structures in ways that are consistent and intuitive, so that line workers 
are less apt to make mistakes in maintenance operations. For the double circuit 
transmission line pioposed here, the most common transmission conductor 
arrangement would place both A-phase conductors at the top position, both ·B-phase . . 

conductors in the middle, and both C-phase conductors on the bottom. 
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For the case where the power in all circuits flows in the same direction, there is 
some field cancellation to be.gained by rearranging the locations of the phase 
conductors. However, for the proposed construction, the 230-kV power flows 
toward McNary while: the 1 15-kV power flows from McNary. At any moment in · 

time, the A-phase CQnductors of the 1 15-kV and 230-kV c�uits have currents 
·. . / 

flowing in exactly opposite direction�; this is also true of the B-phase and C-phase 
.conductors. The opposing currents produce opposing magnetic fields that tend to 
cancel each other. Therefore, for the proposed construction, ground-level field · 
cancellation is greatest when"he same, 1 15-kV and 230-kV phase conductors are at 
the bottom positions. In other words, for this case, the traditional arrangement of . 
phase cond�ctors on the pole will produce the lowest magnetic fields. Computer 
'analysis confirms this effect. How�ver, because the 230-kV currents are on the 

' . ' 

order of three times greater than the 1 15-kV currents, the magnetic field· from the 
230-kV circuit p�ominates, and the cancellation effect of the 1 15-kV currents at 

. ground level 1s not very significant. 

Distribution Conductor Arrangement 

Some small .additlonat.field 'Cancellation is achieved by keeping the C-phase 
distribution conductor under the C-phase 230-kV conductor where distribu�ion 
power flo� opposes the 230-kV power flow. Because the norma1230-kV currents 
are more t1Wt six times greater than the normal distribution currents, the additional 
cancellation effect due to. the distribution phase�placement is not significant. 
Therefore, in a line segment where 230-kV and 12.5-kV power might flow in the 
same direction, there is 'little justification fo� Changing to a nonstandard distribution 
phase conductor arrangement. 

'Line Capacities and Loads 

230-kV 

The 230-kV circuit will consist of conductors sized for the maximum :Q:GC 
generation capacity; The !election of these conductors includes an economic 
�ysis to minintize the total of the initial cost and Ute lo�g-term cost of resistive 
losses. After construction, any �pt to increase power flows in .the 230-kV 
circuit would result � exce�sively costly resistive losses. The capacity of the 230-

. kV line is fixed by the economies of transmitting the rated output of the generatqr, 
, 477 MW. 
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The UECA 11 5-kV circuit is sized to support.nonnal loads as �ell as emergency 
. 

situations. Fot example, in the Westland area, UECA's 1 15-kV line carries an 
annual peak load of about 1 33 amps. However, UECA' s transmission plan includes 
the construction of a tie-line from this area that would conneet to the eastern parts 
of their sy-stem, When the nonnal 1 1 5-kV feed to the eastern substations is out ·of 
serVice, the Westland area 1 1 5-kV coulcj be switched to provide an alternate route. 
Therefo�, the UECA 1 1 5-kV circuits will carry small nonnal currents, �ut must be 
capable of much higher, . long-tenn, emergency currents. 

12.5-kV 

The UECA 12 .5-kV distribution
' 
circuits are also constructed with capacity to 

suppOrt both nonnal and emergency loading. The l2. 5-kV conductors must also 
have sufficient capacity to allow load growth. As the nonnal l 2.5-kV Qistribution · 

. load grows, So will the UECA 1 1 5-kV transmission load that supplies the 
distribution system. Because the 230-kV load is fiXed at the generation capacity, 
the magnetic field cancellation effect due to the 1 2.5-kV and 1 1 5-kV lines will 
grow so long as the area's  electrical demand grows. Historically, electrical demand 
in the aiea has grown. Therefore, in the future, one could expect that the no,nnal 
ground level magnetic f:&elds will tend to decrease somewhat from predicted initial 
levels. 

' · 

EMF Estimates at Homes and Commercial B�ldings . 
' . -

' ' 

Th� seven areas that contain buildings that may experience an increase in magn�tic 
fields are shown on Figure H2-7. As explained, fields at these locations will 
fluctuate as the load current in the conductors changes from hour to- hour. 

�posed Transmission 'Line Route 

Areas 1 , 2 ,  3 ,  and 4 are alpng Ule proposed transmission line route. 

' -

• · . Area l includes a two-story residence· located just north of the Lamb-Weston 
. -

, facility and approximately 79. 2 meters (260 feet) east of the transmission line. 
L
At this location, the transmission line -would be built jointly with the UECA -. 

1 1 5-kV line and a 1 2.47-kV distribution line. 

H2:.1 1 
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• Area 2 consists of a trailer and a furniture business on the northeast. comer {)f 

Westland and Walker Roads. The trailer is·the .closest structure and lies 
approximately 67 meters (220 feet) northeast of the 90-degree angle structure on 
.the northwest .comer of�the intersection. 

• Area 3 includes three frame residences located on the west side of Powerline 
ROad. approximately 70 meters (230 feet) from the 9<klegree angle poly where 
the transmission line turns east. At this location, a three-phase, 'four-wire, 
- 12.47-kV Pacific Power distribution line stands between the homes and the 
UECA transmission line. 

• Area 4 includes residences located clpproximately i/4 mile east of Area 3 and 
approximately 7Q meters (230 feet) north of the UECA transmission line. At 
this location, the proposed double-circuit tranSiilission line would be underbuilt 
with a UECA 12 .. 47-kV -distribution circuit. 

The 115-kV and 12.47-kV circuit l�gs range from s�gnif�t values that 
minimize the 230-kV magnetic field to low values that terid to produce the greatest 

. 23Q..kV fields. The worst-case ground level magnetic field levels at any 'building 
't . . ' '  

along the proposed transmission line route will be no greater than those values 
given on Figure H2-5, for the· actual distance and direction that the bQildings are 
located from the Centerline, or about 3 mG; 

Optional Translnission Line Route 

!here are two buildings and on� church close enough to'the optional transmission 
line route to experience a potential increase in magnetic field exposure. These are 

' .' 

. identified as Areas 5,  6, ' and 7 on Figure H2-7. 

• Area 5 includes a church (which may also be a residence). located approXimately 
58 meteri (190 feet) south of the proposed optional transmission line route 
(Ormsby · 1994) . 

- • Area 6 includes one residence located approxima�ly 38 meters (125 feet) sriu,th 
of the proposed optional trans�ission line route (Ormsby _1994) . 

(· 

• Area 7 includes one residence located. approximately 62 meters (205 feet) south . 
of the proposed· optional transrriission line route (Ormsby 1994). 

The worst-case ground level magnetic field at any buildin� along the optional 
transmission route will be no greater than those values given on Figure H2-6 for the 

H2-i3  
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Letters · ·of Comment on the 
Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement and BP A Responses 

' ' 

· . The Notice of Availability of the draft environmentill �pact statement (EIS) was 
published in the Federal Register on April 1 ,  1994. The draft ms was mailed to 

· Federal, state, and local agenCies and individuals for comments immediately prior · 

to the public notice date. · 

. . ' ' \... 

All letters of comment that address specific analyses in the draft EIS were reviewed 
by the. Bonneville ;Power Admiilistration (BPA) staff and ,its consultants. 
Suggestions fot correcting text . or data . and requests for further discussion of a 
subject ha_ve been given consideration. Those editorial changes and suggestions thal 
we� practicable, reasonable, and improved the quality . of the final EIS are 

incorporated herein. 
' -

Constructive criticism presenting a major environmentill point of view or one in -
opposition to that presented in the draft EIS, when persuasively supported, is 
treated by making .revisions iit the appropriate part of the fuw EIS. When a major 
point of view is not persuasive, reasons are given why BPA did not change its point . 
of view . 

. The iections of the fmaJ:Eis that have been modified as a result of comments 
received are identified in the responses. Other responses are self explanatory. 

1-1 ' 



Hermisr'on Gfnerating Project 
The commentors and the page on which their lett_er occurs. are: 

. RESPONDENT 
Environmental Protection A�ency 

Hermiston Generating Compan)' 

lndividua1 

Randy Seiffert 

National Marine Fisheries Service 

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 
Rural Electrification Administration 

1-2 
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COMMENTs OF ENVIRONMENTAL PRQTECTION AGENCY 

. .r'ft\. 
\.s· 

' 

lj'4 w 

EPA:-1 I 
EPA-2 1 
- EPA-3 I 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REOION 10 1200SillhAvenue. Seattle. Washin(llon 98101 

REPLY TO 
AlTN OF: .WD·I26 

Dawn Boone 
Project Mal!llger 

_ MAY 2 6  1994 

BonneVille Power Administra1iqn 
P.O. Box 362l·PG 
Portland. Oregon 97208 

Dear Ms. Boone: · 

1n ac:cOrd111nce with our responsibilities under' the Nllllional EnVi.ronmental Policy 
Act 111nd Section 309-of the Clean Air Act, the EnVironmental Protection .A&ency (EPA) 
has reviewed the Hermiston Generating Project Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
(draft EIS). The drift EIS analyzes a No Action, and one. action ahemam·e to build a 
combustion-turbine electrical generation plant near Hermis1on, Oregon .in Uma1illa 
County. 

· 

Based on our reView, we have rated th� draft EIS EC·l (EnVironmemal Concerns 
- Adequate). Please see the illlached explana1ion of our rating �stem. At this time, we 
see no outstanding issues of concern regarding this projed. The EIS is very �·ell written 
and provides _excellent detail

_ 
in describing the pote�1ial effects OJ} the emironment. 

For clarification purposes only, Vie would recommend that t�e final EIS provide 
additiona.l explanations on the fotrowing points: 

I )  On page 3·43, I he EIS discus.'ICs jurisdiclional wetland �xemptions. We �·ould 
recommend thai ihe final EIS include cita1ions from applicable regulations that 
indicate exactly w"at types of wetlands are exempted from Section J� of the 
Clean Water- Act regulations. · 

2) In 'the final EIS we would like to see some indicatiQn that the Oregon 
Depanrnent of EnVironmental QualitY bas reviewed and approved the air quality 
anal�is proVided to them by the Bonneville Power Adminisuation. 

3) On page 3·61, the EIS mentions a 1ransmission line crossing o..·er the Umatilla 
RiVer. The finai .EIS should pr011ide additional .clarification on �·hat �-pes of 

. mitigation.mea5ures will be used at this site to prevent impacts to 1bc riparian 
areas and direct impacts to the Umatilla River. 

\ 

RESPONSES TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

EPA- I .  . Comment noted. Text ln Section 3 .3. 1 . 1  has been revised to include 
citations from applicable regulations . 

EPA-2 . 

EPA·3. 

Text has been added to SectioJ1 3.6. 1 . 1  to de..c;cribe the PSD application and 

review. process by ODEQ. For more than a year, ODEQ has been 
_participating in review and consultation regarding HGC-'s Application for Site 

Certification and subsequent revisions of that application. ODEQ's input was 

reflected in the Oregon Department of Energy's decision to issue a Site 

Certificate for the project. ODEQ did not comment on RPA 's draft EIS. 

No transmission line poles would be placed in wetlands, including 

Wetland I ,  which is the riparian corridor along .the lJm�tilla. 

\ 
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COMMENTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

This ratina and a summary of our comments will be published in tbe i'"�df'Tal R�er. Thank you for the opportunity to review this draft EIS. Please contact .John 
Breaar at (206) SS3·1984 if you have any questions about our comments. · 

Enclosure 

cc: . Ken Barnhart 

Sincerely, 
. '/ �:::-' ;..,.. . .,;. �ae--:..,..}...:. . 

'Joan Cabreza, Olief · 
Environmental Review Section 

RESPONSES
,
TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
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CoMMENTS oF ENVIRONMENTAL PRoTECTION AGENCY 

................. Adl!!! 
U)-l-.tJI� 

8UUIIIIAV OF 1M: B'A M'I'NJ I\'S1l!M 
RlR DIW'f  �ALIIoWCf STA� 

.-noNS Nm·fCl1CIINU' IICI10N • 

..,;;, EPA _ _  ... .......... ..., ........... -01-..._. � -.,IM -- to  ... .,.- .  Tho 
_ _ _  ,_ � ... .......,._ ., ..,........ _ ... t _ bo _plilh _ ... ,.,.. _ 
_ __  .. ���o ...-. 

..,. _..._ _ � � ..._. - ....... ... - ... - .. ....., ....,.... ... . rWk-t c;o....wo 
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.... � .. , ..... . � 
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.,_.._ .• .,. � .., .. tllf- lmpal:ll M _nol _ at .,.  finol EIS llago, tNs _ ... .ott bo r""""'"'"nded tor . 
__ to tho C£0. 

. • 

�"' .......... """"""" 
� �---.-
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Clolopry -- �  
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--�---
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EPA _ _ __ _  , _.,., ..,.._ _ _ _ _  ., .,. _..,.. ., ohorNL-. analpo<l ln tho 
era" EIS, Wioloh _ bo _.,.... ln _ to _ lho .,..._..,. .......... __... .._ E0A IIel-s thot ..,. 
Ide•- ...,._ ..,_, -· -,.... 01 dlscuOIIan .,. ol - a magnltudo fllot thoy - ..... t.,l l>ubiC roviow 
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COMMENTs OF HERMISTON GENERAnNG COMPANY . 

u.s. Generating CQ.mpanr 

May 21, 1994 -,, 

Ms. Dawn Boone 
BonnevillCPower Administration 
P.O. Bo11 3621 Ponlaiul, Oregon 97208-3621 

Dear Dawn: 
The attached COI'IIDII!IIII on the Drift Environmental Impact Slllemenl (DEIS) for the 
Hermiston Genentina Project are submitte!l on behalf of Hermiston GCnemisl! Company. 
L.P: Our cOmments faD into two categories; updated design infonnation, ailcl specific 
comments on statemalts in the DEIS. 

Thank you for ,our continued etrons in the NEPA nrview process. If you �� any 
questions reprdina these comments, please contact Roy Skinner at (916) 983,7168 or 
Dick Slllclvik at (503) 595·1828. 

Jta�� Hopki111 , 
Director, Regulatory Afl'ain 

cc: 

..... 

Ellen Hall, EnSen:h 
AdM\:Bicss. ODOE 

• • •• ·:· 
.I.L! \l.�r,:: '�fn,;' '•Wl' Jt�tll• • \.111 � UM\I"�U. ( Jhf..ofntJ 11.:': : i • Jl :._'111 ·•_.,:,..· • 1 .. 
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HGC-1 

HGG-2 

coMMENTS oF HERMisTON GENERAmG coMPANY 

Upd1ted Daitn lnform•tioa . 

Henniston Genentins Company has made or is proposins certain chulses to the project 
design 11 set forth in' the DEIS . . As you know, these changes were addressed in lhe 
Design RA:visioils Mndout It 1the April 26, 1994 Open House for lhe pJOjec:t. So that the 
Final. EIS �·ICily desclribesihe project and its related and S��Pportins facilities. the 
followiiig revisiOns should be made to the DEIS. lmpac:ts apoclai� with these changes 
'are discussed 11 appropri•te. ·. 

I .  Pase 2-llofthe DEIS, under the third buD� on the pqe, st•t�Uhat the power plant 
would indud!! "COnlroV�hopse buildinp. bousina c:ontrol �uiJI!nent. _, 
workshops,. maintenance.� ud oflica. This buikfmg.would be lpproximately 418  
square mtters (�.$00 lljUare feet);" The ac:I\LII size of this buiklins Will be 7,800 
square feet. The EIS should be revised to read 11 follows: 

"ControVoffic:elwarebollse buildinss. housins control equipment, workshops. 
maintenance areas, and offices. This buildins would be approximately 72 5 square 
meters. (7,800 square feet);" 

· 

2. Page 2·13 ofthe.DEIS, under the fourth builet on the pase. states that the power
.
plllnt 

would include "Two � stru� or apprOxim��ely 6so �quare meters (7,000 . 
square feet), eadl hausins a hell recovery iteani senerator.• The .heat �-eiy steam 
senemo ... (RRSGs) would not be within WI)' cype of structure; these are free-standing 
pieces of equipment. The EIS should be �sed to read as follows: 

"Two heat recovery steam senerators of approximately 650 square meters (7,000 
lqUare feet). These units are fi'ee standins and will nQt be enclosed "ithin a 
IIUUCIUre. � 

. . TIM= noise analysis Cor the project assumed. that the HRSGJ would not be enclosed. and 
lherefore, ac:curalely reflects the proposed desip. · · 

HGC-3 r Pqe 2·16 of the EIS, third full parasnph. stiles • ... the allaust How would vem to a 
stack at last 2.S ti!ftCS the heisht of the llilest siirraundins structure. • . The highest 
point on the heat recovery steam generlla... woulct be approximaaely 87 f- high. 
The stacks vt011ld not be 2.S times this height. Hpwever. the stacks wciuld .stHI meet 
Good Ensineerins Pncticc:.(GEPj heisbt as required by air quality regulations . .  The 
EJS should be revised to rCad 11 follows: 

HGC-4 

• . . .  the exhaust now would vent to an emisSion stack designed 10 <;iEP standards • 

4. Page 2-28 of the EIS. fifth parqraph, states "One 18,927 1iter (5,000 gallot�) sulfuric 
acid tank would be supponed ort saddles � surrounded by a secondary containment 
dike. A normally closed drain valve wcluld be provided •t the botiom of the dike. • 

This facility may not contain a drlin valve. The diked area would be sized to contain 

Pip I 

HGC-1 

HGC-2 

" 
HGC-3 

HGC�4 

RESPONSES TO HERMISTON GENERATING CoMPANY 
The text of Section 2 .2 .2. 1 has been revised to reflect this comment. 

The text of Section 2.2.2. 1 has been revised to reflect this com�ent. 

The text of Section 2;2.2. 1 has been revised to reflect this comment. 

The text of Section 2.2.8.3 has been �vised to reflect this comment, with 
some clarifications. It-i�noted that the dike may be drained by a 
nonnally closed valve or by a pump. Either way, the diked. area must be 
sized to contain the full tank volume plus the 50-year. 24-hour storm 
event, because the .type of drain system does not make a diff�rence if a 
tank leak occurs during a storm. The above change is required to be 
consistent with the proposed change suggested in HGC-6. 

·� � ·  � 
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HGC-4. 
(cont'd) 

HGC-S 

HGC-6 

:, . · 

COMMENTS OF HERMISTON GENERATING COMPANY 

100 pen:cm of the �mum c:hemical capacity of the tank plus the 24-hour. SO year 
llonn �· Airy mat_�� eajitured wit� the contained 1re11 would be pumped out 
and either added to the coolins water system, or if contuninaled, disposed of as 
req!lired by resulations. The EIS should be revised to read as follows· 

•one 18,927 rater (S,OOO pll!m) suUUric acid tank would be supported on saddles 
.and .Un-ouncled by a sec:Onclary COIIIaitunent dike. A normally closed drain v�ve 
woold be prqvided at the bottom·of'the dike, or the containmen! area would be 1ized 
to contain 100 percent of the mu:imum chemical capacity or the tink plus the 24-
hour, SO-year storm event:" 

' 

.S. Pap 2'·29 or lhe DEIS, ftftli Jllll'llnPh. 1ta1e1 "Curbs llld drains would be inscaDed at 
all c:hemical treatment areas; thele would I'OIIte 'J!iUs � under)round snvity feed 
lines to a chemical sump ... • Thae areas will be contained, but may not have drains 
connected to the pavity·ty�tem. The curbed 1re11 would be sized to contain 100 
percem,ofthe maXimum «:hemi� capacity of the tank. plus the 24 .hour. 50-year stOrm 
event llld any materi� captured within the «:ontained area would be pumped out and 
either added to the c:Oolins Wiler �eni, or if COn!llllilllted, dispioScd of as required 
by rqulations. The EIS should be revised to read as follows: 

"Curbs would be inst�led -' all c:hemical treatment 1reu;·the curbed areas wiD either. 
be desiped t0 contain 100 per(ent of the IU,IIinum chemical Cap.aty of the tank 
plus the SO-year, 24�hour storm even�, or drains, would be providCd that II.'OUld'route 
spills lions underJround aravity feed lines to a chemical lump ... • · 

6. Pap 3·34 of the DEIS, fint bUllet under M-.rrs ltPCIINMd as Pan of 1M �ct. 
IIIIa "The lmmonia lnd sulftarie acid tanks would be surrounded by dikes �ith 
normally closed draifl valws. • A. stated above, the sulftaric acid tank ·may not «:ontain 
a drain Yllve. The EIS should be revised to read as follows: 

· 

"The IIIIIIIOIIia and sulfbric acid tliilcs would be sunvunded by dikes Tbese.dikes 
would be desiped to contain I 00 percent tif the maXimum chemical a.pac:ity of the 
tank � the 50-year, 24-llour storm eveill. The diked 1re11 IRJUnd lhe ammonia 
tank wiD contain 1 ncinnally closed drain valve. Tbe lullbric: acid tank •ill either 
c:ontain I norman:v cloaed drain Yllve or will not include. drain syRem. If no drain 
IYilent is included, any material c:apiured Within the containeil 1re11 would be 
pumped oUI and either ldcfed to the cooling water iyltem. or if conwninated. 
dispoaed or IS required by rqulations." 

7. Thcnlesisn otthe.,ower plant may include a .ec:ondlry c:oolins tower "'taich �ld 
reduce or eliminate the need for the evaporators for the m-o diiCJiarse �"Slelll. This 
c:OOiiris tower ia not currently lddrened in the DEIS. This facility �ld reduce costs 
and enerBY consumption comPiled tQ the design dlstusscd in the DEIS To reffect 
this c:un-em design, the followins chanses should be made to ihe DEIS 

Pa��e 2 

HGC-5 

HGC-6 

RESPONSES TO HERMISTON GENERATING CQMPANY 
. ' 

The text of Section 2.2.8.3 has been. revised to reflect this comment. 

The text of Sections 3.2.2.4 and 2.2.8.2 has been revised to reflect this 
comment. 

· · 
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CoMMENTS oF HERMISTON GENERATING CoMPANY 

HGC-7a - -. I 
a.  The following bullet should be added to pag� 2-13, after the fifth bullet: 

• · 'I"be facility may include a smaller secondary cooling tower consisting of two 
cells. 

-

REsPONSES TO HERMISTON GENERATING CoMPANY 

HGC-7a The text of Section 2.2.2.1 .has been revised to reflect this comment. 

·I 

HGC-7b The text of Section 2.2,2:2 has been revised to reflect this comment. 

b. On page 2-l7 the first sattence of the first full parqraph $bould be replaCed' with 
tht following: 

- · HGC-7c . The text of Sectiott 2.2.2.2 has been revised to reflect this comment. 

HGC-7b 

HGC-:7c 

HGC-7d 

HGC-7e . 

HGC-7f 

•Cooling for ibe �iulenser would be evaporative (wet) aioling � r.Vo fOur - HGC-7 d _cell mechanical induced draft cooling towers. The facility may also include one 
smaller two cell cooling tower Rpart'ofthe zero disCharge system." 

c. O!J page 2-17, the first sentenCe of the secon4 full paragraph sh�d be replaced · 
with the following: · 

"Each ofthe foui- cell c�ling tower5 wol!ld be approXimately 70.1 meters (230 · 

feet) long by 16.8 meters (SS feet) wide by 1'5.2 meters (SO feet) high, and wo)Jld 
inc:lude a basin holding approximately 1.9 million to 2.3 million liters (500,000 to 
600,000 gallons) of water that is circulated through the condenser for cooling. 
The two cell tower wOuld be 11pproximately 14.6 meters (48 feet) long by 7.3 
meters (24 feet) wide by I 0.4 �ers (34 feet) high.· _ 

d. The following should beadded at the end ofthe first paragraph of Seaion 3.3.i.3 
o.n page 3-47: · -

"These projected deposition rates represent a project_ design with only the two 
main four cell cooling.towers. lfa secondary cooling tower is ineorporated into 
the desigri, the highest rate of salt deposition in·lreas that would affect aops or 
native vegetation is 5.2 kglha-mo (4.7 lblac-mo) and 0.3 kg/ha-mo (0.3 lb/llc· 
mo ), respectively." 

-

e. A third bullet should be added tO page 3-48 under "Measure$ Included as Part of 
_the Project" which reads as follows: -

-

• I fa secondary coolinA tower is included as -pan of the project, the total 
dissolved solids in the: circulating water for the •secondary cooling tOWer will 
be maintained .at I 00,000 parts per million or-less on an annual average basis. 
The drift rate oflhe primary cooling towers will be 0.001 per�:ent,or less of 
the circulating water volume and the drift rat� of the secondary coolins - -
tower will be.O.OOOS percein or less of the circuliting water volume. ' 

. . 11 
. � 

I f. The di51=11ssion of "Icing Impacts" at the bottom of page 3-75 and the top of page 
3· 76 shoulil be revised to read as follows: · ' 

Paac l 

HGC-7e 

The text of Section 3 .3 .2.3 has ·b�n re\lised to include new information 
on cooling tower drift. 

The text of Section 3 .3.2.3 has been revised to teflect this comment. 

\ 
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HGC-7f 
(cont'd) 

HGC-7g 

COMMENTS OF IIERMISTON GENERATING COMPANY 

"Based on the modeling, there are no predicted Occ:urrenccs of cooling tower
induced icing-. on neatby roadways. If the project design includes only the two 
main cooling_towers, icing on the niilroad tracks to the sou tit-southeast of the 
site is predictCd to OCaJr in only I year out of S years inPdeled, at a maximum 
frequency of I .S hours per year. lfthuec:ondary cooling tower is included in _  , 
the design, icing is predicted to OCaJr up to. 3.8 ,!lours each year. These 
predicted o«urrcnccs ... • 

g. The discussion of "Fogging Impacts" at t!le top of pqe 3· 76 should be revised to 
read u follows: 

"If the project design includes only the two main cooling towers, fogging is 
predicted to occur ., ..•.• Walker Road for �ne 6-rnimne period in S years. If the 
�ndary cooling tower is included in the project design, fogging is-predicted to 
oc:c:ur along Westland Road during two oftive years for a nlaximum of 1 .0 hour 
per year, along Walker R!>ad durins one of five years for a �mum of0.4 
hours per year, along the Lamb-Weston ac:ccsuoad during five of five years for 
a maXimum of 1 . 1  hours per year, and along the railroad during five of five years 
for a maximum of3.8 hours per year. _ 

- -

Revised analyses of fossi�g aild icing, and impacts on vegetation are anached for • 
design that includes the secondary cooling tower. 

HGC-8 r The current design of the power plant includes a temporary access road from Westland 
Road onto the site. This road w'Outd be approXimately 300 feet south of the 
intenection ofWestlarid-Road and the Lamb-Weston ac:ccss road. This r� hu been 
added to better accommodate construction access. Attached is an evaluation of traffic 
impacts usociated with this access road conducted by W"llbur-Sniith Associates. 

HGC-9 r The sixth bullet on page 2·13 identifies a · 1 .  9-miiHon-liter ( 500;000-gallon) tank for 
demineralized �ter storage. The current design eliminates this tank and this· bullet 
should be deleted. · · · 

HGC- 10 · 

HGC-1 1  

I 0. The seventh bullet on paj!e ·2-13 identifies a filtered water storage tank v.;th a capacity 
of 7.6-million-liters (2-million-pllons). This tank may not be necessary, Therefore
this bullet should be revised u follows: 

• Filtered water storage tank with 7.6-milliob-liter (2-million-gallon) capacity, if 
necessary; • . 

Il l . Figure 2·7,'page 2·21, shows the transmission pole beisht to be 1 10 feet. Although 
most transmission pol. es will be approXimately I _IO. ·feet.high, pole heights v.�ll.ac:tually 
range from about SO feet (e.g. where the transrruss1on bne crosses under ex�sung 
transmission lines) to about I SO feet (e.g. where the transmission line crosses over 

Pacc 4 

HGC-7f 

HGC-7g 

HGC-8 

HGC-9 -

HGC- 10 

REsPoNSES TO IIERMISToN GENERATING COMPANY 
The text of S�tion 3;6.2.3 'bas been revised to reflect this comment. 

The text of Section 3.6.2.3 has been revised to reflect this comment. 

The text of Section 3.8.2.2 and Figure 3-9 have been revi�ed to reflect 
this comment. 

The text of Section 2.2.2. 1 has been revised to reflect this comment. 

The text of Section 2.2.2. 1 has been revised to reflect this comment. 

-� � �. 
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HGC-1 1 
(cont'd-) 

HGC-12 

COMME� OF HERMISTON GENERATING COMPANY 

· Interstate 12 Ill· the Umatilla River) tp allow adequate clearance. given topOgraphy an_d 
other obstacles. · 

A4ditionally, on plse 3·59, the fourth sentence ofthe large IUD paraiJBPh stales ihat . 
"The Misht of the uppded)ransmission line wou!d be 33.5 metcn ( 1 10 fea). nearly 
twice the size of the existins l l 5  k V line. • This sentence should be revised to read 
"The average height ofthe new steel trusmission poles along the uppded line �91Jid 
be approxii!U!tely, )3 .5 meters ( 1 10 rea), nearly twice the height of the existing wood 
poles.• • ' · 

On page 3-122, the firsuentence ofthe li� paragraph should also be revised as 
follows to reftect the variationln:transmission pole height: 

• Approximately every other eldsting 20.3 meter. ( 66. 5-foot) high Wood pole used to 
suppoJI the UECA t�ssion line Wollld be replaced with inetal poles having an 
average height of approximately 33.5 tlleters (1 10 feet)." 

Specinc: Commtills on I)EJS 

I .  To reflect �loprnents ll the state level since the DEIS wu prepared. the following 
changes should be made to the DEIS: 

a.. The last sentence ofthe first paragraph on page iv should be·deleted and replaced 
with the follOWing: 

"The Energy Facility Sitins Council issued an Order Man:h I I , 1�4. approvin!! 
HerMiston Generating Company's request for a site certificate. A Site 
Certification Agreement was aecuted on March 16, 1994, 

A party to the EFSC's proceeding has appQied the �ecision to the Or�on 
Supmne Court. ntere is one issue on appeal; the validity ofthe EFSC's nale 

.. exempting the Hermiston Generating Project fi'om proving 'need for po.a.-a-. An 
accel.-ueit briefing schedule was agreed to, anil the appeal is set for oral 
argument beforethe Supreme Court on June 14, 1994. 

· 

b. Change the date in the senteJice leadin" into the bulleted items on page h-4 to May 
23, 1994. 

c. Under the fifth jluHet on page 1-4, delete the entire second sentence Ef.SC is rio 
longer �red to make a decision on whether. or nOt to issue a site cenificate 
within 9 months. 

,..� ,  

HGC- 1 1 

RE.()PONSES TO HERMISTON GENERA11NG COMPANY 
The text in �ections 2.2.2.2, 3 .4.2.4, and 3 9 2. J ,  as well as Figure 2 7 ,  
have heen revised to reflect this comment 

' ' 

HGC- 1 2  . '"!lie text in the Summary/Ahstract and Section I ] has heen revised to 
reflect this comment. 

( ' 
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HGC-12 
(cont'd) 

HGC-13 

COMMENTS OF HERMisToN G�RATING COMPANY 

d. Delete the last sentence ofStction 1 .3 on page 1 ·5 and insert the foilowin!l new 
bullet to reflect the tuiTent status ofthe EFSC Teview for the project· 

• · The EFSC issued an O�der on March i I, t994, apptoving Hermiston 
Generating Company's request for a site certificate. A Site Certificaiion 
Asreement wu e11eeuted on march 1 6, 1994. 

A pany to the EFSC's proc:eeding has appealed the �eeision to the Oregon 
Supreme Court. There is one issue on appeal; the Ylllidity of the EFSC's rule 
exempting the Hermillon.Generatins Project froin proving need for power. 
An ar:r:elerated �ng schedule wu agreed to, and the appeal is set for oral · 

IIJIIment before the Supreme Court on June 14, 1 994.  

2. The first p8ragnph on page i-7 states that "The Port is  proc:eeding with design for the 
water supply sysiem, which should be operational in early 1 994. • The expeaed . 
operational date for the water supply system is actually .mid- 1995 rather than early 
1994. 

. 

HGC-14 r 
HGt-15 r 
HGC-1� r 

The first sentence Of the Jut Pa1118faph On page 2·17 should read IS followS tO 
correctly describe the water treatJ!�Cnl proa:ss: 

. "The filtered water 81111 rer;ycled -er frolit &he zero discharge System V.'OIIId be 
treated in the demineralil'el' system for steun gcle use. • 

The second sentence in the second filii para8f11Ph on page 2-29 reids "Spacing 
between the new steel poles would vary from 1 52 to 244 meters (SOO to BOO feet). • 
The distanc:e between these poles should be Chanaed to 1 52 to JOS meters ( �00 to 
1 ,000 feet) 10 reflect expected liansmission tine desip. 
The laSt sentence on page 3� I reads "Sec:orid, soils impact; woUld be �li�blr sine� 
110 primefannland would be taken out of production, ... " The word "permanently" 
l!hould be inserted before "taken• to reRect the fact that while some sma!l amount of 
prime farmland would be .disturbed .duiing construaion of the su pipeline: that land 
would be restored when construction is c;ompleted. 

HGC- 1 7  
6. The lil'll bull� on page 3-17 adclresiiCS the geotechnical l!.lrvey fbr the project. 

Throushc!isamions with the-Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries 
{DOG AMI) it was determined thll lrenching. is 110t necessary fort he seotechnical . 
eYllluation because there is very low potential for active .faulting at· the pov•rr plant 
site. Therefore, the second sentence under the first bullet. should br re\ised to read as 
follows: 

· 

"The survey would include core drilling sufficient to learn: . . • 

Pase 6 

RESPONSES TO HERMISTON GENERATING COMPANY 

H.GC- 1 3  The text of Section 2,.2 . 1 .2 has heen revised to reflect this commf'nl. 

HGC- 1 4  The text o f  Section 2.2.2 .2  has heen revised to reflect this comment . 

HGC- 15 The text of Section 2.2.2.2 has heen rr:vised to reflect thili comment 

HGC- 1 6  The text of Section 3 . 1 ,  has heen revised to reflect this comment. 

HGC- 1 7  The text of Section 3 . 1 .2 . 1 has been revised to-reflect this comment .  

� � t:;· 
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HGC-17 
(cont'd) 

HGC-18  

·L 

COMMENI'S OFHEIUfiSTON GENERATING COMPANY RESPONSES TO JIERMISTON GENERATING COMPANY 

Additiol)ally;·the siicth sentence under this bullet should be deleted which reads "The 
HOC would notify the Department ofG«;ology and Mineral Industries. and the 
Department of Natural Jtesou�ces of trenching plans . . . • 

, 7. The first bullet on page 3-17 also addresses peer review of tlie geotechnical survey 
repon. Since the DEIS_wu islued,. the �te certificate for the Hermiston Generating 
Project wu revised"in its final foim to allow the peer reView to bC cOnducted by 

· DOGAMI. Th� discussion of peer review under this buHet, staiting with the fourth 
sentence should be revi� to read as follows: 

. 

"The survey would be peer reviewed by the Oregon Department of GeolOgy and 
Mineral Industries (DOGAl-fi) or a qualified registered geologist thai is independent 
rtOm HGC and its contractors .and subcontractors. If the peer reviewer is not . 
DOG AMI, the thoict of peer revie\Yer shall be approved by EFSC in consultation -
with the DOG�.· ·. 

HGC-18 The text -of Section 3 . 1 .2. 1 has been revised to reflect this comment 
'-' 

HGC,.19 The text of Section 3. 1 .2. 1 has beeiJ. revised to reflect this comment. 

HGC-20 . The text ofSection 3 . 1 .2.2 has been revised to reflect this comment. 

'HGC-21 The text of Section 3. 1 .  2. 2 has beeD revi� to reflect this comment. 

c:; HGC-19 

8. The second buHet at the top of page ·3-18 should be deleted which reads • After 
backfilling of the· gas pipeline trench, the fill should not be compacted. • In oi'der to 
prevent ,settling of the trench line; lhe backfill material J!WSl be compacted to 
approxilnalely the sime level ss the surrounding ground. Easements froJ!I the property 
owners will require restoration oftbe land to its original condition, which will 
necessitate compaction. 

· . 

HGC-20 

.) 

HGC-21 

Other conditions iii the DEtS require revegetation of areas temporarily impacted by 
construction. Compliance will necessarily require soil preparation prior to plaritirtg to 
ensure success. 

·9. The first bullet on page 3-21 addresses the geotechnkal survey for the project. A:!. 
mentioned �ove, through d\scussions with the Or�on Department of Geology lind 
Mineral Industries (DOGAMI) it was determined that trencbirtg is not necessary for 
the geotechnical eval11ation becauSe there is very low potential for active faulting at the 
power plant site. Therefore, the second sentence under the first bullet should � 
revised tQ read as' follows: 

"The survey would include c:ore drilling sufficient to lei!OI: .. ." 

Additionally, the sixth sentence under this bullet should be deleted which reads "The 
HGC would notify the Department of Geology and Min�al lndustries and the 
Department ofNat\lral kesources of trenching plans . . .  • · \ I 0. The first bullet. o,n page 3-21 also addresses peer review of the geotechnical sllrvey 
r�n. A:!. stated abOve, since the DEIS was issued, the site certificate for the - · 

Hermiston Generating Proj� was revised in its final form to allow the pec;r review to 
be conducted by DOG AMI. The discussion of peer review urtder this bullet. starting 
with the founh Sentence should.be revised to read asJollows: ' 

Page 7 
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CoMMENTS oF HERMISTON G:tNERATING COMPANY 

HGC-2 1 
(coot' d) · 

.. HGC-22 

HGC-23 

"The sur:vey would be peerreviewi:d by the Oregon Department of Geology and 
· Mineral lndustiics (DOGAMI) or a qualified registered geologist thai is indepenctent 
fi'om HGC and its cOntractors and subcontnactors. If the peer reviewer is ·nof 
DOGAMI, the choice of peer reviewer ihaU be approved by EFSC in consultation 
,with the DOGAMI." - . 

' 

1 1 . The buUet on the bottom half ofpage 3.-33 addreues itonnwater management and 
erosion control. The third sentence under this bullet says tl;lat the erosion control plan 
should address both eonstruc:tion and long-term itormwater tunoff and �sion 
potential, and states that the plan should be subject to approval by ODEQ. A 
itonnwater permit has been obtained from ODEQ for project construction, but ODEQ 
has stated that no stonnwater permit will be requfrecf for operation of the &cility. 
Therefore, there is no mechanism to require ODEQ'to review long-term stonnwater 
runoff and erosion plans, and �his bullet should be revised to reflect this. 

This bullet also states that the stormwater management and erosion control plan 
should include a viuiety of rilitigative measures: However; depending pn site 
conditions, it may not be appropriate or effective to implement aU ofth� measures. 
For example, it may not be appropriate to gravel or pave temporary ac:c:ess roads, 
partic:ularly iftllese roads will ooly be in use during the dry weather season. This 
bullet should be revisec! to indicate that these measures shoul� be implemented 8$ 
appropriate to coritrol erosion and sedimentation. Spe(lfic control measures during 
construction will be identified in th111 stof!11Water control plan, 5ubjec:t to ODEQ 
approval. -

HGC-24 1 1 2. On page 3-SS, in the last �tenc:e of the Jut bullet, the word "designed" should be 
. replaced with "designated." . ·  · · 
. I ' 

�HGC-25 

HGC-26 

HGG-27 

1 3 .  Table 3·9, page 3-66, identifies the PM10 PSD inc:renients for Clus I and CIB$5 II areas on an annual geometric:.mean basis as S and 19, respectively, and the PSD 
inc:i-eD!eDt for Class I and Clus U areal on a 24-hour buis u I 0 and 3 7, respectively. 
As of June 3, 1994, the IIJIIIUal geometric meaA numbers will be clwlged to 4 for Class 
I areas and 17 fot Class II areas. 'Similarly, the 24-bour numbers will be c:lwlged to 8.  
for Cu I areas and 30 for CJW II areas. · 

-l ' l4. Footnote 3 in Tabl

. 
e 3·1 1, page 3-69 ttates that

. 

• . . .  , only emission rates cor'responding 
to the maximum impact scenarios are listed here. • This �tenc:e should be corrected 
to -State ·• . . .  , lllllCimum emission rates are listed here. • . · 

I I S. Footnote 8 in Table 3-U, page 3·69 should be corrected to read 115 foUpws 
"Based on VOC emission rate of3.S lblbr/combustion turbine firinl! natural gas only. 
Ammonia is a vendor-suarimteed emission rate. • 

· '  

1'11111' 8 

. HGC-22 

HGC-23 

HGC-24 

HGC-25 

HGC-26 

HGC-27 

RESPONSES TO IIER.MISTON GENERATING. COMPANY 
The text in Section 3 .2.2.4 has been revised to clarify that a single 
stonnwater plan should be prepared for ODEQ's approval, and that the 
plan should include some permanent erosion control measures. These 
pennane_nt measur� should be installed during oonst�tion. 

The text in Section 3.2.2.4 pertaining to temporary access roads has been 
removed. Additional text discussing the Stormwater Control Plim },las 
been added. 

The text of Section 3.4. 1 .2 has been revised to reflect this comment. 

Table 3-9, in Section 3 .6. 12, has been revised to reflect this cominent. 

Table 3-1 1 ,  i11- Section 3.6.2. 1 ,  has been revised to reflect this comment. 

Table 3-1 1 ,  in Section 3;6.2. 1 ,  has been revised to reflect this comment. 

\, 
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COMMENTS oF HERMISTON GENERATING CoMPANY RESPONSES TO HERMISTON GENERATI�<; CoMPANY 

liGC-28 1 
HGC-29

'1 
16. 0r1 pase 3-7o. the first fuD paragraph. the following shOuld be added after the third 

sentence l'nr clarification · -

-
"CEM$ will be provided for N� and CO. • 

17 .  On page 3-70, the-last tcnten« ofthe first bullet .under New sOun:e Performance 
Stand81'wh states "The Hermiston Generating Proj�'s esdmat.ed NOx enumons of 
4.5 ppmv are well below the NSPS or 90 ppmv. • The 90 ppmv should be correCted to 
106 ppmv. ' 

HGC-30 
1 18. On .page 3-71 ,  the fourth senten« of the first full p11111graph states "The proposed · 

plant site would not be located within' IO kilometen (16 miles) of any Class I area • 

This should read " . . .  located within 10 kilometers (6.2 miles) .. ." 

_ HGC-3 1 
19. On page 3·71 ,  the last sentence under Significant Emissions should be chan�ed to 

read a� follows:· 
-

. ·. 

"The Hermiston Gener11ting Project eKceeds sig'nilicant emission ra� lOr two tollit 
air pollutants, form�ldehyde, and ammonia, and for . :. • · 

-� 20. On

. 

page j.n:, t

.

he fourth M:ntence ofthe �nd .fu

.

ll.paragraph should be rf'\ised to 
HGC-32 read

_
"�al aver�ge

.
� 24-hOur con«ntrations a

,
rc derived fiom the .1 -hour 

mUJmum by multiplying by 0.4 for a 24·h0111' lverigt and by 2.21 fof an BMUal 
average. • · · . . · , 

· 

HGC-33 1 2 1 . 0n pase 3-73, the last sent
,
enc

'
e of the buUet' should

' 
be reVised to Feac! "The BACT 

· usessrilent performed for the Hermi�ton Generating Project iJ included as Appendi" 
. F l ." · 

HGC-34 
22. The lasl sentence in the panial ,parigraph at the top of page 3-.75 should be. rrvistd to 

read .s follows to acairately renect air quality regulations 

"The projl!c:l nwst de1110nstrate that any other fuel meets.all the stare and Federal 
standards and that the project does not cause or contribute significantly to any 
ni:eedances of the air quality standards� 

23 On page 3-78, the fitst,liullet, u W(lrd�. Would require watering.for dust control. 
even during wet weather conditions. The langua[l�· under this bullet should bHevised · 

to read as follows: . · -

HGC-35 � "To reduce fusitive dust emissions caused by construction activities durin!! periods 
· of dry, windy weather. unpaved construction areas would be watered a mtnimum of 
·twice daily during construction Trucks hauling dirt would be covertd or -.�t down. 
u conditions require, to contr_QI dust � · 

P1p t-

HGC-28 The text of Section J . 6 .2.  I ha� been revised to reflect this connnei1l .  

HGC-29 

HGC-30 

HGC-3 1 

HGC-J2 

H.GC<J3 

HGC-J4 

HI.C-J5 

The New Source Performance Standard (NSPS) for NO, wa!': recalculated 
and the results were not significantly different f�om 90 ppmv • Therefore, 
no

,
change to the text was made. 

The fext of Section J . 6 . 2.1 hils been revised to reflect this- comment .  

The text of  Section � . 6 . 2 . 1 has been revise.d to  reflect this com111ent .. 

The text of Section J . 6.2. 1 has- been rt?vised to rt>flect this comment . 

The text of Section 3.6 .2 . 1 has been revised to reflect this .comment, 

The text in Section 3.6 .2 . 1 has heen revised to reflect thiS'· comment .  
However, "significantly" .was delet.ed because the projed cannot cause or 
contribute in any way lo an exceedance of the air quality slandMds. 

The text of Section J . 6 . 2 . 6  has been revised to reflect this comment and 
- the wording of F.FSC's final Order . .  

� -g � 
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COMMENTS OF HERMISTON GENERATING COMPANY 

HGC-36 

HGC�37 

24. On page 3·1 55, the second paragraph should be rcvised"o reflect the predicted magnetK: field ror the alternate transmission line route u well u the existing route 
The roiiOwing should be added after the .third.sentence "' the paragraph: 

"For the alternate transmission liM route, the IIIIXimum magnetic: field 11 the nearest , 
builcJing ()8 meters ( 12$ 1"eet) ltom tlie �er or the right-or-way} is expec:ted'to 
increue &om approximately 7 ntillipuss to 14 milligauss. • 

· · 

25. On page. 3-1 5  7. the second and third buDets should be replaced with the rollowing two 
_bullets to ICCUfately reflect the way in which the gu pipeline wiH be designed to 
incorporate .Uety rcatures for dverpreuurization or other conditiOns llw may impose 

.. risk to the public: 
· 

• Fuel controf systems on the gu turbilta wt'lf include sepante fuel shut-ofF valves 
' to. stop all tUel Dow to the units under shutdown !=Qnditions. Fuel Dow will be 

restarted C?RIY When all permissive firirig conditions have been satisfied. Each-fuel 
shut·otr valve wiD have a mechanicll device ror ioc:al manual tripping. _and a means 
for ranote trippins. A vent valve wt11 �provided on 1iael gss·�ysae.m, 
downstream or the pipeline, to automatiC:any vent the piping downstream or the 
lhut-otr valve when that valve doses. 

• Isolation v.Jves will be illlllllecl On the ps pipeline at the PGT pipeline coruiection 
point and at the power plant . .  Gu handlins facilities will be operated in accordance 
with accepted, proven industry standar,Js an(! procedure5 

REsPONSF..S TO HERMISTON GENERATING COMPANY 
HGC-36 The text of Section 3 . 1 4  has been revised to reflect this comment. 

HGC-37 The text of Section 3. 1 4. 1 . 2 has been revised to reflect this comment. 
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· RESPONSES TO INDIVIDUALS 

Comment noted. As-the enabling Federal agency in this action, BPA bas the 
responsibility under NEP A to identify and evaluate possible environmental 
impacts of the project. The record established in the Energy Facility Siting 
Council's deliberations was used extensively to avoid duplication of effort. 
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RESPONSES TO INbivmUALS 

The optional transmission line route dOes appear to have environmental 
advantages over the proposed route. BPA's final decision on the 

· recollU'Ilellded transmission line route will appear in the Record of Decision. 
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COMMENTS OF NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE 

� • .  Dawn Boorse 
Department of Energy 

- - r-�� \..__1 

l'lonnevi lle Power Administrat ion 
?ubl ic Involvement 
t·crtland, Oregon 97:Z12· 0999 
Dear Mlli . Boorse : 

�a IITA�• DII'"AATM•NT a .. CDMM•IIICa 
DH- ..r .... u.- __ ., ,_. 
a--. •l"'d "''"'"'·""-

-

w...,;ngton. o c. 20230 

May 1 8 ,  1994 
/-

· Enclosed are comments on the_ Draft Envi ronment-al Impact 
Statement for Hermiston Generat ing Project IDOE/DEIS - p 2 54 l , 
Herm.i ston, · Oregon . 

-

Thank �ou �or giving us an opportunity to review the 
document . 

F:r.-:l osure 

Sincere l y ,  

� _ ; / //; /.,..+. • . /. . .  ..., • .  .,. L.A.- /(.-t•(F. -: !.  -� 
Donna s .  Wiet ing 

· 

Act inq ni r.,�t.or Ec:ol�y ami Conserva : : c r. Off ice 

- RESPONSES TO NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIK� SERVICE 
$ ?J r;;· 6 :::! 
� /  ;:s � � �: 

- -� � n.· Q 
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NMFS-2 

COMMENTS OF NATIONAL MARINE F'l:SH;pUES SERVICE 

r·"' :;.� .... \ . ,-ti 
Hs . Dawn Boorse 
Department of Energy 

. ,... ... , � 

UNITED STATES Dii;PARTft'IENT OF COMMERCE 
Notlonol Oceonlc onel Atmoopherlc Aelmlnletrollon NATI<;INAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE 
ENVIRONMENTAL & TECHNICAL

'
SEFIVICES"DIV!StON . 

l\1 NE 111h Aw•nu• • jqoom 1520 
PORTLAND, OREGON 97232 
MI3123D-!'DO ,AXt10:1123D-!05 

F/NW03 

Bonneville Power Administration 'Public 'Involvement 
_P . O . , BoX �2999 . . . 
Portland , �reg<;>n 972 12-0999 

RE : Dratt Environmental Impact statement , Hermiston Generating 
Project (DOE/DEIS-0204) Near Hermiston , Oreg.on 

Dear Ms . Boorse : 

The National Marine Fishciries Service (NMFS). has revl�wed the 
draft envj,ronmental impact . statement (DEIS) for the Hel'lllil!lton 
Generating Project near _Herm!ston , oregon. The proposal is for 
the _Bonneville Power Adm!nistration tBPA) to allow Whtleling of 
elec:;trieal power from · a proposed private .. cogerieration plant in 
Oregon • .  The propqsed cogene-ration plarit would utiliz' water · 
withdrawn from the Columbia River, whiCh has been de·signated as 
critical habitat for three species of salmon l isted a,s endangered 
or . threatened under the Endangered Species 'Act . 

our comments are based on NMFS ' s  responsibility for the 
pr<;>tection and enhancement of marine , estuarine and anadromous 
rtshery reso�rces and their habitats . We offer the following 
comments toi your consideration, 

Anadromous Fisb Impacts 
As stated in. the DEI S ,  water withdrawal for the cogeneration 
plant would add to the cumulative effects ·of water withdrawals 
from the. Columbia ·River . To adequately address to what extent 
this project would add to the cumulative effects , it is necessary 
to know the effects of· the currently allowed with<!rawals on 
anadrom9us f ish • .  In the absence of this information, NMFS cannot 
agree with the d111termination -that the water withdrawa l woul4. not 
constitute a s ignificant impact on anadromous fish resources . 

The proposed cogeneration project would use a daily average or 
4 . 2  ,cfs with a maximum of 5 . S  c;ts . The propoSed Ida-west project 
would utilize 5 . 5  c!s . Both projects woul� acquire water from 
the Port or Umati l la .  The Port has a water right for up to 
15!5 .. cfs , however , only 60 cfs was pel"lllitted to be withdrawn 

·' 

RESPONSES TO NATIONAL MAlUNE FISHERIES SERVICE 
N.MFS-1 The current condition of the Columbia River's anadrmnous fish runs is a 

result of decades of water withdrawals, hydroeleetric ·aa:llis, timber 
harVesting,· habitat loss, fishing pressure, and numerous other factors. 
This C(Jndition has been exhaustively documented elsewhere, such as in 
the Northwest Power Planning CounCil 's  1986 publication, ·compilation 

· oflnfonnation on Salmon and Steelhead Losses in the Columbia River 
Basin. Various agencies, including 'BPA, NMFS, arid the'Corps·of c 

. 

Engineers, are particip;lting 'in ongoing studie8 to aSSess the effects of 
water withdrawals and other activities on anadromous fish. 

Upon receipt of NMFS' conunent, BPA had additional discussions with 
NMFS regarding the conclusion that the project's proposed water 
withdrawal would not constitute an adverse impact on anadromous fish 
resources . .  BPA.has examined both the relative amount of the water · 

withdrawal proposed for this project, as well as ·other mitigating factors; 
in concluding that the project wouW not have such an effect. First, · 

acco�ing to the System's Operation Review (BPA, 1993), Bll a.vemge of 
3_6.2 million acre feet are currently withdrawn froni the Columbia River 
each year. Net depletions (that is, withdrawals minus return flows) equal 
approximately 1 5 . 3  million acre feet per year. The Hermiston Generatin-g 
Project would withdraw and consume an average of 4.2 cfs, the . 
equivalent of 3,065 acre feet per year. This amount would equa1 0.008 
percent of total system withdrawals, or two - ten thousandths (0.02 
percent) of net annual depletions from the Columbia River, Clearly an. 
insignificant portion of the total. · As expressed in a follow-up letter to 
BPA, NMFS agrees that the Hermiston Generat.ing Projecfcan move 
forward. 

Secondly, BPA and the Corps of Engineers and Bureau of Reclamation 
are currently studying alternative ways of managmg the river, including 
giving a higher priority to maintaining flows to protect fish and lower 
priority to optimizing hydropower producti()n• The 474· megawatts of · generating capacity from the Hermiston Generating Project would 
provide non-hydro power to the Northwest power grid, providing needed 
flexibility to BPA to reduce hydropower ·production and protect fisheries 
resoure.es. 

� 
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COMMENTS OF NATIONAL MARINE fiSHERIES SERVICE 

2 

NMFS-2 · 1  utiliz ing. their new pump station . Assuming a maximum daily . 
( .  ont'd) . 

usage ; the two plants would utilize 1\1 percent of the new water C withdrawal . 

NMFS-3 

NMFS-4 

NMFS-5 

The .. DEIS indicat;es t·hat the reduced flow would reduce power _ 
generation . at the mainstem projects by 756 megawatt hour s .  The 
cogeneration pl�t would gener�te 474 megawatts . The loss of 
power woUld require increased qeneration' at other projects or 
increased power . purchases . The effects of increased generation 
at other projects as ·a result of · Wheelinq should be addressed in 
a Supplemental Environmental Impact statement (SEIS) ,  

Under' the No Action Alternative , the applicant has indicated that 
without wheeling capability, costs for the development of 
alternative power lines would be prohibitive. No information on 
these costs is provided for comparison. Since three cogeneration 
projects are 'proposed in the same general' vicinity, this 
information is crucial to the' analysis and required for informed 
decision making . 

summary · 

. NMFS-6 

I NMFS feels that further info'rmation on potential impacts to 
salmonids as a result of w�eeling should be provided in a SEIS. 
Without this information, we are concerned that issues that are 
not adequately discussed in the DEI S - ma.y negatively impact · 
Columbia'  River anadromous fish stocks . - Further information on I costs associated with alternative transmission lines should also be provided to address the No Action Alternative . 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the . 
proposed project. Questions concerning ·our comments she�uld be 
d irecte.d tc;> Ben Meyer , of my staff , at (503)  2 3 0-S:4 2 5 .  

cc : USFWS , Portland 

Sincerely, 

S>;-� {, B.�'""'-� .... -�- Merritt E :- Tuttle 
Division Chief 

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 

_) 

NMFS-2 

NMFS-3 

RESPONSES TO NATIONAL MARINE FisHERIES SERVICE 

\ 
Third, the Hermiston Generating Project includes fundipg for a 
mitigation program designed to augment instream flows ill the Columbia 
River or its tributaries (see S,ection 3 .2.2. 1) .  

-

TJ:te text of Sections 3.2.2. 1 and 3.2.4 bas been changed to �fleet this 
comment. 

The Hermiston Generating Project would add 474 megawatts-of c�pacity 
to the Pacific Northwest's  total generating capacity. Each megawatt of 
capacity equals �. 760 megawatt hours per year if a plant_ operates 100 

' ' ,-
percent of the time. Operating at a plaimed capacity of 93 percent, the 
Hermiston Generating Project would produce approximately 3 .86 million 
megawatt hours ofelectricity each year. As stated in the dr�tft ElS, lost 
generation from reduced flows in the lower Columbia River as a result of 
the project's water use would be approximately 756 megawatt hours 
annually, or about two - ten thousandths (0.02 percent) of the power tb.at 
would be generated by the Hermist�n Generating Project. •, 

' 
. . 

This net increase in energy production could leiuf to some decrease in 
demand for BPA power as some customers tum to the new energy source 
to -fulfill part of their demand for power. The text of the draft EIS, 
Section 3.2.4, has been m�ified to indicate that the power generation 
foregone at BPA's hydropower plants could be replaced through 
increased generation at other projec� or increased power-purchases, or 

· could be offset by increased cpnservation or decreased customer demand 
for BPA power. The 756 megawatt hours that would be lost would be 
imperceptible compared to seasonal and annual v;uiations in BPA's load 
requirements; and would not be made Up by construction of new 
generating capacity. 

For these reasons, development of a Supplemental Environm'erital Impact 
·Statement to evaluate the potential impacts of new generating resources is 
not warranted. 

--
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_ CO:M.l\fSNTS OF N�TIONAL MARINE· FISBEiUES SERVICE. - . RESPONSES TO NATION� MA:JuNE FISHERIEs SmtVICE 

NMFS-4 'As stated in the draft EIS, the Federal action by BPA that requires NEPA 
review is the decision regarding whether to wheel power from the 

. McNary Substation near Hermiston, Oregon to the Alvey Substation near 
Eugene, Oregon. BPA is required by law to wheel power if it 'has 
adequate capacity on its system. B:PA conducted a systeni anlilysis for the . 
wheeling, which determined that sufficient system capacity exists. As 
noted it} the draft ·EIS, connecting the Hermiston Generating Project to 
BP A's ex,isting transmission system would require upgrading 
approximately 12 iniles of an existing transmission line from 1 151kV to 
230 kV. . 

. 

If wheeling were denied by BPA, a ne� transmission linewould be 
required from the project site to Alvey Substation. This would require a, 
transmission line at l�st 200 miles long. Recent construction cost 
estimates provided to'U.S. Generating Company on new, single circuit, 
230 kV transmission lines range from about $300,000 to $430,000 per 
mile. A 200-mile-long line would· therefore cost approximately $60 
million to $80 inillion to construct. . 

If all three cogeneration projects that are proposed in Umatilla and 
Morrow Counties were constructed, they could potentially shar:e in some 

. of tpe eosts of a new transmission line. However, the power from the . 
projects would be sold to three separate customers, so tha,t additional 
transmission lines or wheeling would be required to service these 
customers. Additionally, a single 230 kV line would not be adequate to 
supply moi:e than one power plant, and the cost of a larger line would be 
greater than the $60 to $80 million noted above. In any case, it rs 
apparent the construction of a new transmission line would add 
substantially to the cost of the projects. ' 

� � a � 
Additionally, use of an existing transmission line right-of-way is much S 
preferr� fi:om au.t environmental standpoint because it creates much less :P 
distUrbance than a new right-of-way. New rights-of-way generally require � new access roads, disturbance of previously undisturbed habitat, and (") · 
greater impacts on land uses and hu� populations becau� the lines Q · 
must generally be routed through developed areas. ,� i! 
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COMMENTs OF NATIONAL MARINE FisHERIES SERVICE ' RESPONSES TO NATIONAL MARINE FisHERIES SERVICE 

NMFS-5 See response to comment NMFS-1 .  

NMFS-{) See response to comment NMFS-4. 
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COMMENTS OF OREGON DEPARTMENT OF FISH � WILDLIFE 

ODFW-1 

�- ----- - - . 
. ·- ·.:::..'"1:�\ 

-u�--------=-� ------ --- -�-

·• i \:.OV • •  

May 2 3 ,  1994 -,,�. 

bawrt Boorse 
Bonnevil� · power Administration 
Publ i.c 111volvement Manager - ALP 
p . o .  Box 12999 . 
Portland,· OR 9 7 2 12 

oe·ar M ii .  ·Boorse : 

� � 
DEPART�tE:-;T OF 

FISH A);D 
-·---
1\'ILDLIFE ----· 

Sat('m Di�trict Qfli,(e 

The oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife ( Department) has 
reviewed the Draf-t Environmental Impact Statement for the 
Hermistoa Generating Project, and of fers the fol lowing 
comments . 

The DEIS ident ifies a specific proposal for mitigation o f  
impacta . to water quantity and quality (DEI S ,  �action 3 . 2 . 4 ,  
Page "J - 3 8 ) . However , no specific proposals for mitigation 
of impacts on w i ldlife habitat have bee!' identif hd-; 

The· DEI'S' indicates that a plan to mitigate project impacts 
on wi ldlife i.s being developed by Hermistim Generating 
company , in conjunction with the · Deplirtin_ent ( Section 
3 . 3 . 2 . 1 . ,  page 3 -4 6 ,  .section 3 . 4 . 2 . 1 . , page · 3 - 5 6 ,  sectio.n 
3 .  <t-. 4 ,  . page 3 - 6 0 ) . Discussions between the Department and 
Hermiston Generating company are ongoing; however , agreement 
on specific mitigation proposals has not yet been reached. 

't'he Department requests. that the Final EIS identify 'specific 
proposa l s  for mitigation of impacts on w i ld l i fe hab�tat. 

Th�nk you for your . consideration o f .  these comments . I f  you 
have quest ions , please contact Mark Henjum at 9 6 3 - 2 13 8 .  

Sincerely , 

�.__l 1--t c 'Lu.o..( -� . 

Gail McEwen 
Land Use coordinator 
Habitat conservation Division 

c .  Laum;m ; Henjuin, Zarnowitz , McAllister 
oM:: :=.1h�·r:.•n R.�.h': 'E 
�.iit:nl. 01\ ··-�·l:l; 
1!'�i31 :;:":'·r"�:: 
FA\ !:ill31 .�-:--f'l:!�.� 

RESPONSES TO OREGON DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND Wn...nu::FE 
ODFW - 1  After reviewing the Department's comments and the � EIS conclusions 

regarding impacts.to wildlife habitat,, BPA hilS decided not to recommend any 
mitigatiOn fot wildlife habitat. The permanent impact is small (5.2 hectares 
[12.9 acres]) and the habitat is oflow value. No sensitive 'species are known 
to use the area. For these reasons, BPA has concluded that the impacts do not 
warrant mitigation. 

-� i3 
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COMMENTS OF RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION 

• Ur�led St.t
. 
n 

O.�nl 
of Agrlc;ubure 

Rurol 
Eleclrillcollon 
Administration 

Ira ;. Da\M Boorse 

Woihlngton 
· o.c. 
20250 

Publ ic Util ities Specialist . 
Boril)evfll e  Power Administration 
i>.o.- -&ox 3621 
ror'tlM<i , Oregon 97208-36:;!1 
t>Qr. �� Boorse: 

, � ll:.i 1994 

• - ' �-· > • 
We ·nave revi-ed the Dran. Erivir.onmental Impact Statemerlt 
'(DEIS t :· concerning the Hermiston Generating Project located 
�ear Hermiston in Umatilla county, Oregon . The DE!S review 
was conducted in compl iance with the National Environmental 
Policy �ct in accordance with the Council on Environmental 

REA-l 

gii .. l it( i:'egu�ationa . . . 
.The �RuZ::al Eiectrification Adm�niatration independentfy 
�v.iewad the discussions of the project ' s  impacts and found 
.th- · 1!4equate and- comprehensive. we "'elieve the DEIS 
·eVllluated fully th_e potential impacts to air and water 
'Ciflal'i tyJ floodplains , wetlands, farmlands , threatened and 
���an�ered species , cultural and historic properties , effect 
on the Human health and safety� and a number of other 
significant environmental concerna · with respect to the ;Prg� project . Howev4tr,· we have one general c:Omment �n 

�.tha 111J.t:lqation measures discussed in the DEIS . We recommt�nd 
•.th!lktbe DE.IS addre_ss only �e moat practical and beat 
�.sutt;edj !lrltigation measures for the protection and ··pl!4!aetovation Of environmental resources which may .be · 

impacted by�the proposed proj ect ; 

-:n:aahk y6ti tor the _opportlinit:y to c0111111ent on the DEI S. .  We 
have no further ,COJIIIII&nta at this time . ShOUld you have any 
qqestiona or i f  this office can be of further assistance to 
you, ple!lse contact Mr. Nurul Islam. at (202)  720.;14-14 . 
Sincerely , 

� /Z�-
LAWRENCE R .  WOLFE ;- ·

• 
Chief,  Environmental -�ompliance Branch F l �ctr i� �taft Division 

--� � .¥ ·: .�· � �· -· ,;: 

RESPONSES TO RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION 

REA-l The mitigation measures reeominended in the draft EIS are thought to be 
the most practical and best suited measures for the protectiOn of the 
enviionmental resources that may be affected by the Hermiston 
Generating Project. 

· ; :  
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COMMENTS OF OREGON DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND WILDLIFE 

ODFW-1 

�- . t · -u;-·· .-----=-- ---
""EQ() . 

------- ----·-
� .· l y . •· 

.. -------: 
' 

.. . 
OEI'ARDlE:'\T OF 

-· . ,_,. 
.. : :.� ·� ·.·� 

� WlLDLlfE · 

May :Z :l ,  U94 
. j 

Dawn BOo%'.., 
sonnevil!• Power Administration 
P�bl ic . lnYolvament Manager - ALP 
p,p,  I!!OJK. 1:Z999 . 

Portlanlt,_ , OR 97212 

Dear Me_. Boorse: 

Salem Dh·trict Offke 

. r 

The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife ( Department) has 

reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact statement !or the 

Hermiston Generating Project, and offers the following 

eQI!IIn!Onts .-
. The Otis. idehtifies a speci f ic proposal for mitigation o f  

impacts to-water quantity and quality ( DEIS , sect ion 3 . 2 . 4 ,  

Pagll' ·.J-3 8 ) . However , no specific proposals for mitigation 

of impacts on wildlife habitat have been identified. 
. ' 

The· DEIS• indicates that a plan to mitigate project impacts 

on wildlife is · being developed by Hermiston Generating 

company I in conj unction with the Department . ( Section 

3 . 3 . 2 . 1 . , page J -4 6 ,  Section 3 . 4 . 2 . 1 . , page J - 5 6 ,  section 

3 ,  4.; 4 , . l'age · 3 - 6 0 )  • ·' Discussions between the Department and 

Hermiston Generating Company are ongoing; however , agreement 

on speci�ic mitigation proposals has not yet been r'!ached . 

Thp DeJ:i'af-tment requests that the Final .ElS identify specific 

p'r<lllosa!S for !!litigation of impact.s on w i ldlife habitat. · 

Th�nlt y� for yo�r consideration of these '
t:omments .  If you 

have questions, please contact Mark aenjum at 963•2 1 3 8 . 

sincerely, 

J+...__t_ }-t r 'L._._.-{ � 

Ga il McEWen 
Land Use-coordinator 

' .Habitat Conservation Division 

c .  Lauman , Henjum; zarnowitz , McAllister · ---- ---· · 
�1::! Sli,\•r:.•r� R·'·h� ' F  
�J.i�m. 01\ -·-�·1'" 

-

I?'L)31 3:":'-t·"�:: 
FA\ (�L13l _;-�-1':3-�· 

. REsPONSES TO OREGON DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND WILDLIFE 

ODFW-1 After reviewing the Depa.rtment's comments and the draft .ElS conclusi� 
regarding impactS to wildlife habitat, BPA has decided not .to recommend any 
mitigatiOn for wildlife habitat. The permanent impact i$ stnall (5. 7 hectares 
[12.9 aeres]) and the habitat is of low value. No sensitive Species are known 
to use the area. For these reasons, BPA has coricluded that the impacts do not 
warrant mitigation. 
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COMMENTS OF RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION 

wntllngton 
D.C. 

• Unllod. 81•. lao' Del)lrln)ent . d AgoiCI)iklr( 
Aural ElectdftcatiOn �dininistrat1on 20250 

Ma� Dawn Boorse 
Public Utilities specialist 
Bbnnev.ille Power Administration 
i>.o.· 'sd:lC 3621 
Portlar)d , Oreqon 97208-3621 

' " .  ,' 

De,ai M.._� Boorse : 

, � 1/l.i 19S.: 

We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact statement (bE.I$) : concerning the· Hermiston Generati119 Project lQcated 
near Hermiston in Umatilla County , oraqon . The DEIS review 
vas. conducted in compliance with the National Environmental 
Pol.iey Act in accordance with the Council on Environmental 
QU!ll.it:y: regulations. . . 

REA-l 

The 'Rural· Elect:d rication Administrati<?il independently 
·."Viewed the discussions of the project ' s  impacts and found 
them •adequate and cQmprehanaive ; We believe the DEIS 

:evaluated tully the potential impacts to air and water 
qualitlN floodplains , wetlands , farmlands , threatened and 
endanqered species , cUltural 111nd historic properties , effect 

· o·n · the human health and safety, and a nulliber of other _ 
�igni ficant environmental concerns with respect to the 

.prf?po� _proj ect . However, we have one qeneral cOIIQIIent on 
· the · Ql-��i,f;ration meuures discuss.ed in the DEIS , We recommend 
• .th,t tl!!t DEIS address only the moat ·p�actical and bes.t 
'1l)Jh:ed; .Utiqation measures for the protection and 
. presa�tion or envirQnmental resources which may be 
·impacted by the proposed proj ect , 

'Theillc· ydu for. the opportunity to comment on the DEIS .  We 
have no further comments at this time . Should you have any 

· questions or if this office cail . be ot further assistance to 
you , please contact Mr. Nurul Islam •t · (202)  720-141.4 . 
Sincerely, 

� /?�. 
LAWRENCE R. WOLFE ;- - .·· 
Chief, Environmental Compliance Branch E l �ctric Staff Division 

RESPONSES TO RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION 

REA-l The mitigation measures recommended in the draft EIS are thought .to be 

the most practical and best suited measures for the protection of the 
environmental resources_that may be affected by the Hermiston 

GenenJting Project. 
-
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